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øU1!L øfR' 
SECURITY 

TE HOME rnteCtion 

EICO X 
SECURITY CONTROL CENTER 

00 

Start your custom Burglar /Hold -up /Fire Alarm System with the FC -100. 
Add on Sensors, Alarms and Accessories to suit your own needs. 
"Do -it- Yourself" Installers Handbook included. 
No technical knowledge needed -No soldering. 
Ideal for Apartment, Home and certain Commercial Installations. 
100% Professional in Design, Reliability, Performance. 

The FC -100 is an extremely flexible home protection device. It has been designed 
for use with all types of intruder and fire sensors. The alarm activating circuits 

accommodate burglar alarm bells, separate fire horns, as 
well as various combinations of fire and burglar alarm bells 
and horns. A Remote Station Control with signal lights 
(EICO A -65) can be installed at any number of locations 
to show that all doors and windows are closed and the 
alarm system is ready to be "armed." The simple circuit i uses only two wires. For maximum safety, the fire alarm 
circuits are always on and cannot be turned off 
accidentally. 

The EICO FC -100 Security Control Center is powered 
by a 117 VAC Power Supply (EICO A -75) which 
supplies 6 volts DC for operating the system. Space is 
provided for an optional standard 6 volt lantern 

battery for standby /emergency operation. In the event of an electrical power 
failure, the battery automatically supplies the power to keep the alarm 
system activated. 

Each circuit in the EICO FC -100 has its own independent set of screw terminals 
that allow installation by someone unfamiliar with electrical wiring. 

Model FC -100 $59.95 

EICO X0 
BURGLAR /HOLD-UP /FIRE ALARM SYSTEM 
is Systems "HEART" is the EICO FC -100 Security Control Center. I Additional Sensors, Alarms, Accessories may be added any time to 

meet future needs. 
a "Do -it- Yourself' Installers Handbook included. 

A basic home Burglar /Hold -Up /Fire Alarm Systems which combines a high 
reliability alarm control center with detectors, alarm accessories and an 
alarm bell. 
The SS -500 system is supplied with the following: A -75 Power Supply; SA -25 8" 
Alarm Bell; A -45 Entrance Key- Switch with "system -on" signal light; A -65 
remote station control with signal lights; SD -20 Fire Sensors; SD -10, 
Door /Window Contact Switches; SD -50 Tamper Switches; SD -40 Door Cords; 
A -35 Emergency Buttons; A -95 Installers Handbook; A -105 "Home Protected" 
Decals and 250 feet of hook -up wire. Additional remote stations, entrance key 
switches, alarm bells, signal horns as well as fire, smoke, intruder, freeze -up 
and water flooding detectors, are available as optional accessories. 

Model SS -500 $109.95 

REED 
SWITCH 

(ON ,NSKIEI 
OF DooR, 

i 

TYPICAL ALARM INSTALLATION 

"Do -it Yourself" 
HOME SECURITY HANDBOOK 

41 A comprehensive 40 -page Homeowners 
- Handbook which includes a wealth of 

information on professional home 
security as well as comprehensive 

installation procedures in clear 
.tot non -technical language. 

`Fail Safe' SECURITY ACCESSORIES 

SENSORS: 
SD -10 Door /Window Magnetic Contact Reed Switches, N.O. (4 pairs) $9.95 

SD -20 Heat /Fire Sensors, N.O. (135° F) (3 per package) $8.95 

SD -24 Furnace -Attic Heat /Fire Sensors, N.O. (190° F) (2 per package)$5.95 
SD -30 Window Foil Self Adhesive Blocks (6 per package) $3.95 

SD -32 Window Protective Foil $3.95 

SD -40 Door Cords (12 ", Two Wire) (2 per package) $3.95 

SD -50 Tamper Switches, N.O. (2 per package) $3.95 

ALARMS: 
SA -15 Indoor Twin Klaxon Horn Alarm $9.95 

SA -25 Indoor /Outdoor 8" Bell (6 volt D.C.) $14.95 

ACCESSORIES: 
A -35 Emergency Buttons (2 per package) $2.95 

A -45 Entrance Key Switch (Momentary) with Signal Light $9.95 

A -65 Remote Station Control with Signal Lights $3.95 

A -75 Power Supply $14.95 
A -95 Installers Handbook $2.95 

A -105 Decals (6 per package) $1.95 

MI Safe' 
v 

A New Concept in `Do -il- Yourself "Home Protection! 
° 

Circle I on reader service card 

T,.13'OOKLYN, N.Y. 11207 (212) 949-1100 
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The latest word 
on Electronics! 
Sams presents 9 brand new or completely revised books 
...invaluable working aids for anyone in electronics. 

TRANSISTOR SPECIFICATIONS 
MANUAL 5th Edition 
by the Howard IN Sams Engineering Staff 
160 fact -packed Sages of electrical and 
physical data fer nearly 10,000 trans stor 
types. Lists electrcal and physical pa+am- 
eters, essential facts for servicing, and man- 
ufacturers of each type. All EIA- registared 
TO outlines are shown and dimensioned 
drawings are pros.iclec fo* nonstandard cases. 
No. 20883 $4 50 

ABC's OF ELECTRONIC POWER 
by Rufus P. Turner 
A clear explanation of electronuc power and 
how to measure t each point clearly i lus - 
trated by worked -cut examples No step in 
the mathematical solution is om tted. Covers: 
fundamentals, dc power measurement, ac 
power measurement, of power measurement, 
rf power measurement. 
No. 20884 $3.E .C. 

TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK 
15th Edition 
by the Howard W Sams Engineering Staff 
The most complete, up -to -date direct tube 
subsitution guida you can use. Includes 
over 12,000 substitutions for receiving and 
picture tubes. Easy to use. Sections cover: 
cross reference Dt all American receiving 
tubes, picture tubes and recommended sub- 
stitutions, cross reference of subminiature 
tubes, industrial substitutions for receiving 
tubes, communications and special-purpose 
tube substitutions, -cross reference of Amer- 
ican and foreign Woes_ 
No. 20889 $1.75 

TRANSISTOR SUBSTITUTION MANDBOBK 
12th i.dition 
by the Howard W. hams Engineering Staf 
Here is the answer if you can't get an exact 
replacement for a failed transistor. Using 
Computers, the Sams Engineering Staff made 
over a billion comparisons of electrical and 
physical parameters of all transistors. The 
over 100.000 substitutions that can be safely 
and satisfactorily made are listed here in 
easy -to -find order. 
No. 23899 $2.25 

r 

ABC's OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 

3rd edition 
by Allan Lytal and Law ence Buckmaster 
A knowledge of Boolean algebre, the algebra 
of logic, is essential far any are wishing to 
understand the logical functions of com- 
puter circuitry. This teat ;ntrc'daces and ex- 
plains symbolic logic and shows, with sim- 
ple block diagrams and examples, the rela- 
tion oetween language and s ritcnes, and 
the principles of logical design. It shows 
how to write logical expressions, expand 
and simplify 'hem, and how to use relays 
and switches: in c resits. 
No. 20867 $3.53 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

ABOLT CB OPERATION 2nd Edition 
by Leo G. Sends 
A quick and hancy reference source of in- 
formaüion atout CB radio; its classes and 
uses, licens((.ng and FCC stiles, operating 
procedures, selection cf CB equipment, and 
installation of transceivers and antennas in 
mobile and 'fixed -station loca'.ions. As valu- 
able or anyone who works wi h CB radio 
as it Is for electronics engineers and 
techn,cians. 
No. 20893 $2.95 

?As HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 

SEMICOND(% OR DIODE LASERS 
by Ralnh W. Canpbell & For; it M. M ms 

This irtroduclion to the ra :;idly es and.ng 
use of the inS,ction laser shows how the sci- 
ence progressed from ruby reds to i s pres- 
ent compact, highly efficient, and economical 
form cf the semiconductor diode Issas. It 
gives information on construction methods, 
circuits, conventional and infrared photo- 
graphs power requirements, power output, 
practical uses, and future possibilities. 
No. 20687 $5.95 (tentative) 

SOLID STATE SERVICING 
by William Shea 
Easy -tc- understand, practical service Mips- 
malign tc aid the service techniclar in re- 
pairing any saüd stato elecirenic egtipment 
used it black end white TV color TV, and 
radio circuitry Includes troubleshooting 
hints and procedures. 
No. 20888 S- 95 (tentative) 

RADIO AMATEUR OPERATING 
HANDEDOK 
by Marshall Lincoln, W7DOS 
While it is not a technical book orr elec- 
tronics, this 000k is a practical single - 
source working guide for hams. It corers all 
tacets of on -the -air operative activi les as 
well as the bonding, testing, and modifyi og 
of equipment. It is particularly intended to 
Improve the ham's operating methods and 
techniques in radio communication. 
No. 24028 14.95 

RE 052 

Orde- from your Electronics Parts Distribetor, or mad to 
Howard W. Sams & Co ,'Inc., 4300 West 62nd Street, Incian- 
apolis, Indiana 4E268. 
Send books checked at right S enclosed. Please 
Include sales tax where applicable. 
Canadian pr ces slight', higher. 

Send Free 1972 Sams Bcok Catalog. 

Names 

Address 

City 

Í. ' 20883 E 20893 

_- I 20884 20881 

[)20889 20888 

E 20899 24028 

20867 

State Zip 
J 
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There's an 
Ainperex replacement tube 

for any socket in airy set 
you're likely to service... 

TV, HiFi, FM or AM, House Radio, Car Radio, 

P.A. System or Tape Recorder. 
Imported or Domestic! 

2 RADIO -ELECTRONICS MAY 1972 

_ - 0.QO. Qt\-S 
PME 

Circle 3 on reader service card 

AMPERE% SUPPORTS 

THE INDEPENDENT 

SERVICE DEALER 
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Radio -Electronic 
F O R M E N W I T H I D E A S I N ELECTRONICS 

May 1972 

TELEVISION 44 MATV For The Technician 
How master antenna systems operate. by Bert Wolf 

61 Kwik -Fix Troubleshooting Charts 
Transistor TV sound amplifier and output. by Forest H. Belt 

70 Service Clinic 
Agc loops the loop. by Jack Darr 

73 Reader Questions 
R -E's Service Editor solves reader problems 

96 Television Service Association Code Of Ethics 
As established by TESA, St. Louis 

GENERAL 4 Looking Ahead 
Current happenings. by David Lachenbruch 

24 Appliance Clinic 
Dc motors, blobs and problems. by Jack Darr 

26 Equipment Report 
Heath SB -303 receiver 

ELECTRONICS 

37 Active Car Radio Antennas 
A practical amplified antenna for AM & FM. 

by Gary Johnson 

54 Diode Switching Experiments 
Diodes can be used for more than merely detecting and 
rectifying. by Matt Mandl 

57 Installing Burglar Alarms, MATV, PA 
The techniques are the same for all of these systems -see 
how its done. by Eugene Walters 

68 Test Probes Stay With Meter 

BUILD ONE 
OF THESE 

33 Build R -E's Digital IC Tester 
Check 14- and 16 -pin DIP's in minutes. by Jack Cazes 

40 Calculator Fits In Your Pocket 
8 -digit readout, adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides, and 
carries a constant. by Bill Green 

51 IC Logic Demonstrator 
One -IC project demonstrates most common logic functions. 
by Don Lancaster 

56 Makeshift AC Wattmeter 

DEPARTMENTS 16 Letters 

6 New & Timely 

90 New Books 

84 New Literature 

86 Try This One 

80 New Products 

100 Next Month 

111 Reader Service 

98 Technotes 

A MIGHTY HANDFUL is the only way to de- 
scribe this pocket -size four -function IC calcu- 
lator. . . . see page 40 

117 
VAC 

S1 D1 

OPT ONAL 
GROUND 

NO. 47 LAMP, 
6V BUZZER, 
ETC. 

SWITCHING DIODES can do all kinds of tricks. 
Try some of them yourself. . . . see page 54 

Hugo Gernsback (1884 -1967) 
founder 

M. Harvey Gernsback, editor -in -chief 
and publisher 

Larry Steckler, editor 
Robert F. Scott, W2PWG technical editor 
Jack Darr, service editor 
I. Queen, editorial associate 
Matthew Mandl, contributing editor 
David Lachenbruch, contributing editor 
James A. Gupton, Jr., photographic electronics 
Maxine C. Lipp, editorial assistant 
Vincent P. Cicenia. production manager 
Nancy Gipson, production assistant 
H. Matysko, circulation 

Cover photograph by Walter Herstatt 
Cover design by Marius Trinque 

Radio -Electronics is indexed in Ap- 
plied Science 8 Technology Index 
and Readers Guide to Periodical 
Literature. 

tl 

41i o 
rYtAt 

Radio- Electronics, May. 1972, Vol. 43, No. 5 

Editorial, Advertising, and Executive offices: 200 Park 
Ave. S., New York. N.Y. 10003. Subscription Service: 
Boulder, Colo. 80302. Second class postage paid at 
New York City and additiona, mailing office. Printed in 
U.S.A 

One -year Subscription rate: U.S. and possessions. Can- 
ada $7. Pan -American countries. $8. Other countries, 
$8.50. Single copies 605. 

if 1972 by Gernsback Publications, Inc. All rights re- 
served 

POSTMASTER: Notices of undelivered copies (Form 
3579) to Boulder. Colo. 80302. 
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looking ahead 

Green light for CATV 

Ending seven years of a vir- 
tual freeze on construction of 
new cable TV systems in popu- 
lous areas, the FCC finally has 
issued its long- awaited CATV 
decision, a long complex se- 
ries of rules designed to permit 
expansion of cable TV without 
injuring the broadcasting in- 
dustry. As to pickups from tele- 
vision stations, cable systems 
in all parts of the country are 
permitted to carry the signals 
of stations carrying programs 
of the three commercial net- 
works. In the top 50 markets, 
signals of three independent 
stations may be added Of there 
aren't three in the local mar- 
ket, signals may be imported 
from other markets). In the 
next 50 markets, two indepen- 
dent channels can be in- 
cluded, and in other markets 
one independent is allowed. 
CATV systems 35 miles from 
any station may carry any and 
all station signals they wish. 

In the top 100 markets, sys- 
tems must have at least 20 
channels, of which three must 
be "public access" channels 
for expression of local opin- 
ions. Additional non -broadcast 
programming will be required 
on most systems. New systems 
won't start building immedi- 
ately. The FCC order is ex- 
pected to be challenged and 
could be delayed for some 
time. But for all practical pur- 
poses, the freeze is over, and 
there are widespread forecasts 
that a new era in home com- 
munications is on the way. 

`Live' instant replay 

Soon you'll be able to see a 

football game at the stadium as 
well as you do at home -in- 
stant replays and all. At least 
you will if you see the game at 
the new 80,000 -seat Louisiana 
Superdome now under con- 
struction in New Orleans. Sus- 
pended from the ceiling at the 

new domed stadium will be six 
huge color television screens, 
each as much as 40 feet wide, 
visible to every spectator. The 
screens will be used at sport- 
ing events to present replays of 
key action, closeups, etc. The 
projectors will be the newest 
version of Eidophor, that de- 
liver 7,000 lumens of bright- 
ness, designed to give a clear 
image in stadium lighting. 
Eidophor, manufactured by 
Gretag, Ltd. of Switzerland, 
uses a "control layer" prin- 
ciple rather than a cathode ray 
tube. An electron gun modu- 
lates a layer of thick oil, 
through which a high- intensity 
light source is passed, making 
possible extreme brightness. 
Eidophor is sold in the United 
States by TNT Communica- 
tions, Inc. It hasn't yet been 
announced whether the Louisi- 
ana Superdome will make its 
spectators feel completely at 
home by also presenting giant - 
screen commercials, but the 
new development will certainly 
be an exciting one for sports 
enthusiasts. 

Projection TV again? 

If you're an old- timer, you'll 
remember television's early 
battle between the direct -view 
screen advocates and those 
who favored projection à la the 
movies. The dispute raged 
from television's postwar in- 
troduction in 1946 for a couple 
of years and then died when it 

was proved by Allen B. DuMont 
and others that large- screen 
cathode -ray tubes were eco- 
nomically practical. From 1946 
through 1949, Americans pur- 
chased about 40,000 projec- 
tion television sets. High costs, 
service problems and dim pic- 
tures helped end the fad. 

Comes the age of color TV 
and some people are taking a 

new look at projection televi- 
sion sets for the home. The 
first to announce such a prod- 
uct is Sony of Japan. Sony has 
held public demonstrations of 

a projection system which it 

says will be available this fall. 
Trouble is, the projector alone 
will cost $1,300, the special 
screen $160, and a tuner 
$140 -a total price of $1,600 in 
Japan, or about $2,500 in the 
United States. The projection 
device uses a souped -up high - 
brightness 12 -inch three -color 
Trinitron picture tube with a 
special lens. Sony says the 
brightness on a 21/2 x 31/2-foot 
screen is about 3 foot -lam- 
berts, which it claims is at least 
as bright as the average super - 
8 home movie projector. This 
means, of course, viewing in 

almost total darkness. 
An American company, Ad- 

vent Corporation, also claims 
to have a home projection 
color TV system in about the 
same price range, but it says it 

could be produced in a less 
deluxe version and in large 
quantities to sell for about 
$1,000. Advent's system uses 
three specially designed cath- 
ode -ray tubes (one for each 
color) incorporating their own 
special lenses, and the bright- 
ness claimed for this system is 

more than 10 foot -lamberts -or 
about the same as the picture 
in a commercial movie the - 
ater-on a screen measuring 4 

by 6 feet. 

A $300 home VTR? 

While those promised 
"home" videoplaying devices 
gradually turn out to be 
$1,000- $2,000 gadgets for the 
homes of Texas oilmen but not 
for the rest of us, one of the 
pioneers in magnetic record- 
ing is quietly working on a 

home VTR that he thinks can 
be realistically priced to retail 
at $200 to $300. 

Supervising the devel- 
opment is Marvin Camras, of Il- 
linois Institute of Technology 
Research Institute, which 
holds many of the basic mag- 
netic tape patents. While oth- 
ers concentrate their energies 
on helical -scan recorders, 

Camras is working on a far 
simpler approach -the ap- 
proach first taken and then dis- 
carded in VTR. This is the 
fixed -head, longitudinal scan- 
ning system used in audio 
recorders. 

Higher -density tape and new 
heads make this approach in- 
teresting again, and Camras 
may have other new devel- 
opments he's not talking about 
yet. 'His recorder is claimed to 
use no more parts than a con- 
ventional audio recorder. It 

uses quarter -inch tape in a 

cassette with an undisclosed 
number of longitudinal record- 
ing tracks. Past longitudinal 
recorders have had the dis- 
advantage of momentary 
"blackouts" when the tape 
reached the end of the reel 
and reversed, switching to the 
next track. 

Camras says his system has 
no such blackout problem. If 

development work proceeds 
on schedule, it will be shown 
to prospective manufacturers 
some time this year. 

In brief . . . 

Some 52.6% of American 
households, or 32,$00,000 
homes, had color TV sets as of 
Jan. 1, 1972, according to 
NBC. That's an increase of 
5,200,000 during 1971 . . . 

Motorola has discontinued 
portable and table radios, por- 
table phonographs and por- 
table tape recorders to con- 
centrate on television, stereo 
consoles and automobile ra- 
dios and auto tape players . . . 

A stereo -FM decoder on a 

single IC chip is being offered 
to set manufacturers by Motor- 
ola Semiconductors. It uses 
phase -locked loop technology 
which eliminates the need for 
inductors, making possible 
complete integration, and is 

claimed to combine higher 
reliability with lower cost. . . 

by DAVID LACHENBRUCH 
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 
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PROVIDES YOU WITH A 

COMPLETE SERVICE FOR 

ALL YOUR TELEVISION 
TUNER REQUIREMENTS 
AT ONE PRICE. 

REPAIR 

VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.75. 
UHF /VHF Combo $15.00. 

In this price all parts are included. 
Tubes, transistors, diodes, and nuvistors 
are charged at cost. 

Fast efficient service at our four con- 
veniently located service centers. 

1 year guarantee backed up by the 
largest tuner manufacturer in the U.S. - 
SARKES TARZIAN, INC. 

All tuners are cleaned inside and out, 
repaired, realigned and air tested. 

Replacement Tuner $9.75. 

This price buys you a complete new 
tuner built specifically by SARKES TAR - 
ZIAN INC. for this purpose. 

The price is the same for every type 
of universal replacement tuner. 

Specify heater type 
Parallel 6.3V 
Series 450 mA 
Series 600 mA 

All shafts have the same length of 12 ". 

Characteristics are: 
Memory Fine Tuning 
UHF Plug In 
Universal Mounting 
Hi -Gain Lo -Noise 

If you prefer we'll customize this 
tuner for you. The price will be $18.25. 
Send in original tuner for comparison pur- 
poses to our office in INDIANAPOLIS, 
INDIANA. 

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION 
FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE 

MIDWEST 817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana .. TEL: 317 -632 -3493 
(Home Office) 

EAST 547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey . . TEL: 201- 792.3730 

SOUTH 938 GORDON ST., S.W., Atlanta, Georgia TEL: 404 -758 -2232 

SOUTH -EAST 1505 CYPRESS ST., Tampa, Florida TEL: 813- 253 -0324 

WEST SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION 
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California TEL: 213 -769 -2720 

Circle 4 on reader service card 
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new e timely 

EUROPE 

MIDDLE EAST 

INDIAN OCEAN COUNTRIES 

,. 
0* A 

INTELSAT III 
INDIAN OCEAN 

INTELSAT $ 
a ' /I i, / I 

PEOPLES REPUBLIC 
OF CHINA 

PEKING 

At' 
HANGCHOW 

SHANGHAI 

$1% 

JAMESBURG,CALIF 1 

EUROPE 

DIDDLE EAST 

AFRICA 

THIS IS THE TRANSMISSION ROUTE of live color television, telephone, press and telegraph cov- 
erage for President Nixon's trip to China this past February. 

Satellite covers Peking trip 
The Peoples Republic of China pro- 

vided live color TV, telephone, press and 
telegraph coverage of President Nixon's 
historic visit to Peking using Western 
Union International's transportable satel- 
lite earth station, NUI -2. Hughes Aircraft 
Company built the station, and China will 
pay for its use of the equipment which was 
operated jointly by Western Union, 
Hughes, and Chinese engineers. 

The antenna on the WUI -2 is a 24 -foot 
diameter fiberglass parabola with limited 
motion in azimuth /elevation; motor drive 
two axes approximately, and is manually 
positioned to any -look angles. It can re- 
ceive 3.7 to 4.2 gHz and transmits 5.925 to 
6.425 gHz frequencies. The WUI -2 is fully 
operational under diverse environmental 
conditions, including up to 60 mph winds, 
at an altitude from zero to 10,000 feet, and 
in temperature of minus 40° to plus 130 °. 

Electrostatic system patented 
A self- energized electrostatic system 

that makes electrostatic stereophone lis- 
tening practical for the home has been as- 
signed a patent by the U. S. Patent Office. 
Koss Corporation first introduced the sys- 
tem in 1968 and subsequently has used it 
in several models of stereophones. 

The system eliminates the need for an 
external ac power supply. The elec- 
trostatic stereophone principle produces 
sound by using an electrostatic field to op- 
erate a diaphragm and delivers a fre- 
quency response of 10 audible octaves, 
four beyond conventional stereophones. 
Until the Koss technological break- 
through, only dynamic -type stereophones 
were practical. 

Radiation levels 
Figures are now available from the 

Environmental Protection Agency showing 
the state -by -state radiation levels from 
natural radiation. Colorado residents are 
found to be exposed to the highest aver- 

age levels of natural radiation. An inter- 
agency Special Studies Group which is re- 
viewing radiation doses in the U.S. from all 
sources has released these figures, but 
the study is not expected to be completed 
until June 1972. 

Natural radiation exists everywhere. 
Part comes from radioactive materials in 
rocks, and from the earth's crust. Part is 
due to cosmic rays from outer space. 
Each person's body has some radioactive 
material received through food and water. 

Because natural levels rise with 
higher altitudes, such as are found in the 
mountainous Western states, natural radi- 
ation varies from place to place. This is 
due mainly to increased cosmic radiation 
at these high altitudes. Radiation levels 
also rise with an increase in geomagnetic 
latitude, up to 50 °. 

Radiation doses are measured in mil - 
lirems, and it was found that, on the aver- 
age, each person in the U.S. receives a 

dose from natural radiation of 130 milli - 
rems per year. The next highest amount 

(continued on page 12) 

STATE -BY -STATE BREAKDOWN OF AVERAGE ANNUAL 
EXPOSURE TO INDIVIDUALS FROM NATURAL RADIATION 

(expressed in millirems) 

Alabama -135 
Alaska -130 
Arizona -145 
Arkansas -140 
California -115 
Colorado -250 
Connecticut -125 
Delaware -125 
District of Columbia -120 
Florida -120 
Georgia -125 
Hawaii -115 
Idaho -170 
Illinois -135 
Indiana -125 
Iowa -135 
Kansas -135 
Kentucky -130 
Lousiana -100 
Maine -150 
Maryland -120 
Massachusetts -140 
Michigan -135 
Minnesota -150 
Mississippi -130 
Missouri -130 
Montana -175 
Nebraska -155 

Nevada -150 
New Hampshire -135 
New Jersey -125 
New Mexico -200 
New York -135 
North Carolina -145 
North Dakota -145 
Ohio -140 
Oklahoma -135 
Oregon -135 
Pennsylvania -125 
Rhode Island -130 
South Carolina -135 
South Dakota -210 
Tennessee -140 
Texas -100 
Utah -180 
Vermont -120 
Virginia -125 
Washington -135 
West Virginia -135 
Wisconsin -130 
Wyoming -245 
American Samoa -115 
Guam -120 
Puerto Rico -115 
Canal Zone -115 
Virgin Islands -115 

National Average -130 millirems per person per year. 
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What do RCA SK series devices have 
that other replacements don't? 

solià.$!at- 6 

SOLID-STATE 
HARDWARE 

10 sockets for transistors and IC's 

15 heat sinks from TO -18 to 
TO-3 package styles 

QUALITY 
PRODUCT 

Top -of- the -line quality 
Meet -or -beat specs 

23 new types 
Now 120 SKs replace 
more than 46,000 
devices 

All three make up the RCA Solid -State System - a 

product and back -up approach to a replacement line of 
devices with the professional technician and service dealers' 
needs in mind. You put the elements together - and they 
work. Product is top -of- the -line. Literature is accurate and 
comprehensive, and hardware helps in your day -to -day 
servicing. 

Remember, RCA's Solid -State System is based on 
premium product - more than 120 different devices (in- 
cluding 23 brand new ones) that can replace more than 
46,000 units, both foreign and domestic. They cover the 
full range of replacement needs - from small signal types, 
integrated circuits, insulated gate and junction type FET's, 

INFORMATION 
SUPPORT 

Accurate Comprehensive 
New SK Replacement Guide 
New SK Wall Chart 
Transistor Tape /Slide Educational Shows 

Manuals 

to the newest silicon audio 100 -watt output types. 
Designed especially for replacement use, RCA SK 

units are backed by electrical characteristics that make 
them comparable to or better than original devices. There 
are no cast -offs or factory seconds. 

All units and the types they replace are cross- refer- 
enced in the RCA Replacement Guide, SPG -202M. There's 
a Quick -Selection Wall Chart, too, 1 L1367A, and new 
Audio -Visual service aids. These spell the industry's finest 
informational backup for replacements - all SK, all avail- 
able from your RCA Distributor. See him today for your 
copies. 

RCA Electronic Components I Harrison 
I 
N.J. 07029. 

RCAElectronic 
Components 
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EXPERIENCE 

IS STILL YOUR 

BEST TEACHER 

NRI designed- for -learning 
training equipment gives you 

priceless confidence be- 

cause your hands are trained 

as well as your head. 

Learning Electronics at home the NRI way is fast 
and fascinating. Read opposite page. 

8 RADIO -ELECTRONICS MAY 1972 

OLDEST AND LARGEST 
SCHOOL OF ITS KIND 
Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council 
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You get more for your money 

fromNRI -more value, more solid experience 
so essential to careers in Electronics. NRI's pioneering 
"discovery" method is the result of more than half a 

century of simplifying, organizing, dramatizing subject 
matter. In each of NRI's major courses you learn by 
doing. You demonstrate theory you read in "bite- size" 
texts programmed with NRI designed- for -learning pro- 
fessional lab equipment. Electronics comes alive in a 

unique, fascinating way. You'll take pleasure in evidence 
you can feel and touch of increasing skills in Electronics, 
as you introduce defects into circuits you build, per- 
form experiments, discover the "why" of circuitry and 
equipment operation. 
Almost without realizing it, the NRI discovery method 
gives you the professional's most valuable tool -prac- 
tical experience. You learn maintenance, installation, 
construction and trouble -shooting of Electronic circuits 
of any description. Whether your chosen field is Indus- 
trial Electronics, Communications or TV -Radio Servicing, 
NRI prepares you quickly to be employable in this 
booming field or to earn extra money in your spare 
time or have your own full -time business. And you 
start out with training equivalent to months -even years 
-of on- the -job training. 

NRI Has Trained More Men for 
Electronics Than Any Other 
School -By actual count, the number of individ- 
uals who have enrolled for Electronics with NRI could 
easily populate a city the size of New Orleans or Indiana- 
polis. Over three -quarters of a million have enrolled with 
NRI since 1914. How well NRI training has proved its 
value is evident from the thousands of letters we re- 
ceive from graduates. Letters like those excerpted 
below. Take the first step to a rewarding new career 
today. Mail the postage -free card. No obligation. No 
salesman will call. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, 
Electronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016. 

L. V. Lynch, Louis- 
ville, Ky., was a 

factory worker 
with American 
Tobacco Co., 
now he's an Elec- 

tronics Technician with the 
same firm. "I don't see how 
the NRI way of teaching could 
be improved." 

Don House, 
Lubbock, Tex., 
went into his 
own Servicing 
business six 
months after 

completing NRI training. This 
former clothes salesman just 
bought a new house and re- 
ports, "I look forward to mak- 
ing twice as much money as I 

would have in my former 
work." 

G. L. Roberts, 
Champaign, Ill., 
is Senior Tech- 
nician at the U. 
of Illinois Coor- 
dinated Science 

Laboratory. In two years he 
received five pay raises. Says 
Roberts, "I attribute my pres- 
ent position to NRI training." 

Ronald L. Ritter 
of Eatontown, 
N.J., received a 

promotion be- 
fore finishing the 
NRI Communica- 

tion course, scoring one of the 
highest grades in Army pro- 
ficiency tests. He works with 
the U.S. Army Electronics Lab, 
Ft. Monmouth, N.J. "Through 
NRI, I know 1 can handle a job 
of responsibility." 

APPROVED UNDER NEW GI BILL. If you served since January 31, 
1955, or are in service, check GI line on postage -free card. 

COLOR TV CIRCUITRY COMES ALIVE 
as you build, stage by- stage, the on y custom Color -TV engineered 
for training. You grasp a professional understanding of all color 
circuits through logical demonstrations never before presented. 
The TV -Radio Servicing course includes your choice of black and 
white or color training equipment. 

COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIENCE 
comparable to many months on thejob is yours as you build and 
use a VTVM with solid -state power supply, perform experiments 
on transmission P.ne and antenna systems and build aric work 
with an operating., phone -cw, 30 -watt transmitter suitable for 
use on the 80- meter amateur band. Again, no other home -study 
school offers this equipment. You pass your FCC exams -or get 
your money back. 

COMPETENT TECHNICAL ABILITY 
can be instantly demonstrated by you on completing the NRI 
course in Industrial Electronics. As yo:J learn, you actually build 
and use your own motor control circuits, telemetering devices 
and even digital computer circuits which you program tc solve 
simple problems. All major NRI courses include use of transis- 
tors, solid -state devices, printed circuits. 
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NEW FINCO 

HOME TVI F M 
MULTIPLE SET SOLID STATE 

AMPLIFIERS 
Amplifies TV -FM signals 

for distribution to 
every set in the house! 

For COLOR, Black & White, FM Stereo 

Five different models for every 
reception requirement. 

G -922 
82 Channel 

TV plus FM 

300 ohm system 
. VHF- UHF -FM 

300 ohm input and four 
300 ohm outputs using twin lead wire. 

List $43.95 

G -923 
82 Channel 
TV plus FM 

G -924 
82 Channel 

TV plus FM 

75 ohm system, 
.. VHF -UHF -FM 

. 75 ohm input and four 
75 ohm outputs using coaxial cable. 

List $46.95 

75 ohm system 
. VHF -UHF -FM 

. 75 ohm input and a single 
/5 ohm output using coaxial cable. 

List $45.95 

G -920 
VHF -TV plus FM 

300 ohm system 
. TV Channels 2-13 

and FM ... 300 ohm input 
and four 300 ohm outputs using 

twin lead wire. 

G -921 
VHF -TV plus FM 

List $33.95 

75 ohm system 
. TV Channels 2 -13 

and FM ... both 75 ohm 
and 300 ohm inputs and four 

75 ohm outputs using coaxial cable. 

List $39.95 

Write Dept. RE -5 for Catalog No. 20 -594 

The FINNEY Co. 
34 West Interstate Street 

Bedford, Ohio 44146 

new t I ( untinued frone page 6) 

comes from medical diagnosis and treat- 
ment, estimated dose in 1970 of about 90 
millirems per person per year. Fallout from 
past atmospheric tests of nuclear weap- 
ons and exposure from nuclear power re- 
actors and allied facilities came to an av- 
erage annual exposure of five millirems 
per person per year. 

Hugo Gernsback 
scholarship winner 

Gary A. Messick, whose family resides 
in Carmichael, California, is a 1972 winner 
of the Hugo Gernsback Scholarship 
Award, selected by the Cleveland Institute 
of Electronics from among its students. 
Radio -Electronics magazine each year 
gives a $125.00 scholarship to each of 
eight students learning electronics at 
home -study schools. 

Gary is now in Okinawa, in the Navy 
with the rank of Communications Tech- 
nician Maintenance Second Class. He has 
completed four years of a six year enlist- 
ment. After the Electronics Technology 
course Gary will be studying Broadcast 
Engineering with C.I.E. He is no stranger 
to studies, since he was graduated from 
Sacramento State College with a B.S. in 

Business Administration in 1967. He also 
successfully completed the Navy's ETA 
School, HFDF "C" School in advanced 
electronics, and has the FCC's Second 
Class Radiotelephone License. 

Communication system 
A small communication system, de- 

signed to provide tourist information to 
(continued on page 14) 
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Radio-Electronics is published by Gerns- 
back Publications, Inc. 200 Park Ave. S. 
New York, N.Y. 10003 (212) 777 -6400 
President: M. Harvey Gernsback 
Secretary: Bertina Baer 

ADVERTISING SALES 
EAST 
Stanley Levitan, Eastern Sales Mgr. 
Radio -Electronics 
200 Park Ave. South 
New York, N.Y. 10003 
(212) 777 -6400 

MIDWEST /Texas /Arkansas /Okla. 
The Ralph Bergen Co. 
6319 N. Central Ave. 
Chicago, Ill. 60646 
(312) 792 -3646 

PACIFIC COAST /Mountain States 
J.E. Publishers Representative Co., 
8560 Sunset Blvd., 
Suite 601, 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90069 
(213) 659 -3810 
420 Market St., 
San Francisco, Calif. 94111 
(415) 981 -4527 

SOUTHEAST 
E. Lucian Neff Associates 
25 Castle Harbor Isle, 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33308 
(305) 566 -5656 

MOVING? 

Don't miss a 

single copy of 
Radio -Elec- 
tronics. Give 
us: 

Six weeks' no- 
tice 

Your old ad- 
dress and zip 
code 

Your new ad- 
dress and zip 
code 

ATTACH 

LABEL 

HERE 

name (please print) 

address 

city state zip code 

Mail to: Radio -Electronics 
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT., BOULDER, 

80302 
COLO. 
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SONY achieves 
true integration 

In all too many transistor integrated amplifiers, the Nothing Stands Between You and the Sound 
preamp stage does not quite live up to the per- Both sections are powered by balanced positive 
formance of the amplifier section. and negative supply voltages (not just positive and 

Not in Sony's new TA -1130. Thanks to an FET ground), so there need be no coupling capacitors or 
front end, this integrated package has a preamp interstage transformers between you and the sound. 
stage that really does full justice to its output section. Without them. the TA -1130 can extend its power 

band width down to 7 Hertz, and actually exceed its 
Why FET's rated damping factor of 100 all the way down to 5 Hz. 
For the same reason that we use them in our tuners 
and receivers, and in our studio professional con- An Abundance of Audiophile Conveniences 
denser microphones; because FET's have a far Of course. the TA -1130 has all the control facilities 
wider dynamic range than ordinary transistor types. that you could ask for: low and high filters, tape 

And the preamplifier needs that range. Because it monitor, a speaker selector, and even an Auxiliary 
has to be sensitive enough to handle the lowest- input jack on the front panel. The selector switch is 

output, moving -coil car- Sony's instant-accessknob- 
tridges. yet still accept the and -lever system 
highest output cartridges There's even provision 
without overloading. (ThegipNV to use the TA- 1130's power 
power amp has it easier: amp and preamp sections 
you keep its input level separately, to add equal - 
fairly constant with your x > izers. electronic cross - 
volume control.) .. overs, or 4- channel adapt- 

ers to your system. 
Power to Spare _ ` i 

_ 
I n fact, you can even get 

But if the power amplifier the power output section 
doesn't need that range, separately, as the model 
it does need power. The TA -3130 basic amp. It 
output section of TA -1130 SONY F.E.T. Amplifier makes a great match for 
has it: 230 I H F watts (into our TA -2000 F preamp, too. 
4 ohms), with continuous power rated at 65 +65 watts Your Sony dealer has both models available, and 
into 8 ohms. (With all that power, we made sure that at down -to -earth prices for the performance they 
both transistor and speaker protection circuits were offer. Sony Corporation of America.47 -47 Van Dam 
included.) Street, Long Island City, New York 11101. 
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zow 
mìflget 

lrìver sets 

0 

for double duty on dozens 
of popular screws and nuts 

O 0000* 
Three new assortments have joined Xcelite's 
family of "Compact Convertibles." Each an 
Xcelite "original." Nowhere will you find such a 

variety of sizes and types in a midget set, for 
driving slotted, Phillips, Allen, Scrulox®, hex, 
and clutch head screws. And hex nuts. 

All of professional quality, precision made of 
finest materials. All doing "double duty" with 
torque amplifier handle that slips over color - 
coded midget tools for longer reach, greater 
driving power. Each easily identifiable on the 
bench or in the service kit thru Xcelite's exclu- 
sive, optically clear, plastic "show case" that 
closes securely with positive snap -lock. 

nationwide availability through local distributors 

NEW! 
PS130 
3 slot tip, 2 Phillips 
screwdrivers, 5 nutdrivers 

PS140 
4 slot tip, 3 Phillips'screwdrivers, 3 nutdrivers 
PS6 
3 slot tip, 3 Phillips screwdrivers 

PLUS PS88, PS120, PS7, PS89, PS44 
and PS -TR -1 with varying selections 
of screwdrivers and nutdrivers. 

XCELITE, INC., 10 Bank St., Orchard Park, N. Y. 14127 

In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd. 
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new G t Î m e' (continued from page 12) 

people traveling through the West, was 
put into operation in Montana for the first 
time last year. Known as Info Systems, 
Inc., its use is expanding into many fields 
and production is rapidly increasing. 

Based on an invention by Darrell S. 

Smith, the device is actually a low- power, 
limited range, automatic radio station. The 
AM band radio operates below FCC limita- 
tion and does not interfere with com- 
mercial radio. The individual transmitters 
can be set to operate at any frequency be- 
tween 550 and 1600, depending on the va- 
cant spot on a local dial. 

Info Systems operates from daylight 
to dark through a timer system. It works on 
either ac or dc current and tests in Yel- 
lowstone Park show it has a range of four - 
tenths of a mile and up, depending on the 
situation. Messages, half of them giving 
tour information and half giving com- 
mercial information, run from 7 -1 /2 to ten 
minutes in length. Motorists stopping in 
safety rest areas may dial their radios to 
the frequency indicated on signs posted 
nearby to receive the tourist information. 

One of the expanded uses for Info 
Systems is in dispensing traffic reports. 
California authorities undertook a motorist 
survey when Info Systems was used after 
a spring earthquake to aid motorists away 
from damaged areas where delays were 
expected. The authorities found that the 

system could disseminate motorist infor- 
mation and at the same time eliminate the 
visual taxation of a motorist's senses. 

Radio beam creates heat 
bubbles in ionosphere 

Last month in this column you read 

the report of the National Oceanic and At- 
mospheric Administration telling of radio 
frequency energy increasing electron tem- 
peratures in the ionosphere. Now we have 
the Department of Commerce report with 
unexpected results of Utlaut and Cohen's 
experiments. 

The scientists are creating immense, 
invisible, short-lived bubbles in the upper 
atmosphere. The heated bubbles are 
formed in seconds at altitudes up to 200 
miles by the action of a 100 -million -watt 
radio beam. They grow to their full 50 to 
100 mile size in about 20 minutes under 
the influence of geomagnetic forces. 
Composed of the electrified gas of the 
ionosphere, the bubbles elongate upward 
and downward under constriction of 
"tubes of force" that are generated and 
shaped by the earth's magnetic field. 
Within minutes or hours, depending on 
time of day and conditions in the high - 
level environment, the modified region of 
the ionosphere rebounds to its natural 
state. 

Another major surprise was the arti- 
ficial creation of a natural phenomenon 
known as Spread F -"F" referring to the 
upper layer of the radio -reflecting region 
of the ionosphere and "Spread" describ- 
ing the patchy pattern of reflected signals. 

Still another surprise to the airglow 
observers was the enhancement of in- 
frared emissions from excited oxygen 
molecules (as opposed to atoms) by an 
unexplained mechanism. 

Under certain natural and as yet theo- 
retically unexplained conditions, F- region 
echoes become diffuse, suggesting in- 
stabilities in the ionospheric plasma. If 

they do appear, it is almost always at 
night, generally after midnight. No one 
had predicted that the transmitter was ca- 
pable of generating this Spread F. But this 
is what the ionograms repeatedly re- 
vealed, in daytime as well as night. 

The unexpected also was observed in 

a large attenuation in radio -wave reflec- 
tivity from the regions of heated electrons. 
They had expected their diagnostic sig- 
nals to undergo enhanced reflection from 
the modified portions of the ionosphere. 

All these observations of effects of ra- 
dio beams on the upper atmosphere 
should lead to better understanding of the 
ionosphere, to improvements in long -dis- 
tance radio communications, and to the 
advancement of plasma physics, a 

science with potential applications in 
power production by nuclear fusion and 
magneto -hydrodynamics. R -E 
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When we say o headphones 
are out of ` is world 

...we can 

NASA choseSennheiser 

f, headphones for I's 
--'-Skylab astronauts to use ii 

their 56 -day earth -orbit missiez 

But people prefer them 
for down to earth reasons. 

NASA selected us ... 
but you don't have to go into 
orbit for comfort 
Cut in space or here on earth, the 
last thing you want is tc be uncom- 
fortable. Whether you're relaxing 
with your favorite muEic or com- 
municating with a ground tracking 
station. 

\hhich is one good reason so many 
people do their listening with our 
HD 414 "open -aire" headphones. 
Eden if they weren't the lightest 
(which they are), they're not bulky, 
and don't need uncom=ortable air- 
tight seals to get good sound. 

$150.00 sound 
at $36.95? Ask 
ELECTRONICS 
WORLD! 
According to the October, 
11=71 issue, our HD 414 
has "the best sound of any 

dynamic phones" - based on 
factors like frequency response, 
transient response, sensitivity and 
listening tests. In the article s head- 
phone comparison chart, the only 
really :omparable headphone 
maker's sets were priced at $95.00 
and $150.00 apiece! (As if that 
weren't enough, we were also rated 
most comfortable.) 

Isolation or 
Communication? 
The choice is yours. With "open - 
aire" headphones, you hear as 
much as you want of your su-round- 
ings. Or as little: a twist of the 

volume control anc you're 
effectively alone! 

A"superior...natural" 
headphone? Sounds 
like HIGH FIDELITY 
feels that way! 
They pointed out our 
headphones combine "the 

Circle 8 on reader service cad 

super or close -up quality charac- 
terist = of headphone sound" with 
"the :reedom and naturalress of 
loudEpeaker listenirg." What's 
more, :hey felt teat the HD 414 is 

cooler to use, "allowirg body heat 
to disc pate more reacily." 

Hearing is believing 
In this world and out, it seems more 
and rrore people rate Senrheiser 
"oper -aire" headphones tops. But 
all the testimonials in the world 
can't tell you 
what }our ears 
will. 11\.`y not visit 
your nearby 
Sennhaiser deal- 
er anc put your 
ears ii orbit. At 
a very down -to- 
earth [rice. 

SENN 
ELECTRONIC 

HE 
'ORATION 

R 
500 Filth /Verne, New Vor <,N. Y. 100 =6 (212) e-64 0433 
Manutactur -c Rant Bisserrïr/I Hanover West Ge many 
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Save money and improve car 
performance at the same time. 
Maintenance costs go down and performance increases when you put a 

Delta Mark Ten Capacitive Discharge Ignition System on your car. 
For eight years we've been telling you about the tremendous advantages of 
CDI systems. We've promised and delivered better performance for cars, 
boats and trucks. Hundreds of thousands of satisfied customers testify to 
that fact. However during these eight years, we've been asked over and over 
again, If CDI systems are so great, why doesn't Detroit adopt them ?" It's 
taken a long time, but finally Detroit has recognized the value of the CDI 
system. Chrysler, long noted for excellence in engineering, is now installing 
electronic ignitions in new cars. Have you seen their ads? Heard their com- 
mercials? They're repeating what we've said for eight years. Electronic igni- 
tion systems not only improve performance, but eliminate the need for most 
tune -ups. If you're not buying a new car, but want new car performance, put 
a Mark Ten or Mark Ten B on your present automobile. If you're purchasing 
a new car with no CDI system, install a Mark Ten or Mark Ten B and enjoy the 
benefits of low maintenance and increased performance. 

HERE'S WHAT A MARK TEN WILL DO FOR YOU: 
Mark Ten and Mark Ten B - up to 20% increase in gasoline mileage 
Li Eliminates 3 out of 4 tune -ups Installs in only 10 minutes Spark 
plugs last 3 to 10 times longer Dramatic increase in performance Pro- 
motes more complete combustion Instant starts in all weather. 
Mark Ten B- Improves combustion, reducing contaminants GI Handy switch 
with redundant contacts for instant return to standard ignition Applicable 
to ANY 12 volt negative ground engine Eliminates starting and idle prob- 
lems Longer spark duration during cranking and idling. 

Mark Ten (Assembled) $44.95 
ppd 

Mark Ten (Deltakit) $29.95 
Kit available in 12 volt only, ppd 
positive or negative ground 

Mark Ten B $59.95 ppd 
(12 volt negative ground only) 

ORDER TODAY! 

Superior Products at Sensible Prices 

Dept RE \ DELTA PRODUCTS, INC. 
P.O. Box 1147 / Grand Junction, Colo. 81501 

(303) 242 -9000 

Please send me literature immediately: 

Enclosed is $ _ LJ Ship ppd. Ship C.O.D. 

Please send: 

Mark Ten B@ $59.95 

Standard Mark Ten (Assembled) @ 544.95 

_6 Volt: Neg. Ground Only _Positive Ground 

. 12 Volt: Specify _Negative Ground 

__Standard Mark Ten (Deltakit ^) @ $29.95 
(12 Volt Positive Or Negative Ground Only) 
Car Year Make 
Name____ 
Address 
City /State 
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ietrs 
DOLBY PROTECTS QUALITY 
In the letter titled "Is Dolby Neces- 

sary?" (Radio- Electronics, February 
1972), Mr. Clyde Wade, describing the 
broadcast practices by which fidelity is 
suppressed, seems really to be asking 
whether or not FM itself serves any use- 
ful purpose. 

If, as he suggests, FM is pre- 
ponderantly a medium for the transmis- 
sion of highly compressed, limited and 
distorted program material, and the dy- 
namic range of such broadcasts is rap- 
idly decreasing, what, indeed, is the 
purpose of any attempt to improve re- 
ception quality and audience coverage? 

On the other hand, there are FM 
stations which are committed to quality 
FM service, and which maintain high 
standards in programming as well as 
signal characteristics. Many of these sta- 
tions have expressed interest in the 
Dolby System because it serves these 
ends; others have already started Dolby 
broadcasting for limited periods, and 
several are considering full -time Dolby 
broadcasting. 

Like other broadcasting devel- 
opments, such as the availability of 
color TV transmissions, the Dolby Sys- 
tem requires listener equipment 
changes only if the listener wishes to 
obtain the noise reduction benefit the 
system provides. Since Dolby and non - 
Dolby broadcasts are compatible, as in 
the color TV example, there need be no 
forced obsolescence. In fact, the Dolby - 
encoded FM signal is clearly and en- 
tirely within the FCC's fidelity stan- 
dards. 

Mr. Wade's final point is that the 
Dolby System's use "bypasses the rea- 
sons" for FCC transmitter power limits. 
This implies that there are reasons for 
those limits other than prevention of in- 
terference between services and sta- 
tions. The power limits exist to protect 
quality, and so does the Dolby System. 
Fortunately for listeners, one does not 
exclude the other. 
ROBERT BERKOVITZ 
Dolby Laboratories 
London, England 

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS 
Regarding Don Lanca ter 

the February 1972 issue of Radio -Elec- 
tronics, "Liquid Crystal Displays ", 
chemicals may also be obtained from 

(continued on page 22) 
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RCA 
IC Project Kit 

Digital 
Display 
KC<10t t 

Learn or extend your knowledge of 
digital integrated circuits - build 
practical counting circuits, games, 
clocks and more - using this building- 
block kit. Kit features an incan- 
descent readout device of high bright - 
ness and clarity providing a display 
of the numbers 0 through 9. 

RCA 

RCA 
IC Project Kit 

Digital 
Counter 
KC4012 

Get into digit 11 integrated circuits with 
this building -clock kit. Build frequency - 
divider chain circuits - power -line or 
crystal controlled. The crysta ̂ -con- 
trolled circuit, which provides a wide 
range of fixes output frequencies, can 
also be used 'or calibration of electronic 
equipment. 

RCA 

Go digital with RCA KC4011 and 
KC4012 display and counter kits ... 
newest in a series of RCA project kits 
designed to provide an introduction to 
practical applications of Integrated 
Circuits. 

With KC4011 and KC4012, indi- 
vidually or in combination, you can 
build many functional projects such as 

binary counter, photoelectric counter, 
dice game, 12- or 24 -hour clock, pow- 
er- line -divider chain, and frequency - 
divider chain. Easy -to- follow instruc- 
tions, too, of course. 

For experimenters and profession- 

als interested in learning more about 
IC's, these kits offer an innovative ap- 
proach to solid -state know -how. At the 
same time, you can build projects for 
use on the workbench, in the shop, or 
around the home. 

Your RCA Distributor has 
KC4011 and KC4012 along with doz- 
ens of other RCA Project Kits, Variety 
Packs, Add -on Kits, Hardware, and Ac- 
cessories, plus the RCA Solid -State 
Hobby Circuits Manual, HM -91. See 
him about the solid -state circuit you 
have in mind. Ask him, too, for your 
copy of 1L1350A, a brochure detail- 

ing all RCA IC Kits, Experimenter's 
Kits, arid support information. Or, 
write RCA, Commercial Enginee -ing, 
Section 132F, Harrison, N.J. 07029. 
Do it today. 

Electronic 
Components 
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One ofour 
most successful students 

wrote this ad! 
Harry Remmert decided he 
needed more electronics 
training to get ahead. He 
carefully "shopped around" 
for the best training he could 
find. His detailed report on why 
he chose CIE and how it worked 
out makes a better "ad" than 
anything we could tell you. 
Here's his story, as he wrote it 
to us in his own words. 

By Harry Remmert 

" AFTER SEVEN YEARS in my present position, I was made 
+/ painfully aware of the fact that I had gotten just about 

all the on- the -job training available. When I asked my 
supervisor for an increase in pay, he said, "In what way 
are you a more valuable employee now than when you 
received your last raise ?" Fortunately, I did receive the 
raise that time, but I realized that my pay was approach- 
ing the maximum for a person with my limited training. 

"Education was the obvious answer, but I had enrolled 
in three different night school courses over the years and 
had not completed any of them. I'd be tired, or want to 
do something else on class night, and would miss so many 
classes that I'd fall behind, lose interest, and drop out. 

The Advantages of Home Study 

"Therefore, it was easy to decide that home study was the 
answer for someone like me, who doesn't want to be tied 
down. With home study there is no schedule. I am the 
boss and I set the pace. There is no cramming for exams 
because I decide when I am ready, and only then do I 
take the exam. I never miss a point in the lecture because 
it is right there in print for as many re- readings as I find 
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Harry Remmert gives his CIE Electronics course much of the credit for 
starting him on a rewarding career. He tells his own story on these pages. 

neccessary. If I feel tired, stay late at work, or just feel lazy, 
I can skip school for a night or two and never fall behind. 
The total absence of all pressure helps me to learn more 
than I'd be able to grasp if I were just cramming it in to 
meet an exam deadline schedule. For me, these points 
give home study courses an overwhelming advantage over 
scheduled classroom instruction. 

"Having decided on home study, why did I choose CIE? 
I had catalogs from six different schools offering home 
study courses. The CIE catalog arrived in less than one 
week (four days before I received any of the other cata- 
logs). This indicated (correctly) that from CIE I could 
expect fast service on grades, questions, etc. I eliminated 
those schools which were slow in sending catalogs. 

FCC License Warranty Important 

"The First Class FCC Warranty* was also an attractive 
point. I had seen "Q" and "A" manuals for the FCC exams, 
and the material had always seemed just a little beyond 
my grasp. Score another point for CIE. 

'CIE backs its FCC License -preparation courses with this famous Warranty: 
graduates will be able to pass the applicable FCC License exam or their tuition 
payments will be refunded in full. This warranty is valid during the entire com- 
pletion time established for their course. 
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"Another thing is that CIE offered a complete package: 
FCC License and technical school diploma. Completion 
time was reasonably short, and I could attain something 
definite without dragging it out over an interminable num- 
ber of years. Here I eliminated those schools which gave 
college credits instead of graduation diplomas. I work in 
the R and D department of a large company and it's been 
my observation that technical school graduates generally 
hold better positions than men with a few college credits. 
A college degree is one thing, but I'm 32 years old, and 

_10 or 15 years of part -time college just isn't for me. No, 
1 wanted to graduate in a year or two, not just start. 

"When a school offers both resident and correspondence 
training, it's my feeling that the correspondence men are 
sort of on the outside of things. I wanted to be a full -fledged 
student instead of just a tag -a -long, so CIE's exclusive 
home -study program naturally attracted me. 

"Then, too, it's the men who know their theory who 
are moving ahead where I work. They can read schematics 
and understand circuit operation. I want to be a good 
theory man. 

"From the foregoing, you can see I did not select CIE 
in any haphazard fashion. I knew what I was looking for, 
and only CIE had all the things I wanted. 

Two Pay Raises in Less Than a Year 

"Only eleven months after I enrolled with CIE, I passed 
the FCC exams for First Class Radiotelephone License 
with Radar Endorsement. I had a pay increase even before 
I got my license and another only ten months later. 

"These are the tangible results. But just as important are 
the things I've learned. 1 am smarter now than I had ever 
thought I would be. It feels good to know that I know what 
I know now. Schematics that used to confuse me completely 
are now easy for me to read and interpret. Yes, it is nice to 
be smarter, and that's probably the most satisfying result 
of my CIE experience. 

Praise for Student Service 

"In closing, I'd like to get in a compliment for my Corre- 
spondent Counselor who has faithfully seen to it that my 
supervisor knows I'm studying. I think the monthly reports 
to my supervisor and generally flattering commentary have 
been in large part responsible for my pay increases. My 
Counselor has given me much more student service than 
"the contract calls for," and I certainly owe him a sincere 
debt of gratitude. 

"And finally, there is Mr. Tom Duffy, my instructor. I 

don't believe I've ever had the individual attention in any 
classroom that I've received from Mr. Duffy. He is clear, 
authoritative, and spared no time or effort to answer my 
every question. In Mr. Duffy, I've received everything I 

could have expected from a full -time private tutor. 
"I'm very, very satisfied with the whole CIE experience. 

Every penny I spent for my course was returned many 

For men with prior electronics training ... 
Electronics Engineering Course 

... Covers steady -state and transient network theory, solid -state 
physics and circuitry, pulse techniques, computer logic and mathe- 
matics through calculus. A college -level course for men already 
working in Electronics. 

times over, both in increased wages and in personal 
satisfaction." 

Perhaps you too, like Harry Remmert, have realized that 
to get ahead in Electronics today, you need to know much 
more than the "screwdriver mechanics." They're limited 
to "thinking with their hands" ... learning by taking 
things apart and putting them back together ... soldering 
connections, testing circuits, and replacing components. 
Understandably, their pay is limited -and their future, too. 

But for men like Harry Remmert, who have gotten the 
training they need in the fundamentals of Electronics, there 
are no such limitations. He was recently promoted, with 
a good increase in income, to the salaried position of Senior 
Engineering Assistant working in the design of systems to 
silence submarines. For trained technicians, the future is 
bright. Thousands of men will be needed in virtually every 
field of Electronics from two -way mobile radio to computer 
testing and troubleshooting. 

Send for Complete Information - FREE 

Many men who are advancing their Electronics career 
started by reading our illustrated school catalog, "Succeed 
in Electronics." It tells of the many electronics careers 
open to men with the proper training. And it tells which 
courses of study best prepare you for the work you want. 

If you're "shopping around" for the training you need 
to move up in Electronics, this interesting book may have 
the answers you want. We'll send it to you FREE. With it, 
we'll also include our other helpful book, "How To Get A 
Commercial FCC License." 

To get both FREE books, just fill out and mail the 
bound -in postpaid card. If the card is missing, send the 
coupon below. 

CIECleveland Institute 
of Electronics 

1776 East 17th Street. Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

APPROVED 

UNDER 

NEW 

G. I. 

SILL 

All CIE career courses 
are approved for full 
tuition refund under 
the G.I. Bill. If you 
served on active duty 
since January 31, 
1955, OR are in ser- 
vice now with more 
than 180 days active 
duty, check box on 
reply card or coupon 
for latest G.I. Bill 
information. 

Circle 10 on reader service card 

r 

L 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Please send me without cost or obligation: 
1. Your illustrated school catalog, "Succeed in 
Electronics." 

2. Your book on "How to Get A Commercial FCC 
License." 

I am especially interested in: 

Electronics Electronic 
Technology Communications 

Broadcast Industrial Electronics 
Engineering and Automation 

First -Class Electronics 
FCC License Engineering 

Electronics Technology with Laboratory 

Name 
(PLEASE PRINT) 

Address 

City 

State Zip Age 

Veterans and Servicemen: 
check here for G.I. Bill information. 

RE-03 
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The does -it -all turntable 
at a do -it- yourself price. 

It's the BSR McDonald 3101X, 
and it's the best buy in automatic 
turntables. Anywhere. 

This is no "little brother" turn- 
table, either. It's got a full -size 
platter, cue and pause control, 
low mass tone arm system and a 

visible stylus pressure indicator. 
And because it's a famous BSR 

Total Turntable, it comes com- 
plete with a tinted dust cover, 
custom molded base and a Shure McDONALD 

M -75 magnetic cartridge -all fac- 
tory- installed and balanced and 
included in the low price, 

The BSR McDonald 310/X. It's 
perfect for people who want the 
best, no matter how little it costs. 

Send for free full color catalog 
on all our automatic turntables. 
BSR (USA) Ltd.,Blauvelt, N.Y. 10913 

Circle I on reader service cara' 

the tape that 
turned the 

cassette 
into a 

high- fidelity 
medium 

TDK 
Until TDK developed gamma ferric oxide, cassette 

recorders were fine for taping lectures, conferences, verbal 

memos and family fun -but not for serious high fidelity. 

Today you can choose among 
high- quality stereo 

cassette decks. 

v 
TDK SUPER DYNAMIC 

(SD) TAPE 

Top( Calm c-.o.o 

" Iifii! 11l 
IIS11N1111111111 

NO MO Ir .. VINO ,r ram ... ., . 

The new magnetic oxide used in TDK Super Dynamic 
tape distinctively differs from standard formulations in such 
important properties as coercive force, hysteresis -loop 
squareness, average particle length (only 0.4 micron!) and 
particle width /length ratio. These add up to meaningful 
performance differences: response capability from 30 to 
20.000 Hz, drastically reduced background hiss, higher 
output level. decreased distortion and expanded dynamic 
range In response alone, there's about 4 to 10 db more 
output in the region above 10,000 Hz -and this is 
immediately evident on any cassette recorder, including 
older types not designed for high performance. There's a 

difference in clarity and crispness you can hear. 

Available in C6OSD and C9OSD lengths. 

TDI< ELECTRONICS CORP. 
LONG !GLAND CITY, NEW YORK 11103 

Circle 12 on reader service card 
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LETTERS 
(continued from page 16) 

the distributors of Eastman Kodak Or- 
ganic Chemicals. Catalog No. 46, pages 
447 and 448, lists liquid crystals. Tech- 
nical literature is available as well, un- 
der the code JJ -14. Write to the home 
office in Rochester, New York. 
LESTER S. KAPALA 
Lowell, Mass. 

SUBBER CORRECTION 
Cedric Western has informed us of 

an error in the schematic and parts list 
for his "TV Tuner -Subber" in the April 
1972 issue of Radio- Electronics. Resis- 
tor R3 should be 220 ohms, 5 %, instead 
of 270 ohms as indicated. 

COLOR CONVERGENCE 
GENERATOR 

I'd like to thank your Technical 
Editor, Robert F. Scott, for help he gave 
me with a problem concerning the 
"Color Convergence Generator" story 
by B. R. Rogen in the January 1972 is- 
sue. I telephoned my difficulty, that I 

was not able to pick up the signal on the 
low band, but only on uhf. 

Mr. Scott's suggesting the possi- 
bility of it heterodyning with a local uhf 
signal was the answer. I took the gener- 
ator into work that night, and when I 

signed off channel 28, the generator's 
signal also left the uhf band. However, 
it was still nowhere to be found on the 
vhf low band. I then located a bad sol- 
der joint at the tap of L I. Resoldering 
put the signal on the low band. 
BARRY ERICK 
Kingston, Pa. 

OUT -OF -PRINT REQUEST 
I'm hoping some readers of Radio - 

Electronics have out -of -print Gems - 
back Library books or older magazines, 
such as Radio -Craft or Short -Wave 
Craft. 

Will anyone who can help please 
write directly to me. 
LESTER ZEBRO 
R.R. = 2 

Boyceville, Wisc. 54725 R -E 

Right about here I ran out of money . . . 
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This is what this 
catalog is all about. 

Á 
A complete new look 
from RCA in Antenna 
System Accessories 

RCA's all new line of Antenna System Accessories has been 
planned and designed to fulfill specific requirements of any antenna 
system in every detail. Covering every requirement from a simple 
passive two -set coupler up to a complete amplified, 82- channel 
coaxial multi -outlet distribution system for houses, offices, stores 
and small apartment buildings, this new line is complete in every 
respect and represents a new standard of performance, 
convenience and styling. 

The entire line is advance- engineered by RCA to meet rigid 
performance standards. RCA's all- solid -state circuitry provides 
dependable trouble -free performance. Protection against lightning 
induced voltage surges is provided in all amplifiers. All passive 
devices designed for low insertion loss. 

All housings have RCA's "new -look styling" in molded 
high IMPAC° plastic cabinets. Similar styling design for all 
models presents a uniform appearance fora complete line. 

Installation convenience ... mounting is simplified with the use of 
the new RCA "slip -on" clamps. No solder connections are 
required to connect any model into a system. Serrated washers 
simplify connecting 300 -ohm line to the devices. All hardware, 
complete installation instructions and system wiring connectors 
are included with every model. 

INDEX 
Multi -Set Couplers 3 

Band Separators 
(Back of Set) 5 

(Wall Mount) 7 

Matching Transformers B 

Antenna Couplers 9 

Interference Filters and Traps 11 

Wall Outlets and Plugs 13 

Preamplifiers 16 

Distribution Amplifiers 24 

Typical Distribution Systems 31 

This is how to get it. 
The RCA Antenna Systems Accessories Catalog is 

the TV service dealer's complete guide to better 
reception for his customers and more sales. So tune 

in and get your free copy today with absolutely no 

obligation. Ask your local RCA Parts and 
Accessories distributor how to get 

your free copy, or fill out and Rail 
mail the attached coupon. 

RCA Parts and Accessories 
Distribution Services 
2000 Clements Bridge Road 
Deptford, New Jersey 08096 

Please send me a free copy of the RCA 
Antenna Systems Accessories Catalog. 

R E.5 

Name 

Business Phone 

Address 

City State Zip 
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Plane Talk 
Hear 

Planes 

in Flight! 

Only 4%z" 

Wide - 
very 
Portable! 

1995 
List7c 

AIRCRAFT /AM RADIO 
Carry it with you anywhere. Monitor the 
108 -135 MHz aviation band. Hear area 
aircraft, control towers, weather bulletins. 
And more: tune your favorite AM stations, 
too! Great for travelers, student pilots, 
airline personnel, aviation enthusiasts - 
anyone who wants fascinating listening. 
Telescoping antenna. With batteries. 

Plain Talk 
EALlst7 
POLICE /AM 
RADIO 
Find out what's 
real /y happening! 
High -band 
coverage of police 
calls, fire, civil 
defense and U. S 
Weather Bureau 
data oh 147 -174 
MHz, plus 
standard AM. 
Separate tuning 
dials for "big -set" 
signal pickup. With 
earphone, battery, 
wrist strap. 

Fits 
in 
Your 
Pocket 

See what's REALLY 
new in electronics - 
at our over 1400 
stores in 49 states! 

facia 'hack 
and ALLIED RADIO STORES 

ÓA TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY 

2725 W. 7th St. Ft. Worth, Texas 76107 

Circle 14 on reader service card 
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appliance clinic 

DC MOTORS, BLOBS AND PROBLEMS 

by JACK DARR 
SERVICE EDITOR 

NOT TOO LONG AGO I RAN ACROSS AN 

interesting application of electronic 
equipment in home appliances (by spe- 
cial request. The request was "Daddy! 
My styling comb won't work! ") For 
those unfamiliar with this latest fruit of 
our technology, it's a little hand -held 
gizmo like a hair -drier. It has a heating 
element and a fan. These are built into 
a small handle. A special comb or brush 
can be plugged into the warm air outlet. 
Long hair can be blown dry as it is 

combed out. 
Dissecting this little monster with 

some difficulty, I found a miniature mo- 
tor with a plastic fan, a heating element, 
and a blob. Three wires came out of the 
blob, which was tightly wrapped with 
glass fiber tape. These wires went to the 
heating element and the motor. Since 
the thing is powered by ac, I expected 
an ac motor. 

However, the heating element 
heated, but the motor declined to oper- 
ate. Out of the case it came, after more 
difficulty in locating a subminiature 
Phillips screwdriver. I expected the mo- 
tor to be open. So some circuit -tracing 
was in order. 

The heating element was tapped. 
Hmm. What for? Spreading it out on 
the bench, I drew out a circuit diagram 
(Fig. 1). Unwrapping the blob it turned 

HEATING ELEMENT 

3052 1552 15f 

80V 

THERMOSTAT 

SW 

117 VAC 
IN 

Fig. 1 

out to have markings on it. Well, well. 
Maybe it's not going to be such a bad 
day after all. 

Rearranging the crude first draft of 

the schematic, I could see what was go- 
ing on. Evidently they were taking a low 
ac voltage off the taps on the heating 
element, applying them to the blob, 
which had to be a rectifier, and running 
the motor on dc! Now that I took a 
closer look at it, this looked exactly like 
some of the mini -motors used to run 
toys, etc. Unhooking the leads to the 
motor, I connected them to the bench 
variable dc power supply. The motor 
would run at only 3 volts, and at 10 
volts it really turned up revs. 

Checking out the blob, I could see 
the markings more plainly (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2 

Looked as if my idea about a rectifier 
was correct. There were two symbols 
which indicated ac on the outer leads, 
so the center lead had to be a common. 
A little fast work with the ohmmeter 
confirmed this. On one side, at least. 
The other one was slightly dead 
shorted. From the polarity of the surviv- 
ing diode, the thing was a common - 
cathode full -wave rectifier. Now I 

needed a replacement. 
Turning the heating element on 

again, I read about 15 volts ac on either 
side of the "center- tap ". So peak volt- 
age wouldn't be any problem. Current 
wouldn't be either. This little motor 
probably took about 1 ampere maxi- 
mum. Picking up a pair of standard sili- 

(continued on page 104) 
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ALL-IN-ONE N SCHEMATIC/SERVICING MANUALS 

FOR BOTh COLOR & MONOCHROME RECEIVERS 
Here is complete service data, including full -size schematic diagrams, 
waveforms, setup and alignment instructions, field modification changes, 
trouble case histories, etc., for the most popular name -brand TV receivers. 
Each manual contains everything needed to service all models of the brands 
covered, including full -size schematic diagrams for every model year. In 
addition, each author -acknowledged and well -known as a top servicing 
expert -has contributed a considerable amount of information from his own 
vast storehouse of knowledge. Thus, each manual has something special to 
offer in the way of unique or improved trouble- finding techniques or in other 
informative material related to TV servicing in general. 

BLACK & WHITE TV MANUALS 
ADMIRAL. Covers 58 different chassis designations, from C to K series, 
including NA1 -1A solid -state. 160 pps., plus 36 -page foldout with 12 complete 
schematic diagrams. Order No.569 

GENERAL ELECTRIC. Covers 25 basic chassis designations, from Series 
AA to V -2. 160 pps., plus 36 -page foldout with 16 complete schematic 
diagrams. Order No.558 

MAGNAVOX. Covers all chassis designations from Series 36 to T946- 
including the latest all- transistor models. 160 pps., plus 36 -page foldout 13 

complete schematic diagrams. Order No.572 

MOTOROLA. Covers all chassis designations from TS -454 through TS -613. 
160 pps., plus 36 -page foldout with 15 schematic diagrams. Order No. 594 

PHILCO. Covers 42 different chassis designations, from 15G20 to 20V35 
( "N" through "T" line). 160 pps., plus 36 -page foldout with 24 complete 
schematic diagrams. Order No. 564 

RCA. Covers 33 different chassis designations, from KCS136 to KCS178. 176 
pps., plus 36 -page foldout with 16 schematic diagrams. Order No. 549 

SYLVAN IA. Covers 22 different chassis designations from A01 through B14, 
also 572 through 598 chassis. 160 pps., plus 36 -page foldout with 22 full -size 
schematic diagrams. Order No. 599 

ZENITH. Covers 55 different chassis designations, from 13Al2 to 14M23 and 
1M30T20 to 1Y22B55. 160 pps., plus 36 -page foldout with 19 complete 
schematic diagrams. Order No.552 

JAPANESE. Covers latest models of Hitachi, Panasonic and Sharp. 176 

pps., plus 36 -page foldout with full size schematic diagrams. Order No. 602 

COLOR TV MANUALS 
ADMIRAL. Covers all chassis D11 to 12G13, including the K10 hybrid. 160 
pps., plus 36 -page foldout with 12 full -size schematic diagrams. Order No. 545 

GENERAL ELECTRIC. Covers all chassis from the CA through KE, in- 
cluding HB and HC Porta- Color. 160 pps., plus 36 -page foldout with 12 full - 
size schematic diagrams. Order No.536 

MAGNAVOX Vol. 1. Covers all chassis from Series 37 to T940. 160 pps., plus 
foldout with 12 full -size schematics. Order No. 526 

MAGNAVOX Vol. 2. Covers all chassis from T950 to T962. 160 pps., plus 
foldout with 9 full -size schematics. Order No. 589 

MOTOROLA Vol. 1. Covers all chassis from TS -907 to TS -924 including all - 
transistor TS- 915 -919. 160 pps., plus 18 -page foldout with 6 full -size schematic 
diagrams. Order No.509 

MOTOROLA Vol. 2. Covers all chassis from TS -929 to TS -938, including 
remote control systems. Also additional information on TS -915 -919. 160 pps., 
plus 36 -page foldout with 9 full -size schematic diagrams. Order No. 584 

PHILCO. Covers all chassis from 15M90 -91 to 20QT87 -90. 160 pps., plus 
foldout with 12 full -size schematic diagrams. Order No. 522 

RCA Vol. 1. Covers all chassis from CTC12 to CTC40. 176 pps., plus foldout 
with 12 full -size schematic diagrams. Order No. 496 

RCA Vol. 2. Covers all chassis from CTC39X to CTC55. 176 pps., with 12 

schematic diagram foldouts. Includes parts ist. Order No.578 

SYLVANIA. Covers all chassis from 576 to solid -state E01. 160 pps., plus 
foldout with 12 full -size schematic diagrams. Order No. 539 

ZENITH Vol. 1. Covers all chassis from 14Z8C50 to 27KC20. 160 pps., plus 
foldout with 12 ful I -size schematic diagrams. Order No. 502 

ZENITH Vol. 2. Covers all chassis from 12A8C14 through 4B25C19 and 
40BC50. 160 pps., plus 36 -page foldout with 12 full -size schematic 
diagrams. Order No.562 

JAPANESE Vol. 1. Covers 4 SONY, 7 SHARP, and 1 MIDLAND chassis. 176 

pps., plus 36 -page foldout with 12 full -size schematic diagrams. Order No. 560 

JAPANESE Vol. 2. Covers Delmonico, Hitachi, and Panasonic, cross - 
referenced to Bradford, Penncrest 8 Singer. Includes parts lists. 176 pps., 
plus schematic foldouts. Order No. 576 

Each volume uniformly priced at $4.95 paperback, $7.95 deluxe leatherette cover 

Other Fine Books for Your Library 

HOW TO REPAIR SOLID -STATE IMPORTS -Vast 
collection of 100 hard -to -find schematics of major 
foreign -made U.S. sold chassis. List of importers for 
parts- locating. 160 pps., 81/2 x 11 ", plus 24 p. foldout. 
57.95 vinyl; $4.95 paper. Order No. 532 

MODEL CAR RACING...BY RADIO CONTROL -By 
George G. Siposs. All about this fast -growing, ex- 
citing new hobby. 224 pps. $6.95 hard; $3.95 paper. 
Order No. 592 

FIRE 8 THEFT SECURITY SYSTEMS -How to sell, 
install, and repair fire and theft warning devices for 
homes, offices and industry. Tells how security 
systems operate, how to plan the most effective 
systems, installation techniques, and how to 
troubleshoot and repair such systems. $7.95 hard; 
$4.95 paper. Order No. 556 

1972 POPULAR TUBE 8 TRANSISTOR SUB- 
STITUTION GUIDE -Brand -new updated and 
revised edition! Now lists tubes for which there are no 
suitable substitutes. The most - needed substitution 
data for both tubes and transistors all in one handy 
brand -new volume! Lists 99% of the tubes and 
transistors you'll ever need to replace. Moreover, 
only readily -available and comparably -priced sub- 
stitutes are listed. 256 pps. $4.95 vinyl; $2.95 paper. 
Order No. 570 

COMPUTER TECHNICIAN'S HANDBOOK -Giant 
volume -comparable to a 1000 -hour course on 
computer maintenance -contains vital data on 
numbers systems, encoding and decoding, basic 
circuits, circuit blocks, counters, registers, 
memories, etc. With this book and a few hours' study, 
you'll be on your way toward an enviable position as a 
computer technician. 480 pps. $10.95 hard; $7.95 
paper. Order No. 554 

MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR GUIDE -The info 
required to diagnose and repair all types of major 
household appliances such as automatic clothes 
washers and dryers, dishwashers, electric ranges, 
refrigerators, freezers, and electric hot water 
heaters. Elaborately illustrated. $8.95 hard; $5.95 
paper. Order No. 555 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS HOBBY PROJECTS - 
Unique assortment of 33 projects of value to almost 
anyone. Contains projects on hi -fi, electronic music, 
car electronics, test eqpt., etc. $6.95 hard; $3.95 
paper. Order No. 571 

COMMERCIAL FCC LICENSE HANDBOOK -Study 
reference and guide for FCC 1st, 2nd and 3rd class 
radiotelephone license exams, also broadcast and 
radar. 432 pps. $8.95 hard; $5.95 paper. Order No. 582 

SERVICING ELECTRONIC ORGANS- Covers the 
most popular instruments in use today; tells how the 
various electronic circuits work -tone -generating, 
keying, "voicing," and special effects systems -plus 
how to locate and correct defects in any section. 196 
pps., 81/2 x 11." 57.95 vinyl. Order No. 503 

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO COMPUTER 
PROGRAMMING -A primer for those who want to 
learn computer programming from the ground up. 
384 pps. $9.95 hard; $6.95 paper. Order No. 574 

HOW TO BECOME A RADIO DISC JOCKEY -All the 
knowledge required of anyone seeking a career. 256 
pps. $7.95 hard. Order No. 557 

BASIC ELECTRONICS COURSE -A modern self - 
study text on fundamentals -from Ohm's Law to 
basic circuits. 368 pps. $8.95 hard; $5.95 paper. 
Order No. 588 

BASIC COLOR TV COURSE -A comprehensive up 
to -date textbook from signal origination to receiver 
circuit operation. For self -study or classroom. 288 
pps. $8.95 hard; $5.95 paper. Order No. 601 

THE FASCINATING WORLD OF RADIO COM- 
MUNICATIONS -For anyone who wants to listen to 
radio broadcasts on all frequencies throughout the 
world. 176 pps. $6.95 hard; $3.95 paper. Order No. 586 

THE BUSINESS OF RADIO BROADCAST -The first 
text to deal with broadcast station operation from 
beginning to end. $12.95 hard. Order No. 587 

PRACTICAL SOLID -STATE PRINCIPLES AND 
PROJECTS -An effective project- oriented approach 
to learning. 176 pps. $6.95 hard; $3.95 paper. 
Order No. 590 

Circle 15 on reader service card 

HI -FI FOR THE ENTHUSIAST- Expert guidance for 
the audiophile who wants to achieve first -class 
reproduction. 176 pps. $6.95 hard; $3.95 paper. 
Order No. 596 

PRACTICAL COLOR TV SERVICING 
TECHNIQUES -2nd edition. An expanded edition 
encompassing the latest solid -state receivers. 396 pps. 
$8.95 hard; $5.95 paper. Order No. 436 

MODERN RADIO REPAIR TECHNIQUES-Up-to - 
date service data on today's radio receivers, in- 
cluding AM, FM, stereo. 260 pps. $7.95 hard; $4.95 
paper. Order No. 580 

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TV REPAIR- Provides 
info on making simple, non -hazardous TV receiver 
repairs. 176 pps. $6.95 hard; $3.95 paper. Order No. 563 

CITIZENS BAND RADIO SERVICE MANUAL -An 
all -in -one troubleshooting and maintenance guide for 
all types of CB radio transceivers. 192 pps. $7.95 hard; 
54.95 paper. Order No. 587 

AMATEUR RADIO LICENSE STUDY GUIDES - 
Each volume contains all the data needed to pass the 
appropriate FCC exams. Incentive, 160 pps., $6.95 
hard; $3.95 paper. Order No. 469. Advanced -Class, 192 

pps., $6.95 hard; $3.95 paper. Order No. 527. Extra - 
Class, 224 pps., $7.95 hard; $4.95 paper. Order No. 543. 
General -Class, 320 pps., $8.95 hard; $5.95 paper. 
Order No. 551. Novice -Class, 160 pps., $6.95 hard; 
53.95 paper. Order No. 573. 

NO RISK COUPON -MAIL TODAY 

L 

TAB BOOKS, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 
Please send me the following books: 

I have enclosed S Send postpaid. 
Please invoice me on 10 -day FREE trial. 

Name 

Address 

City Sate Zip 
Foreign add 10 %, Pa. residents add 6% sales tax. 

RE 52 
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PROFESSIONAL COLOR TV 
SERVICE EQUIPMENT 

ECONO JIG 
Color Test Jig 

Complete with less tube 

all components and cables. 
Durable metal cabinet. 
Professional equipment 
for rapid servicing. 

ADAPT -ALLS 
Yoke Convergence Adaptors 

To service all sets 
with any test jig. 

FREE: Write for cross - 
reference listing 
thousands of sets. 

TRANSVERTERS 
Service Solid State TV 

On any make test jig with 
simple plug -in Transverter. 

MOLEX CUSTOM 
CABLE KIT 

Make all combinations 
of Molex Cables 

CR -596 contains: 
Assortment of 
Molex Plugs 
and sockets. 
18 wires, 
contacts 
attached. e 
Extractor 
tool. 

TELEMATIC DIV., UXL CORP. 
2245 PITKIN AVE., BKLYN., N.Y.11207 

Circle 16 on reader service card 
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equipment 
report 

Heathkit SB -303 
Ham -band receiver 

Circle 26 on reader service card 

HEATHKIT'S NEW SB -303 HAM -BAND 
solid -state receiver (10 through 80 me- 
ters, plus 15 mHz WWV) is a major de- 
parture from its immediate ancestor, the 
SB -301. While the block diagrams are 
quite similar, and both receivers use the 
same well -tried conversion scheme, the 
SB -303 has 27 transistors and one IC in- 
stead of vacuum tubes. The vacuum 
tube LMO, Heath has featured so suc- 
cessfully since 1964 in the SB line, has 
been updated to solid state in the '303. 
Although it may be equivalent to 
gilding the lily, the new vfo is even 
more stable and tracks better than its 
older brother. Accuracy of resetability 
and frequency readout are outstanding. 

The construction of the SB -303 
took 29 hours, of which about a third 
was spent on the eight printed circuit 
boards which contain nearly all the re- 
ceiver's components. Mechanical as- 
sembly and mounting of hardware, etc., 
took an even larger part of the time. Fi- 
nal wiring is done rapidly with the help 
of a prefabricated harness. 

The alignment procedure is speedy 
and simple, a big improvement on pre- 
vious kits of comparable complexity. 
No record was kept, but it couldn't have 
taken more than 30 minutes from initial 
resistance tests to final operation. The 
manual offers a choice of alignment 
procedures with and without in- 
struments. This kit was aligned without 
instruments -not entirely true, since 
even this way, you must use a vtvm for 
a few adjustments, the remainder being 
performed with the help of the S- meter. 
Just as a sample of how specific the in- 
structions are, the alignment of the het- 

erodyne oscillators proceeds by peaking 
up coils for each band, then backing off 
the slugs in a stated direction by a given 
amount. A typical step to illustrate, is 

. . back off slug counter -clockwise 
until voltage reading drops by .5 from 
its peak." Not even an rf probe is 
needed here because Heath has pro- 
vided a test point where the rf voltage 
has been rectified and applied as dc. 

Six of the eight pcb's are plug -ins. 
The other two, the mixer and rtty 
boards, are connected more convention- 
ally to the wiring harness. 

Both rtty and mixer boards are po- 
sitioned in the set when mounted in 
such a way as to be completely acces- 
sible for in- circuit testing of voltages 
and resistances. The six plug -in boards, 
however, which are mounted vertically, 
cannot be reached in their normal posi- 
tions. To overcome this, the kit includes 
two different kinds of what Heath calls 
extender boards. When service is neces- 
sary, the suspect board is unplugged 
and replaced by an extender, into which 
the circuit board then plugs. 

Rtty enthusiasts will be interested 
in the FSK facilities incorporated in this 
receiver. Narrow shift (170 Hz), wide 
shift (850 Hz) and CW shift (50 Hz) for 
identification, signals are generated in- 
ternally and brought out to an accessory 
socket on the rear panel. Also available 
at the accessory socket are two 15 -volt 
lines for converters and agc. 

The '303 seems to be able to handle 
tremendous signal loads effectively, no 
doubt due to the use of four dual -gate, 
diode -protected mosfets. With judicious 
manipulation of the built -in contin- 
uously variable 40 db attenuator and 
the rf gain control, one is able to copy 
weak signals adjacent to very strong 
ones without difficulty. 

It's relatively easy to build a good 
receiver for 20, 40 and 80 meters and 
there's no doubt the '303 performs su- 
perbly on these bands. It is on 10 and 
15, however, that the '303 comes into its 
own. I made numerous comparisons 
with a well -known high priced receiver. 
Many signals that were marginal or un- 
readable on the expensive job came 
through as solid copy on the '303, a real 
tribute to its sensitivity and signal -to- 
noise ratio. R -E 
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if you go for four channel... 

you don't have to go for broke 
Buy yourself a miracle for as little as $214.95 That's all 

it takes to get your conventional two -channel stereo to do 
anything any total four -channel receiver and control center 
can do, now or in the future. 

The Sansui QS500 and QS100 converters are complete 
Four -Channel Synthesizer- Decoder -Rear -Amplifier -and- 
Control -Center combinations that transform standard two - 
channel stereo totally. The only other equipment you need 
is another pair of speakers. 

You can decode any compatibly matrixed four -channel 
broadcasts or recordings and reproduce them in four au- 
thentic channels. You can detect the ambient signals 
present in most two -channel recordings or broadcasts and 
propagate them through the rear channels. In Sansui matrix - 
ing, the exclusive phase -shift technique prevents the can- 
cellation of some signals and the change in location of 
others that occur in many matrixing systems. And the 
exclusive phase modulators restore the effect of the live 
sound field. 

You can plug in a four -channel reel -to -reel or cartridge 
deck or any other discrete source. In the future - if you 
should have to - you can add any adaptor, decoder or what - 
have -you for any four -channel system for disc or broadcast 
that anyone's even hinted at. And a full complement of 
streamlined controls lets you select any function or make 
any adjustment quickly and positively. 

co..Iuw* nVi 

The QS500 features three balance controls for front -rear 
and left- right, separate positions for decoding and synthesiz- 
ing, two -channel and four -channel tape monitors, electrical 
rotation of speaker output, alternate -pair speaker selection, 
and four VU meters. Total IHF power for the rear speakers 
is 120 watts (continuous power per channel is 40 watts at 
4 ohms, 33 watts at 8 ohms), with TH or IM distortion below 
0.5% over a power bandwidth of 20 to 40,000 Hz. In its own 
walnut cabinet, the QS500 sells for $289.95 

An alternate four -channel miracle -maker is the modest 
but well- endowed QS100, with total IHF music power of 50 
watts (continuous power per channel of 18 watts at 4 ohms 
and 15 watts at 8 ohms). Ire a walnut cabinet, it sells for 
$214.95 

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP. 

hina mir 1.44 

Woodside, New York 11377 Gardena, California 90274 
ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS ¡Canada), Vancouver 9. B.C. 
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan Sansui Audio Europe S. A., Antwerp, Belgium 

Circle 17 on reader service card 
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HIS EYE 
IS ON THE 
FUTURE... 

and a 
DEGREE in 

ELECTRONICS 

Grantham School of Engineering 
Established in 1951 

1505 N. Western Ave. 
Hollywood, Calif. 90027 

Telephone: 
(213) 469 -7878 
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ACE REQUIRED 

...Mom School 
of Engineering is 

1 

Accredited by tre Accrediting Com- 
mission of the National Home Study 
CGunciI. 

2 
Approved under the G.I. Bill. 

3 
Authorized under the Taws of the 
Stete of California to grant aca- 
demic degrees. 
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Prepare . 

REAL 

in 
ELECTRONICS 

Become a 

Highly-Qualified 

Technician 
or 

Engineer. 
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What's in YOUR future? Where will you be one year from today - or in two years, or five years? 

Your future is shaped by the steps you take today. Keep your eye on the future as you plan. 

Take steps that wile bring greater satisfaction in your work and greater financial rewards. 
Move ahead in the Science of the Seventies - ELECTRONICS - by 

STUDYING AT HOME 

Grantham offers a college -level home -study program in Electronics Technology & Engineering, 
consisting of a series of three separate correspondence courses which logically follow 

each other, preparing you for three levels of advancement in your electronics career. 

The first course includes F.C.C. license training and computer science, as well as 

fundamental concepts of electronics and mathematics. Upon completion of this course, 
you are awarded a Diploma in Electronics Technology. 

The second course includes physics, mathematics, and other subjects essential to your 
upgrading from technician to engineering technician. The final ten lessons of this course 

are completed at the School, and you are awarded the Degree of Associate in Science. 

The third and final course of this series emphasizes engineering analysis and design. 
Upon completion of this course you are awarded a Diploma ¡r, Electronics Engineering 

and are prepared to fill positions normally held by college -graduate engineers. 

WHO IS GRANTHAM? 

Grantham School of Engineering is a college -level correspondence institution, 
authorized under the laws of the State of Ca'ifornia to grant academic 

degrees, approved under the G.I. Bill, accredited by the Accrediting Commission 
of the National Home Study Council, and an eligible institution under the 

Federally Insured Student Loan Program. We are "the college that comes 
to you ". Mail the postcard or coupon for our free bulletin 

which contains complete information. 

For complete details, mail postcard or coupon. 

Grantham School of Engineering RE -5 -72 

1.505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90027 

Please send me your free Bulletin which explains how 
the Grantham educational program can prepare me for 
a degree in electronics. 

Li I am a beginner in electronics. 
I have a little experience with electronic equipment. 

L7 I am an experienced electronics technician. 

Name 

Address 

r State Zip 
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Our ECG 102A transistor replaces... 
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and hundreds more. 
The 102A is only one big part of 

our very small line. 
Just 124 Sylvania ECG semicon- 

ductor parts will replace over 41,000 
manufacturer's part numbers and 
JEDEC types. 

Our new ECG semiconductor re- 
placement guide makes it easy for 
you to find out exactly which one of 
ours is the one you need. 

With our guide and our 124 re- 
placements, you can service prac- 
tically any solid -state entertainment 
product on the market. 

No more lugging sets back to the 
shop because you couldn't carry all 
the parts you needed. 

With Sylvania's 124 semiconduc- 
tors you can handle almost all of 
your repair jobs right in your cus- 
tomer's home. 

Stock up on Sylvania ECG semi- 
conductors now. 

It's just another small thing from 
GTE Sylvania that can take a big 
load off your back. 
Sylvania Electronic Components, 
Waltham, Mass. 02154 

05',3 SYLVANIA 
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cover story/ cover story /cover story /cover story /cover story / covi 

Here's that piece of dream 

test equipment that can tell 

you if a digital logic IC 

is good or bad -section 
by section 

Build R -E's 
Digital IC Tester 
HAVE YOU EVER WISHED YOU HAD A 

fast, easy way to test the surplus digital 
IC's in your spare parts collection? 
Have you wanted to check an IC in -cir- 
cuit, under actual operating conditions? 
Wouldn't it be great to be able to moni- 
tor the logic states at several points on a 
digital circuit board ... even supply 
power to the board from an external 
source? 

The DIGI -DYNA -CHECK is a 
truly dynamic digital integrated circuit 
checker that can be used to test digital 
IC's under actual operating conditions: 
it can be made to perform just as 
though it were functioning in an actual 
circuit. Tests can be performed both in- 
and out -of- circuit. A 5 -volt regulated 
supply, capable of delivering up to I 

amp, is available within the DIGI- 
DYNA -CHECK to "fire up" fifteen or 
more IC's on a circuit board via an 
adapter cable with its miniature IC con- 

necting clip. 
An internal "bounceless" pushbut- 

ton, mounted on the front panel, can be 
used to advance counters, dividers, shift 
registers, etc., one step at a time. If de- 
sired, such IC's can be put through their 
paces automatically at a rate suitable 
for observing with an oscilloscope. This 
automatic mode of operation is avail- 
able via an internal 50-kHz conditioned 
clock with complementary outputs. 

Connections to "the outside 
world ", ie., to equipment external to the 
DIGI -DYNA- CHECK, such as a scope, 
other voltage sources, oscillators, etc.. 
are easily made via eight 5 -way binding 
posts mounted on the front panel. Any 
internal or externally available function 
can be patched to any pin or com- 
bination of pins on the integrated cir- 
cuit under test by means of the matrix 
programmer in the DIGI -DYNA- 
CHECK." 

by JACK CAZES 

The heart of the checker is a 20-sli- 
der by 10- position matrix switch that is 
used to program the internal and /or ex- 
ternal functions and logic levels for the 
IC under test. Another article will de- 
scribe. in great detail, the programming 
and test procedures employed for a va- 
riety of digital integrated circuit types. 

A schematic of the matrix switch 
used in the DIGI -DYNA -CHECK is in Fig. 
I. It shows the connections between the 
various functions and the pins of the IC 
being tested. Basically, it consists of 
twenty 10- position slide switches 
mounted together in a single frame, 
with corresponding positions on all 
switches wired together. Thus, when 
two or more sliders are in the same posi- 
tion, they are connected internally. Ad- 
ditionally, each slider has a "home" or 
neutral position (no connection to any 
other slider). 

The first sixteen sliders are con- 
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s 

LM17 

nected to the correspondingly num- 
bered pins of a 16 -pin DIP (see Fig. 2) 
IC test socket and to sixteen lamp - 
driver assemblies used to monitor logic 
levels present at all sixteen IC pins si- 
multaneously. The remaining four sli- 
ders, marked W, X, Y, and Z in Fig. 1, 

are wired to four similarly marked S- 

way binding posts. Six of the matrix po- 
sitions are connected internally to 
ground (logical 0), + 5 volts (logical 1), 
the two complementary "step" func- 
tions, and the two complementary 
"clock" functions. The remaining four 
matrix positions are brought out to S- 
way binding posts marked A, B, C, and 
D. This provides a 4 X 4 matrix (ABCD 
by WXYZ) that can be used for making 
a variety of special test connections, 
both internal and external to the DIGI- 
DYNA-CHECK. 

Two power supplies are built into 
the checker. A regulated, highly filtered 
5 -volt supply capable of delivering up 
to 1 amp, continuously, is used to power 
the internal step and clock circuits (Fig. 
4), and to supply V1.( and logic 1 level 
voltage to the integrated circuit under 
test. The regulated supply can also be 
used to provide power to a board con- 
taining many IC's for in- circuit tests. A 
filtered, but unregulated 5 -volt supply 
provides power to the lamps and their 

PARTS LIST 
All resistors 1/2-watt 10% unless noted 
R1 -150 ohms 
R2 -220 ohms 
R3, R4 -100 ohms 
R5 -100 ohms, Trimpot 
R6, R7, R8, R9, R10, R12, R14 -100 ohms, Y. 

watt 
R11, R13, R15 thru R30- 22,000 ohms, 1/. watt 
C1- 6000 µF, 15V, electrolytic 
C2, C3 -0.01 uF, 100V 
C4- 1000 1&F, 15V, electrolytic 
D1, D2, D3 -1N914 or 1N4148 
D4, D5- 1N4001 or similar (OA, 50V) 
Rectifier Bridge -full wave, 1A, 100V PIV 
IC1 -SN -7400 (quad 2 -input NAND gates) 
BP1 thru BP16 -5 -way binding posts, insulated 
LM1 thru LM7 -4V, 50mA miniature lamp as- 

sembly 
Q1-TIP-3055 
Q2 thru Q36- 2N5129 
Matrix Switch (S1 thru S20) -20 -pole 10 -posi- 

tion (Part C10 -42A, Cherry Electric Co., 1650 
Old Deerfield Road, Highland Park, III. 60035) 

S21 -spst miniature toggle 
S22 -spdt miniature toggle 
Miscellaneous parts: 
16 -pin DIP test sockets (2) 
16-pin DIP test plug 
16 -pin DIP test clip 
16 -lead ribbon cable (21/2 feet) 
PC board 
Perf board with 0.1 -inch hole spacing 
Heat sink for TIP -3055 transistor 
Case 

FIG. 1 (top)- MATRIX SWITCH layout. See 
cover photo for 14- and 16 -pin DIP settings. 
FIG. 3- POWER SUPPLY for 5 volts regulated 
to step and clock circuits and the IC under test. 
FIG. 7 -b (right) -PARTS LAYOUT for lamp - 
driver board. The C -B -E terminals at right are 
for Q35 and 036. Transistor pairs Q5 -06 
through 033 -034 are positioned from left to 
right. 
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SLIDER 
POSITIONS 

0. NEUTRAL 

1. GND. (LOGICAL "0 ") 
2. +5V (LOGICAL 1 ") 
3. STEP 

4. STEP 

5. INT. CLOCK 

6. INT. CLOCK 

7. ,A 
INPUTS/ 

OUTPUTS 

8. "B" 
g, C 

10. "D" 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 1 2 13 14 1 5 16 W X Y Z 

OUTPUTS 

120 VAC 
60 Hz 

SLIDERS 

RECT. BR. 

ó 

TO PRIMARY 
OF T2 
(FIG. 5) 

6.3V, 1 

2A AC Ri 

AC 15052 

Cl + 

6000 µ F 

15V 

TIP -3055 
01 

TIP -3055 

COLLECTOR IS ALSO CONNECTED 
TO MOUNTING TAB 

R2 

2205 

2N5129 

Q2 

D1 IN914 
OR 

D2 IN4148 

T 

411 

2N5129 
C 

+ 5V 
(REGULATED) 

D3 

R3 
1000 

R5 

10052 

R4 

1 oosz 

o GND 

6.3 

CT & 
GND 

0 6.3 
C4 

r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r 

- NJ (.4 A IX O) V OJ (O 
O N W A (I) O) 

C B 

E 

C 
B 

R15 R16 R17 R18 R19 R20 R21 R22 R23 R24 R25 R26 R27 R28 R29 R30 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

LAMP 
COM 
& C4 

THESE DRIVER INPUTS ARE CONNECTED TO THE 
CORRESPONDING NUMBERED SLIDERS ON THE 

MATRIX SWITCH. 
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CONNECT TO CORRESPONDING 
NUMBERED SLIDERS ON 

MATRIX SWITCH 

NOTE: PIN 7 ON IC1 SHOULD BE 

CONNECTED TO GROUND 
PIN 14 ON IC1 SHOULD BE 
CONNECTED TO +5V 
(REGULATED) 

R9 

SN7400 

TO "STEP" ON 

ICI MATRIX SW. 

R6 SN7400 
13 

10052 

TO 5V 
(REGULATED) 
SUPPLY 

120 VAC 
60 Hz 

(SEE FIG. 3) 

D4 

1N4001 
C4 

1000 µ F 

15V 
LM1 

12.6V CT 

Q5 

D5 

1N4001 

Q5 TO Q36: 2N5129'S 
R15 TO R30: 22K 

R15 
22K 

Q6 - 

16 LAMP DRIVER INPUTS TO 

CORRESPONDING NUMBERED 
SLIDERS ON MATRIX SWITCH 

TO STEP ON 
MATRIX SW. 

TO "CLOCK" 
ON MATRIX 
SWITCH 

TO "CLOCK" 
ON MATRIX 
SWITCH 

' 11d1t ididll ti tiI1 iid111d 8888888888888888 rrrrtrttrtrrrtrt 

associated driver circuits. This is shown 
in Fig. 5. 

The stepping circuit is merely an 
electronic contact bounce eliminator. 
Solid metal switch contacts are inher- 
ently noisy and must be conditioned 
when used with high -speed solid -state 
circuits. An s.p.d.t. momentary pushbut- 
ton switch (S22 in Fig. 6) is connected 
to a basic NAND gate memory circuit. In 
the position shown, the output of ICl -a 
is at logical 0 level, while that of IC 1 -b 
is a logical 1. Noisy, multiple contacts 
with C, as the switch moves toward B, 
has no effect on the outputs; the gates 
cannot change state until gate 1 -a input 
is at O level. This occurs only at the time 
when the switch first contacts B. The 
output of IC 1 -a then swithces over to 1 

and output of ICI -b switches over to O. 

Once these levels have been established 
in the manner described, they are not 
affected by further "make" and "break" 
movements of the switch (contact 
bounce) at B. Complementary outputs 
are available from this circuit. The STEP 

output is initially at logical 0 and pro- 
duces a fast rise transition to logical 1 

and then rapidly back to 0 when the 
pushbutton is depressed and released. 
The converse is true for the STEP (called 
NOT STEP) output. Both of these com- 
plementary functions are useful for test- 
ing digital IC's. 

The clock circuit shown in Fig. 4 is 
an astable multivibrator made up of the 
two remaining NAND gates of IC 1 (an 
SN- 7400). The values of the gate input - 
sinking resistors (R8, R9, and RIO) were 
chosen to maintain the gate input levels 
near the logic threshold. In this way, as 
C2 and C3 charge and discharge, the 
gate input levels oscillate above and be- 
low the threshold level. This results in 
the gate outputs oscillating in a corn- 
plementary manner. The frequency of 
oscillation is determined primarily by 
the values of C2 and C3 according to 
the equation 

Frequency = 2(R8 + R9) C 

where C = C2 = C3 and R9 = R 10. 

The component values shown in Fig. 4 
result in a frequency of approximately 
50 kHz. Some fine adjustment can be 
made by varying R8. A pair of transistor 
amplifiers (Q3 and Q4) is used at the 
complementary outputs to provide 
more than adequate power to drive sev- 

1 

FIG. 2 (top left) -IC SOCKET TERMINALS are 
wired to matrix switches on Instrument panel. 
FIG. 4 (second from top) -INTERNAL CLOCK is 
a free -running multivibrator. FIG. 5 (third from 
top) -LAMP DRIVERS are Darlington pairs to 
reduce loading on IC under test. FIG. 6 (top 
right) -STEP SWITCH with electronics added 
to eliminate effects of contact bounce. FIG. 7 -a 
(left) -FOIL PATTERN for lamp driver. Enlarge 
so foil is 7'/2 inches across at widest point. 
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eral IC loads simultaneously. This is es- 
pecially important where in- circuit test- 
ing is to be performed on a board that 
contains a multiplicity of IC's. 

Sixteen lamp readouts contin- 
uously monitor the logic condition si- 
multaneously at all pins of an IC under 
test. A voltage level above approxi- 
mately 1.4 volts will cause a lamp to 
turn on, indicating a logical 1 level. 
Darlington -pair transistor amplifiers are 
employed as lamp drivers so that the IC 
under test cannot be overloaded by the 
lamp monitors. The selection of 1.4 
volts as the threshold level permits the 
lamps to indicate properly logic levels 
for most RTL. DTL. TTL, and MOS digital 
integrated circuits. However, see the 
second article in this series for special 
precautions involving RTL IC tests. The 
lamp- driver circuits are shown in Fig. 5. 

Mechanical construction 
The author's prototype of the DIGI- 

DYNA -CHECK was assembled in the 
home -made sloping -front aluminum 
case shown in Fig. 8. Although case de- 
sign and front -panel layout are not es- 
sential to the proper functioning of the 
tester, the arrangement shown offers 
convenience in use. Alternatively, a 
commercially available box of any de- 
sign can be used, provided it is large 
enough to house all of the components. 

Drill and punch the front panel to 
accept those components that will be 
mounted directly to it. These include 
the DIP test socket, the matrix switch, 
the readout lamps, pilot lamp and 
power switch, step button, and the S- 

way binding posts. Rectangular open- 
ings can be cut out either with a nib- 
bling tool or with a Bernz cutter. Several 
holes will also have to be drilled in the 
rear apron of the case to accommodate 
the line cord with its strain relief bushing, 
the two power transformers, and two 
pairs of L- brackets for the two circuit 
boards containing the lamp drivers, the 5- 

volt supplies, and the STEP and CLOCK cir- 
cuits. The case can now be painted and 
lettering applied. Dry- transfer letters are 
particularly well suited for this job. It 
makes the checker more convenient to 
use if two different colors are used to 
number the test socket, lamp readouts, 
and matrix sliders to differentiate be- 
tween the leads of 14-pin and 16 -pin DIP 
integrated circuits as shown in the cover 
photo. 

All components except the two circuit 
boards can now be mounted in the case. 

Wiring the tester 
The two circuit boards should be 

prepared and wired first. Then put them 
aside until all other wiring has been 
completed. Either copper -clad PC 
boards or perforated board construction 
can be used, as wiring layout is not criti- 
cial. The foil pattern in Fig. 7 -a corre- 
sponds to the schematic for the lamp 
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drivers. Since there are sixteen identical 
driver circuits involved, the handwiring 
approach would be tedious here. This 
foil pattern also includes the unregu- 
lated 5 -volt supply of Fig. 5. The ac in- 
put to this board is from the secondary 
of T2, mounted at one end of the rear 
apron next to T1. Do not connect the 
power to this board until it is ready to 
be mounted to the case. Connect one 
end of a 16 -lead cable to the sixteen in- 
puts of the driver circuits on this board. 
Number the leads at the other end of 

ASSEMBLED 
CASE 

SHOWING FRONT - 
PANEL LAYOUT 

9., 

INPUT /OUTPUT 
JACKS 

TEST 
8 

SOCKET 

MATRIX 
SWITCH 

READOUT 
LAMPS 

POWER 
SWITCH 
ON /OFF 

PILOT 
STEP TEP 

ON /OFF BUTTON 

3" 

ALL HOLES DRILLED 
TO ACCEPT NO. 6 
SHEET -METAL SCREWS. 

PART A 

ALL HOLES 
DRILLED TO 
CLEAR NO. 6 

SHEET -METAL 
SCREWS 

NOTE THAT PART B 

FITS INSIDE PART A 

NO. 6 SHEET -METAL SCREWS 
FASTEN THEM TOGETHER 

FIG. 8- SLOPING -FRONT INSTRUMENT CASE. 
its dimensions. construction and how the two 
parts are fitted and joined together. 

CONNECT TO CORRESPONDING MARKED 
TERMINALS ON MATRIX SWITCH 

A B C D W X Y Z ad'a 
BP-9 BP-10 BP-12 BP-14 BP-16 

BP-11 BP-13 BP-15 
BP-1 BP-2 BP-3 BP-4 BP-5 BP-6 BP-7 BP-8 

FIG. 9- BINDING POSTS are mounted across 
the top of the case and connected to the matrix 
circuitry as indicated. 

this cable. They will be connected later 
to the matrix switch. 

Next, prepare the board containing 
the regulated 5 -volt supply and the STEP 

and CLOCK circuits. A perforated board 
with 0.1 inch hole spacings was used in 
the author's model. This hole spacing 
readily accommodates the pins on the 
socket into which IC -1 will be inserted. 
Follow the schematics in Figs. 2, 3, and 
4, making certain that all + 5-volt 
points are tied together, and all grounds 
are tied together. Wire the line cord, pi- 
lot lamp, power switch, and transformer 
primaries as shown. Now plug IC -1 into 
its socket. 

The 5 -way binding posts (BP1 to 
BP 16) should now be wired according 
to Fig. 9. The ground bus joining BP 1 

thru BP8 should be connected to matrix 
switch position 1. The remaining eight 
binding posts can then be connected to 
their respective sliders (W thru Z) and 
positions (A thru D) on the matrix 
switch. 

Connect one end of a 16 -lead cable 
to the sixteen contacts of the DIP test 
socket. Number the leads at the other 
end of the cable to correspond with the 
socket contacts. This end will be wired 
later to the matrix switch together with 
the correspondingly numbered leads on 
the cable that was previously connected 
to the lamp driver board. 

Wire the miniature lamps 
(mounted on the front panel) to the six- 
teen output pads on the driver board. 
One lead from each lamp should be 
connected to a common +5 -volt tie 
point on the board. This board can now 
be mounted to the rear apron of the 
case with two L- brackets. Connect the 
secondary leads from T2 to the proper 
locations on the board. 

Connect the two 16- conductor ca- 
bles (from the DIP test socket and from 
the lamp driver board) to the matrix 
switch. Be sure that all leads go to corre- 
spondingly numbered sliders on the 
matrix switch. Thus, the lead from pin 
No. 1 on the test socket and the lead 
from input No. 1 on the lamp driver 
board should both be connected to 
slider No. 1 on the matrix switch, 
etc. 

The perf -board can now be 
mounted on the rear apron of the case, 
just above and parallel to the driver 
board. Solder the secondary leads from 
T1 to the perf -board. Now, connect the 
+5 -volt (regulated), ground, clock, 
clock, step, and step outputs from the 
perf -board to their respective position 
terminals on the matrix board. 

Finally, connect the ground termi- 
nal from the lamp driver board to the 
ground terminal on the matrix switch 
(position 1). 

Construct an adapter cable as 
shown in Fig. 10. This will be used for 
in- circuit testing of integrated circuits. 

(continued on page 85) 
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AMPLIFIED 
car radio antennas a.,. 
A description of the theory and design of active antennas 

with technical details of the first commercial 

development of an active antenna. 

AT THE HIGH FREQUENCY ENGINEERING 
Institute of the Technical University of 
Munich, West Germany, experiments to 
integrate antennas with transistors have 
led to the development of a new type of 
transistorized receiving antenna. The 
director of this Institute, Prof. Dr. H. H. 
Meinke, prefers to describe the in- 
vention as an"Active Antenna" Active 
antennas have smaller dimensions and a 
better signal -to -noise ratio than (con- 
ventional) passive antennas of the same 
bandwidth. This article should give you 
a better understanding of how active 
antennas work. 

The basic concept of active -an- 
tenna design is to combine an active de- 
vice (transistor) with an electrically 
short antenna. This concept gives a 
completely new dimension to the design 
of radiating structures and makes it pos- 
sible to create extremely small an- 
tennas. The sensitivity limit of a receiv- 
ing system depends on the noise 
produced in the first amplifying stage as 
well as how the antenna system, in- 
cluding lead -in and transformation cir- 

Corning Glass Works, Electronic Research Laboratory. 
This article was written with the cooperation of Prof. Dr. H. 
Meinke and Dr. H. Lindenmeier. Prof. Meinke is the Direc- 
tor of the High Frequency Engineering Institute of the Tech- 
nical University of Munich. West Germany. Dr. Linden - 

meter is a Scientific Assistant in the same Institute. 

cuits, is matched to the first amplifier 
stage. With an active antenna the first 
transistor in the receiving system is in- 
tegrated with the antenna's elements. In 
this way a natural match between the 
first amplifying stage and the antenna 
can be obtained without disturbing the 
passive transmission parts. 

Noise matching 
The sensitivity of a receiving sys- 

tem is ultimately limited by its noise 
temperature (signal -to -noise ratio). An- 
tenna gain, a figure of merit, is not a 
decisive factor in a receiving system be- 
cause, with low noise level, amplifica- 
tion can easily be done in the receiver 
without any natural limitations. The 
most crucial point in a receiving system 
is the input stage (first amplifier stage) 
where the desired signal is at its lowest 
level. The antenna system must be able 
to deliver a signal level that is greater 
than the noise level of the receiver's in- 
put stage as well as its own internal 
noise. Therefore, signal -to -noise ratio is 
the main factor limiting the reception of 
weak signals and consequently the most 
important factor to be considered with 
an antenna system. 

The signal -to -noise ratio of a re- 
ceiving system is primarily determined 
by three main noise sources: 

K. JOHNSON" 

I. Antenna noise: The passive an- 
tenna receives noise out of the sur- 
rounding space. This external atmo- 
spheric noise can be expressed as a 
noise temperature TA. 

2. Inter -network noise: This is the 
network between the passive antenna 
and the input terminals of the first am 
plifying stage. This network has two ef- 
fects: 

a. The signal is decreased by at- 
tenuation since resistance in 
transmission lines and matching 
networks is unavoidable. 
b. This resistance in transmis- 
sion lines and the matching cir- 
cuits is an additional source of 
noise. 

3. Amplifier or transistor noise: 
The first amplifier stage creates an inter- 
nally generated noise. Transistor noise 
can be expressed as a noise temperature 
TT. 

The total system noise temperature 
would be simple to define if the only 
noise sources were in the receiver. Since 
there are three main sources of noise in 
a receiving system, the total noise is de- 
scribed by a total system noise tempera- 
ture (Ts) in relation to the exit terminal 
of the passive antenna. 

To reduce noise and increase the 
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signal -to -noise ratio the passive network 
between the antenna elements and the 
first amplifying stage has to be reduced 
to a minimum. This can only be accom- 
plished by integrating the passive an- 
tenna with the first amplifying stage. As 
an example, Fig. 1 -a illustrates the main 
parts of a common receiving system that 
consists of a passive antenna, matching 
network, coaxial cable and the receiver. 
A passive network is formed between 
the antenna and the first active stage 
(amplifier) in the receiver. The attenua- 
tion losses in this passive network de- 
crease the available signal power as well 
as the signal -to -noise ratio. A second ef- 
fect of this passive network is its in- 
fluence on the maximum possible band- 
width of the total system. The passive 
network consists of frequency depen- 
dent, reactive elements, that cause the 
bandwidth to be limited not only by the 
passive antenna, but also by the an- 
tenna's feeding network. The overall 
noise temperature of the system in Fig. 

1 -a can be expressed as: 
Ts = TA + TN + TE /G [ 11 

The system noise temperature Ts con- 
sists of antenna noise temperature TA 

(the noise received from the surround- 
ing space); noise temperature TN (of the 
transmission line and its matching net- 
works); and part of the receiver's noise 
temperature TE /G. In the part TE /G, 
TE is equivalent noise temperature of 
the receiver and G is the "available 
gain" of the inter - network TN. Also, if 
line losses are not too large, the passive 
inter -network TN can be completely ne- 
glected in Fig. 1 -a. Antenna noise tem- 
perature T. is considered the theoretical 

7/. 

lower limit of the system noise tempera- 
ture Ts that can be obtained in equation 
[1] when the inter- network and the re- 
ceiver do not contribute any noise. In 
practice, the receiving system is close to 
the theoretical limit and is considered 
ideal as far as noise is concerned as long 
as Ts < 2 x TA. 

Fig. l -b illustrates the same re- 
ceiver with an added non -integrated 
line amplifier. An important value in 
the total noise temperature is the avail- 
able gain of inter -network TN in equa- 
tion [1]. If a passive feeding network is 
used as shown in Fig. 1 -a, then G < 1 

and the part TE /G will he larger than 
the equivalent noise temperature of the 
receiver TE. Therefore, the longer the 
transmission line, the smaller G will be 
and the larger is the part of the receiver 
noise TE /G in the total noise tempera- 
ture of the system. Due to the normally 
high losses at higher frequencies, this 
factor can have an unbearable effect on 
the total system noise temperature. If an 
amplifier is placed between the antenna 
and the transmission line, the noise part 
of the receiver TE /G will decrease. Ob- 
viously, an amplifier stage at the an- 
tenna's input will improve the total sys- 
tem noise temperature if the losses in 
the transmission line and matching net- 
works are large. However, this input 
amplifier adds its own noise to the sys- 
tem so TN in equation [1] is increased to 
a mentionable value. With the added 
active element in the passive inter -net- 
work the total system noise is: 

Is = 
TA + TN + TE /Gpassive X Gactive [2] 

In Fig. 1 -c the same basic receiver 

PASSIVE NETWORK 

A 

MATCHING 
NETWORK 

MATCHING 
NETWORK 

a 

LINE AMPLIFIER 

MATCH 2 

ACTIVE ANTENNA 

V 

ACTIVE 
STAGE 

b 

MATCH 2 RECEIVER 

MATCH 3 MATCH 4 RECEIVER 

ACTIVE MATCHING 
STAGE NETWORK 

FIG. 1 -THREE BASIC ANTENNAS. The simplest (a) Is not amplified. Often a line amplifier (b) is be- 

tween the antenna and the set. Active antenna (c) has a built -in integrated amplifier. 

MATCH 2 RECEIVER 
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is shown with an active antenna con- 
sisting of a transistor amplifier that is 
integrated with the passive antenna and 
the passive feeding network. Transistor 
noise depends considerably on the im- 
pedance of the external circuitry that is 
connected to the input terminals of the 
transistor. There will always be a certain 
value of source impedance (ZA) that 
will provide the lowest transistor noise 
temperature. This desired impedance is 
termed Zpt. There is a wide region of 
low noise around Zpt, but the transistor 
noise temperature TT rises very rapidly 
outside of this low -noise impedance re- 
gion. If we assume that in equation [2] 
TA and TE are prescribed quantities, 
then we can get very low overall noise 
temperature Ts by minimizing TN and 
maximizing G. However, this situation 
cannot exist in the same active antenna. 
An active antenna can be designed for 
minimum TN (this is called noise - 
match) or for maximum G (this is 

called power- match) or for a com- 
promise between noise -match and 
power- match. In most cases the differ- 
ence between power -match and noise - 
match is small enough to not cause an 
appreciable loss in signal power. In any 
case, an active antenna will have more 
than enough amplifier gain to com- 
pensate for any matching losses. 

Optimum coupling 
Another advantage of integrating 

the amplifier is that the antenna's im- 
pedance can then be adjusted to a de- 
sired value (Zopf), so that TN in equation 
[2] will be considerably smaller when 
compared with the usual non -integrated 
antenna amplifier. The impedance of a 
monopole over a ground plane (as 
shown in Fig. 2) depends on "distance 
d" if the impedance is measured be- 
tween the terminals 1 and V. With elec- 
trically short monopoles, the resistive 
part of this impedance increases with 
increasing "distance d" and easily 
matches either the transistor's input im- 

r- 
i 

L _ 

i 

I Rs 

FIG. 2- IMPEDANCE OF MONOPOLE AN- 
TENNA is measured between points 1 and 1'. 
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pedance or the impedance needed as a 
load in the transmitting case. By choos- 
ing optimum values of "h" and "d" the 
antenna's impedance (ZA) can be ad- 
justed to the desired value (Z0,,,) and 
completely eliminate the need for a 
matching network. As a result, the noise 
TN which the transistor adds to the total 
system noise Ts [2], is mostly deter- 
mined by the impedance Z,,,,t. It is also 
never difficult to match the output of an 
active antenna circuit to a lead -in cable. 
Thus with the proper antenna structure 
a natural impedance match, with a min- 
imum of losses, can be made between 
the antenna and the receiver. This 
procedure is known as noise -matching 
and provides an optimum noise figure 
for a given receiver that could not be 
obtained with a conventional line am- 
plifier. 

Transistor noise 
At frequencies below 30 to 100 

MHz atmospheric noise is so great that 
the signal -to -noise ratio is generally in- 
dependent of the receiver -antenna sys- 
tem. Thus, in the hf range, a consid- 
erable noise mismatch is permissible, 
and relatively short antennas can be 
used without appreciably degrading 
sensitivity. As long as the antenna's 
length is small in comparison with the 
wavelength of the frequency it is de- 
signed to receive (heft- < X /8), it will not 
have a resonant characteristic and its 
impedance will not be frequency de- 
pendent. This provides more freedom 
in the choice of antenna impedance Z.A. 

As far as noise is concerned, ideal 
broadband systems with short antennas 
exist only in those frequency ranges 
where the atmospheric noise is high. 

The transistor noise temperature 
should always be less than the ambient 
or atmospheric noise temperature TA- 
particularly if frequencies above 50 
MHz are involved. This is because at 
frequencies above 50 MHz T. becomes 
so small that considerable improve- 
ments in system noise can be obtained 
with noise- matching. At these fre- 
quencies the passive antenna elements 
should be dimensioned so that the tran- 
sistor operates under optimum noise - 
match conditions over the full opera- 
tional frequency band of the antenna. 
Active antennas are usually designed 
with resonant characteristics at these 
higher frequencies. Active antennas of 
this form use the principle of the 
double -resonance bandfilter. If plotted 
on a Smith Chart, the impedance curve 
forms a double loop in the operational 
frequency range that loops twice 
through the optimal impedance value 
Z0 1,1 and obtains minimum TN at two 
frequencies. An antenna with an imped- 
ance loop in this form can be called a 
"filter antenna" for its selectivity against 
signals outside the desired bandwidth. 
A double- resonance antenna generally 

has better selectivity outside the band- 
width than a single- resonance antenna. 

Intermodulation and 
cross -modulation 

Since an antenna receives many 
frequencies at the same time, the non - 
linearity of the transistor causes the de- 
velopment of harmonic frequencies, 
sum frequencies, difference frequencies 
and cross -modulation. As all of these 
effects depend on amplitudes and in- 
crease very fast with increasing ampli- 
tudes an active antenna has to operate 
with the lowest possible amplitudes. 
Therefore, for all active antennas the ef- 
fective length of the passive antenna 
should be as small as possible, to bring 
down the received amplitudes. As pre- 
viously mentioned, only the signal -to- 
noise ratio is important for good recep- 
tion and not a large received signal. 
Due to amplification the output power 
of active antennas (even with short an- 
tenna lengths) is usually higher than 
with conventional passive antennas. 
Also, through the use of bandpass filter 
design the unwanted signals outside the 
wanted frequency band can be reduced 
considerably and eliminate a high per- 
centage of those nonlinear effects which 
come from signals outside the opera- 
tional band. This bandpass filter is 
formed by combining the passive an- 
tenna with the proper input circuitry of 
the transistor. 

Because this bandpass filter does 
not affect the output impedance match 
in an active antenna there is more free- 
dom in the design of a bandpass filter in 
an active antenna than with passive an- 
tennas that have external amplifiers and 
filters. For suppression of nonlinear ef- 
fects the emphasis is placed on the se- 
lectivity outside of the frequency band 
of the antenna and not on a special 
form of power curve within the band - 
pass. Therefore, the power bandwidth 
has no direct relationship to this select- 
ivity against signals outside the band. 
The half -power bandwidth of an active 
antenna is mostly determined by the 
bandwidth of the passive part of the ac- 
tive antenna and by the transistor's in- 
put circuitry while the bandwidth of 
output impedance match is determined 
by the transistor's output circuitry. This 
change in bandwidth thinking explains 
one of the main advantages of active 
antennas. 

With active antennas, Prof. Dr. H. 
Meinke and his colleagues have shown 
that the integrated active antenna can 
give a very remarkable improvement in 
antenna technology. Using the antenna 
as a part of the input circuit of an in- 
tegrated amplifier eliminates the usual 
matching and tuning elements between 
antenna and receiver. As a result, rf 
losses are reduced and the noise tem- 
perature of the system is greatly im- 
proved. 

Active car antenna 
Basically the ALPHA -3 is an AM- 

FM car antenna that is built into an 
outside rear -view sports mirror. It is de- 
signed to be mounted on the fender of a 
car. 

An AM -FM whip antenna is the 
most commonly used mobile antenna. 
To get satisfactory reception in all fre- 
quency ranges this antenna should be at 
least 39 inches long. However, this type 
of antenna is frequently damaged when 
driving through low garage doors, auto- 
matic car washes, etc. and has to be re- 
placed. Because of this problem whip 
antennas are rarely extended to their 
proper length for maximum reception. 
It is also commmon for whip antennas 
to be installed in the most convenient 
mounting position, which in most cases 
is not the best electrical location for op- 
timum performance. For these reasons, 
a car antenna was the first active an- 
tenna developed for commercial use. 

The mechanical details of the ac- 
tive car antenna, ALPHA -3, are in Fig. 
3. The frame and shell of the mirror 
consist of stainless steel and functions 

PRINTED- CIRCUIT 
FILTER ANTENNA 

AMPLIFIERS, 
SIGNAL -SPLITTER, 

FILTER CIRCUIT 

METAL SHELL 
(TOP CAPACITANCE) 

PLASTIC BODY 

FIG. 3- PHANTOM VIEW of the Alpha -3 active 
AM/FM automobile receiving antenna 

electrically as a top capacitance. The 
base of the mirror is made of Luran, a 
high- impact plastic which can be 
painted if desired. The active antenna is 
on a printed- circuit board and is se- 
cured inside the plastic base of the mir- 
ror. The most important geometrical di- 
mension is the distance between the axis 
of the mirror and the vehicle body - 
ground. This distance was reduced step - 
by -step until the receiving quality in the 
AM -range was equivalent to that of the 
average receiving system with a whip 
antenna. 

The ALPHA -3 active antenna is 
designed for separate AM and FM op- 
eration (see Fig. 4). The antenna uses a 
printed circuit pattern for its passive 
elements in combination with its elec- 
tronic circuitry. It consists of a common 
passive section from which the total re- 
ceived signal is fed through filter net- 
works and then into special low -noise 
amplifiers. The outputs of the AM and 
FM amplifiers are then fed through a 
band -splitting network that combines 

(continued on page 78) 
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ALMOST DAILY WE READ ABOUT A NEW 

Mini or Midi electronic calculator, sell- 
ing for $169, $179 or $199, and for 
about 6 months now many news re- 
leases about the elusive under $100 
pocketsize full -function calculator. If 
you've been waiting for the right mini 
or have a desk -size calculator and need 
the handy battery operated convenience 
of a mini, this is the story you've been 
waiting for. 

The under $100 calculator is here! 
It adds, subtracts, multiplies and di- 

IC Pocket 

vides, either straight or mixed; holds a 
constant for multiplication and divi- 
sion: has a full floating decimal point: 
bright 8 -digit display; is battery oper- 
ated (measures a mere 31/4 x 5 x 11/2 

inches). 
If you or your wife buy groceries at 

the supermarket, have a checking ac- 
count, try to balance a budget, are a 

businessman, salesman, pilot, engineer, 
technician, accountant or deal with fig- 
ures simple or complex, the Americal -8 
is for you. The calculator takes less than 

One giant IC wired between E 

readout; is the heart of this 
calculator that adds, subtracts 

ADDITION: 13 + 12 = 25 

O O O 11.._JL 

SUBTRACTION: 45 - 23 = 22 

' Jl-.I±JI-JOl J 

2 hours to build, and is simple enough 
for a beginner to assemble. 

How it works 
The heart of the unit is a single 

MOS -LSI (Metal Oxide Silicon -Large 
Scale Integration) integrated circuit. It 
contains the equivalent of more than 
6000 transistors and other parts which 
encode the keyboard, store and manip- 
ulate the entered data and decode the 
results for display. The only external 
parts required are a keyboard, clock 

MIXED: 

12X36_84 
16 = 3.4905082 

-16.33 

C 

K OPERATION: (CONSTANT) K SWITCH ON IN ALL STEPS 

33 = 27 

0C3C3CF, 
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Calculator 
keyboard and an LED 8 -digit 
battery -powered pocket -sized 
multiplies and divides 

by W. L. GREEN 

President. Alpha Research Corp. 

MULTIPLICATION: 12 X 10 = 120 

QciJrcT) 
DIVISION: 144 = 12= 12 

1 000000 
generator, power source and display. 

Construction is fast and easy 
Using a PC hoard is mandatory, as 

the LSI chip has 28 pins and though it 
has input protecting diodes it should be 
handled as little as possible to prevent 
static discharge damage. DO NOT USE 
A SOLDERING GUN and DO NOT 
WEAR WOOL or nylon clothing dur- 
ing assembly. 

Assemble the complete PC board, 
except for the LSI chip first. Full -size 

patterns for the board and the parts lay- 
out are shown. Observe polarities of the 
diodes and capacitors and make sure 
the transistors are properly positioned. 
Then solder all connections before in- 
stalling the LSI chip. 

Solder carefully, and avoid form- 
ing any solder bridges on the board. 
Next, mount the keyboard and display 
in the case and wire them to the PC 
board. Double check all components 
and solder joints before applying 
power. 

Actual size photo of calculator 

After double checking the wiring, 
install the batteries being especially 
careful to check polarity. Now turn on 
the power switch and depress the red C 
key. A zero and decimal point will ap- 
pear in the right corner of the display. 

Using the calculator 
The white number keys (see key- 

board top left) when depressed enter 
the corresponding number into the ma- 
chine's memories. At the same time this 
number appears on the display entering 

8X 13=104 

8 X 85 = 680 

8 X 13.52 = 108.16 

78J0001±, 
78',00 
OE1iSOEJEiJW 

64.5 - 5.375 
12 

144 
-12 =_12 

1062 = 88.5 
12 

6)O00000o 
3:47,C-41L) 

01:6 Cl 
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WHERE PARTS ARE MOUNTED on the PC board and how leads connect them to the display and the 
keyboard. Circuitry has been integrated to the point where assembly takes less than 2 hours. 

ESSENTIAL CIRCUITRY OF THE CALCULATOR. Heart of the instrument is the large -scale integrated 
circuit that encodes, stores, manipulates and decodes the results for display on readout. 

(PART # ARC -49) 

DISI 

DISPLAY AND DRIVERS 

DP B A F 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 E G D C 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

^ ̂  ^ " 
ZB ZF M8 M6 ^ ^ n ^ n 

ZP ZA M11 M7 M5 

FROM IC1 

A 

F G B 

E C 

D DP 

SEGMENT 
CODE 

^ 
M4 M2 

^ ̂  
M3 M1 

FROM IC1M 

^ n 
ZE ZD 

n 
ZG ZC --- 

FROM IC1 

R18 

1/4W, 10% 

+7.2V 
TO Si 

DIGITS ARE NUMBERED RIGHT TO 
LEFT AS VIEWED FROM FRONT 

OF (DISI) DISPLAY 

Q1 

Z (X) 
LINES 

TO 
DISI 

+7.2V 0 
TO S1 

IC1 

(ARC-840) v 
28 1 

\/ FROM 
CLOCK 

SQ.4- 2-XNC 
R1 

SN 3 M1 

SO 25 4 M2 

R17 
ZP nnr- 24 5 --Mn.+ M 3 -- 

NC X-- 6-%vv..-0.M4 

ZG 22 7 =M5 
ZF.4--wr-21 8-%m"...-1.M6 

ZE -mw- 20 9-%-mo- M7 

ZD.1-4AA,^- 10-(=-1.M8 

ZC 11 M9 TO 
KB1 

ZB 17 12 M10 ONLY 

27 

26 

23 

19 

SN 

FROM 
IC1 

SO 

18 

R10 
ZA --mos.- 16 

R10- R17 
3.9 k52 

1/4W, 10% 

- 15 

o 

R9 
13 .-r-moro-M11 (TO DIS1) 

14 

-7.2V 

PARTS LIST 
All resistors Y watt 10% 
R1 thru R17 -3900 ohms 
R18 -4.7 ohms 
R19 -1500 ohms 
R20, R24 -680 ohms 
R21, R25 -3900 ohms 
R22, R23- 27,000 ohms 
R26 -3300 ohms 
R27 -270 ohms (used with Ni -Cad battery only) 
Cl, C2 -100 pF 
C3 -1 pF, 12 V, electrolytic 
C4, C5 -10 1,F, 12, electrolytic 
*D1, D2 -1N914 
*IC1-ARC-840 
*01, Q4, Q6- 2N5139 
*02, 03, Q5- MPS5172 
*DISPLAY- ARC -49 
*KEYBOARD- ARC -16 
S1 -dpdt slide switch 
S2 -spst slide switch 
BATT -7.2V Ni -Cad or 8.4V mercury 
*Starred items are available from: 

ALPHA Research Corp 
PO Box 1005 
Merritt Island, Fla. 32952 

ARC -840 -Kit of transistors, diodes, and IC 
....$45.53 postpaid 

ARC -49- Display module ....$48.14 postpaid 
ARC -16- Keyboard ....$6.93 postpaid 
7.2V Ni -Cad battery (ARC -72) 

....$10.75 postpaid 
PC board (MC -3) ....$4.00 postpaid 
Complete kit less battery (DC -8) 

...$102.40 postpaid 
Complete kit w /Ni -Cad battery & charger 

...$112.90 postpaid 
Prices are for US and Canada only. 

`NOTE: M (X) LINES FROM IC1 
CONNECT TO KB1 AT PIN ON -IC 
PACKAGE (BEFORE RESISTOR) 
AND TO DIS1 (THRU RESISTORS) 

(PART # ARC -16) 

KB1 
KEYBOARD 

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 

FROM IC1 

R1-R9 
3.9 k5Z 

1/4W, 10% 

CLOCK 

-7.2V 

R26 
3.3K 

Q5 

Q6 

+7.2V 

I 

*SEE NOTE ABOVE 

S2 

FROM\ oro . M10 
SQ / 

C4 +ti 
10pF 

S1-a S1-b 

CHARGE 
OFF o 0 o-o- 

C5 ON R27 
10 pF 

D1 
IN914 

D2 

27052 0-AAA"--- 

= B1 - 7.2V 

i FROM 
CHARGER 

01, 04, Q6- 2N5139 
Q2, 03, 05 - MPS-5172 
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from right to left. 
The blue key is used to enter a 

decimal point at any desired place dur- 
ing number entry. The blue multiply 
and divide keys perform their assigned 
functions and during mixed calculations 
provide a subtotal. 

The red - key and white ±keys 
will perform their assigned functions 
and will also supply a total or sum. 
They may be thought of as equals keys. 

The K switch holds the first digits 
in multiply and the last digits in divide 
as a constant. 

If an error in entry is made, merely 
reverse the operation by re- entering the 

TOP 

000 09000 000 
M3 M1 M4 M5 M6 N.C. M11 

M2 M7 M8 

GND 
ZC ZE ZD ZA 

+ ZD ZG ZF ZB 
O O O O O O O O 0 

numbers entered in error and depress 
the complementing key to correct the 
error. If more than eight digits are en- 
tered into the machine, or if the result 
of calculations exceeds eight whole 
numbers, the far left overflow and sign 
digit will light. If an overflow condition 
causes the indicator to light the machine 
will automatically latch up, preventing 
further operations, and the answer will 
be displayed with the decimal point po- 
sitioning itself so that the answer may 
be read by mentally moving the decimal 
point eight places to the right. A nega- 
tive answer is noted by the - bar light- 
ing in the left digit. R -E 

PIN CONNECTIONS FOR THE LED DISPLAY 
used in the Americal -8 calculator. 

CALCULATOR'S PC BOARD and 
its associated parts are seen when 
keyboard and display are re- 
moved. Round objects at left are 
the re- chargeable batteries 
wrapped in heat -shrink plastic tub- 
ing. 

FULL -SIZE PATTERN OF PC 
board. You can make your own or 
order it along with the other parts 
you'll need to build this electronic 
calculator. 

Peg 

TAPE -HEAD TEST STICK 

This small tape -head tester is built 
around the coil assembly of a miniature 
earphone. Select a magnetic earphone 
with an internal resistance of thirty 
ohms or more. The more resistance, the 
greater sensitivity of the tape recorder 
checker. Do not use a 6- or 10 -ohm im- 
pedance earphone. 

To remove the small coil assembly, 
from the miniature earphone, cut three 
slots around the metal case with a metal 
hacksaw. Now pull off the metal front 
piece with a pair of pliers. Remove the 
small brass ring and metal diaphragm. 
Next, remove the small round magnet. 
If the magnet is glued to the coil assem- 
bly, use a pocket knife and pry it off. 

Leave the coil assembly and 
hookup cable intact. If the coil assembly 
is loose within the plastic case, cement 
with rubber sealer. Now grind or cut off 
the plastic case so the center metal pole - 
piece sticks out 1/16 inch. 

Pick up a discarded ball point or 

CUT WITH HACKSAW 
AND DRESS TO FIT 

EARPIECE 

ink pen and cut as in the drawing. Push 
the earphone cable through the pen 
barrel and cement together with rubber 
silicone seal. Leave to setup over night. 

Now solder the earphone cable to a 
small earphone jack and cement into 
the plastic pen. Be sure the pen cap will 
screw into place. A permanent con- 
nection can be made by running the 
earphone cable through the pen with 
two alligator clips soldered to the 
flexable earphone cable. 

An audio signal from a pencil -type 
signal generator or audio signal gener- 
ator can be connected to these alligator 
clips. Place the tape -head test stick 
upon the record /playback head. In the 
PLAY mode a I -kHz note can be heard 
in the tape recorder's output. With this 
method the record /playhead can be 
checked for actual reproduction. 

To check the tape head of an auto- 
matic stereo tape player in the car, 
mount the earphone piece on the end of 
the ball -point pen. These tape sticks are 
cheap to make, so why not construct 
one for the stereo tape player and an- 
other for the tape recorder. -Homer L. 
Davidson 
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MATV SYSTEMS ALL START with the antenna 
on the roof of the building to be wired for televi- 
sion. 

MAN 
110w it works 
A close look into the system, what 

it does and how it affects the 
independent service technician 

by BERT WOLF 

MASTER ANTENNA TV (MATV) IS ONE OF THE MOST PROFIT - 
able and rapidly growing fields in the electronic industry. The 
present demand for systems is exceeding the supply of tech- 
nicians capable of designing and installing them. 

For example, about 2000 new motels are being built each 
year and more than 90% have TV in every room. You can see 
this in perspective when you realize that only half the motel 
rooms have telephones. Apartment house construction, too, is 
breaking records. 

Although Educational TV funds are tight right now, vir- 
tually all new schools are being wired for TV at the time of 
construction, to avoid the extra cost of wiring at a later date: 
also to simplify the job. It's much easier to wire a system be- 
fore the walls are up than after. 

Every hotel, motel, apartment house, condominium, mo- 
bile home park and school needs an MATV system. What's 
more, many home owners are beginning to see the advantages 
of having a TV antenna outlet in every room, just as they 
have electrical outlets in every room. The MATV field is wide 
open for qualified sales -installation- service oriented busi- 
nessmen. 

Principles of MATV 
MATV systems are generally divided into two basic 

parts: the head end and the distribution system. The head end 
consists of antennas that pick up the TV signals, plus pre- 
amplifiers and amplifiers to make the signals strong enough to 
be sent through the system. The head end also includes any 
filters, mixers, traps, converters, etc., necessary to process, 
"clean up" and balance levels. 

The distribution system is made up of splitters, coaxial 
"feeder" lines, and tapoffs (outlets for individual TV sets). 
Most MATV system designers start with the distribution sys- 
tem and work back to the head end. The distribution system 
design must conform to the physical layout of the building. 
The head -end design must deliver enough signal to overcome 
the total losses of the distribution system. 

Distribution system design 
Distribution system design has recently been simplified 

*Manager, DSD /ECSD Division Jerrold Electronics Corp.. Philadelphia. Pa. 
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1 

by improved tapoffs. Fig. I represents the two types of loss 
caused by a tapoff. R I represents thru loss, while R2 repre- 
sents isolation. You need isolation to prevent interaction be- 

R1 

THRU LINE 

R2 

FIG. 1- EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT of a 
resistive tap -off. R1 represents the 
loss between feeder input and out - 

TO TV SET put. R2 represents isolation. 

tween TV sets and to tap only the required amount of signal 
from the feeder. Generally, isolation values are chosen be- 
tween 12 dB and 23 dB. 

Close to the head end, you need maximum isolation, be- 
cause this is where signals are strongest, while at the end of a 
feeder, minimum isolation may be used, keeping in mind that 
as isolation decreases, thru loss increases. Thus, the system 
designer has to know which tap isolation value to use where 
and how to calculate losses to each tapoff. 

Some manufacturers tried to solve this by recommending 
that a single isolation value be used throughout the system - 
usually 17 dB. Except for small systems, however, this is an 
inefficient solution. TV sets near the head end are likely to 
overload. Sets connected to tapoffs at the end of the line are 
likely to be snowy. 

Now, a number of manufacturers are supplying a new 
type of tapoff that features variable isolation. Thus, a single 
type of tapoff can be installed throughout the system. This not 
only minimizes stocking problems, it also simplifies system 
design. 

Using the new types of variable tapoffs (see Fig. 2), let's 
take a look at some typical distribution systems to see how 
they are laid out. Figs. 3, 4 and 5 are the most common config- 
urations you will encounter. Fig. 3 is a distribution system for 
long, low buildings (often "L" shaped), typical of new 
motels, schools and some nursing homes. Fig. 4 is a six -story 
building, typical of small apartment houses and urban build- 
ings in general. Fig. 5 represents a high -rise building. 
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DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS take the signal 
from the antenna, amplify it, and feed it to the 
individual viewers sets. 

TV SET IN WIRED BUILDING connects to an- 
tenna jack on the wall. A typical hookup using a 

standard wall plate is shown. 

typical of new apartment buildings and hotels. In low build- 
ings, feeder lines are run through conduit horizontally. as in 
Fig. 3. In taller buildings. feeder lines are run vertically. Split- 

FIG. 2 -FRONT AND REAR VIEWS of the type V -75F Omni -Tap, a wall - 
mounted tap -off that provides adjustable isolation. 

i 
/ i 

I 

i T 
l 

i I 

2-WAY SPLITTER / -- 
Tit 

I - - - --r 
4-WAY SPLITTER 

TERMINATION 

FIG. 3- TYPICAL LAYOUT OF MATV CABLE and tap -offs in long, low 
rambling buildings such as schools and motels. 

tors are used to provide the desired number of feeder lines. 

Calculating losses 
Once the distribution system is laid out. You have to cal- 

culate the losses caused h the splitters. tapolls and cable. 
With variable tapotis. this is relatively easy. 

Suppose. for example. that you plan to distribute uhf and 
vhf TV signals through a system such as the one in Fig. 4. All 
you have to do is make sure that you get enough signal to the 
last set at the end of the longest line. If we can do this. we as- 
sume that (provided isolation values are adjusted properly) 

(continued on pane 50) 

4-WAY SPLITTER 
2 WAY SPLITTER 
4-WAY SPLITTER 

6th FL. 

5th FL. 

4th FL. 

3rd FL. 

2nd FL. 

1 st FL. 

TERMINATION TAP OFF "A" 
FIG. 4 -HOW CABLES ARE LAID OUT in a typical building of moderate 
height. Three splitters drive the eight feeder lines. 
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Your 

says iláeló 
about you 

It tells you more than how much you make. It tells 
you how far you've come. And if your paycheck 
looks very much the same as it did last year, or the 
year before, it simply means that you look very 
much the same as you did last year and the year 
before. 

But times change, and you should be changing 
with them. Old dull jobs are disappearing. New ex- 
citing ones are being created. There are challen- 
ging new fields that need electronics technicians 
...new careers such as computers, automation, 
television, space electronics where the work is 
interesting and the earnings are greater. 

RCA Institutes has one of the nation's largest and 
most respected home study schools devoted to 
electronics. They can get you started even if you've 
had no previous training or experience. RCA Insti- 
tutes has developed a faster, easier way for you to 
gain the skills and the knowledge you need for a 
fascinating, rewarding electronics career. And you 
don't have to quit work and go back to school. 
With RCA Institutes Home Study Plan you can do 

both. You set your own pace depending on your 
schedule. 
Check over these RCA benefits: 

You get Hands -On Training -over 300 experi- 
ments and as many as 25 kits with some pro- 
grams. 
You get RCA's unique " Autotext" method of 
learning - individual programmed instruction, 
the easy, taster, simplified way to learn! 
You get the widest choice of electronics 
courses and programs- everything from Elec -- 
tronics Fundamentals right up to Solid State 
Technology and Communications Electronics. 
You get a selection of low -cost tuition plans! 

Sounds great, and it is! For complete information, 
without obligation, send in the attached postage 
paid card...or return the coupon below. That will 
say a lot about you. 

Veterans: Train under new GI Bill. Accredited Mem- 
ber National Home Study Council. Licensed by N.Y. 
State -courses of study and instructional facilities 
approved by the State Education Department. 

Theil Institutes 
Home Study Dept. 758 -205 -0 
320 West 31st Street, New York, N. Y. 10001 

Please rush me FREE illustrated catalog. 
I understand that I am under no obligation. 

Name Age 
(please print) 

Address 

City 

L 
State Zip 

Veterans: Check here 

If reply card 
is detached - 
send this 
coupon today 
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4 WAY SPLITTER 

/1\2.-WAY 

TERMINATION 
FIG. 5 -CABLE AND TAP -OFF LAYOUT in a typical high -rise apartment 
building. Feeders run vertically from top to bottom. 

we can get the right signal levels at the outputs of all the other 
taps. 

To calculate losses, start at the last tapoff in the line, in 
this case tapoff A. 

Going through tapoff A, we immediately encounter 12 

dB of isolation. Then, we hit the thru line loss of each of six 
tapoffs. While thru line loss varies with isolation, we can use 
an average figure of 1 dB per tapoff, for a total of 6 dB. Next, 
we encounter the loss of a four -way splitter (8 dB) and the 
loss of a two -way splitter (4 dB). Finally, we have to add in 
the loss of the length of cable between the last set in the line 
and the output of the head end. As indicated in Fig. 4, this 
cable is about 150 feet. 

Cable loss, of course, varies with frequency, as well as 
the type of cable used. The most commonly used MATV co- 
axial cables have copper or copper -plated steel center con- 
ductors, foam polyethylene dielectric, and aluminum tape 
shield, covered either by drain wires or aluminum braid. The 
jackets are generally black polyvinylchloride (PVC). 

Three sizes of cable are commonly used, and they have 
attenuation characteristics approximately as follows: 

ATTENUATION IN dB /100' 
CABLE CH.13 CH.57 
RG -59 4.3 7.8 
RG -6 3.2 5.6 
RG -11 2.5 4.3 

RG -59 is used for economy. For most applications, RG -6 
is preferred, while RG -11 is used for very long runs. Let's as- 
sume that we use RG -6 throughout the 'remainder of this ar- 
ticle. 

If it's a vhf -only system, cable loss is always calculated 
for Channel 13. Even if Channel 9 is the highest channel in 
the area, it's usually a good idea to design for 13. However, 
cable loss is a bigger factor at uhf, so we generally design uhf 
systems for Channel 57, rather than Channel 83, since 90% of 
all uhf channels . in use today are below Channel 57. 

The cable attenuation in our example, then, would be 
150 feet @ 5.6 dB/ 100' or 8.4 dB. Let's put all the losses to- 
gether: 

Tapoff Isolation 12 dB 
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Tapoff Thru Loss (6 x 1.0 dB) 6 dB 
4 -way Splitter Loss 8 dB 
2 -way Splitter Loss 4 dB 
150' Cable Loss (1.5 x 5.6 dB /100') 8.4 dB 

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION LOSS 38.4 dB 

We call this sum the total distribution loss because it is the 
amount of loss the head end must be able to overcome. This 
calculation will help us to choose our head -end amplifier. Us- 
ing similar calculations, we would determine that the total 
distribution loss of Fig. 3 is: 

Tapoff Isolation 12 dB 
Tapoff Thru Loss (12 x 1.0 dB) 12 dB 
4 -way Splitter Loss 8 dB 
2 -way Splitter Loss 4 dB 
150' Cable Loss (1.5 x 5.6 dB /100') 8.4 dB 

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION LOSS 44.4 dB 

In a system as large as Fig. 5, it is not cost effective to dis- 
tribute uhf on Channel. UHF channels are converted at the 
head end to unused vhf channels. Therefore, this system 
would be calculated at Channel 13 as follows. 

Tapoff Isolation 15 dB 
Insertion Loss (20 x .6 dB) 12 dB 
4 -way Splitter Loss 7.0 dB 
2 -way Splitter Loss 3.5 dB 
4 -way Splitter Loss 7.0 dB 
250' Cable (2.5 x 3.2 dB /100') 8.0 dB 

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION LOSS 52.5 dB 

Head ends 
The job of the head end is to pick up TV signals, remove 

interference and provide enough signal output to overcome 
the total distribution loss. This brings us to the question, 
"How much signal does a TV receiver need ?" The answer, of 
course, varies with the TV receiver. A set with a "hot" front 
end can get along with less signal than an old set with weak 
tuner tubes. More signal is required for color than for black 
and white. The MATV industry has pretty much decided on 
1000 millivolts across 75 ohms as the standard minimum sig- 
nal. This minimum can also be expressed as 0 decibel milli- 
volts, abbreviated to 0 dBmV. 0 dBmV is equal to 1000 micro- 
volts. 

The head end must supply enough signal voltage to de- 
liver at least 0 dBmV of signal on every channel to every set 
connected to the system. Fig. 6 shows the simplest type of 
head end, consisting of a broadband antenna and a broad- 
band amplifier. This type of head end will fit -many installa- 
tions. If all channels are broadcast from the same direction, at 
about the same power, this type of installation is convenient 
and economical. 

All you have to do is to decide what antenna and what 
amplifier to use. Some installers use ordinary home TV an- 
tennas for small MATV systems, but this is not recom- 
mended. Use heavy -duty, professional -quality antennas. 
Much more rugged than home antennas, they deliver better 
picture quality over a longer period of time. 

In choosing a head -end amplifier, two specifications are 
vitally important: output capability and gain. 

The desired output capability of the amplifier is deter- 
mined by the total distribution loss. For example, if you have 
a system like Fig. 4 with total distribution loss of 38.4 dB, you 
need an amplifier that can put out at least 38.4 dBmV without 
distortion. (38 dBmV means 38 dB above 1 millivolt, or ap- 
proximately 80 millivolts per channel). 

Amplifier gain required is determined by the difference 
(continued on page 97) 
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BUILD R -E'S 
LOGIC DEMONSTRATOR 

Simple demonstrator shows how the six most common 
logic functions operate 

HERE'S A SIMPLE PROJECT THAT SHOWS 

you the basics of OR, NOR, AND, NAND, EX- 

CLUSIVE OR and EXCLUSIVE NOR logic 
functions. You can use this as a personal 
study aide, as a teaching demonstrator, as 
a science fair project, or as a school lab 
project. It's also a dandy first TTL (Tran- 
sistor- Transistor Logic) project, showing 
you the basics of mounting, supplying, 
decoupling, and visually indicating states 
with TTL. Kits for this project are com- 
mercially available. 

About logic 
Logic is the fundamental language 

of the digital world of computers, calcu- 
lators, digital instruments, and digital 
electronics in general. It is one way ma- 
chines have of talking with each other or 
with humans, and it is the way they are 
taught to provide the correct responses 
for a given set of input situations. 

The most common logic in use to- 
day has two possible conditions or 
states. These states are ON or OFF, YES or 
NO, or, in digital language, a 1 or a O. 

Logic is simply a set of rules of what a 
circuit, called a logic block, will do. A 
logic block will provide either a 1 or a 0 
in predetermined response to a speci- 
fied collection of l's and 0's at its inputs. 
Enough logic blocks taken together pro- 
vide the memory for a computer, the 
answer for a calculator, or the counting 
for a digital voltmeter. 

The Logic Demonstrator uses a TTL 
integrated circuit. When using TTL, it is 
common to call a 0 a voltage very near 
ground or 0 volts and a 1 any voltage 
between +2.4 and +5 volts. This is 
called a positive logic convention and is 
often, but not always, used with TTL. 

A TTL logic block accepts l's and 
0's at its inputs and then provides new 
l's and 0's at its outputs in response to a 
predetermined set of logic rules it has 
been trained to respond to. 

One -input logic blocks 
The simplest useful logic block 

would have one input and one output. 
The output could be taught to do any of 
four possible things: It could ignore the 
input and always put a 1 out; it could 
ignore the input and always put a 0 out; 
it could follow the input and put a 1 out 

o 

by DON LANCASTER 

LOGIC DEMONSTRATOR 
AND NANO 

NOR 
EX NOR A 

B 

LIT BULB =I 

Radio-Electronics 

RESULT 

Off ON 

when the input is 1 and a 0 out when 
the input is 0; or it could complement the 
input, and put a 1 out when the input is 0 
and a 0 out when the input is a 1. 

The first two possibilities are 
patently worthless, while the third 
would be useful only if we were increas- 
ing the drive capability or something 
else rather special. Thus only the fourth 
possibility is genuinely useful. We call a 
one input, one output logic block that 
complements its input an inverter. 

Logic people have a way of build- 
ing up a little chart that lists what a 
logic block will do. This chart is called a 
Truth Table, and it lists the output re- 
sponse you will get for every possible 
combination of every possible input. 
With an inverter, there is only one in- 
put, and it can only be a I or a O. The 
truth table looks like this: 

INVERTER 

A X 

o 

o 

Inverters are used whenever we 
want to generate the complement of a 
logic signal. They are sometimes also 
used to increase the drive capability of a 
logic system. 

Two -input logic blocks 
Logic blocks with two inputs and 

one output are far more versatile than 
single inverters, for they may be used in 

combination to build up any logic func- 
tion, however complex, from the sim- 
plest NAND gate to the biggest computer 
memory. With the two -input logic 
block, there are four possible input con - 
ditions-00, 01, 10, and 11. The output 
can be anything we teach the block to 
do, with a 1 or a 0 cropping up in any of 
the four output slots. 

Some thought will tell you there 
are sixteen different ways we can teach 
or program the logic block. Of these, six 
ignore at least one input and thus are 
essentially worthless. Four others are 
rather specialized and thus see little use. 
The remaining six logic block programs, 
called the OR, NOR, AND, NAND, EXCLU- 
SIVE OR, and EXCLUSIVE NOR blocks are 
the workhorses of digital logic, and, to- 
gether with the inverter, give you a 
stock of seven basic logic blocks with 
which any digital machine can be built 
up. 

OR function 
The OR function gives you a 1 out 

for a 1 in on either or both inputs: 

OR 

A B X 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
A_ 

o X 
-0 

It is used any time we want to verify the 
presence of a 1 on any input. 

NOR function 
The NOR gives you a 0 out for a 1 in 

on either or both inputs. One way to 
build it is to follow an OR gate with an 
inverter. Its truth table looks like this: 

NOR 

A B X 

o o 1 

o t o 

1 o 0 

1 1 o 
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It's usually used anytime we want to 
stop something from happening if a 1 

shows up on any input. 

AND and NAND 
The AND function needs a 1 on both 

inputs to get you a 1 out, while a NAND 
is a AND plus inverter that gives you a 
zero out for l's coincident on the input. 
The truth tables look like this: 

AND 

A_ A B X 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
B 

NAND 

A B X 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

1 ) X 

A 

0 
X 

B 

The AND is used to detect a coinci- 
dence of l's at its inputs; NAND is used 
to stop something from happening at 
the coincidence of input ones. Two 
NAND gates back -to -back form a set re- 
set flip -flop, or the most basic digital 
storage element. 

EXCLUSIVE OR and NOR 
The EXCLUSIVE OR gives you a 1 

out if one but not both inputs have a 1 

on them, while the EXCLUSIVE NOR gives 
you a 0 for one but not both inputs 
being a 1. Looking at it another way, 
the EXCLUSIVE NOR gives you a 1 out if 
the inputs are identical and a 0 if they 
are different: 

EXCLUSIVE OR 

A B X 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

EXCLUSIVE NOR 

A 

0 

0 

1 

1 

B 

0 

1 

0 

1 

X 

o 

o 

icy 
The EXCLUSIVE OR circuit is used to 

perform binary arithmetic. When doing 
this, it goes by the name of a HALF 
ADDER. Two half adders and an inverter 
can perform binary addition, and thus 
EXCLUSIVE OR circuits are the corner- 
stone to digital computation. The EX- 

CLUSIVE NOR is also called a COM- 
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PARTS LIST 
C1 -50 µF, 15V, electrolytic 
C2 -0.1 µF, 10V, disc ceramic 
*C3 .05 µF, mylar or disc ceramic 
*C4 -2500 tiF, 10V, electrolytic 
*01,D2 -1 amp, 50 PIV, power diode: 1N4001 or 

equal 
IC1 SN7400 or MC7400 TTL Quad Two -Input 

Gate 
LM1 -5V, 50 mA, pilot lamp assembly 
Q1- 2N5139 
R1 -1000 ohms, 'A watt 
S1 spst slide 
S2 spdt slide 
S3 dpdt slide 
S4 -2 -pole 6- position non -shorting selector 

switch (Mallory 3226J or equal) 
*T1 primary, 117Vac; secondary, 8Vct, 0.5A 

B Q1 

BOTTOM VIEW 

E C 

transformer 
MISC -1%" x 1%" PC Board (see text); PC 

Mounting brackets; switch hardware; 3/" 
knob; walnut and gold colored case, bot- 
tomplate and endplate assembly, prepunched 
and prefinished; mounting feet (4); wire; sol- 
der; line cord and strain relief *; terminal 
strip *; power supply hardware *; wire nut *; 
etc. . . . 

NOTE: The following parts are available 
from Southwest Technical Products, 219 W. 
Rapsody, San Antonio, Texas, 78216: Etched 
and drilled PC Board No. 182, $3.00 Complete 
kit of all parts less power supply No. 182K, 
$8.25 Power supply components (* above) No. 
182PS $4.25 postpaid in US. 

187 

Ici 
SN7400N 

OR 

MC7400 
TOP VIEW 

PC BOARD 

O1 

2N5139 

LAMP 

R1 

1K 

"RESULT" 
LM1 

5V - 50 MA 

C1 
50 µ F 

15V T 
- C2 

NC 

NC 

GND 

5V 

"NOR 

"AND"o 

S4 
2P -6 POS 

o "EX NOR" 

"Eo- EX OR" 

"NAND" 

A 
0-0" 

S2 
SPDT 

> 

o- 
o 

S3 
DPDT 

SPST 
"OFF" 

117 VAC "ON 

OPTIONAL RECOMMENDED POWER SUPPLY 

BLK 

BLK 

D1,2 

1N4001 
GRN 

8 VCT 
@ 0.5 AMP 

_ C3 
.05 

C4 
2500 µF 

+5V @ 

70 MA 

GND 

J 
COMPLETE SCHEMATIC OF THE LOGIC DEMONSTRATOR. You will note that 
around a single IC and its functions are switch selected. 

the unit is built 
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CC 

---I (./) U 
- I+ 

COMPONENT SIDE 

PARATOR, for it lets you test to see if 
inputs are identical or different. It is 
used in coincidence and counter circuits. 

Build a demonstrator 
The schematic is shown in Fig. 1. A 

small printed circuit board is recom- 
mended to support the TTL logic gate 

FIG. 2- FULL -SIZE FOIL PATTERN above is the 
circuit board you need for your own logic dem- 
onstrator. Use this pattern as is. 

FIG. 3- DRILLING GUIDE (top right) shows drill 
bit sizes to make proper size holes in the circuit 
board. 

FIG. 4 -PARTS LAYOUT (lett) on the circuit 
board. All connections are shown actual size. 

and lamp driver transistor. You can buy 
this item commercially, or you can 
build one following the layout of Fig. 2 

and the drilling guide of Fig. 3. Com- 
ponents are located per Fig. 4. Watch 
the polarity on C 1 and the IC, and be 
sure to use a small soldering iron and 
fine solder for assembly. 

The photos and Fig. 1 should serve 
as an assembly guide. The PC board 

#30 DRILL 
(2) 

PRETIN TERMINAL PADS 

ï 

#67 DRILL 3" 
(23) 

tri 
df 

SE f 182 

5 
8 I 

ONE REQ'D - - MAKE FROM i6 G -10 PC MAT'L 

FOIL SIDE 

mounts on two brackets above S2, and 
interconnections are soldered directly to 
the terminal pads on the PC board. 

It is best to check the circuit out 
function by function as you progres- 
sively wire S4 to prevent any possible 
switch wiring errors. Use the truth ta- 
bles to verify operation. 

The circuit may be powered by a 
4' volt battery, a 5 volt, 100 mA bench 
supply, or the recommended power 
supply shown in Fig. 1. The recom- 
mended supply may be assembled in- 
side the bottom of the case for trouble 
free line operation. R -E 

makeshift ac wattmeter 
Just the thing for ac power measure- 

ments when accuracy and conve- 

nience do not warrant a lab wattmeter. 

by George Lennie 

In the March 1971 issue, Jack Darr presented valuable 
information on using a wattmeter when servicing home appli- 
ances. I have a makeshift wattmeter that was originally made 
up to check the current consumption of an automobile block 
heater. Its basic operation is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

A low- resistance power resistor (R) is inserted in series 
with the line and the load. By measuring the voltage drop 
across R, we calculate the load current from I = V 1/R and 
load wattage from W = I x V2. The wattage calculation is ap- 
proximate- neither impedance nor power factor have been 
considered -but is sufficient to indicate whether power con- 
sumption is much out of line. 

A 1 -ohm, 25 -watt resistor was mounted in a surface -type 
outlet box along with a parallel -ground duplex receptacle. 
Leads from the ends of the resistor are brought out to a termi- 
nal strip as in Fig. 2. (Both meter terminals are "hot" to 
ground and present a shock hazard. Insulated binding posts 
or jacks in the side of the outlet box will be safer.- Editor) A 
-3 -wire cable and plug complete the wattmeter adapter. A 
Heathkit audio voltmeter is used since it can indicate very low 
ac voltages. The line voltage drop due to the resistor is small 
and can be ignored in most instances. R -E 

V2 

FIG. 1 

OUTLET TO 
EQUIPMENT 

LOAD 

TERMINAL STRIP 
ACROSS ONE -OHM RESISTOR. 
BE CAREFUL THESE ARE HOT! 

(SEE TEXT) 

FIG. 2 

MOUNTING 
BOARD 
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by MATTHEW MANDL 
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 

SILICON DIODES HAVE LONG BEEN 
popular rectifiers for radio and TV sets. 
Compared to tubes and the older sele- 
nium diodes, the silicon units are much 
more compact for the same current and 
voltage ratings, and have an excellent 
front -to -back resistance ratio. It is this 
last feature that also contributes to the 
silicon rectifier's usefulness, because it 
makes an ideal switching device. Thus, 
digital computers use numerous silicon 
diodes to form logic switching circuits 
to gate in or out certain signals as re- 
quired. 

By using combinations of silicon 
diodes we can form a number of tricky 
but useful switching circuits for signal- 
ling purposes, between two or more lo- 
cations, or for providing a combination - 
type system that can be made to work 
only by identifying the correct contacts. 
Also, diodes can be used to build elec- 
tronic keys for opening garage doors 
electrically, opening locks, or turning on 
electric equipment such as power tools 
or hi -fi systems to prevent use by others. 

Diode selection and testing 
Remember that current and volt- 

age ratings of silicon diodes are maxi- 
mum values, and operation at lower 
values is not only all right, but desir- 
able. Thus, if you have some 0.25A 
diodes (100V types) on hand and intend 

TEST POINT 

= BATT VOLTMETER 

FIG. 1- SIMPLE DIODE TESTER detects opens 
and shorts and indicates device polarity. 
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Switching Tricks 

to use No. 47 pilot lights for signalling 
devices, you have a wide margin of 
safety, since the lamp is rated for 6.3 
volts at 0.15 ampere. With a silicon 
diode rectifier in series with such a 
lamp, the current drawn is even lower 
(less than 75 mA). 

If you intend to use diodes already 
on hand, you can use the simple tester 
shown in Fig. 1. While this unit will not 
indicate current or voltage limits, it will 
indicate correct wiring polarities and 
will also show whether the unit is open 
or shorted. 

While the ohmmeter section of 
your tester could be used, you would 
have to make sure of the ohmmeter 
testing polarities. With the unit shown 
in Fig. 1, the diode diagram should be 
drawn at the test points and the battery 
wired into the circuit as shown. The 
voltage can range anywhere from 1.5 to 
9; whatever is convenient. 

BATT 

DPDT SWITCH 
(CENTER OFF) 

The silicon -diode switch is a 

infinite applications. Some 
ones are shown 

Selective calling unit 
A circuit using two silicon diodes to 

form a selective signalling system is 
shown in Fig. 2. Here, one remote unit 
can be signalled without the other, with 
only two wires interconnecting the en- 
tire circuit. For 6- or 12 -volt systems, 
bell wire, lamp cord, or twin lead can be 
used. 

Buzzers or door bells can be used 
for short -signal calls. Light bulbs are 
useful for maintaining the signal for 
some time in silence. If, for instance, the 
person being called is not in the room, 
the light can be left on until he returns, 
at which time he can return the call with 
an intercom or by phone. If you use 
buzzers or relays, check the current con- 
sumed during operation to make sure 
the diode's ratings are not being ex- 
ceeded. Also check the operating volt- 
age at the buzzer to make sure the 
buzzer will operate reliably. 

1 

L - -, 
I BUZZER, I 

I RELAY, OR I 

LIGHT 
L - - -- -J 

3 

J 
FIG. 2- SELECTIVE CALLING SYSTEM uses the polarity of the control diodes and the polarity of the 
applied voltage to select the signalling device at the desired remote location. 

To use the tester, reverse the diode 
at the test points until you get a reading, 
at which time the diode polarity is as 
shown. If you get a reading for both the 
initial position and the reversed posi- 
tion (for silicon diodes) the diode is 
shorted (or has a high leakage in the re- 
verse direction) and should not be used. 
If neither the initial or reverse position 
at the test points gives a reading, the 
diode is open. 

As shown, a double -pole double - 
throw switch is used to reverse polarity 
to select either one or the other of the 
remote call units. A toggle switch with a 
center-off position can be used, or knife 
switches can be substituted. If desired, 
you can add a third remote unit as 
shown by the broken lines. This unit, 
without the series diode, gets all calls re- 
ceived by either No. 1 or No. 2 For re- 
mote units with the series diodes, how- 
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144-14-14-14-144-14-14-14-144 

with Silicon Diodes 
tiny solid state device that has 
of the more interesting 
in this article 

ever, current flows only when the 
correct battery polarity is present, so the 
selective feature still operates just as it 
did before. 

If pushbutton convenience is de- 
sired, the unit shown in Fig. 3 -a can be 
used. With this system, both remote 
units can be called at the same time, or 
either one selected individually, as be- 
fore. Two voltage sources are needed, as 

MOMENTARY 
CONTACT 
PUSHBUTTON 
SWITCHES 

TWIN LEAD, 
LAMP CORD, 
BELL WIRE, ETC. 

BATT 1 

117 
VAC 

51 D1 

OPT ONAL 
GROUND - NO. 47 LAMP, 

6V BUZZER, 
ETC. 

FIG. 3- PUSHBUTTON SWITCHES control the 
battery- operated (a) and line- powered (b) se- 
lective signalling systems. 

shown. The pushbuttons should be mo- 
mentary contact types, such as those 
used for door bells. Miniature ones can 
be used (Allied Radio Shack catalog 
No. 275 -1547, or GC Electronics No. 
34 -000). 

You can eliminate the batteries by 
using a 6.3 -volt transformer as shown in 
Fig. 3 -b. Two additional diodes are 
used to create a circuit that is fairly 
simple but forms a sophisticated switch- 
ing system. It uses only two inter- 
connecting wires, yet permits an ac 
source to select either one or the other, 
or both remote units as desired. If, for 
instance SI is closed, diodes DI and D3 
will have identical series polarities and 
the resulting current flow through LM 1 

lights the lamp (or activates a buzzer). 
With S1 closed, however, diode D4 is 
opposite in polarity to D I and does not 
permit current flow through LM2. Sim- 
ilarly, depressing S2 puts diode D2 in 
polarity- coincident series with D4 and 
current flows through LM2. In- 
cidentally, a lamp could be used at one 
location and a buzzer or bell at the 
other, as required. 

Secret combination system 
Diode switching principles can be 

used to create "secret combination" sys- 
tems. A typical one using push buttons 
is in Fig. 4. In this kind of system we 
must prevent the system from working 
when all buttons are pushed down si- 
multaneously. For Fig. 4 this is done by 
using a normally -closed relay in series 
with diode D4 as shown. The normally - 
open relay is the one that applies the 
power to the power tools, the garage - 
door opening mechanism, or other de- 
vice when the correct combination is 
used. 

Any combination can be formed, 
though for Fig. 4 push buttons Nos. 1, 3, 
and 7 must be depressed simultaneously 
for the normally -open contact relay to 
close. With these contacts closed, diode 

D2 is in series with D3 of the same po- 
larity. Since diode D4 is of opposite po- 
larity, the normally- closed relay does 
not trip. 

If all buttons are depressed at one 
time, or button No. 7 is depressed in 
combination with No. 2, or No. 4, etc., 
diode D1 is placed in series with D4, 
and since their polarities are identical, 
the normally -closed relay opens, thus 

Dl 

_T- 
3 

o 0 

Z 
o- 

Z 
o 

Z 

D2 

D3 D4 

CLOSED 
RELAY (6V) 

o f 
N.C. 

NORMALLY 
OPEN 
RELAY AY 

N.O. 

1 

7 4J 

11 

FIG. 4- COMBINATION LOCK requires closing 
three correct switches simultaneously. 

preventing the other relay from oper- 
ating. 

If desired, an alarm buzzer or bell 
can be connected so it will ring if an in- 
correct combination is tried. Instead of 
spst contacts on the normally- closed re- 
lay, a spdt arrangement can be used so 
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that current flow through this relay not 
only opens the line to the other relay, 
but also closes contacts to a bell or 
buzzer circuit. 

If the relays in Fig. 4 are ac types, 
they will function satisfactorily, even 
though pulsating dc is obtained from 
the series diodes. If dc relays are used, 
shunt them with 100-µF capacitors for 
smoother operation. The shunting ca- 
pacitors filter the ripple component and 
provide a smoother operating voltage. 
Be sure to observe the correct polarity 
for the electrolytic shunting capacitors. 

Electronic keys 
As shown in Fig. 5 a phone plug 

can be used as an electronic key, with 
the jack acting as the keyhole. Wire a 
single diode across the two contacts of 

PHONE 
PLUG 

100 p F 

EACH 

PHONE 
JACK 

I 

DC 

RELAY 

6.3V 
AC 

117 VAC 

FIG. 5 (above)- SIMPLE KEY FOR ELECTRIC 
LOCK is diode in phone plug to rectify applied 
ac and provide dc for the relay. 

FIG. 6 (right)- ELABORATE LOCK has a simple 
key consisting of a pair of silicon diodes inside 
a stereo phone plug. 

the phone plug to form the electronic 
key element. Use a normally -open relay 
to apply power to the desired device 
when the proper key is inserted. I rec- 
ommend a dc relay with two 100-µF 
electrolytic capacitors (35wV or higher) 
wired back -to -back as shown. If a solid 
metal rod is inserted into the phono 
jack in an effort to trip the mechanism, 
only ac is applied across the relay. Since 
it is a dc type, it will not operate. 

The shunting capacitors also act as 
a low reactance and have a bypass ef- 
fect on some of the ac signal energy. 
When the phono plug (with its internal 
diode) is inserted, the ac is rectified by 
the diode and filtered by the capacitors, 
thus applying the required dc to the re- 

lay for proper operation. A higher -volt- 
age transformer can, of course, be used 
if higher- voltage relays are employed. 

Again check the current flowing 
through the relay winding so the proper 
ampere rating is found for the diode. If 
0.5 ampere flows, use a 1 -amp diode (or 
higher). Also, remember polarized ca- 
pacitors used back -to -back do not 
double the voltage rating. So use a ca- 
pacitor voltage rating high enough to be 
on the safe side, particularly since some 
back emf is developed by the collapsing 
fields of the relay coil when current flow 
stops through it. If bulk is no factor, use 
50 -volt units (or higher). 

A more elaborate electronic -key 
version is shown in Fig. 6. Here a stereo 
plug is used, with two internal diodes 
instead of the single one used for the 

120V 
AC 

12V 
CT 

EACH 
100 pF 

35V 

RY1 

14_j. 

lays. Thus, both relays are energized. 
There is a slight delay for RY1, since 
the normally -open contacts of RY2 
must close to complete the circuit for 
RY1. When RY1 is energized, its con- 
tacts close and apply power to whatever 
system is turned on by this electronic 
key circuitry. 

If the stereo jack contacts are 
shorted in an attempt to cheat the sys- 
tem, only ac is applied to RY2 and it 
doesn't close. Consequently, an open 
circuit is maintained for RY1. The 
back -to -back capacitors across the relay 
prevents ac damage to the polarized 
(dc) electrolytics. Even if a diode is 
placed in series with the RY2 circuitry, 
RY 1 will not be energized if its contacts 
are shorted, since dc is necessary. 

The two rectifiers within the stereo 

V 

R Y2 

Jyi 

EACH 
)1-- 

100 pF 
35V 

key in Fig. 5. Another relay like the one 
that was used in Fig. 4 is included as an 
additional precaution against use of a 
false key or shorting wires. 

The two relays are also dc types 
with shunting back -to -back capacitors 
as in Fig. 5. A 12 -volt transformer with 
center -tap is used to obtain two 6 -volt 
sources. As opposed to the relay com- 
bination of Fig. 4, the two used in Fig. 6 

are both normally -open types as shown. 
The stereo -plug key places a diode 

in series with each 6.3 -volt section of 
the circuit and thus converts the alter- 
nating current to dc which is also fil- 
tered by the capacitors shunting the re- 

STEREO 
JACK 

STEREO 
EARPHONE 

PLUG 

plug key can be polarized in either di- 
rection and the circuit still functions. 
These diodes rectify the ac and so long 
as current flows through the relays in a 
single direction they will be energized, 
regardless of the particular direction of 
such direct -current flow. 

The transformer used should be a 
good one so it will not warm up appre- 
ciably when the primary is left con- 
nected to the 117 -volt ac lines. As an 
added safety precaution, fuses can be 
placed in series with each of the relays. 
As an alternative, a single fuse can be 
used between the transformer center tap 
and ground. R -E 
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EIC0 
Fall ft URY /T 

CENf f` 

e714 .0 IT'S EASY TO INSTALL 

BUGLAR ALARMS- MATV -PA INTERCOM 
'nstalíation is hard work at best. To keep the job from 

becoming impossible read this article now 

by EUGENE WALTERS 

If you've spent the better part of your spare hours 
over a hot soldering iron, chances are you have 
never had the opportunity to pick up some of the 
fundamentals of house wiring. Being familiar with 
the local electrical codes and electrician's tech:, 
niques and tools may be necessary for putting in a 

new electrical outlet or wall switch; rot so when 
you decide to run extension speaker wire, burglar'-- 
alarm system wiring, intercom cable or TV wire 
through the walls for built -in custom -wired recep- 

turn page) tacles. 
., 

N 
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Yet there are a few tricks the electrician uses that are not 
only helpful but virtually a must if you're going to string ca- 
bles between the plasterboard. One of the first tools that will 
need some introduction is called a snake. The snake is a 
length of /s -inch wide spring steel that comes in a coil and can 
be purchased at most electrical supply houses. It's not to be 
confused with a snake used by plumbers for freeing clogged 
pipes; they are totally different animals. The electrician's 
snake generally has one end bent into a hook, and can be cut 
to whatever lengths you happen to need. It's almost always 
too long when you buy it. 

The snake has one purpose in life: to fish wires between 
walls, through holes and past obstructions. Generally the 
proper use of the snake requires two people for best opera- 
tion. One is the feeder -pushing the snake through a hole to- 
ward another hole in the wall. For want of a better name, the 
other person could be called the grabber. He's the one who 
shouts when he spots the snake in his flashlight beam while 
peering through a rough hole in the plaster. He yells and 
reaches in with a short, hooked snake to grab the one that has 

r 
SIMPLE GEM BOXES are used as terminal boxes for all wiring. They can 
be obtained in most hardware stores and all electrical supply houses. 

been fed through. From there on, you're home free (usually). 
Next step is to tie the ends of the wires that you want to 

fish through the wall to the hook end of the snake and wrap 
with one or two layers of smooth plastic electrical tape. Then 
pull the snake in the other direction until the wires come 
through the hole. Sound simple? In a way it is, but there are a 
few other pointers that you should bear in mind before you 
attempt to tackle any wire fishing operation through your 
walls. 

The first consideration is the type of wire that you are go- 
ing to use. Since this wire will not be carrying anything near 
the 117 -volt ac house current that is covered by electrical 
codes, you can pretty much toss the electrical code book out 
the window, unless your local electrical code does cover this 
type of wiring. There are some items of hardware used for ac 
wiring that will come in handy, though. 

One of these is the standard ac wall box or Gem box. 
While these metal boxes are not necessary to an installation, 
they do help to make the work neater and provide a conve- 
nient anchoring point for the screws that hold trim and 
mounting plates in place on the wall surface. Generally, a 
Gem box of the type commonly available in virtually any 
chain store electrical department will do the job very nicely. 
If you want to go this route, be sure to use the kind of box 
that has an expansion type of bolt on each side. This screw - 
driven anchor expands and pulls up behind the plaster wall or 
a plasterboard much the same way that an expansion bolt 
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GD -77 Receiver. Alarm 
fail -safe. always alert 

GD -87 Smoke;' Heat 
Detector -Transmitter 

GD -97 Utility Transmitter 
for Universal Protection 

A COMPLETE HOME -PROTECTION SYSTEM that is easily installed is 
manufactured by Heathkit. It offers both fire and burglar protection. 

does when used for anchoring in a wall. An alternate method 
is to use readily available metal insert tabs to hold the box in 
place- however, these do not provide as solid a mount as the 
expansion bolt mount. 

When wiring into a standard ac box, you must cut the 
proper size hole for the box, but don't mount the box in the 
wall until after you have pulled the wires through. Leave 
about two feet of extra wire hanging out of the hole where 
you intend to mount the box. Pry loose one of the connector 
hole tabs with a screwdriver. Run the wires through this hole 
and tighten the inside screw connector. You may find that the 
wires are not thick enough for the screw clamp to grab tightly. 
If this happens, a convenient way of anchoring the wires is to 
use the old knot technique- simply tie a knot in the wire to 
keep it from slipping out of the box while providing adequate 
strain relief. 

Consider for a moment the type of wire that you intend 
to run through the walls. If the wire is to be used for audio 
work only, possibly the most convenient to use is a multi -con- 
ductor intercom cable: the more conductors in this cable, the 
better off you will be for future expansion. 

Rotator Drive Unit 

4 or 5 Wire 
Control Cable 

To Rotator 
Control Unit 

Antenna 

Plug 

4 or 5 Wire 

Control Cable 

Outlet 

Connector 

75 ohm 

Coaxial Cable 

75 ohm 
Coaxial Coble 

To 
Receiver 

Flush mounted wall plate for providing 
convenient connections from a 75 ohm coaxial 
cable downlead to a coaxial cable lead for a 
TV FM set, also from a rotator cable to a 

Terminal rotator control unit. Rotator outlet plug and 
Connections co -ax connectors included. 

WALL OUTLET FOR AN ANTENNA ROTATOR connection. RCA unit also 
provides a TV antenna lead -in hookup on the same outlet plate. 
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There's just one fly in this particular ointment: if you in- 
tend to have a junction box in every room in the house, be 
prepared to do lots of twisting, splicing and soldering. If you 
go to something like a 26- conductor cable, the box will con- 
tain the cut ends of three cables for a total of 78 cut ends to be 
stripped, twisted and soldered- that's 78 in each box! 

This number can be reduced by just tapping off the two 
or three or more wires you need for that location; this reduces 
the number of cut ends to 55 -still a prodigious quantity! This 
method, by the way, is guaranteed to make you blanch at the 
sight of intercom cable in the future. 

Wiring the house for a burglar and fire alarm system can 
be relatively easy once you have a multi- conductor intercom 
cable installed. Generally, such a dual -purpose system will re- 
quire three conductors with a continuous run from the far- 
thest tripping device or sensor to the central alarm box loca- 
tion. If you decide to go the antenna rotor cable route, use a 

ONE COAX INPUT AND FOUR COAX OUTPUTS in this Finney G -204 82- 
channel line splitter make it useful In MATV distribution systems. 

three- or four -conductor cable instead of the five -conductor 
type you are using for the stereo system. There are two rea- 
sons for this: so you can tell which cable is which; and be- 
cause the alarm system simply doesn't require five conductors 
in most cases. Remember -a continuous cable run is needed; 
any breaks or unsoldered wires will trip the system every time 
you turn it on. 

Another convenient cable for audio is antenna rotor 
wire. This flat ribbon cable is available in as many as five con- 
ductors which is just dandy for stereo extension speakers; 

TO RUN WIRES THROUGH THE WALLS you're going to need an exten- 
sion shaft for your electric drill (top) and a good high -speed wood bit. 

SPEAKER SWITCHING CONTROL is a must if you are going to use sev- 
eral sets of remote speakers with your hi -fi system. 

three wires are used for the speakers, and the remaining two 
for a low- voltage remote control system for the stereo rig. 
(Caution: some stereo amplifiers require that you use two 
separate ground connections.) Such a setup can be put to- 
gether relatively easily using a single -pulse latching relay (P 
& B PC 1 IA with I2 -volt ac coil). This relay can be tough to 
find, but is available for $9.00 postpaid with construction 
plans from: David National Co., P.O. Box 381, East Bruns- 
wick, N.J. 08816. 

A type of wire you'll probably be stringing most 
frequently of all is TV antenna wire. Whether you use 300 - 
ohm twin -lead or 75 -ohm coax is a matter of personal taste. 
Generally speaking, a shielded, foam -filled twinlead will pos- 
sibly be easier to use and lighter on the pocketbook than 
coax. But if high electrical noise is a problem you will have to 
use coax. Common setups use twinlead from antenna to dis- 
tribution amplifier; coax from the amplifier to the TV's. 
Whichever cable you choose, hardware is available for conve- 

VARIABLE ISOLATION WALL TAPOFFS from Channel Master offer two 
different kinds of connections- plug -In 300 -ohms and screw -on coax. 

nient wall- mounting receptacles that let you plug in the TV in 
any room in the house. 

TV cables are pulled and mounted much the same as the 
other types. But the hardware that goes into that wall box is 
something else again. This is especially true if you use coax 
and want to avoid the need for ugly transformers hanging on 
the wall or on rear of your TV -not to mention that highly 
visible round, black cable snaking across the wall to the set lo- 
cation. There are receptacle covers available that contain a 
built -in matching transformer, which will let you use clear 
300 -ohm twinlead from the receptacle to the TV. 

If you do elect to wire the house for TV, bear in mind 
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that you will probably be creating a sizable loss in your an- 
tenna signal with all those tapoffs. If you do insist on an outlet 
in every room, it's a good idea to install a preamplifier near 
the antenna, and certainly start with an antenna that is over- 
size to get that extra signal level you'll need so desperately. 

Before you start chopping holes in the plaster and run- 
ning all kinds of wires through the walls and making a mess 
in general and aggravating your wife in particular, draw up a 
blueprint of your present and projected requirements. If you 
have a stereo system in your den and want to install extension 
speakers in other rooms, decide which rooms you really want 
the speakers in, what kind of speakers you will use, where 
they will be mounted (flush in the ceiling, surface mounted on 
walls, etc.) and any special features you would like to build in 
such as color organs, etc. Once you have drawn up the blue- 
print, start taking some measurements and decide where you 
can best run the wires. 

Inspect the footings of your walls in the basement and at- 
tic wherever possible, since this is probably where you will be 
doing the bulk of your wiring. It's a lot easier to fish a wire up 
between walls from the basement than it is to try to reach 
down between walls from an attic crawl space. The latter 
method, by the way, is almost impossible in some houses. 

When fishing the wires, try to use inside walls only. 
There are two reasons for this: outside walls tend to have very 
little space between the exterior clapboard, cinder block or 
brick and the inside plasterboard or lath; also, outside walls 
are usually stuffed with insulation, and you will probably 
never get a wire fished through that insulation. 

When you draw up your master plan, be sure to include 
such items as locations for TV line splitters and proximity of 
electrical outlets to proposed TV antenna outlets. After all, 
you have to plug the set's line cord in some place! 

If you are wiring recreation rooms and other areas that 
are likely to have suspended ceilings, running wires can be as 
easy as pie. All you have to do is lay the wires across the ceil- 
ing support members and then slide the ceiling panels back 
into place. Of course, you still have to get them down behind 
the wall, but the problem of crossing room locations is solved 
nicely by the suspended ceiling. 

When selecting the finishing hardware for each individ- 
ual location, don't forget that there are many ready -made 
switch panels with the appropriate hardware already 
mounted on them. If you want two screw lugs on a wall 
switchplate, you can purchase plates already made up this 
way. If you require a switchplate with a special type of finish, 
then buy a plate with the smallest size hole available -usually 
cut out for a common ac toggle switch -and then enlarge the 
hole with a nibbling tool to meet your needs. 

A two -screw lug terminal on a plate is readily available 
under the guise of a TV antenna outlet. This type of plate is 
most easily adaptable to use for stereo loudspeakers. For TV 
antenna installations, you will be better advised to use a fe- 
male jack plate. 

Since you are installing extension speakers, you may 
want to provide some sort of local volume control -really an 
absolute necessity, since no two listeners in different locations 
will want the same speaker volume. For that matter, different 
speakers operate at different efficiency levels and individual 
room volume controls are really a must. To do a first -rate cus- 
tom job, select a blank metal wall plate and drill it to hold the 
various components. Typically, the components might be a 
stereo L -Pad for speaker volume, a dpdt miniature toggle 
switch, a 3- conductor headphone jack and a miniature push- 
button. The toggle switch turns the speakers off and switches 
on the headphone jack, through a couple of 47 -ohm resistors 
that protect the phones against overload. The dual L -pad con- 
trols headphone volume when used this way. The pushbutton 
is for the stereo rig's remote control. 

There is still another method which you might want to 
try in inaccessible locations or if you have some of those dam- 
nable outside walls to do. Try silver print, available from 
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SEE NOTE 

SEE NOTE 2 

J VHF /UHF /FM ANT. 

DISTRIBUTION 
AMPLIFIER 

106210 

BAND 
SEPARATOR 
106220 OR 

10A135 

r 
V U 

VHF /UHF 
TV SET 

Note 1: 

Note 2: 

Note 3: 

Note 4: 

BAND 
SEPARATOR 
106220 OR 

10A135 

i i 
V U 

VHF /UHF 
TV SET 

i 
BAND 

SEPARATOR 
106220 OR 

10A135 

V U 

VHF /UHF 
TV SET 

CABLE 
IMPEDANCE 

300 OHM .» 
TWINLEAD 

BAND 
SEPARATOR 
106220 OR 

10A135 

Vy 
V 

- SEE NOTES 3 & 4 - 
VHF /UHF 
TV SET 

If separate VHF, UHF, or FM antennas 
are used, install proper RCA antenna 
coupler. 
To connect additional receivers use RCA 
2 -set and /or 4 -set coupler(s). 
Band separators are not required for VHF 
TV or FM receivers. 
For combination VHF /UHF /FM receivers 
use an RCA 10G224 or 10G233 Band 
Separator. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM set up for 4 TV receiv- 
ers. Additional sets can be added by using multiset couplers. 

printed circuit material suppliers. What you do here is simply 
"paint" wires (conductors) along the wall or baseboard to the 
speaker locations. Then paint over the conductors to match 
the rest of the wall. Although this method is unorthodox, it 
will certainly let you reach locations that would be forever 
lost to you with conventional wiring techniques. It also elimi- 
nates problems with landlords if you're just renting. 

The tools that you will need for this work are not much 
different from those you use in your everyday electronics wir- 
ing and repairs. First of all you'll need the usual types of 
pliers: long -nose, diagonal cutters, electrician's pliers. You 
will also need the usual assortment of screwdrivers, and of 
course a soldering iron and plastic electrical tape. Also 
needed: an electrician's snake which might give you a merry 
chase before you find one. Try an electrical supply house. 

You will need one or two wood -cutting bits for your 
high -speed drill -about ' to 5/s inch will give you a large 
enough hole to work with in most cases. Better buy two of 
these; it's not unusual to run into some unexpected plaster 
which dulls the bit very quickly. Another gadget you might 
want to get is a 12- to 16 -inch extension shaft for your drill. It 
lets you reach into hard -to -get locations that just can't be 
done any other way. 

Otherwise, the wiring job is pretty straightforward with a 
few wrinkles that you may not have realized were necessary. 
But there's no longer any reason to turn down wiring a cus- 
tomer's house for audio, video, burglar alarms and remote - 
control devices. All it takes is time and patience. R -E 
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Transistor 
TV Sound Amplifier and Output 

Kwik-FîxTM picture and waveform charts 
SCREEN SYMPTOMS AS GUIDES 

Forest H. Belt & Associates '' 
WHERE T O CHECK FIRST 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORM SYMPTOM PIC DESCRIPTION 

NO 
SCREEN 

S YPAPTOM S 

PART 

Sound weak 
or possibly 
dead 

Q1 base Cl. C2, CC 

No sound 
at all 

Sound 
very 
weak 

Sound 
too 
loud 

Q1 collector 
Q1 emitter 

Q1 base 
Q1 collector 

not much help 

WF3 

WF5 

WF3 
WF5 

R2, R4, R5, 

R7, R8, Cl, 
C2, C6, C7, 

T1, Q1, VDR1 

R1, R4, R5, 

R6. R8, C3, 

C5, C7 

Pfiff.t"..fr"flf 

Sound 
weak and 
muffled 

not much help WF2 
WF3 

R3. RG 

Repeated 
failure of 
Q2 

NOTES: 
Use this guide to help you find which key voltage or waveform 
to check first, or to guide you to the causes of symptoms that 
don't have voltage or waveform clues. (There are no visual 
symptoms for these stages.) 
Listen to the sound, with station tuned in as best you can. Turn 
the volume control up and down as you listen. 
The most helpful clues to the cause of whatever symptoms you 

not much help not much help C7.VDRl.R7 

an Easy Read'" feature by FOREST H. BELT & Associates 1972 

hear are found at the key test points listed opposite them. 
With a test signal applied (see Waveform Guide), make what- 
ever voltage and /or waveform measurements are indicated. 
Use the Voltage Guide or Waveform Guide to analyze the re- 
sults of those measurements. 
For a quick check, test or substitute the parts listed as most 
likely to cause the symptoms you hear. 
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1 

DC VOLTAGES AS GUIDES 

Voltage change to zero very low low slightly low slightly high high 

Q1 base 
Normal 
6V 

R4 open 
R5 open 
R7 open 
R8 shorted 
C6 shorted 

Cl shorted 
R6 open 

R1 low 
R5 high 
R6 high 
R8 low 
Cl leaky 
C2 shorted 
C3 shorted 
C5 leaky 

R8 open R1 open 
R2 open 
R2 high 
R5 low 

Q1 emitter 
Normal 
5.4V 

R4 open 
R5 open 
R7 open 
R8 shorted 

R1 low 
R6 open 
C3 shorted 

R5 high 
R6 high 
R8 low 
Cl leaky 
C2 shorted 
C5 leaky 
Q1 shorted 

R8 open R1 open 
R2 open 
R2 high 
R5 low 

Q1 collector 
Q2 base 
Normal 
7.2V 

R4 open 
R5 open 

R1 low 
C3 shorted 

R5 high 
R8 low 
R8 shorted 

R6 high 
R8 open 

R1 open 
R2 open, high 
R5 low 
R6 open, high 
R7 open 
Cl leaky 
C2 shorted 
Q1 shorted 

Q2 emitter 
Normal 
6.7V 

R4 open 
R5 open 

R1 low 
C3 shorted 

1 

R5 high 
R8 low 
R8 shorted 
C5 leaky 

R7 shorted R6 high 
R8 open 

R1 open 
R2 open, high 
R5 low 
R6 open, high 
R7 open 
Cl leaky 
C2 shorted 
Q1 shorted 

Q2 collector 
Normal 
92V 

R1 open 
R2 open, high 
R5 low 
R6 open, high 
R8 low, shorted 
Cl shorted 
C2 shorted 
Q1 shorted 

R6 high 
Cl leaky 

R1 low 
R4 open 
R5 open 
R7 open 
R8 open 
C3 shorted 

NOTES: 
Use this guide and the Waveform Guide to help you pinpoint 
the faulty part. 
With the volume control about one -third up, feed in a 400 -Hz 
square -wave signal. Use enough signal to produce a waveform 
amplitude of about 0.1 volt p -p across the volume control. 
Measure each of the five key voltages with your vtvm or fetvom. 
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For each, move across to the column that describes whatever in- 
correctness you find in that voltage. 
Read which parts might cause that alteration. 
Finally, notice which parts are also named as possible causes of 
other voltage changes you find. 
Test those parts individually for the defect described. 
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The Stages 
The sound, or audio, stages in monochrome and color 

sets are approximately alike. But some sound stages are more 
elaborate than others, and the sound section shown here is an 
example. Two feedback loops introduce some oddities in op- 
eration, noticeable mostly when you try troubleshooting. 

The first stage is an ordinary npn common -emitter volt- 
age amp. Signal voltage gain ranges from 5X to 10X, depend- 
ing on the kind of signal. The square wave used to analyze 
this one gets multiplied about 5 times. 

The output stage uses an npn power transistor. The con- 
nection is common -emitter, producing large voltage gain. 
Amplification is about 120 times for operating conditions 
shown in the schematic. 

A feedback network ties the collector of the output stage 
to the emitter circuit of the input amplifier. 

A small amount of feedback also occurs between the 
base and emitter elements of the first amplifier transistor. 
Both feedback setups are essentially negative, and their pur- 
pose is to achieve good frequency response as well as stability. 

Signal Behavior 
Because the complex audio waveform of TV sound is 

difficult to lock in with an ordinary scope, a square wave is 
used for analysis in these stages. The square wave beats a sine 
wave for this purpose because it shows more clearly what 
really is happening in the stages. 

Capacitor Cl brings the signal to the base of Q1 from the 
volume control. Resistor R6 is the main input load for signal. 
Its signal ground is through C6, a high -value electrolytic. 

WFI 

Cl 
10 µF 

FROM 6V 
VOLUME 
CONTROL 

7.2V 

E 

R4 
68052 

R5 
33K 
1W 

01 100V 
AUDIO 
AMPL 

C2 

022 

5.4V 
R1 C3 

2.2K 22 µF 

Capacitor C2 couples some of the signal to the emitter, 
which introduces slight degeneration. A signal applied to the 
emitter, if it's in phase with the signal at the base, affects am- 
plification in the transistor just the opposite. Capacitor C3 by- 
passes emitter resistor R 1, so the true emitter load for the sig- 
nal drives the emitter. 

Q1 amplifies the signal 5 or IO times. The collector of Q1 
is direct -coupled to the base of Q2. Therefore, resistor R4 
serves as the output load for Q1 and as the input load for Q2. 
Ground return for R4 is through C5. R5 and C5 decouple the 
stages from the dc power supply. 

Power transistor Q2 imparts a voltage gain well over 40 
dB. T1 matches the high output impedance of Q2 to the low Z 
of the loudspeaker. Capacitor C7 absorbs any transient spikes 
that might damage the output transistor, with additional pro- 
tection supplied by VDR I. During ordinary operation, the re- 
sistance of VDR I is fairly high. But if overvoltage occurs for 
any reason, the resistance drops and reduces momentarily the 
voltage across Q2. Otherwise, the voltage surge might break 
down the collector -base junction of Q2. 

The emitter of Q2 goes to ground (for signal) through 
C6. Though unbypassed, R7 is so small, signal degeneration 
across it is inconsequential. 

Important signal feedback travels from the collector of 
Q2 through C4 and R3 to the emitter of Q 1. R2 is the feed- 
back load resistor, and C3 couples the feedback directly to 
Q I. The signal is degenerative, improving frequency response 
and stability of this high -gain (more than 1000X overall) 
audio section. 

(text continues on page 69) 

WF3 

l 

1 C5 

T330 µF 

WF2 

R3 
R2 82K 
47S/ 

R6 

wimir ..+. 

04 
.015 

10K 

K 

02 
AUDIO OUT 

7.2V 

WF5 

E 

6.7V 

R7 

10<? 

92V 

VDR1 

_ C7 

.022 

WF4 

R8 

12011 

100V 

_ C6 
T 

470 /../F 
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(waveforms on page 68) 
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"At ComSonics we encourage all 
our technicians and engineers to 
enroll with CREI. Know why ?" 
WARREN BRAUN, President, ComSonics Inc., Virginia Engineer Of The Year, 
ASE International Award Winner, CREI Graduate 
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Photographed at ComSonics, Inc., Harrisonburg, Va. 

"As a CREI graduate myself, 
I know the advantages of their 
home -study programs. CREI edu- 
cation has proven an excellent tool of con- 
tinuing education for our employees and 
for me. And I strongly believe in CREI's 
ability to teach a manto learn indepen- 
dently and to use reference materials on 
his own. 

"As President of ComSonics,l see 
changes taking placein our Electronics 
business every day. Were in closed cir- 
cuit TV and acoustical engineering...and 
pioneered in Cable TV. CREI gives my 
men the knowledge they need to work in 
new areas...CREI's new course in Cable 
TV is an example. The CATV industry is 

expected to grow 250% in the next three 
years. I know the opportunities in Cable 
TV. I designed one of the first CATV sys- 
tems in 1950. But technical advances are 
constantly changing the field. And since 
CREI's experts know most of what's going 
on in all areas of Electronics, I know that 
CREI can give my men some of the im- 
portant, specialized training they'll need 
to maintain our position in Cable TV and 
our reputation in Electronics. 

"We've interviewed many technicians 
and engineers for jobs in the past year 
and had to reject them because their 
knowledge is archaic and out -of -date. A 
man is of no value to us if he doesn't keep 
up -to- date." 

Some of the biggest names in elec- 
tronics buy CREI courses for their own 
employees. CREI students and graduates 
prove themselves on the job. They move 
ahead of the pack by earning promotions 
and salary increases. 

The Future Belongs To You 
You've been in Electronics long 

enough to know that the field is chang- 
ing more rapidly than ever. New indus- 
tries, like Cable TV, are born almost over- 
night. But surveys show that three out of 
four men now working in Electronics 
aren't technically qualified to work in 
these new areas. Clearly, the future will 
belong to the man who gets the right edu- 
cation now. 

Start Learning At Home 
But what you learn depends on which 

school you choose. Here's why CREI is 
among the best. 

With the CREI program you study at 
home. At your own pace. There are no 
classes to miss, no work to make up. Each 
lesson is explained in clear, easy -to -read 
language. That's why many men do far 
better in home study than they ever did 
in school...even if they've been out of 
school for years. And the study habits they 
learn from CREI are sustained through 
life. 

As a CREI student, you'll be assigned 
to an experienced instructor who will 
grade your assignments and offer con- 
structive comments and criticism. If 
there's a special problem, the instructor 
will work with you until you understand it 
fully. You'll receive personal attention 
from your instructor because he deals 
with each student individually -as a class 
of one. 

What Will I Learn? 

You'll be learning the latest in ad- 
vanced technology. geared to specific 
industry programs. Both theory and prac- 
tical material are presented to meet all 
phases of job -related training needs. 

CREI courses are written for the man 
who knows basic Electronics, but whose 
advancement depends on keeping his 
technical know -how current. You choose 
what you want to learn. You study sub- 
jects which help you grow and advance 

in your present job and which relate to 
your career objectives. CREI offers you 
the opportunity to continue your educa- 
tion throughout your working life. 

Constantly Up -Dated Courses 
Because of rapid changes in Elec- 

tronics. CREI courses are constantly 
being revised and up -dated by profes- 
sionals who work in Electronics every 
day. New developments are included as 
quickly as they occur. Right now, CREI 
students are getting the latest up- to -the- 
minute information on such things as 
Cable TV, LSI chips, microminiaturization, 
lasers and masers, telemetry systems, 
servomechanisms. and data links. If it's 
new in electronics, CREI -and you -will 
know about it! 

Developed By Top Scientists 
And Engineers 

CREI maintains a full -time advisory 
faculty of some of the top names in Elec- 
tronics. Each is a specialist in his own 
field, an expert who plans and develops 
CREI lesson material. After each expert 
submits his course plan, it is carefully re- 
viewed and written by the CREI educa- 
tional staff. Then each course is broken 
down into individual lessons. And they 
make certain each lesson is clear and 
self -explanatory. Just the right length 
for easy understanding and effective 
study. 

How Can I Qualify? 
If you've read this far, your interest 

in getting ahead in Electronics is evident. 
Send for our famous book on how to pre- 
pare for tomorrows jobs in Electronics - 
the book that has helped thousands of 
men just like you get ahead. For your free 
copy, simply mail postpaid card today. 

Founded 1927 

Accredited Member 
of the National 
Home Study Council 

Free book tells you all about CREI pro- 
grams. For your copy, mail coupon, post- 
paid card or write: CREI, Dept. E1405C, 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington. D.C. 
20016 

CREI, A Division of the McGraw -Hill 
Continuing Education Company 
Dept. E1405C, 3939 Wisconsin Ave., 
Washington, D.C. 20016 

Please mail me free book describing CREI 
Programs. 

I am interested in:oCollege Credits for CREI Study 
Space ElectronicsoElectronic Engineering Technol- 
ogyoComputerso Industrial ElectronicsoN uclear En- 
gineering TechnologyoElectronics Systems Engineer - 
ingoNontechnical Course in Computer Programming 
oCATV Engineering 

Name Age 

Address 

City 

Employed by 

Type of Present Work G I Bill 
APPROVED FOR TRAINING UNDER NEW G.I. BILL 

State Zip Code 

J 
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WAVEFORMS AS GUIDES 

V p-p low V p -p high V p -p zero Changed Shapes 

41/04 

-. WF1 Normal .05 V p -p 

_, Taken at the base of Q1, this is the input square wave coupled by Cl from the volume control. Fre- 

quency for most television sound sections should be in the neighborhood of 400 Hz. Amplitude of WF1 

depends on volume control setting unless signal is injected just preceding Cl; then, level depends on 
generator output. 

Cl open 

111 
.03 V p-p 

C2 shorted 
Q1 shorted 

r a- 

0.5 V p.p 

R3 low 

WF2 Normal .04 V p -p 

Taken at emitter of Q1, amplitude is slightly lower than at input of transistor; gain is less than unity ' (one). Capacitor C2 contributes to this waveform, coupling some of the input signal to the emitter, 
thus introducing overall degeneration. In effect, the load across which this waveform is taken is R2. 

R1 open 
R6 open 

Cl shorted 
C1 open 
C6 shorted 
R4 open 
R5 open 
R7 open 
R8 shorted 

--- 
.02Vp-p 

C2 shorted 
Q1 shorted 

4Vp-p 
R3 low 

.03Vp-p 
R6 low 

WF3 Normal 0.25 V p -p 

`- Taken at the collector of QI or at the base of Q2, this is the output waveform for the first amplifier 
stage. Note the overshoots, which are a result of peaking in the stages. Amplitude listed as normal is 

from flat to flat, and doesn't include the overshoot spikes. R3 and C4 both affect shape (response). 

R1 open 
C2 leaky 
C3 open 

R2 shorted R2 open 
R4 open 
R5 open 
R7 open 
R8 shorted 
Cl shorted 
Cl open 
C2 shorted 
C5 shorted 
C6 shorted 
Q1 shorted 

-- 

0.1 V pp 
Cl leaky 

r.. . 
.25 V pp 

R1 low 
C3 shorted 

wV V 

0.3 V pp 
R3 low 

.. .. 

0.5 V pp 
R3 open 
C4 open 

.25 V pp 
C4 shorted 

.07 V pp 
R4 low 

0.2 V u p 

R5 low 
1 8 V p p 

C5 open 

((,_ 
15 V p -p 

R6 low 
0.1 V pp 

R7 shorted 

. ... 
0 7 V p p 

R8 open 

WF4 Normal 0.25 V p -p 

'T---, r- Taken at emitter of Q2, this is what's coupled through from the base. Its amplitude is the same as or 

N ~ 
less than that impressed on the base. Shape is essentially the same as WF3, but some clues offered by 

the abnormal waveshapes are diagnosed better from this waveform than from the Q2 input waveform. 

R1 open 
C2 leaky 
C3 open 

R2 shorted R2 open 
R4 open 
R5 open 
R7 open, high 
R8 open, shorted 
Cl open, shorted 
C2 shorted 

..rte 
0.1Vp-p 

Cl leaky 
25Vp-p 

Rl low 
C3 shorted 

AN 
03Vpp 
R3 low 

f¡ 
15Vpp 
R6 low 
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C5 shorted 
C6 shorted 
Q1 shorted UV 

07 V p -p 

R7 shorted 

\\ 
/// 
0.7Vpp 
C6 open 

..r"..r'.. 

04 V p-p 

R6 open 

0.5 V p -p 

C7 shorted 
T1 shorted 

VDR1 shorted 

WF5 Normal 30 V p -p 

Taken at collector of Q2, this is the output waveform fed through transformer T1 to the speaker. The 
peaking characteristic shows, but some rolloff tilt is revealed- caused by the characteristics of T1 -07- 

VDR1. Note the large voltage amplification of this power transistor, along with current boost. 

R1 open 
R4 low 
C3 open 
C6 open 

R2 shorted R2 open 
R4 open 
R5 open 
R7 open, high 
R8 open, shorted 
Cl open, shorted 
C2 shorted 
C5 shorted 
C6 shorted 
C7 shorted 
Ti shorted 
VDR1 shorted 
Ql shorted 

r r r 

20Vpp 
Cl leaky 
C2 leaky 

80Vpp 
C5 open 

300Vpp 
R2 shorted 

V L V 

25Vpp 
R3 low 

20 V p p 

R5 low 

30 V p-p 

R6 low 
70V pp 

R7 shorted 

NOTES: 
Use this guide to help you pin down the fault possibilities. 
Inject a 50 -m V square -wave signal, at about 400 Hz. at the 
input of Cl. Or, clip the square -wave generator test lead 
across the volume control and set the VOLUME knob and 
generator output for a 50 -mV signal at the base of the first 
amplifier. 
Use the direct probe of the scope. Set the scope sweep for 

DC Distribution 
Collector voltage for Q1 is applied through R5 and R4. 

The dc path to ground for the Q1 emitter is through R 1 and 
R2; the drop across them sets dc voltage at the emitter. Base 
bias for Q1 is applied through R6, originating across R8 in the 
emitter circuit of Q2. 

Base voltage for Q2 is the same as collector voltage for 
Q 1- notice the dc coupling. R5 and R4 carry the dc operating 
voltage from a 100 -volt source. The collector of Q2 is sup- 
plied through the primary winding of Tl from the same 100 - 
volt dc line. Current through R7 and R8 develops bias voltage 
for the emitter of Q2. (The role of R8 in biasing Q 1 was al- 
ready explained.) 

Station and Control Effects 
Naturally, the signal levels in these stages depend on the 

setting of the volume control (not shown). Also, signal levels 
vary with sound modulation at the television station. 

For testing, a fixed signal is the only practical means. 

about 130 Hz, to display three cycles of the square waveform. 
Check the waveforms at the five key test points. 
Note the amplitude. If it's low or high. check the parts listed 
under those columns. 
Note the waveshape. If there's a change that matches one of 
those shown, check the part or parts indicated for the change 
you find. 

You tune the channel selector away from any station, and set 
the volume control for some level that doesn't overload the 
first amplifier. 

Levels of signal fed to the section have no significant 
bearing on dc voltages. 

Quick Troubleshooting 
The feedback loops produce some complication when 

you hunt trouble in these stages. You can disconnect R3 and 
proceed as if the loops didn't exist. You can trace signals with 
a scope, using station sound. Or, you can inject signals with 
one of the inexpensive pulse injectors or with any audio gen- 
erator, listening at the speaker to analyze symptoms. 

Neither method, however, tells you as much as feeding in 
a 400-Hz square wave and tracing it through the stages by 
scope, keeping the feedback loops intact. The charts show 
what you should find, and what's wrong when the shape or 
amplitude of the waveform changes drastically from its nor- 
mal appearance. R -E 

EYEGLASS CASE 

PROBES STAY WITH METER 
You can make your vtvm a bit 

more compact and handy for work out- 
side the shop by keeping its test probes 
with it and its line cord untangled. An 
eyeglass case screwed to the back of the 
meter case carries the probes. Two TV 
cord holders or two large washers and 
spacers are fastened to the case as a reel 
for the line cord when it is not in use. - 
Peter Legon 
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agc circuit 
loops the loop 
New arrangements in 

transistor TV's 

JACK DARR 
SERVICE EDITOR 

This column is for your service 
problems -TV, radio, audio or gen- 
eral and industrial electronics. We 
answer all questions individually by 
mail, free of charge, and the more in- 
teresting ones will be printed here. 

If you're really stuck, write us. 
We'll do our best to help you. Don't 
forget to enclose a stamped, self -ad- 
dressed envelope. Write: Service Edi- 
tor, Radio -Electronics, 200 Park Ave. 
South, New York 10003. 
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R -E's Service Clinic 

YOU'RE ALL FAMILIAR WITH THE 
tube agc circuit. The stock version rec- 
tifies the tips of the horizontal sync 
pulses, develops a dc voltage propon- 
tional to their amplitude, then feeds this 
to the if. grids. From the feed -point, 
through some kind of delay circuit, the 
same voltage is fed to the rf stage, after 
the if. agc has gone as far as it can to 
control signal level. 

Now you'll see some new things in 
transistor TV sets. Not actually new, of 
course, since this is basically just an agc 
circuit, but the thing turns back somer- 
saults on the way from the agc keyer to 
the i,f. /rf. This happens because we can 
have either positive -going or negative - 
going agc in transistor circuits! It can be 

forward agc where the transistor is bi- 
ased so that forward bias reduces the 
gain, or reverse agc, which is the type 
used with tubes. The bias developed is 
in a direction which tends to cut off the 
tube or transistor. 

The diagram shows a compound 
agc circuit, as used in Admiral 1H5 and 
2H5 transistor TV's. Looks like quite a 
bag of worms! However, there's no 
need for alarm. Take it one piece at a 
time, and the circuit is just as easy to 
check out as any of them. There is noth- 
ing in here but a bunch of perfectly nor- 
mal reactions! For example, if you in- 
crease the forward bias on a transistor 
base (if it's forward -agc) you have less 
gain, and so on. In any case, you'll be 
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able to see the "reaction" -there will be 
a distinct change in the agc voltage 
when the signal is applied or taken off. 
Follow these reactions through the cir- 
cuit and you'll soon pin down any 
trouble. Find the point where you do 
not see normal reactions and there you 
are. 

Let's go through this one a step at a 
time. You'll find this, and similar cir- 
cuits, in a lot of chassis, of different 
makes. The diagram shows only the agc 
circuit and the working parts. Some 
have been left out for clarity. 

We start with a stock agc keyer, the 
AGC GATE. About 1.5V peak -to -peak 
video is applied to its base. A keying 
pulse from the flyback, shaped to a saw - 
tooth, is fed to the collector through a 
gate diode. The conduction of the keyer 
transistor is adjusted by varying its 
emitter voltage. This is done by the 
OVERALL AGC control; part of a voltage - 
divider from the +25 volt source to 
ground. The agc voltage is picked off at 
the diode cathode, filtered by a 2 -AF ca- 
pacitor, and starts out on its long jour- 
ney (A). 

From here it goes through a volt- 
age divider to the base of the second 
video i.f. transistor. It is an npn, for- 
ward -agc controlled. The agc voltage at 
this point goes more positive with an in- 
crease in signal. So the higher the sig- 

nal- level, the greater the gain- reduction 
in this stage. From the emitter of this 
stage, we pick up another varying volt- 
age. It is developed by the emitter -col- 
lector current flowing through the emit- 
ter resistor. When the agc makes the 
base more forward- biased, the current 
and the voltage rises. Here too, the age 
voltage goes more positive with a rise in 
signal. 

Off we go again. This time to the 
base of the first if. transistor. It is also 
an npn. Since the agc voltage is still pos- 
itive-going, this stage is also forward - 
agc biased. We have now agc -ed the 
first and second if. stages, with only one 
connection to the agc itself. Next we 

need some agc voltage for the rf stages. 
It must be delayed, so it will have no ef- 
fect (leave the rf stage at maximum 
gain) until the i.f. agc has done all it can 
to hold the signal level down. We do 
this with an extra rf -agc -delay transis- 
tor. 

The i.f. voltage causes a change in 
the emitter -collector current of the first 
i.f. transistor, just as before. Now 
though, we take off at a different point. 
We break the collector load resistor into 
two parts -2000 ohms from the +25 
volt supply, and 33 ohms. The rf -agc- 
delay transistor's base is connected to 
the junction of the two. When the first 
if. transistor's collector current rises 

FREE! New '72 Edition 
Radio Shack Electronic 

Accessories & Parts Catalog 

1000's of 
Products 
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THE buying guide 
for kit builders, 
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DID YOU KNOW HAT 

ADEMCO SELLS & STOCKS 

031 COMPLETE ALA 

SYSTEMS AND 

COMPONENTS 

OR THE BURGLA 

ALARM TRADE? 

and offers training in installation 
work 
and provides tech iical assistance 
and offers prompt delivery from stock 

IF YOU'RE IN THE BAGLAR ALARM BUSINESS OR 

THINKING OF GETTING INTO IT, YOU SHOULD BE USING 

,ADEMCO 
CONTROL INSTRUMENTS? Ademco stocks 70 cifferent styles. 
MAGNETIC CONTACTS' Ademco stocks 18 different styles. 
BELLS? Ademco stocks 23 different styles. 

PLUS PHOTOELECTRIC SYSTEMS, POWER PACKS, FOIL 
AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS 

ALARM DEVICE MANUFACTURING CO. 
A DIVISION OF PITTWAY CORPCRATION 

165 Eileen Way, Syosset, L. I., N.Y. 11791 
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with increasing agc voltage, there is a 
voltage drop across both resistors. Most 
of the drop appears across the larger re- 
sistor. Now if the i.f. voltage increases, 
the agc voltage goes more negative. The 
rf -agc -delay transistor is a pnp. So 
though we have changed polarity, we 
still have a forward agc voltage. 

The +25 volt supply is fed to the 
rf -agc -delay transistor emitter, through 
still another voltage- divider. The collec- 
tor goes to ground, through another 
one, also returned to the +25 volt sup- 
ply. So the voltage developed across the 
5600 -ohm part of the collector divider 
goes more positive (greater current 
through the resistor) with an increase in 

signal. It is the rf agc control voltage. It 
is fed directly to the base of the rf am- 
plifier transistor, an npn. Once again, 
this is a forward -agc reaction. 

A separate control is provided, in 
the voltage- divider in the rf -agc -delay 
transistor's emitter circuit. This control 
can be set to get whatever delay we 
want. It holds off conduction of the rf- 
agc -delay transistor until the if. agc 
voltage reaches a certain level. From 
this point on, the rf agc takes hold, to 
prevent overloading the i.f. stages. 

How do we service this circuit? It's 
a lot easier than it looks. The first thing 
we do is go directly to the source of the 
initial reaction, the agc keyer (Gate) it- 

...m1111Enn., iIIIMINME1 
IINIMINEMNEN1 IEEEll EMEM E 

Two new B &K digitals that don't 
stand a chance of a ghost. 

Ghosts, blurs, wiggles, jitters ... whatever 
you call them, you won't get them with our 
two new digital color generators. You 
can converge, install or trouble -shoot color 
TV's quickly and accurately. Because these 
two units employ totally new concepts that 
take the trouble out of trouble- shooting. 

Integrated circuit flip -flops perform all 
binary counting functions. Just no way they 
can jump a count. Result: Crisp, clean, 
stable test patterns. 

And all IC's (nine of them) and transistors 
are silicon devices, which means they can 
withstand severe weather changes with no 
effect on performance. 

The 1243 is a basic 6 pattern color 
generator. The deluxe 1246 has nine 
patterns, three more than the 1243, and 

(Ask your distributor 
or write us for 

complete catalog) 

1. B &K Model 
1246 Color 
Generator 
$149.95 

2. B &K Model 
1243 Color 
Generator 

$99.95 

also features a 41/2 MHz sound carrier, 
crystal controlled RF for channels 3 and 
4, gun killers, and comes with its own 
instant -use case. 

All the accuracy and reliability of a 
computer in these compact units, and 
they're guaranteed to be maintenance free, 
making your job a lot easier. 

So don't get a CBG that may come back 
to haunt you. Get one of B &K's new digital 
generators: They don't have a chance of 
a ghost. 

Products of 
oYNASCAN CORPORATION 

1801 W. Belle Plaine 
Chicago, Illinois 60613 

The new standard of stability 
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self. Read the dc voltage at point A. 
Then hook up the antenna and see if it 
varies. (Should go more positive, of 
course.) If it doesn't, check all the parts 
and signals in this circuit before going 
any farther. Look for the keying pulse. 
It is a negative -going 25 -V peak -to -peak 
pulse. Check the dc voltages on the 
transistor and all resistors. 

If the thing refuses to vary voltages 
when the agc control is turned, check 
the transistor for leakage. You'll have to 
take it out of the circuit to do this, of 
course. It doesn't take much leakage to 
upset things here. If you find any leak- 
age, replace the transistor. 

Once you get the correct reaction 
on the agc diode, follow it through the 
second i.f. transistor. Use the same basic 
methods and tests. You must get the 
normal voltage - variation on the emitter 
of this one. From here, onward and up- 
ward to the first if. where you do it all 
again. This time look for the voltage 
variation on the collector. 

From here, we go to the base of the 
rf -agc -delay transistor. Look for voltage 
variation again. If you see it on the 
base, but nothing happens on the collec- 
tor, check the transistor for leakage. 
There are also some parts in the tuner, 
such as another 2.0-µF capacitor, resis- 
tors, and the rf transistor, which can up- 
set things. However, after what you've 

Ten Watt 
Amplifier 

The so«Kd saw 
This new "baby" in the Nelson- Hershfield 
line of amplifiers was born with a ten watt 
power package for outstanding performance. 
The UA10will serve eighty loudspeakers for 
office, provide paging and background music 
for supermarkets, sound reinforce church and 
auditoriums, or distribute sound to a fifty 
classroom school. 
No need to waste power -The SOUN D SAVER 
boasts a list of superior features including 
ingetrated circuit design, transformerless bal- 
anced 25 or 70 volt output, full range bass 

and treble control and short circuit protec- 
tion. Be a SOUND SAVER. Write, wire, 
or call, 

/f/harr {rteOld Sattaua 
1648 WEST CAMPBELL AVE. PHONE: 

PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85015 602 264. 1348 
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been through to get this far, this should 
be easy! 

Dc voltages shown are for a no -sig- 
nal condition. The voltages in the little 
boxes are typical voltages you should 
see with a fairly strong signal applied to 
the input. By the way, one of the quick - 
disconnect "clothespin" antenna clips is 
awfully handy for making these tests. 
With the clip in one hand, and the vtvm 
probe in the other, away you go! 

Finally, and a lot of fellows don't 
know this -you can clamp a transistor 
age circuit with a bias -box for testing, 
just as you do with tube sets. Check the 
no- signal voltage at any given point and 
adjust the bias -box to that value. This is 
the "condition of maximum gain" for 
that particular point in the circuit. May 
help out in cases where you have 
doubts. Good luck! R -E 

Reader 
Questions 
FLASHOVER IN FOCUS RECTIFIER 

The 1 V2 socket in an Admiral 3G II 
color chassis went bad. 1 have replaced it, 
but I still get flashover from plate to fila- 
ment. Doping it doesn't help. Could I re- 
place it with a IX2, or a type with the 

plate on top?-V.V., Clifton, N.J. 
Yes, but it might be a little tricky. 

How about using a solid -state focus rec- 
tifier? If you can find a good solid 

PART OF 
FLYBACK 

3AT2 
HV RECT 

24 kV 
TO PIX ANODE 

IV2 
FOCUS 
RECT 680k 

, M 
.005 _ 

470 pF 
1 kV ". 

2.5 kV 
1 MEG 

FOCUS 

130 pF 
8 kV 

15 MEG 

TO PIX FOCUS 
ELECTRODE 

47 MEG 

mounting, it will work nicely. I've done 
it. 

Also, you might check the R -C net- 
work between terminals 9 and 8 of the 
flyback that feed pulse to the focus rec- 

tifier plate. In this chassis, and some 
Philcos using a very similar circuit, ar- 
covers have been known to damage 
these resistors and capacitors. If so, this 
will cause flashovers later on. Be sure 
that the resistors are well- insulated 
types. at least 3 -watt rating. 

HORIZONTAL OUTPUT 
TRANSISTOR 

I hare a small GE transistor TV with 
the horizontal output transistor blown. 
Can't find a replacement that will fit; 
they're all too small! It's a TB chassis. - 
J.B., Indianapolis, Ind 

I think you'll find that an RCA SK- 
3035 will replace the GE 15X5 transis- 
tor in the output stage. A Motorola 
HEP -235 for the output or Motorola's 
latest horizontal deflection output tran- 
sistor, the HEP -740. This thing has a 
peak voltage of 750 volts. So, it should 
hold up. 

For the horizontal driver, RCA 
SK -3020, or HEP 736. This is a small 
transistor, and a lot of standard "gen- 
eral- purpose audio" transistors will 
work here. 

Be sure to connect a dc milliam- 
meter in series with the horizontal out- 
put before you turn it on. Then watch 
the current. Normal is about 800 mA. If 
you get a lot more than that, turn it off 
quick! R -E 

If1TFRNATIONAL 

Ire uency 
m e fe i cm -zaoow 

The FM- 2400CH provides an 
accurate frequency standard for 
testing and adjustment of mobile 
transmitters and receivers at pre- 
determined frequencies. 

The FM- 2400CH with its extended range 
covers 25 to 1000 MHz. The frequencies 
can be those of the radio frequency channels 
of operation and /or the intermediate fre- 
quencies of the receiver between 5 MHz and 
40 MHz. 

Frequency Stability: ± .0005% from +50° 
to + 104°F. 

Frequency stability with built -in thermometer 
and temperature corrected charts: ± .00025% 
from +25° to +125° (.000125% special 450 
MHz crystals available). 

Self- contained in small portable case. Complete 
solid state circuitry. Rechargeable batteries. 

WRITE FOR CATALOG! 

MOBILE 

Tests Predetermined Frequencies 25 to 1000 MHz 
Extended Range Covers 950 MHz Band 
Pin Diode Attenuator for Full Range Coverage 
as Signa! Generator 
Measures FM Deviation 

FM- 2400CH 
(meter only) $595.00 

RF crystals (with temper- 
ature correction) 24.00 ea. 

RF crystals (less temper- 
ature correction) 18.00 ea. 

IF crystals catalog price 

il 
INTERNATIONAL 

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC. 
10 NO. LEE OKLA. CITY. OKLA. 73102 
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Train on this 
315 sq. in. 

picture 
color TV 

and get the 
skills that 

mean a 
high -paying 

career! 

For a solid future... 
NTS Home Training makes 
tomorrow's electronics happen- today! 

Now included in two 
exciting NTS color TV courses, 
this set is the largest, most ad- 
vanced color television made. 
Guided by the NTS "Lab- Project 
Method" of combining profes- 
sional kits and easy -to- follow 
lessons, you build this color TV 
step by step - learning TV Serv- 
icing as you go! NTS has suc- 
cessfully trained thousands of 
men at home for rewarding 
careers as electronics techni- 
cians. Prepare for the great 
opportunity fields of TV -Radio 
Servicing, Computers, Communi- 
cations, and Automation. 

This solid -state color set 
contains: 45 transistors, 55 di- 
odes, 2 silicon controlled recti- 
fiers, and 4 advanced Integrated 
Circuits representing an addi- 
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tional 46 transistors and 21 di- 
odes. The first solid -state color 
TV this large - yours to keep! It 
features Automatic Fine Tuning; 
"Instant On "; an Ultra- Rectangu- 
lar Screen (25 in. diagonal meas- 
urement) that lets you see the 
complete transmitted image for 
the first time -a full 315 square 
inches; exclusive built -in Self 
Servicing features which elimi- 
nate the need to buy costly test 
equipment; exclusive design 
Solid -State VHF Tuner with an 
MOS Field Effect Transistor; 3- 
stage Solid -State IF; Automatic 
Chroma Control; Adjustable 
Noise Limiting and Gate Auto- 
matic Gain Control; High Resolu- 
tion Circuitry; Matrix Picture 
Tube; and a specially formulated 
Etched Face Plate that eliminates 
unwanted glare, and heightens 
contrast. Colors are more vivid, 

fresh tones more natural, and the 
picture is sharper than ever be- 
fore. By training on this unique 
color TV, you'll gain the most 
up -to -date skills possible in TV 
Servicing! 

Other valuable equipment you 
build and keep includes an AM 
SW Radio, Solid -State Radio, 
FET Volt- Ohmmeter, and Elec- 
tronic -Tube Tester. All included 
in your tuition. You learn trouble- 
shooting, hi -fi, multiplex sys- 
tems, stereo, and color TV 
servicing. Step right into a tech- 
nician's job at top pay or open a 
business of your own! For com- 
plete details on all NTS elec- 
tronics courses, mail the coupon 
today for the full -color NTS Cat- 
alog. No obligation. No salesman 
will call. 
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uild this set 
and learn 
solid -state 
circuitry- the 
electronics 
of today! 

train on solid-state 
NTS ELECTRONICS & 
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 

Build this exclusive NTS Compu- 
Trainer! Loaded with integrated cir- 
cuits, it shows you the how, what, 
and why of computers. Learn this 
exciting field faster, more thorough- 
ly. You also assemble and learn to 
operate an FET 
Volt- Ohmmeter 
and 5" 
wide band 
Oscillo- 
scope. 

NTS BLACK & WHITE 
TV AND RADIO SERVICING 

Learn all phases of television, radio, 
stereo, and hi -fi. You receive this 74 
sq. in. picture Solid -State B &W TV, 
Lo -Silho "Superhet" Radio, FET 
Volt- Ohmmeter, Solid -State Radio, 
Electronic Tube Checker, and Signal 
Generator. 
Start 
earning 
extra 
money 
even be- 
fore you 
complete 
the 
course I 

NTS ELECTRONICS 
COMMUNICATIONS & F.C.C. 

Gain the security and prestige of 
owning an F.C.C. First Class Radio - 
Telephone License! Two compre- 
hensive NTS courses cover the big 
opportunity field of transmitting and 
receiving. You build 14 kits, includ- 
ing a 5 watt AM Transceiver, 6 
Transistor Pocket Radio, and FET 
Volt- Ohmmeter. 
Learn 2 -way 
radio, Citizens 
Band, micro- 
waves and 
radar. 

NTS INDUSTRIAL & 
AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS 

Automation is the future of industry 
and you can play an important part! 
Learn industrial controls by training 
on the NTS Electro -Lab - a corn - 
plete workshop. You also build and 
operate this 5" wide band Oscillo- 
scope. And you 
perform experiments 
that involve 
regulating motor 
speeds, temperature, - - - 
pressure, liquid " h I 
level, and much 4 
more. } *e 

O 

Classroom Training 
at Los Angeles. You can take classroom 
training at Los Angeles in sunny South- 
ern California. NTS occupies a city block 
with over a million dollars In technical 
facilities. Check box In coupon. 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS 
Accredited Member: National Associ- 
ation of Trade & Technical Schools; 
National Home Study Council. 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
WORLD -WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905 

4000 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, Calif. 90037 

r 
Please rush Free 
Color Catalog and 
Sample Lesson, plus 
Information on course 
checked below. No 
obligation. No sales- 
man will call. 
National Technical Schools 
4000 S. Figueroa St. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90037 

Master Course in Color TV Servicing 
Color TV Servicing (For Advanced 
Technicians) 
Master Course in B&W TV & Radio 
Servicing 
Master Course in Electronic 
Communication 
Practical Radio Servicing 
FCC License Course 
Master Course in Electronics 
Technology 
Industrial and Automation Electronics 
Computer Electronics 
Basic Electronics 
High School at Home 

915 GUIDE 

ELECTRONICS 

171 

Dept. 206 -052 

Name Age 

Address 

City State Zip 
Chack Il interested In Veleen Tralnln under new G.I. e01. 
Check Il ìntereeled only in Claeeroomrelnln9 el Los An0efee 

L .J 
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ACTIVE ANTENNAS 
(continued from page 39) 

the signals and feeds them through a co- 
axial cable to the receiver. The output - 
capacitance of this band -splitter and the 
capacitance of the coaxial cable in the 
AM -range is included in the input cir- 
cuit that is tuned when the antenna is 
installed. 

The printed circuit with its com- 
ponents is shown in Fig. 5. An equiva- 
lent circuit diagram of this active an- 
tenna is in Fig. 7. In combination with 
the top capacitance CD, which is about 
10 pF, inductors L6, L7 and L8 form 
the passive antenna elements that pick 
up the high -frequency energy from the 
received wave. These inductors are 
formed with comparatively broad leads 

to obtain minimum losses. The con- 
ductors printed on the reverse side of 
the substrate are indicated by dotted 
lines in Fig. 7. 

The optimum impedance for a 
noise -match in the FM -range is formed 
by inductors L6, L7 and L8 in com- 
bination with capacitors C2, C3 and C4 
and the radiation resistance (Rs in Fig. 
7). This optimum impedance exists be- 
tween the terminals 1 and l', the con- 
nection point between the passive an- 
tenna elements and the active FM- 
amplifier. In the FM -range the active 
antenna represents a modified, bi -reso- 
nant bandfilter circuit with capacitive 
coupling. The first resonant circuit con- 
sists of the series arrangement: CD, C 1, 

L6, C2, and L7. The parallel circuit of 
C4 and L8 completes the second circuit 
with C3 representing the coupling ca- 

INSTANT SECURITY ! ! ! ! 

Generate your ow 
Systems from th4 

Solid S 

Security -Fire Modules 
(AL -10, AL -20, AL -30) 
Adjustable exit and entrance 
delays....multiple security a- 
larm outputs....separate fire - 
panic alarm....from Y, to 2.5 
Amps DC conti nuous power.... 
has float charging circuit for 
rechargeable batteries....easy 
installation....complete with 
instructions. 

ne of Security -Fire 
unique Printed Circuit 

te Modules!!! 
Power Supply Modules 
(PP -10, PP -30, PP 50) 
Electronic regulation for float 
charging rechargeable batter- 

2.5 or 5 Amps DC 
continuous output....require 
only low voltage AC input.... 
transformer available. 

Detection makes over 60 oducts for the security in- 
dustry. For complete information on these Modules 
and all of our products. call or write our Application 
Engineering Department now! 

Fire Monitor (FM -10) 
Fully supervised loop.... used 
with resetting and non- reset- 
ting heat, rate -of-rise, and 
smoke detectors features 
trouble and armed light and 
test button. 

Latching Relay Module 
(LR -10) 
Low current electronic Latch- 
ing Relay used with any 
number of Security -Fire Re- 
mote Control Stations. 

DETECTRON 
SECURITY 
SYSTEMS, 
INCORPORATED 
Box 313A Bay Street Sag Harbor N Y 11963 15161 725-2600 

Circle 23 on reader service card 
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Auxiliary Relay Module 
(AR -10) 
Used to control Security-Fire 
accessory devices such as out- 
side lights, high power sirens, 
etc. 

Reversing Relay Module 
(RR -10) 
Used with direct telephone 
line reversing circuits. 

I[DETÉCï ON 

TOP- CAPACITANCE 
(MIRROR SHELL) 

COMMON PASSIVE ANTENNA SECTION 

AM 
LOW -PASS FILTER 

SECTION 

FM 
BAND- 

CIRCUIT 
FILTER 

s 

AM- AMPLIFIER FM- AMPLIFIER 

1 

o q 

ELECTRONIC 
FILTER 

11 
BAND- SPLITTER 

(COMBINING NETWORK) 

DC VOLTAGE 

RECEIVER 

FIG. 4 -BLOCK DIAGRAM of the Alpha -3. AM 
and FM signals are separated, amplified and re- 
combined before going to the receiver. 

pacitance. A bandfilter circuit is used in 
order to suppress any signals outside the 
FM -band which could cause nonlinear 
effects in the transistor Q3. The FM 
bandfilter circuit also operates as a 
bandsplitter to separate the AM signal 
from the FM signal. 

The AM amplifier consists of tran- 
sistors Q 1 and Q2 in an emitter - follower 
circuit with negative feedback. The 
feedback is introduced by resistor R 11 

and increases the linearity and therefore 

FIG. 5 -PC BOARD showing location of all 
parts for the Alpha -3 auto radio antenna. 

the dynamic range of the circuit without 
decreasing the field -strength sensitivity 
of the amplifier. The input impedance 
of the AM amplifier (between terminals 
2 and 2' in Fig. 7) is much larger than 
the source impedance that is provided 
by CD and C3 in parallel. This input im- 
pedance consists of a highly resistive, 
capacitive reactance in series with a 
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very small radiation resistance. C2 
forms a load between the terminals 2 

and 2' that has little influence on broad- 
band sensitivity. Because C 1 is essen- 
tially larger than the top load CD it acts 
as a static decoupler of the metal shell. 

It is not possible to obtain a broad- 
band noise -match in the AM -band be- 
cause of the unfavorable impedance 
relationship over such a wide range of 
frequencies (150 kHz to 25 MHz). An 
optimum noise -match is not essential in 
the AM band, because at these low fre- 
quencies an ambient atmospheric noise 
temperature of many millions of de- 
grees may be encountered. Thus, in the 
AM range, a considerable noise mis- 
match is permissible and relatively short 
antennas can be used without appre- 
ciably degrading the sensitivity of the 
system. 

With constant received field 
strengths, a capacitive dipole, like the 
passive printed -foil antenna for the 
AM -band, provides a frequency inde- 
pendent open- circuit voltage. This 
means that all the signals in the AM 
band are at the input of the AM ampli- 
fier. The AM amplifier must, therefore, 
have a high field -strength sensitivity 
with a dynamic range large enough to 
avoid non -linear effects. This problem 
was solved by developing a wideband 
amplifier that is frequency independent 
with a satisfactory noise limited sensi- 
tivity. 

The outputs of the AM and FM 
sections are combined in the band- split- 
ter network and fed through a coaxial 
lead -in cable to the receiver. L5 and 
C11 form a high -pass filter, that 
matches the output of the FM- amplifier 
to the co -axial lead -in cable. In the Am 
range L5 acts as a short circuit and pre- 
vents the AM signals from entering the 
FM amplifier. In the same manner L4 
keeps the FM signals away from the 
AM amplifier. The total output capaci- 
tance of the active antenna consists of 
the sum of CIO, C11 plus lead -in cable 
capacitance. 

The active antenna is powered by 
the vehicle's battery and any dc voltage 
from 4.8 to 14 volts can be used. A filter 
circuit removes noise from the vehicle's 
ignition system, electrical accessories, 
etc. The filtering of low- frequency inter- 
ference is handled by RI and the elec- 
tronically enlarged capacitance of C5. 
This capacitance is multiplied by the 
current amplification factor of transistor 
Q4. This circuit also allows R Ito have a 
relatively small value, so that even with 
6 -volt operation the voltage loss is 
small. The filtering of the high -fre- 
quency interference is done by LI, C6, 
R4 and C7. 

Performance of the Alpha -3 
Antenna gain, a figure of merit, is 

very important in evaluating a passive 
antenna's performance. Available an- 

o 
43" 

FIG. 6 -WHIP ANTENNAS for automobile radios are usually mounted in one of tour possible posi- 
tions. The antenna on windshield post (4) is seldom fully extended to 39 inches and is usually pulled 
out to between 26 and 33 inches. (continued on page 88) 

Monitor ALL bands, Lo, Hi, UHF 
with PACE ((p)) 

Model SCAN 308 I weather alerts 

Special programming 
switches for only $189.95 police messages 

16 frequencies fire alarms 
Individual channel plus crystals I traffic advisory 

ambulance activity 

marine calls 

business action 

lockout controls 
AC and 12v DC 

operation 
New integrated 
circuit design 

T "/. :.1 ;ái IS" ? . ; .' .... !e--r.^' `. .. 

a 

,yÖ}Ypr>:f'w'"' . bilingtg 

Simultaneously monitor any two of the public safety or FM business bands 

For professional listening require- 
ments, Pace now provides the most 
advanced three -band simultaneous 
scanning monitor receiver. Precision 
lockout switches are provided for each 
of the 8 channels being monitored. A 

spare band of 8 additional channel 
switches can be programmed in by a 
rear panel switch to give 16 channel 
capability when needed. Easy access 
program switches on rear panel pro- 
vide any combination of three -band 
monitoring needed. The need of 
rewiring your receiver internally is 
eliminated. Indicator lights show 
which channel is being monitored. The 
receiver automatically continues its 
scan after each message is complete. 
New filtering techniques provide the 
maximum sensitivity. Weak signals 
are picked up easily. Adjacent channel 
activity does not false trigger your 
monitor. 

and important personal safety, the 
Pace 308 is your most reliable friend. 
Small enough for mobile dash mount 
plus attractive scuff proof desk mount 
are all in the one most complete Scan 
monitor available today. 

Wlien dependable monitoring of more 
than one channel is required, the Pace 
Scan 308 provides the most advanced 
and most reliable design. Manufac- 
tured in the U. S. A. with high grade 
U. S. components, Pace is the only 
supplier whichbacks up their products 
with a full 2 -year warranty. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

PACE Division PATHCOM Inc. 
24049 South Frampton Avenue 
Harbor City, California 90710 

Your name 

Street 

City, State & Zip 

Age Frequency or type of Monitor needed 

When keeping informed for business 
Circle 24 on reader service card 
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new products 

More information on new products is available from the manu- 
facturers of items identified by a Reader Service number. Use the 
Reader Service Card on page 111 and circle the numbers of the 
new products on which you would like further information. De- 
tach and mail the postage -paid card. 

THIRD HAND, Right Arm Uni -Swiv. Useful 
for repairing record changers, portable 
TV's, and other chassis. Additional clamp 
included to hold other objects: round, etc. 
Swing action permits full compass rota- 
tion. Wide -angle sweep extends over 

bench to permit underside adjustment. 
Tilts to allow easy access for repair. Uni- 
Swiv is approximately 14 inches by 12 
inches. $24.95 each. -INDUS, Div. Car- 
lisle Corp., 1815 Madison Ave., In- 
dianapolis, Ind. 46225. 

Circle 31 on reader service card 

MICROPHONE MATCHING TRANS- 
FORMERS. Selection of eight in -line trans- 
formers available. Feature full frequency 
response 20 to 20,000 Hz, magnetically 
shielded, matching 25- to 50 -ohm and 

150- to 250 -ohm microphones to high -Z 
inputs. Mating connectors and complete 
instructions are included.- Scientific 
Electronic Systems (SESCOM), 505 -1 /2 
N. Centinela Ave., Inglewood, Calif. 90302. 

Circle 32 on reader service card 

DRILL SETS. Electronic, tap, master drill 
sets (or individual drills), for the hobbyist, 
experimenter, small industrial concerns, 
or laboratories. Made from industrial twist 
drills with hexagonal brass handles per- 
manently bonded to the drill to give one - 
piece, trouble -free operation and longer 
drill life. All the drills, sizes 19 through 80, 

80 RADIO -ELECTRONICS MAY 1972 

can be chucked in standard three jaw 
chucks for use with power drills, or hand 
held. Sets packaged in plastic case hold- 
ing each drill securely in individual 

pocket. Sets range from $10.00 to $20.00. 
Any individual drill $1.00 each (minimum 
$5.00). -Kandu, Inc., 6115 Miller St., Ar- 
vada, Colo. 80002. 

Circle 33 on reader service card 

TV TUNER SUBBER. Substitutes for the 
vhf tuner in defective TV receiver to prove 
if original tuner is good or bad. Also sim- 
plifies analyzing i.f. and agc system de- 

fects and tests the uhf tuner. Only two 
connections must be made, antenna and 
i.f. cable. Set of i.f. extension cables is fur- 
nished. Solid -state tester is battery pow- 

ered. The portable unit uses a transistor 
vhf tuner with external gain control afford- 
ing a gain reduction range of 40 dB inde- 
pendent of receiver agc. $22.95 for kit; 
$29.95 factory wired.- Castle TV Tuner 
Service, Inc.,5710 N. Western Ave., Chi- 
cago, Ill. 60645. 

Circle 34 on reader service card 

TV TUNER CLEANER /LUBRICANT, spe- 
cially blended compound of methyl alkyl 
silicones and transport fluids in new type 
silicone chemistry for polishing and lubri- 
cating tuner contacts. Provides contin- 
uous cleaning for both color and black - 
and -white TV tuners. Developed for the 
professional service technician, this lubri- 

cant is safe for all plastics, is driftless, 
non -flammable, will not evaporate or run, 
resists temperature extremes and is both 
paintable and solderable after normal 
cleanup. Available in 8 -oz. aerosol can 
with extension spray nozzle. -General 
Electric Co., Silicone Products Dept., Wa- 
terford, N.Y. 12188. 

Circle 35 on reader service card 

RADAR MOTION DETECTOR, model 307, 
operates at 915 MHz and is FCC ap- 
proved. Requires 12 volts dc at 70mA for 
operation and this voltage can be supplied 
by any well regulated 12 -volt source. Unit 
has omnidirectional radiation pattern. Its 
range can be varied with a sensitivity con- 
trol, from a few feet to approximately 40 
feet in diameter. Any person entering the 
doughnut- shaped field energizes the 
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alarm circuit consisting of a C -form dry 
closure relay with 1 -amp contacts. May be 
wired into any perimeter loop or used to 
directly trigger dialers or other alarm de- 

vices. $90.00 complete with ground plane - 
antenna.- Detectron Security Systems, 
Inc., Box 313A, Bay St., Sag Harbor, N.Y. 
11963. 

Circle 36 on reader service card 

DIGITAL READOUT TRANSCEIVER, 
model SB -36. Amateur SSB transceiver 
has digital- readout counter providing six - 
digit direct frequency readout on all ama- 
teur bands. Features include single side - 
band power of 500 watts P.E.P., full - 
frequency coverage 80-, 40 -, 20 -, 15- and 

10- meter, built -in VOX capability: semi - 
break-in operation on CW, and a deluxe 
sideband -generating system with separate 
crystal lattice filters for upper and lower 
sideband. Vacuum tubes are used where 
they are best suited.- Linear Systems, 
Inc., 220 Airport Blvd., Watsonville, Calif. 
95076. 

Circle 37 on reader service card 

4- CHANNEL STEREO RECEIVER, model 
LR -440. This compatible 4- channel 

AM /FM stereo receiver has Columbia SO 
decoding circuitry for playback of new SO 
Quadraphonic records. Provides both dis- 

crete and derived 4- channel stereo, using 
the four separate amplifiers, built -in SO 
decoding for 4- channel records, or "Com- 
poser" circuitry for deriving 4- channel di- 
mensional sound from conventional 2- 
channel FM stereo broadcasts, records 
and tapes. Will also play 4- channel FM 
broadcast when approved by the FCC with 
an external plug -in adapter. 170 watts 
( -t 1dB); 140 watts rms at 4 ohms, 100 
watts rms at 8 ohms. Frequency response: 
20- 20,000 Hz 1.5dB. THD: 0.8% at rated 
output. Harmonic distortion 0.3% at 100 %. 
$378.60.- Lafayette Radio Electronics, 
111 Jericho Turnpike, Syosset, L.I., N.Y. 
11791. 

Circle 38 on reader service card 

SPEAKER SYSTEM, model 20. "Linear 
Suspension" 3 -way system has 12 -inch 
woofer, 2 -inch hemispheric dome mid- 
range and 1 -inch hemispheric dome 
tweeter. Handles 50 watts maximum 
power, 10 watts rms minimum power. May 
be used in bookshelf or free -standing. 
Woofer has ported cone cap that virtually 
eliminates non -linear distortion and helps 

generate full- bodied bass response. En- 
closure is 3/4 inch thick, with oiled walnut 
finish. Frequency range, 35 to 20,000 Hz. 
Impedance, 8 ohms. Woofer free -air reso- 
nance, 28 Hz. Crossover frequencies 700 
Hz, 7,000 Hz. $199.95. -Onkyo Sales Sec- 
tion, Mitsubishi Intl. Corp., 25 -19 43rd 
Ave., L.I.C., N.Y. 11101. 

Circle 39 on reader service card 

TEMPERATURE METER, Loner. Portable 
thermocouple -type temperature meter for 
calibrating Edsyn's soldering instruments. 
Meter may also be used to measure other 
conventional and variable -range soldering 

The AUTOMATIC 

RANGING 

DIGITAL 
MULTIMETER 

with the 
BEAUTIFUL 

FIGURE: 

=319.95 
Plus a few other figures which 
make that $319.95 (stock 
delivery) look even more beau- 
tiful ! The auto ranging Miida 
6354 measures AC and DC 
voltage, AC and DC current, 
and resistance ; on 27 ranges: 
with a voltage accuracy of 1;ro 
tDC) and .51-70 (AC) ; resist- 
ance measurements up to 200 
megohms; 45.Hz to 20 kHz 
frequency response ; weighing 
in at under 5 lbs. ; and a host of 
technical refinements that 
engineers love. All solid -state, 
fully automatic ...at a price 
that makes it a research -lab 
bargain and production -line 
affordable! Contact one of the 
most respected names in elec- 
tronics : Miida Electronics. a 
division of Marubeni America 
Corp., 2 Hammerskjold Plaza, 
New York, N. Y. 10017/ 
Phone (212) 
973 -7152. MI 

Distributorships a%ailiable 

Circle 61 on reader service card 
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If you 

use a 

professional 
monitor 
radio... 
there's gotta 
be a hook 
to it: 

To get all 
the receiver 
performance you 
paid for, hook up to a 
professional A/S 
monitor antenna. Over 
20 models, one for 
your exact need. 
Write for catalog. 

the antenna 
specialists co. 

Mobile orease 

GJ, 

Stripes of Quality 
Div. of ¿il i:11 Electric 6 Equipment Co. 

12435 Euclid Avenue Cleveland, Ohio 44106 

Circle 62 on reader service card 

rT 'Degree 
ELECTRONICS 
ENGINEERING 

through HOME STUDY 
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE 
HOME STUDY COURSES IN 

Electronics Engineering Technology 
Electronics Engineering Mathematics 

Earn your Associate in Science Degree in 
Electronics Engineering and upgrade your 
status and pay to the engineering level. 
Complete college level courses in Elec- 
tronics Engineering. We're a forward 
looking school. Outstanding lesson ma- 
terial- thorough and easy to understand. 
Engineering taught on the basis of appli- 
cation and understanding rather than on 
the basis of memorization. Up to date 
in every respect. Acquire the knowledge 
and ability that means the difference 
between a low paying technician job and 
a high paying engineering position. Low 
tuition cost with low monthly payments. 
Free engineering placement service for 
our graduates. Write for free descriptive 
literature. Ask for bulletin R, no sales- 
man will call on you. 

COOK'S INSTITUTE 
O efecíronicd engineering 

Forest Hill Road 
P. 0. Boa 10634 

Jackson, Miss. 39209 
Established 1945 

Formerly Cook's School of Electronics 

Circle 63 on reader service card 

NO COMPETITORS 
Nobody else but EMC designs in so much value 

Full -view meter gives 
direct, clear -cut qual- 
ity indications. 

Compact, light- 
weight portabil- 
ity. Use it on the 
bench or in the 
field. 

Three heavy -duty 
controls for quick 
set -up of all tests. 
Check a fistful of 
tubes in the time 
it often takes to 
test one. 

12 slide switches for 
individual selection of 
tube pins provides 
versatility in testing, 
prevents obsolescence. 

Full comple- 
ment of sturdy 
sockets accepts 
cumpactron (12- 
pin). nuvistor, 
cover, 10 -pin. 
9 -pin, octal, 
!octal, and miniature 
tubes. 

Precise pro 
g r a m m i n g. 
Only one socket 
per tube -base 
configuration 
prevents acci- 
dental plug -in. 

THE MODEL 213 saves you time, energy, money u Checks for shorts, leakage, intermittents, and quality Tests 

all tube types including magic eye, regulator, and hi -fi tubes Checks each section of multi -purpose tubes sep- 

arately Gives long, trouble -free life through heavy -duty components, including permanently etched panel Your 

best dollar value in a tube tester. Available in high-impact bakelite case with strap: $35.40 wired; $22.90 in kit 
form. Wood carrying case (illustrated) slightly higher. 

t- 

EMC 
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION 

625 Broadway, New York 12, New York 
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E M C, 625 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y. 
Rush me FREE catalog describing all EMC 

value -loaded test instruments and name of 
local distributor. 

NAMF 

ADDRESS 

CITY TONE STAT 

1 

w 
¢i _ 

irons, solder pots, ovens, etc. Expanded 
mirror scale covers a range between 
400 F. and 900 F. The Centigrade scale is 
divided into easy -to -read 5 increments 
and the Fahrenheit scale is spaced into 

10 increments. The Loner meter has a 

thermoplastic protective cover and a gen- 
eral- purpose thermocouple probe with a 

5 -foot cable is included. -Edsyn, Inc., 
15954 Arminta St., Van Nuys, Calif. 91406. 

Circle 40 on reader service card 

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR KITS, mod- 
els 816 -A and 816 -B. The 816 -A has 8- 
digit input and 16 -digit output while the 
816 -B has both 16 -digit input and output. 
Both feature leading zero suppression, 
digital output, adjustable fixed -decimal 
system, automatic error -detection circuit, 

and operation with a constant. Can be put 
together by a beginner in less than 10 
hours. The 816 -A kit for $159.88; $245.00 
assembled. The 816 -B kit for $174.50; 
$269.80 assembled. -Micro In- 
strumentation & Telemetry Systems 
(MITS), 2016 San Mateo, N.E., Albu- 
querque, N.M. 87110. 

Circle 41 on reader service card 

SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT, model AS -103, 
uses the three AR -3a drivers in a sealed 
acoustic -suspension enclosure to deliver 
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IC TESTER 

(continued from page 36) 

Testing 
Plug the Digi -Dyna -Check into a 

120 -volt, 60-Hz supply and turn on the 
power switch. Adjust R5 on the 
perfboard to obtain exactly 5 volts at 

the output of the regulated power sup- 
ply. This should be measured with a 

16-CONDUCTOR 
CABLE 

DIP PLUG 

CLIP 1 

LEAD NO. 1 

FIG. 10- ADAPTER CABLE consists of 16 -pin 
plug and clamp and is used for in- circuit testing 
of DIP -type integrated circuits. 

VTVM, an FET input voltmeter, or 
other similar high input- impedance de- 
vice. With all matrix sliders in the neu- 
tral position, only the pilot lamp should 
be on. Move sliders 1 thru 20 to position 

1 (ground). None of the lamps should 
light. All IC test socket pins and binding 
posts W thru Z should be shorted together 
and at ground level. (Check with an 
ohmmeter). Move all sliders to position 
2 ( + 5V). All sixteen readouts should be 
on. All DIP test socket pins and binding 
posts W thru Z should be at +5- volts. 
Move all sliders to position 3 (Step). All 
socket pins should be at logical 0 to- 
gether with binding posts W thru Z. De- 
pressing the STEP button should cause 
all lamps to turn on and bring all socket 
pins and binding posts W thru Z to logi- 
cal 1. Releasing the STEP button should 
return everything to their initial states. 
Move all sliders to position 4 (Step). Ev- 
erything should behave as the inverse of 
that described for position 3. Move all 
sliders to position 5 (Clock). All lamps 
should glow at half brilliance due to the 
50% duty cycle of the square wave clock 
output. A 50 kHz square wave should 
be present at all DIP test socket pins 
and at binding posts W thru Z. With all 
sliders at position 6 (Clock) you should 
see the inverse of that observed for po- 
sition 5. Wave forms in positions 5 and 
6 can be observed with a scope at bind- 
ing posts W thru Z. Moving any of the 

sliders to any of the four positions 7 thru 
10 should connect their corresponding 
circuits to binding posts A thru D, re- 
spectively. 

If everything described here checks 
out A -OK, you're ready to use your 
Digi -Dyna -Check to check IC's. R -E 

BUILD A SOLID -STATE LASER 
Our June cover feature presents 
complete construction details of a 
solid -state laser. It's both easy and 
inexpensive to build. If you've been 
waiting for a low -cost low -power 
"safe" laser to experiment with you 
won't want to miss the June issue of 
Radio -Electronics. 

People In Trouble 
Need Your 

UNITED GIFT 

If you don't do it, 
It won't get done 

TV TUNER SERSIICE 
VHF, UHF, FM or IF-Subchassis... 

... All Makes 

g(if1rf... 
b 

Tast 8hr. Service! 

You owe it to yourself 
to try P.T.S. We are the fastest growing, oldest 
and now the largest tuner service company in the 
world. Here is what you get. 

1. Fastest Service -8 hr. -in and out the same 
day. Overnight transit to one of our six plants, 
for parts, tuners or IF- modules. 

2. All tuners cleaned inside and out, repaired, 
realigned and air tested. 

3. On IFmodules all stages checked, all traps set 
with high calibre test equipment. 

4. Fine Quality! Your customers are satisfied and 
you are not bothered with returning your units 
for rework! 

5. Lower Cost! Up to $5.50 less than other tuner 
companies! 

6. Friendly, helpful personalized service! 

1 YEAR GUARANTEE 

LIKE TO DO IT 

PTS makes all tuner parts available to you. 

Send one dollar (redeemable) for our TUNER RE- 
PLACEMENT GUIDE AND PARTS CATALOG 

FIRST TO OFFER 365 -DAY GUARANTEE! 
COLOR -BLACK & WHITE -- TRANSISTOR TUNERS - 

ALL MAKES 
GUARANTEED COLOR ALIGNMENT - 

NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE 

YOURSELF? 

60 pages of top information Blow -up of all 
tuners Largest exact tuner replacement guide 

Antenna Coil Replacement Guide Multi -fit 
Replacement Tuner Shaft Guide 

We offer you finer, faster... 

For fastest sere¢e, send faulty unit with tubes. shields and all broken paris to 

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC. 

HOME OFFICE- 
SOUTHEAST- 
WEST COAST- 
EAST- 
SOUTHWEST- 
MOUNTAIN- 

VHF UHF-FM 

OAST- 
EAST- 
SOUTHWEST- 
MOUNTAIN- 

VHF -UHF -FM $ 9.95 
UV -COMBO $16.95 
IF- MODULE $12.50 

Major Parts charged at Net Price 

CUSTOMIZED REPLACEMENTS AVAILABLE 
FOR $12 95 UP (NEW OR REBUILT) 

P.O. Box 272 -Bloomington, Ind. 47401 
P.O. Box 6771 -Jacksonville, Fla. 32205 
P.O. Box 41354- Sacramento, Calif. 95841 
P.O. Box 3189 -Springfield, Mass. 01103 
P.O. Box 7332 -Longview, Tex. 75601 
P.O. Box 4145- Denver, Colo. 80204 

Circle 67 on reader service card 
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YOU 

CAN HAVE 

TOMORROW'S 

IGNITION ON 

YOUR CAR TODAY 
Proven by over 100,000 in 
for over five years. 

Don't accept "as good as" there are 
none. 

Unusual 
tools, hard- 

to-find items. 

Send for 
fr ee catalog! 

operation 

Write Today for Literature svaso .1111" 
RESEARCH AND MFG. CO. 
CONSHOHOCKEN PA.19428 

Circle 68 on reader service card 

Diversifi 
collection- 

, 

tools of all kinds 
-- _,_recision instruments 

essential shop items 

...convenient 
one -stop shopping 

from your desk. 

NC 
National Camera 

"Dept. GBA 

Englewood, Colorado, 80110 

Circle 69 on reader service card 

Why pay an answering 
service when you can 

own your own? 
Dictaphone has a machine to 
make sure you never lose an- 
other cent through a missed 
phone call or a garbled mes- 
sage. In fact, we have a whole 
line of them. 

They're called Ansafones. You can buy one outright 
or possibly lease it for about what you're paying your 
answering service now.And itworksforyou 24 hours 
a day. 7 days a week. 
Call thistoll -free number:800- 243 -6000. From Conn. 
call 1-800-243-6000. Or send the coupon below. 

*Dictaphone 
Box L -5 -34, 120 Old Post Road, Rye, New York 10580 

Please send me full details of the Ansafone line. 

Name 

Company 

Address 

Phone 

City _ State__ _Zip Code 

I- 
Ansafone and Dictaphone are registered trademarks of Dictaphone Corp. 

Circle 70 on reader service card 
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J 

LOCATE SHORTS WITHOUT A 
SMOKE TEST 

When checking out a new piece of 
industrial electronics equipment the 
first item on the agenda is to look for 
shorts in the wiring. An ohmmeter will 
readily indicate a short in one of the 
various power leads. Which lead or 
leads from the various branches can be 
determined by the process of elimina- 
tion by unsoldering one at a time. If two 
or more are shorted it gets rough. 

A much simpler and less messy 
method is to leave the ohmmeter con- 
nected (as a current source), and use a 
HP 428 (or equivalent) clip -on dc mil - 
liammeter. The arrow on the clip -on- 

LEAVE IT 
UNPLUGGED 
DURING TESTS. 

POWER 
SUPPLY 
AC OR DC 

CLIP -ON- 
CURRENT PROBE 

OHMMETER 

HP 428 
CLIP- ON 
MILLIAMME TER 

SHORT CIRCUIT 

probe even indicates in which direction 
the short is located. With more than one 
short, the current merely divides itself 
according to the conductances of the 
shorts. The method works equally well 
with shielded wires, since they don't 
have appreciable effectiveness at dc fre- 
quencies. The clip -on- milliammeter 
does depend upon an ac "carrier" for its 
operation, so currents in shielded wires 
may appear. lower than expected. But, 
remember, it's shorts we're looking for, 
not current readings. -Roy A. McCar- 
thy, K6EA W 

REMOVING TV TUNER TUBES 
The next time you have difficulty 

removing a TV tuner tube because of a 
fixed shield, try making a tube puller 
from a 2 -inch piece of black plastic 
tape. Stick each end to an exposed area 
of the tube and move the tube from side 
to side while pulling upward. 

If the tuner assembly is removed, 
the tube can be easily removed by in- 
serting a small screwdriver through 
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clean response and low distortion. Re- 
sponse is 30 to 20,000 Hz. The 12 -in. 
woofer provides bass down to 30 Hz 
with very low distortion. Hemispherical 
dome midrange and tweeter, combined 
with crossover network. Separate output 
level controls on rear of cabinet for both 
midrange and tweeter allow the user to 
tailor the sound to suit acoustic environ- 
ment. Oiled walnut cabinet. $189.95 - 
Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Mich. 
49022. 

Circle 100 on reader service card 

ELECTRONIC IGNITION SYSTEM, Mark 
Ten B, capacitive- discharge ignition. 
Patented circuitry extends the spark dura- 
tion during starting and idle modes. 
Mounts on the firewall. Ten -minute instal- 
lation. Operates from any 12 -volt negative - 
ground electrical system. Reduces com- 
bustion contaminants, provides instant 

starts in all weather, increases engine per- 
formance and eliminates three out of four 
tune -ups. Two -piece aluminum housing 
has neoprene seals for dust and moisture 
protection. Comes with switch for instant 
return to standard ignition -Delta Prod- 
ucts, Inc., P.O. Box 1147, Grand Junction, 
Colo. 81501. 

Circle 42 on reader service card 

VEHICLE ALARM, Ear Smasher. Police 
and emergency type sound produces a re- 
petitive, penetrating, yelping scream when 

activated. Available now in car alarm kits 6 
and 12 volts. -Universal Security In- 
struments, Inc., 1315 E. Pratt St., Balti- 
more, Md. 21231. 

Circle 43 on reader service card 

ALL -CHANNEL ANTENNA, model J -283X. 
82- channel TV -FM antenna for seashore, 
high wind, and industrial areas provides 6- 

to 7 -dB gain on channels 2 through 6, 8- to is made of seamless aluminum tubing. 
10-dB gain on channels 7 through 13, and Ends are sealed to lock out moisture. All 

parts protected by anti- corrosion finish. 
Withstands hurricane force winds, heavy 
ice loading and corrosive salt air. Output 
is matched to 75 -ohm coaxial cable. 
Front -to -back ratio is 18 dB at vhf and 20 
dB at uhf. Beamwidth 70° in vhf low band, 
45° in vhf high band and 55° for uhf chan- 
nels. $150.00. -Jerrold Electronics Corp., 
401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19105. 

Circle 44 on reader service card 

6- to 8 -dB gain on most commonly used 
uhf channels. FM gain is 5 dB. The J -283X 

Give Happiness 
The United Way 

EPDXY RECTIFIERS 

FIRST GRADE 

1A -1000 PIV 

5 for $100 

A122 

SLIDE 
SWITCHES 
12 for $100 

All types, SPDT, DPDT, etc. A106 

TRANSISTOR 
REPAIR KIT 

$100 
Includes resistors, condensers, 
transistors, transformers and var- 
ious & sundry parts used to repair 
transistor radios, walkie- talkies, 
tape recorders. etc. 

A107 

RADIO & 
HI -FI KNOBS 

100 for $100 
All different types, shapes & 
colors. Some with set screws, 
others for knurled shafts. A112 

-G":171- 
PRECISION 
RESISTORS 

All 1%, 1/2 watts & 
I watts. From low to 
high ohmages. 

A113 

60 
for 

$100 

BARRIER 
TERMINAL 
BLOCKS 

20assorted for $100 
These are seconds from 2 -14 
terminals. Some screws missing. 
All functional. A126 

4 for $104 

Standard, for 11AG fuses. A129 

NC18S 100 PC. GIANT id 
PACK OF qj 

ASSORTED 
TRANSISTORS 

Silicon Planar if lif 
Untested, RPR & PSP. 

Power. Audio, RF. 
loo for $1.98 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Terms: Minimum order $3.00. 
Include postage. Either full pay- 
ment with order or 20% deposit, 
balance C.O.D. 
FREE CATALOG 

BARGAIN 

BONANZA 

EDLIE 
HIGHEST QUALITY 

KITS 
ONLY NEW 
PRODUCTS 

EXCELLENT MIXTURE 
FULL YEAR GUAR. 

RADIO & TV RECEIVING 
TUBES 

Acquired from U.S. 
Defense depots or re- 
moved from equip- 
ment (new and used). 
These are laboratory 
tested and guaran- 
teed for one full year. 
Most are of such 
standard makers as 
RCA, GE, etc. 

3 Tubes for $1.00 
1L4, 1S4, 1S5, 1U4, 3A3, 
3AV6, 3BC5, 3DK6, 3DT6, 
304, 4BN6, 4BZ7, 4DE6, 
5AN8, 5AS8, 5AT8, 5CQ8, 
6AG5, 6AH4, 6AM6, 6AN5, 
6AF9, 6AU5, 6AV5, 6AX4, 
6AY3, 6AX5, 6AZ8, 68C5, 
6BG6, 6BH6, 6BR8, 6CG7, 
6CG8, 6CH8, 6CL8, 6CM7, 
6CW5, 6DR7, 6DS5, 6DQ6, 
6078, 6DW4, 60X8, 6EB8, 
6E17, 6EM5, 6EM7, 6EV7, 
6FQ7, 6GF7, 6GH8, 6HB7, 
6HS5, 6J6, 6JC6, 6JE6, 6JW8, 
6JM6, 6156, 6K6, 6LE8, 6LY8, 
6SV7, 6S4, 6V4, 6W4, 8CS7, 
8CX8, 8EB8, 10CW5, 100E7, 
12ÁZ7, 12EK6, 12EN6, 12GN7, 
13EM7, 17D4, 17D06, 171M6, 
17H3, 22DE4, 25C5, 25Z6, 27, 
28D7, 38HE7, 55. 

WRITE FOR 
FREE VALUE PACKED 

CATALOG 

BONUS 
FREE TRANSISTOR KIT 

for any $5.00 Kit purchase 

1/2 WATT CARBONS 

100 for $10° 
All standard ohmages, some 5 %. 
Standard makes. A150 

CARBON RESISTORS 

200 for $100 
Most with cut leads (long enough 
for soldering), some pre- formed. 
Most all 5% or 10 %. A136 

POWER RESISTORS 

Icurent- 
35 for $140 

Consists of standard makes such 
as Clarostat, Sprague, etc. As- 
sorted ohmages & wattages 

A109 

DISC CAPACITORS 

Wr% 
60 for $100 

Assorted capacitances from .0001 
to .1. Different voltages, mostly 
600 volts N.P.O. N750. A140 

Iol0=0;:lkM 

MINIATURE TRANSISTOR 
ELECTROLYTES 

12 for $100 
Some axial leads, some vertical 
mount, mixed capacitances and 
mixed voltages. A121 

1 WATT CARBON 
RESISTORS 

70 for 900 
All standard ohmages, some 5 %. 
Standard makes. A145 

MINIATURE 

POTS 

12 for $100 
Used in transistor and miniature 
applications. A141 

4kk 
CRYSTALS 
6 for $100 

Some for receiving or transmit- 
ting; some CB, some Ham, some 
business band, in different type 
holders. A144 

RELAYS 

4 for $100 
Assorted types, from 6 volts to 
110 volts. Some sell for as much 
as $10.00. A155 

EDLIE ELECTRONICS, I NIC. 2700 A HEMPSTEAD TPKE., LEVITTOWN, N.' 11756 
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IT'S 
EASY TO 

ASSEMBLE 
A SCHOBER 
ORGAN ! CONSOLETTE II 

ORGAN 

11040 

Includes easy to assemble 
walnut console kit. Amplifier, 

speaker system, optional 
accessories extra. 

You couldn't touch an organ like this in a store 
for less than $1800 -and there never has been 

an organ of the Consolette II's graceful small 
size with 22 such pipelike, versatile voices, five - 
octave big -organ keyboards, and 17 pedals! It 
sings and schmaltzes for standards, pops, old - 
time favorites, speaks with authority for hymns 
and the lighter classics, all with a range of vari- 
ety and satisfying authenticity you've never found 
before in an instrument under church or theatre 
size. If you've dreamed of an organ of your own, 
to make your own beautiful music, even if your 
home or budget is limited, you'll get more joy 
from a Schober Consolette II than any other 
"home size" organ -kit or no kit. 

You can learn to play it. And you can build it, 
from Schober Kits, world famous for ease of as- 

sembly without the slightest knowledge of elec- 
tronics or music, for design and parts quality 
from the ground up, and - above all - for the 
highest praise from musicians everywhere. 

Send right now for the full -color Schober catalog, 
containing specifications of all five Schober Or- 

gan models, beginning at $499.50. No charge, no 

obligation. If you like music, you owe yourself a 

Schober Organ! 

r RE-1021 

The e7Gl204.4 Organ Corp., Dept. 

43 West 61st Street, New York, N.Y. 10023 

D Please send me Schober Organ Catalog. 

Enclosed please find $1.00 for 12 -inch L.P. 
record of Schober Organ music. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE _ZIP 
L 

Circle 65 on reader service card 
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new lit 

All booklets, catalogs, charts, 
data sheets and other litera- 
ture listed here with a Reader 
Service number are free for 
the asking. Turn to the Reader 

Service card on page 111 and 
circle the numbers of the 
items you want. Then mail the 

postage -paid card. 

SCIENCE, OPTICS & ELECTRONICS CATA- 
LOG, No. 722, lists 4,000 unusual bargains for 
hobbyists, experimenters, science and crafts 
enthusiasts, students, gardeners and workshop 
buffs. Everything from air pollution testing 
equipment to zoom binoculars, illustrated with 
charts and diagrams, including tools, games, 
puzzles, rockets, microscopes, telescopes, pho- 
tographic attachments, black -light equipment, 
lighting products, and kits for youngsters to use 
for science -fair projects.- Edmund Scientific 
Co., 380 Edscrop Bldg., Barrington, N.J. 08007. 

Circle 45 on reader service card 

OSCILLOSCOPES CATALOG, No. 5, 7/71, a 
14 -page test equipment booklet presents the 
line of oscilloscopes and a curve tracer. These 
scopes, with built -in TV field and line triggering, 
find special application in TV service. Single - 
trace, dual- trace, and dual -beam scopes are 
shown. Fully illustrated. List of Field Engineering 
offices where technical assistance may be ob- 
tained.- Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaver- 
ton, Ore. 97005. 

Circle 46 on reader service card 

TECHNIQUES FOR REPAIRING ELECTRONIC 
ASSEMBLIES, Bulletin No. 700 -005. Most re- 
cent booklet in the series concerns "Notations 
on Solder Joint Removal, Conformal Coating 
Removal, Component Lead Forming ". High- 
lighted are applications and illustrated proce- 
dures for the removal of specific types of solder 
joints and conformal coatings. This 24 -page 
booklet is fully illustrated with photos and dia- 
grams. Request on company letterhead. -Pace 
Inc., 9329 Fraser St., Silver Spring, Md. 20910. 

Circle 47 on reader service card 

REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS CATALOG, 
No. 100, 1972. This fully illustrated 68 -page 
catalog of replacement components for radio 
and TV includes resistors, fusing devices, circuit 
breakers, sockets, convergence controls, ser- 
vice accessories, electronic chemicals, audio 
cables, adapters for hi -fi and cassette tape 
recorders, battery holders and prototype kit 
components. Available free to qualified distribu- 
tors, service technicians and experimenters. - 
Workman Electronic Products, Inc., Box 3828, 
Sarasota, Fla. 33578. 

Circle 48 on reader service card 

Write direct to the manufacturers for informa- 
tion on item listed below: 

REPLACEMENT PARTS CATALOG, four pages 

NEW 
for 

ENGINEERS TOOL KIT KE6 

A complete service kit - for Se- 
curity Installers, Data Terminal Re- 
pair, Business Machines, and Coin 
Operated Equipment Service - 10 
different kits to choose from - 
10 pc to 160 pcs kit - Custom Kits 
available to your specs from our 
inventory of 5,000 plus items - 

TECHNI-TOOL, INC. 
Vila ARCM T., PHILA., PENNA. 

p ZIP CODE: 11o7-rr157 LO 13-4457 p 

Circle 66 on reader service card 

on solid -state replacement and renewal parts for 
color TV receivers including SOLID -TUBES, car- 
tridges and multipliers. Lists solid state SOLID - 

TUBE high voltage rectifiers, focus rectifiers and 
damper diodes, silicon and selenium focus car- 
tridges, diagrams showing dimensional draw- 
ings and socket connections for SOLID -TUBE solid 
state replacements of vacuum tubes with maxi- 
mum ratings for pulse rectifier service. -Elec- 
tronic Devices, Inc. (EDI), 21 Gray Oaks Ave., 
Yonkers, N.Y. 10710. 

ELECTRONICS CATALOG, 1971. 10,000 items 
described in this 64 -page general catalog. In- 
cluded are batteries, capacitors, controls, resis- 
tors, semiconductors, switches and timers plus 
new security systems, cassette recorders and 
cassette recording tapes. Available from autho- 
rized distributors.- Mallory Distributor Products 
Co., Div. P. R. Mallory & Co., 101 South Parker, 
Indianapolis, Ind. 46201. R -E 
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holes in the base of the shield and 
gently prying upward.- Admiral Service 
News Letter 

X -RAYS TRACE PC BOARDS 
An article ( "Surplus Printed Circuit 

Boards Give That Professional Touch," 
Clement S. Pepper, October, 1966) 
shows how to trace the circuits on sur- 
plus PC boards so you can adapt them 
to your needs. There is a much simpler 
scheme open to doctors, X -ray tech- 
nicians and others with access to X -ray 
equipment. 

About fifteen of the small boards 
can be lined up on a single 14 x 17 inch 
sheet of X -ray film. One X -ray picture 
shows both sides of the board. The large 
negative can be cut apart so shots of the 
individual boards can be enlarged and 
printed. The wiring and components 
become clear as shown.- Arthur B. Ce- 
cil, Jr. 

RENOVATING EQUIPMENT 
CABINETS 

IN ONE EASY LESSON 
Metal cabinets for electronic 

equipment are expensive and for this 
reason many projects are forced to go 
nude. How does one go about applying 
the finishing touch to the gear without 
finishing the wallet at the same time? 

At one hamfest this past summer I 

managed to pick up three very nice cab- 
inets, worth over twenty five dollars, for 
$1.75. They didn't look like much when 
I got them. The previous owners had 
added several holes which the manufac- 
turer had not intended and then pro- 
ceeded to remove about half of the 
paint by various methods and over a pe- 
riod of years. Had you seen them you 
would have understood why I had no 
competition in buying them. 

The first step in renovation was to 
strip each down to the bare metal. Paint 
remover followed by sandpaper and el- 
bow grease in the time honored manner 

try this one 

is the best route here. 
Next was a trip to a local auto sup- 

ply store for a can of epoxy /fiberglass 
body filler. Several layers of masking 
tape were applied behind each un- 
wanted hole as backing and filler was 
spread across each hole as evenly as 
possible. Using a putty knife or straight 
edge, the filler was leveled off slightly 
above the surrounding area and allowed 
to cure per directions on the can. When 
cured the filler was filed and sanded 
level (a belt sander works wonders). 

The tape may now be removed, it hav- 
ing now served its purpose. 

The cabinet may now be spráyed 
with whatever finish you might desire. I 
prefer a wrinkle finish because it hides 
my mistakes. Hammertone or plain 
enamel would do as well if you apply 
slightly more effort to the sanding pro- 
cess. 

The total cost of all three cabinets, 
in new condition, amounted to less than 
$4.25, or about one half the price of one 
new one.- William P. Turner R -E 

CHANNELLOCK 
Gives You More In Hand Tools Including 

"Look Before You Buy" 
PATENTED FEATURES 

Cutaway view shows exclusive 

CHANNELLOCK undercut, non- 

slip design. 

Smooth wor mg, machined 
UNDERCUT mating parts. The 

greater your grip, the greater 

the lock-action. A patented 
CHANNELLOCK exclusive. 

Reinforcing fla ge practically 
eliminatesstr se breakage. 
Another patented CHANNEL- 
LOCK exclusive. 

And here you see only two of many reasons why CHANNEL- 
LOCK, the original tongue -'n- groover, outsells them all. It's 
better designed, better made, better working. How to distinguish 
CHANNELLOCK from its imitators? Look for the CHANNELLOCK 
trade mark on the handle. Not there? Go elsewhere. You'll be 
glad you did. 

YOURS FOR THE ASKING. Our tool -guide catalog. Write us. 

MEADVILLE, PA. 16335 
Circle 71 on reader service cart/ 
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FREE 

For the 

man in 

TYMETER' 
Tome Ar AGlance" 

DIGITAL CLOCKS 

electronics 
1972 rteeER CATALOG 

apOUR GREAT SELECTIONS! 
Send for this reliable buying guide 
to carefully selected: Amateur 
Gear Stereo Hi -Fi Electronic - 

Kits CB Radio Tape Recording 
Electronic Parts Antennas 

Tubes Transistors Tools 
Books Test Equipment 
Count on TRIGGER for the best in 
electronics. Get our FREE Catalog. 

SEND FOR IT TODAY! r- 
I- TRIGG, D 

I 7361 NortER h 
Electron 
Ave., River 

ics 
Forestep1. , III. 6RE 

-5 
0305 

I Send FREE 1972 TRIGGER Catalog 

Name 
PLEASE PRINT 

Address 

City State Zip 
-I 

Circle 72 on reader service card 

DIGITAL 
CLOCK MOVEMENTS 
#130..12 HOUR #131..24 HOUR 

DIGITS RESETTABLE INDIVIDUALLY 

Available in 50, 60 cy., all voltages, AC. UL 

approved motor, cord. One Yeor Guarantee. 

Tymeter t90 
Direct Read - 
Out Interval 
TIMER 

by seconds, 
minutes, t/4 hr., 
t/2 hr, hour 

Complete Line of Count -Up and 
Count -Down Digital Computen 

CATALOG ON REQUEST 

PENNWOOD NUMECHRON CO. 
TYMETER ELECTRONICS 

1249 FRANKSTOWN AVE , PITTSBURGH, PA. 15208 

Circle 73 on reader service card 

THE ENTIRE 
WORLD OF 

CCTV 
AT YOUR 
FINGERTIPS 

Only $3.75 
Detailed descriptions, 

specifications, illustrations of 
all the CCTV products cameras 

(from low cost, lightweight units to color 
viewfinder cameras). VTR's monitors, vidicons 

lenses, video tape. Information on specific 
installations, suggested hook ups - everything to help 

you accomplish the best closed circuit TV system for your needs. tftf--- -- ----- - Mil -- -S ME /C7 GBC Closed Circuit TV, 74 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10011 RE -5 -72 

I Gentlemen: Please send me the 1972 GBC Closed Circuit TV Encyclopedia. 
Enclosed is my check ( ) or money order ( ) for $3.75. I understand that 
this sum will be refunded with my first order. 

1 

1 

Company 1 
Name ' 
Address ' 

imCity Sryte Zip t- ttttlf I= INEM11=111111111111MIIIIMMM1111111=111MIMIMININI 
Circle 74 on reader service card 
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ACTIVE ANTENNAS 

(continued from page 79) 

tenna gain is the criterion of the obtain- 
able field -strength sensitivity of a re- 
ceiving system. With an active antenna 
the amplification is an additional source 
of gain. Therefore, the gain of an active 
antenna has to be defined as an overall 
gain that is the product of antenna gain 
and internal amplification gain. The Al- 
pha-3 is designed for a good signal -to- 
noise ratio. and not for a high gain, 
which can easily be obtained by ampli- 
fication in the receiver. In fact, the am- 
plification of the active antenna must 
not be too high or it will cause non- 
linear effects in modern (sensitive) car 
receivers. On the other hand amplifica- 
tion has to be high enough to show a 
considerable improvement in the sig- 
nal -to -noise ratio for an ' older (in- 
sensitive) receiver. Therefore, the am- 
plification was adjusted to provide an 
antenna voltage 10 to 15 dB higher than 
that of a conventional whip antenna in 
both the AM and FM bands. This value 
was measured with both antennas in the 
same location mounted on a car. 

For a comparison of antenna 
height and location the Alpha -3 and 
four common models of vertical whip 
antennas are shown in Fig. 6. Extensive 
driving tests were made in comparing 
these various whip antennas with the 
active antenna. The results of these 
measurements for the signal -to -noise 
ratio of the various whip antennas in 
comparison to the active antenna are 
shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. 

Taking all the measurements that 
are plotted in Fig. 8 into account, we 
can say that in spite of the small an- 
tenna height of the Alpha -3 the signal - 
to -noise ratio of the active antenna is 
equivalent to that of the average con- 
ventional receiving system '(a whip an- 
tenna and a modern receiver) for the 
AM -band. 

Similar measurements comparing 
the signal -to -noise ratio in the FM- 
band are shown in Fig. 9. The curve in 
Fig. 9 illustrates that the S/N of the ac- 
tive antenna is considerably higher than 
the S/N of a whip antenna mounted in 
its optimum position (antenna No. 1 in 
Fig. 6). 

There are two main reasons for this 
improvement in signal -to -noise ratio: 

FIG. 7- EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT of the active an- 
tenna. Low -pass and band -pass filters separate 
AM and FM signals before amplification. 

FIG. 8- SIGNAL -TO -NOISE CURVES (right 
middle) compare whip antennas mounted in 
four positions (Fig. 7) to the active antenna on 
the LW, AM broadcast and 49 -meter SW broad- 
cast bands. Curves 4 -a, 4-b, and 4 -c are for an- 
tenna in position 4 extended to 39, 33, and 26 

inches, respectively. 

FIG. 9- ACTIVE ANTENNA (right) signal -to- 
noise ratio approaches 10 dB in center of FM 

band when compared to a 43 -inch whip in posi- 
tion No. 1. 
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I. Noise optimization due to the 
band filter design in the FM- range. 

2. Optimum positioning of the an- 
tenna in relation to the signal wave - 
field in the vicinity of the conductive ve- 
hicle body. 

To get an optimum signal -to -noise 
ratio and the maximum amount of de- 

(continued on page 91) 

Can the 
EVX-4 
4- Channel 
Decoder 
face up 
to records 
encoded for 
Columbia SO, 
Sansui, 
Dyna, and all 
the rest? 

Yes. Listen. Play "their" best 
demonstration records through the 
EVX-4 or the E -V 1244X add -on 
decoder /stereo amplifier. 

In most cases you'll hear little or 
no difference. Some reco°ds may 
even sound better to you : hrough 
our decoder than through theirs! 
How can this be? Because you're 
listening to music ... not ping -pong 
or algebra. And our decoding is 
basic. 

STEREO -4TM decoders an do the 
best ob at the lowest cos: for all 
4- channel matrix records and FM 
broadcasts. Not to mention how well 
they enhance your presert stereo 
records, tapes, and FM. 

But don't take our word for it. 
Listen carefully. Make your own 
discovery that "their" records can 
make the best case for "our" 
decoders! 

EVX- 
Stereo- Decoder 
$59.53 suggested 
resale 

a CiUlbOt1 
C O M P A N Y 

E -V 1244X 
Decoder /Sreo Amplifier 
$149.95 suggested resale 

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC., Dept. 524E, 
613 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 45107 
In Canada, EV of Canada, Lid.. 345 Herbert 
In Euooe E eclro Vo ca, 5.A.. Lyss Suasse 55.2560 Nidaue Swi erla nd 
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FROM KIT TO CAR 
IN 80 MINUTES! 

Electronic ignition is "in ". Update your car 
with the TOPS in power, efficiency and re- 
liability - the TIGER SST capacitive dis- 
charge ignition (CD). 
The TIGER delivers everything other CD's 
promise - and more: quicker starting, more 
power, more gas mileage, tune -ups eliminated 
lifetime plugs and points, reduced repairs 
and pollution. 
The TIGER can be built and installed in 
your car in 80 minutes. The TIGER is 
unique! Errors in construction or incorrect 
installation will not harm the TIGER or the 
engine. The TIGER will not operate under 
either condition. 
The TIGER comes with a switch for TIGER 
or standard ignition for 12V negative ground 
only. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
or Money Back. 

Simpli -Kit $29.95 - Assembled $39.95 
POST PAID 

Send check or money order with order to: 

Star Corporation 
DEPT. R, P. O. Box 1946 

Grand Junction, Colorado 81501 
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ELECTRONIC 
TECHNICIANS! 
Raise your professional standing 
and prepare for promotion! Win 

your diploma in 

ENGINEERING 
MATHEMATICS 
from the Indiana Home 

Study Institute 
We are proud to announce two great 

new courses in Engineering Mathematics 
for the electronic industry. 

These unusual courses are the result of 
many years of study and thought by the 
President of Indiana Home Study, who 
has personally lectured in the classroom 
to thousands of men, from all walks of 
life, on mathematics, and electrical and 
electronic engineering. 

You will have to see the lessons to ap- 
preciate them! 

NOW you can master engineering 
mathematics and actually en ¡oy doing it! 

WE ARE THIS SURE: you sign no 
contracts -you order your lessons on a 
money -back guarantee. 

In plain language, if you aren't satis- 
fied you don't pay, and there are no 
strings attached. 

Write today for more information and 
your outline of courses. 

You have nothing to lose, and every- 
thing to gain! 

The INDIANA 
HOME STUDY INSTITUTE 

Dept. RE -5, P.O. Box 1189, Panama City, Fla. 32401 
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Great Business 
Opportunity 

Run a Radio Shack Store Under Our 

"PARTNERS IN PROFIT" PLAN 
Apply Now for a Radio Shack 
Store! We're Willing to Bet On 
Your Future ... If You Are! 

Capitalize on your ability, share in the profit, 
enjoy big income -by going into business with 
us! Radio Shack needs 300 more stores nation- 
wide to meet the growing demand for its prod- 
ucts, and maybe YOU can take over a "Partners 
In Profit" store -perhaps right in your own com- 
munity! 

As our partner, you're backed by the training 
programs of a 50- year -old company and the best 
in creative marketing and advertising. 

Do your own hiring and control your own 
local costs and profits! A Security Deposit of 

CALL COLLECT 
OR WRITE: 

A. A. Bernabei, V.P. 

Radio Shack 

2617 W. 7th St. 

Ft. Worth, Tex. 76107 

PHONE: (817) 335 -3711 

$12. 20,000 gets you started. We pay all fixed 
costs -rent. real estate taxes, depreciation. 

So, here you have it -a business where you 
call most of the shots. You sell stereo, radios, 
walkie- talkies, hobby kits, test instruments, an- 
tennas, tools, batteries, wire, recorders and much 
more -Realistic, Science Fair, Archer, Micronta- 
all our exclusive, registered brands. 

You'll have the know -how of a thriving 1350 - 
store firm to back you up -and you'll enjoy the 
added prestige and security of our parent com- 
pany, the Tandy Corporation, an NYSE -listed, rec- 
ognized leader among firms in retailing. Act NOW! 

radio fhadc 
M A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY 

Dept REB -2 

Rush "Partners in Profit" Details to: 
Please Print 
Name Phone 

Street Apt # 
City State lip 
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new 
books 
WIRING THE WORLD -The Explosion in 
Communications, edited by Joseph New- 
man. U.S. News & World Report, Book 
Div., 2300 "N" Street N.W., Washington, 
D.C. 20037. 51/4 x 8 in. 207 pp. Softcover, 
$2.95. 

Easily understood by the general reader, 
and complete enough to be useful to special- 
ists, this book on the challenges and opportu- 
nities of cable television explains the nature 
and implications of the radical change that is 
coming in the communications life of the na- 
tion. Presents history of growth of CATV; 
description of how it works; analysis of its 
programming; advantages and disadvantages 
compared to broadcast TV; and describes 
government regulation of CATV. Illustrated 
with maps, charts, tables and photographs, 
plus an index. 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS MANUAL, by 
John Markus. McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 
W. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036. 83/4 x 
111/4 in. 988 pp. Hardcover, $19.75. 

Engineers, experimenters, hobbyists and 
students will appreciate this compendium of 
over 3,000 advanced circuit designs, each 
complete with values of all components, illus- 
trated and labeled. Similar circuits grouped 
together for easy comparison and browsing. 
Each entry contains complete abstract and ci- 
tation to the original article, book, report, or 
other source from which more information 
can be obtained, including foreign publica- 
tions and manufacturers' literature. Circuits 
such as automotive ignition, high- voltage, la- 
ser, magnetic tape, metal detector, tachome- 
ter, etc., are discussed. 

MUSIC MACHINES - AMERICAN STYLE, 
by Cynthia A. Hoover. Published for Nat'l. 
Museum of History and Technology by the 
Smithsonian Institution Press; available 
from Supt. of Documents, U.S. Gov't. 
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. 
Stock No. 4700 -0182. 81/2 x 101/2 in. 140 
pp. Softcover, $2.75. 

This illustrated program of the Smithso- 
nian exhibition surveys the development of 
music machines in America. It emphasizes 
the ways in which science and invention have 
affected the performer and his audience. The 
nostalgia produced by seeing old "crank" 
phonographs, reproductions for advertise- 
ments from long ago, the Victor stained -glass 
window showing "his master's voice," Bing 
Crosby during a 1935 broadcast, right up to 
the present rock bands with all their elec- 
tronic equipment, is an exciting experience to 
the musician, the technician, and the listener. 

R -E 

NEXT MONTH 
If you build the IC tester described in 

this issue you'll want to know how to 
use it. Next month Jack Cazes shows 
some of the tests you can perform 
using this instrument. 
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ACTIVE ANTENNAS 

(continued from page 89) 

FIG. 10- ACTIVE WHIP ANTENNA -the Beta - 
3-is just slightly more than 15 inches long. 

sired signal with a given antenna, the 
polarization of the antenna must be the 
same as the electric field strength of the 
incoming signal. With the high fre- 
quencies in the FM -range the incoming 
wave -field is greatly disturbed by the ir- 
regular shape of a vehicle's metal body 
(ground plane). This causes the elec- 
tromagnetic wave -field to become in- 
homogenous with an undefined polar- 
ization. A vertical whip antenna obtains 
its effective ground plane from a ve- 
hicle's metal body and extends with its 
upper part into the inhomogeneous 
range of the electromagnetic field. This 
means that the electric field lines will 
not be parallel to the whip antenna and, 
therefore, the upper part of the antenna 
provides only a small contribution to 
the total received signal power. In spite 
of this fact, a vertical whip antenna can- 
not be shortened for impedance rea- 
sons. A vertical whip antenna is a single 
element radiator, that is resonant at 
only one frequency and with decreasing 
antenna height the mismatch between 
the antenna and the receiver increases 
considerably. 

However, a very short antenna 
mounted vertically to the vehicle's body 
will always be parallel to the electric 
fieldlines. This means that the antenna 
will be optimum polarized with a po- 
larization that is effectively independent 
of the polarization that is being trans- 
mitted by a radio station. It is a well 
known fact that electric field lines are 
forced into a vertical position on the 
surface of a ground plane regardless of 
the original polarization of the wave - 
field. 

Cross -modulation 
Many tests were also conducted for 

cross -modulaion and interference-mod - 

ulation from combination frequencies. 

As with previous field testing, the active 
antenna was compared with the whip 
antennas in Fig. 6. The field tests were 
conducted near Munich, Germany, 
where the transmitting antennas from 
the AM stations Radio Munich and the 
US Armed Forces Network are very 
close to each other. Both of these sta- 
tions have a radiated power of 100 kW. 
When the test car was 0.62 mile (1 kilo- 
meter) from both of these transmitting 
antennas it was possible to pick up dis- 
tant stations without noticing any inter- 
ference from cross -modulation. In these 
field tests, cross -modulation was first 
noticed at 320 yards (300 meters) from 
one of the 100-kW transmitting an- 
tennas. Since similar results were ob- 
tained with the vertical whip antennas, 
the antennas were equal in this respect. 

In July of this year Fuba released a 
new electronic car antenna called Beta - 
3 (see Fig. 10). This new model is de- 
signed for mounting practically any- 
where on the body of an automobile 
and is suited for any style of automobile 
or vehicle. I understand, that the elec- 
tronic performance of Beta -3 complies 
with the principals already used with 
the Alpha -3. R -E 

JUNE 1972 -OP -AMPS AND YOU 
A new feature that shows a spectrum of 
op -amp applications that are so practical 
that you won't want to wait to try them. 

VEHICLE ALARMS 
and SIRENS 

DON'T BE LEFT OFF GUARD 
WITH LOW QUALITY, HIGH 

PRICED IMPORTS 

Big Name Imports offer 

BIG PRICES, 

SMALL QUALITY. 

U.S.I. offers American Quality and High 
Efficiency giving YOU no rejects, no re- 
turns, and much, much lower costs. If you 
use 6, 12 or 110 V Sirens or Vehicle Alarm 
Kits of ANY TYPE, get our prices today - 
our quality tomorrow. Fail -safe, full proof 
Protection. Send for Free Catalog today 
OR Write, Wire or Phone for quantity dis- 
counts. 

Universal Security 
Instruments, Inc. 

2829 POTEE STREET,BALT.MD.21231 
(301) 355 -9000 

"The World's Largest Manufacturer of 
American Made Vehicle Alarms" 
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BIRTHDAY 
SALE 

RAYTHEON TUBES (LIMITED) 
6BA11 5 for $5.00 
12GE5 5 for $5.00 

STANDARD COIL TUNERS (NEW) 
G.E. 86Z222 -5GX7 -3HQ5 56.956 
G.E. 23D23005 -2 -5GJ7 -3HQ5 ... $6.95@ 
G.E. 23D230069-2-5GJ7-3HQ5 $6.95@ 
G.E. Parallel ET 86X285 $6.95 
20 Assorted Mallory Controls $3.00 
25 Assorted Filters (Cans) $4.95 
1N34A Crystal Diodes 25 for $2.00 
6500 PIV Focus Rectifiers 3 for $2.00 
18.5 PIV Focus Rect. 3 for $2.79 
2.5 Amp. 1000 NV 25 for $4.95 
Sel. Boost Rectifiers 5 for $2.00 
Slide Switches Assorted 10 for $1.00 
Assorted Termial Strips 25 for $1.00 
Color CRT Harness 23 & 25" CRT . 5 for $2.00 
HV Anode Leads Color 5 for $2.00 
7 & 9 Pin Tube Sockets PC 20 for $1.00 
25 Assorted Knobs $1.00 
Shunt Reg. Hood Caps 2 for $ .98 
Delay Lines 2 for $1.00 
IRC-66Meg. HV Resistor 2 for $1.49 
Assorted Spaghetti 75 Pcs. for $1.00 
.01 mfd. 1KV (Disc with S.G ) .... 20 for $2.00 
100 mfd. 150 V. Axial Leads 6 for $1.49 
50 mfd. 150 V. Axial Leads 6 for $1.49 
500 mfd. 75 Volt Axial Leads 3 for $1.29 
Plate Caps Short Leads (6JE6 etc) 12 for $1.00 

YOKES COLOR 
Equiv. Y 109 -DY 95AC $7.9501 
Mag. 361290- DY92AC -Y110 $6.95@ 
Mag. 361340 -Equiv. Y133 $6.95@ 
Zenith 95 -2781 Equiv. Y132 $9.95@ 

PHONO EQUIPMENT 
Mono Tone Arms Turnover Cart..... $1.25@ 
Stereo Tone Arms Turnover Cart .... $1.59@ 
Cart. Equiv. Astatic 133 (Boxed) .... $3.19@ 
Car. Equiv. Astatic 142 (Boxed) $2.79@ 
Cart. Equiv. Sonotone 8T (Boxed) $2.98@ 
Cart. Equiv. Euphonies U -2 (Boxed) $3.590) 
Cart. Equiv. BSR SX5H $2.49@ 

MAGNAVOX FLYBACKS (Color) 
361375- 361411 -Equiv Fly 355 $7.95@ 

EMERSON COLOR FLYBACKS 
738223 $6.95@ 
739229A $6.9501 

MINIMUM ORDER $15.00 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

TUBES UP TO 80% OFF 

SEND CHECK OR 

MONEY ORDER 

TV TECH SPECIALS 

P.O. BOX 603 

Kings Park, L.I., New York 11754 
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A super 25V Color TV-new electronic calculator 

NEW Heathkit "Computer Tuner" - we've brought new digital technology 
to FM stereo for the man who knows his music 

NEW TO CONSUMER ELECTRONICS - pure digital design philosophy brings 
you one of the most fascinating and satisfying kits you'll ever build. Plus, 
a piece of precision audio gear that's already the talk of the stereo world. 
With the Heathkit AJ -1510 "Computer Tuner" you "keyboard" your FM sta- 
tion frequency and, if the broadcast is receivable, you hear it instantly. 
Numerical display tubes show your location on the FM spectrum. And the 
"Computer Tuner" automatically center -tunes for optimum reception! Gone 
are the knob, slide -rule frequency scale and tuning meter. A digital fre- 
quency synthesizer, employing phase -lock -loop techniques, does the tuning - with channel frequency accuracy better than 0.005 %. The preassembled 
varactor FM RF tuning unit (front end) uses field- effect transistors to pro- 
vide high sensitivity (less than 1.8 uV) and low cross modulation with no 

overload on strong signal local stations. The familiar mechanically -ganged 
variable capacitor has been replaced by varicaps (voltage variable capaci- 
tance diodes) to provide complete electronic tunability. An inductorless 
digital frequency discriminator of the pulse counting (averaging) type fol- 
lows two fixed -tuned five -pole LC IF filters thus eliminating all IF and 
discriminator adjustments while achieving distortion levels of 0.1 %. 

THREE TOTALLY DISTINCT PROGRAMMING MODES. Besides the exclusive 
keyboard tuning, you can select your FM with a sweep /scan mode. Push 
a button and the synthesizer counts down through the band, stopping at 
each station of listenable quality, or just stereo stations if you prefer. Or, 
you can pre -program your favorite frequencies on the computer -type punch 
cards included with the kit. Up to three cards can be inserted simultane- 
ously behind the hinged front panel with instant access to these stations 
via A, B, C pushbuttons. 
AUDIBLY SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE SPECS. Selectivity and IF rejection are 
better than 95 dB. Image and spurious rejection are better than 90 dB. 
Signal -to -noise ratio better than 65 dB, separation better than 40 dB. The 
55 ICs, 50 transistors and 50 signal diodes mount on 10 modules with seven 
plugging into a master board for maximum computer modularity. And that 
makes assembly even easier. Order your "Computer Tuner" and start en- 
joying the FM sound that only true digital technology can bring. 

Kit AJ -1510, "Computer Tuner" less cabinet, 23 lbs. 539.95* 
AJA- 1510 -1, optional pecan cabinet, 6 lbs. 24.95* 

The Heathkit AA -2004 Integrated Amplifier - 200 versatile watts 
for discrete or matrixed 4- Channel sound, and stereo or mono 

AA -2004 puts you right in the middle of the 4- channel excitement - with- 
out obsoleting all the stereo gear you already own. It serves up a block - 
busting 200 watts through four channels, with control versatility that lets 
you put the power into any format - mono, stereo, matrixed 4- channel, dis- 
crete 4- channel. 

IMPROVES WHAT YOU ALREADY OWN. Thanks to built -in matrix circuitry 
that decodes matrixed 4- channel recordings and 4- channel broadcasts, the 
AA -2004 lets you use your present turntable, tape equipment or tuner. Also, 
the decoder enhances your present stereo record & tape library, and con- 
ventional 2- channel FM broadcasts by feeding the "hidden presence" to 
rear speaker for an extremely satisfying 4- channel effect. 

PUTS YOU AHEAD OF TOMORROW'S DEVELOPMENTS. As discrete 4- channel 
media becomes more prevalent, the M-2004 is ready. Four conservatively 
rated and fully protected amplifiers produce 260 watts into 4 ohms (4x65), 
200 watts into 8 ohms (4x50), 120 watts into 16 ohms (4x30). Controls are 

provided for every source, mode and installation. Amplifier sections are 
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controlled in pairs with one complete stereo system for left & right front 
speakers and another for left & right rear - so your AA -2004 can be used 
to power two separate stereo systems if desired. With outputs for both 
main and remote speaker systems, it can be used to power two 4- channel 
systems (up to 8 speakers). 

PERFORMANCE SPECS YOU'D EXPECT FROM HEATH. Make your own com- 
parison of the AR- 2004's impressive specifications: Full power bandwidth 
on all channels from less than 5 Hz to more than 45 kHz for 0.25% total 
harmonic distortion. IM distortion less than 0.2 %. Damping factor greater 
than 100. Hum and noise -65 dB for phono, -75 dB for tape and aux. 

GOES TOGETHER WITH TRADITIONAL HEATHKIT SIMPLICITY. Plug -in circuit 
boards and preassembled wiring harnesses reduce point -to -point wiring - 
make the AA -2004 as much fun to build as it is to use. Get with the 4 -chan- 
nel revolution now. Order your Heathkit AA -2004. 

Kit AA -2004, 39 lbs., less cabinet 349.95* 

AAA -2004 -1, pecan cabinet, 7 lbs. 24.95* 
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-"computer Tuner-4-channel amp 
And 350 other exciting projects in the FREE Heathkit Catalog 
If you're not already into a Heathkit hobby, what's holding you back? Ask around 

and you'll find a Heathkit builder who can show you the rewards. You'll pay 

yourself back for your kitbuilding time with better products. Better in terms of 

price, value, performance specifications, and self- service features. And the Heath- 

kit line -up is bigger and better than ever. Including color TV, stereo /hi -fi, elec- 

tronic organs, home appliances, engine tune -up tools, radio control, shortwave, 
marine gear, instruments, hundreds more. They are all in the free '72 Heathkit 
Catalog. Send for yours now. 

NEW Heathkit Electronic Desk -Top Calculator - full - 
function, 8 -digit readout for a low, low kit price 
Approximately eight enjoyable hours of your time can give you that calcu- 
lator you've been wanting for home or office - at a price substantially 
below any assembled unit with comparable features. The new Heathkit 
2008 Electronic Calculator handles addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division with up to eight- figure totals displayed on extra -bright 1/2" seven - 
segment readout tubes. The 2008 accepts both positive and negative num- 
bers. Solves problems in either constant or chain operations. Simply push 
the K (constant) key and multiply or divide by one preselected number, re- 
lease the key and you can work a series of multiple -operation problems with 
the Calculator automatically displaying running sub -totals with each step. 

FOOLPROOF CREDIT BALANCER. The IC -2008 automatically displays a minus 
result to make credit balancing as easy as keying in the credit and debit 
columns in any sequence. Touch the total key and you have the result with 
no need to manually sub -total. You can balance the family checkbook in 

minutes! A thumbwheel sets the decimal in any one of seven fixed positions, 
or you can select the floating mode for decimal totals carried out to com- 
pletion. A ninth readout tube at the left of the display indicates plus or 
minus overflow, as well as a minus sign for negative results. A partial 

clearing key allows you to remove the 
preserving the rest of the problem. 

DEPENDABLE AMERICAN -MADE LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT is the 
"brain" of the Heathkit IC -2008 Calculator. Components mount on two 
roomy circuit boards for quick, neat construction. And you can wire your 
IC -2008 for either 120 or 240 VAC operation. Figure it out for yourself - 
the Heathkit IC -2008 is a great kit -form value. Take advantage of it today. 

Kit IC -2008, 11 lbs. 129.95* 

last entry from the circuitry while 

NEW Heathkit GR -900 25 V Color TV - the most technically advanced set we've ever offered 
13 SUB -KITS SIMPLIFY ASSEMBLY - and take you from the first circuit 
board through final alignment. The result is the largest color picture you 
can buy anywhere, with a complement of convenience controls found only 
on the world's most expensive receivers. A soldering iron and a few con- 
ventional hand tools are all you need to get your GR -900 together. We 

supply everything else. 

UHF /VHF DETENT POWER TUNING - heads up the impressive list of GR -900 
features. Push a button and you scan either UHF or VHF channels, in either 
direction, with detent action locking in on the 12 VHF and any 12 pre- 
selected UHF channels. 

NEW VOLTAGE -CONTROLLED VARACTOR UHF TUNER and a newly designed 
VHF tuner with MOS field effect transistor contribute to better fringe -area 
reception and increased sensitivity. A new angular tint control for "normal" 
or "wide angle" color demodulation minimizes tint and flesh tone change 
when you switch channels or when programs change. And check this list 
of deluxe features: "Instant on" with override; automatic fine tuning; ad- 
justable tone control; stereo /hi -fi audio output; automatic chroma control; 
adjustable video peaking; adjustable noise limiting; gated AGC; illuminated 
channel identification. For total armchair control, there's even an optional 
wireless remote control. 
EXCLUSIVE HEATH MTX -5 ULTRA -RECTANGULAR BRIGHT TUBE measures a 

full 25 inch diagonal, 315 sq. in. viewing area - has a specially etched face 
plate to cut glare, with each color dot projected against solid black back- 
ground for extra crispness. 

STATE -OF- THE -ART RELIABILITY. The modular solid -state design utilizes 46 
plug -in transistors, 57 diodes, and four ICs, with the majority of the cir- 
cuitry on plug -in boards. The built -in dot generator and tilt -out convergence 
panel are periodic adjustment aids you'll find only on Heathkit sets. And 
further, a built -in volt -ohm meter and simplified troubleshooting section 
in the manual permit self- servicing should the need ever arise. The '72 

Catalog lists four beautiful cabinets for the GR -900, plus the exciting new 
Custom Wall Mount that allows you to build the set into a wall. Brighten 
your life with Heathkit solid -state color entertainment. Order your GR -900 
now and know the pride of building and owning the best. 
Kit GR -900, TV less cabinet, 125 lbs. 599.95` 
Kit GRA- 900 -6, wireless remote control, 6 lbs. 79.95' 

See them all at your Heathkit Electronic Center...or fill out the coupon below 
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS - ARIZ: Phoenix, 2727 W. Indian School Rd.; CALIF.: Ana- 
heim, 330 E. Ball Rd.; El Cerrito, 6000 Potrero Ave.; Los Angeles, 2309 S. Flower St.; 
Pomona, 1555 Orange Grove Av. N.; Redwood City, 2001 Middlefield Rd.; San Diego (La 
Mesa), 8363 Center Dr.; Woodland Hills, 22504 Ventura Blvd.; COLO.: Denver, 5940 W. 
38th Ave.; FLA.: Miami (Hialeah), 4705 W. 16th Ave.; GA.: Atlanta, 5285 Roswell Rd.; 
ILL.: Chicago, 3462 -66 W. Devon Ave.; Downers Grove, 224 Ogden Ave.; KANSAS: Kansas 
City (Mission), 5960 Lamar Ave.; MD.: Rockville, 5542 Nicholson Lane; MASS.: Boston 
(Wellesley), 165 Worcester St.; MICH.: Detroit, 18645 P. Eight Mile Rd. & 18149 E. Eight 
Mile Rd.; MINN.: Minneapolis (Hopkins), 101 Shady Oak Rd.; MO.: St. Louis, 9296 Gravois 
Ave.; N.J.: Fair Lawn, 35 -07 Broadway (Rte. 4); N.Y.: Buffalo (Amherst), 3476 Sheridan 
Dr.; New York, 35 W. 45th St.; Jericho, L.I., 15 Jericho Turnpike; Rochester, Long Ridge 
Plaza; OHIO: Cincinnati (Woodlawn), 10133 Springfield Pike; Cleveland, 5444 Pearl Rd.; 
PA.: Philadelphia, 6318 Roosevelt Blvd.; Pittsburgh, 3482 Wm. Penn Hwy.; TEXAS: Dallas, 
2715 Ross Ave.; Houston, 3705 Westheimer; WASH.: Seattle, 2221 Third Ave.; WIS.: Mil- 
waukee, 5215 Fond du Lac. 

r 
HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 20 -5 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog. 

- -1 

Enclosed is $ , plus shipping. 

Please send model(s) 

Name 

City State lip 
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. 

*Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory. CL -433 
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áudiolezl &W 4 
RADIO,IY,TAPE & 

PHONO ACCESSORIES 
TO EXPAND...MODI FY... CUSTOMIZE 
OR MAINTAIN 
WE HAVE IT! SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

GC 
ELECTRONICS GC ELECTRONICS 

DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS, INC. 
W ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 61101 U.S.A. 
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TELEVISION SERVICE ASSOCIATION 
CODE OF ETHICS 

THE TELEVISION ELECTRONICS SERVICE Association of St. 
Louis, Missouri, has prepared a Code of Ethics which they of- 
fer to the industry for consideration and adoption. 

"Through this Code of Ethics we accept our responsi- 
bility to uphold integrity in advertising and business conduct. 
We pledge that we will. . . 

"1. Employ qualified personnel and use approved methods and 
equipment in rendering service. Personnel shall be adequately 
trained for their assigned responsibilities, and carry proper 
credentials. Technicians shall not be paid on a basis that is 
contingent on the size of the customer's bill for service. The 
equipment and methods used shall be consistent with those 
recognized by the industry as standard. 
"2. Advertise in a manner fair to both customers and com- 
petitors. All advertisements shall abide by the Standards as 
adopted by the television service industry and the Better Busi- 
ness Bureau of Greater St. Louis. 
"3. Properly describe the service charges. 
a. Service Call -A stated minimum charge for a Service Call 
should be presented with adequate explanation as to what it 
means. For example, a Service Call includes travel time, in- 
spection, checking, adjusting and minor clean -up and repairs; 
none of which require removal of the chassis, the use of sol- 
dering iron or more than thirty minutes in the home. 
b. Trip Charge -A Service Call should not be misconstrued 
with a Trip Charge. A Trip Charge includes only travel time 
to the home. 
c. Additional Labor may be charged if repairs require re- 
moval of chassis, the use of a soldering iron, cleaning and lu- 
bricating tuner, technical adjustments or more than 30 
minutes in the home. 
d. Shop Repairs -All charges for shop repairs, estimates and 
"no repairs" shall be discussed with the customer prior to re- 
moval of the set from the home. 
e. In Warranty Handling Charges are accepted by the televi- 
sion service industry as an additional charge to the customer 
to process warranty parts back to the manufacturer. 
f. Additional Sets -Additional charges will be made to repair 
additional sets on the same call. 
"4. Render service promptly and proficiently. Service shall be 
rendered as expeditiously as possible. The customer shall be 
promptly informed if parts are not readily available. Service 
and complaints shall be handled in a courteous, professional 
manner designed to create customer confidence. 
"5. Give estimate in advance and perform only authorized re- 
pairs. Any estimate or cost quoted in advance as definite shall 
be fulfilled in that manner. Estimates and prices shall be fully 
explained and all agreements or understandings with the cus- 
tomer shall be respected and fulfilled. All repairs or service 
must be authorized. Giving a low estimate in advance with 
the intent and purpose of providing further service and parts 
at an additional charge is an unfair practice. The customer 
shall be informed in advance if there is an estimate fee in ad- 
dition to a service charge. 
"6. Install parts of the same or of better quality and perfor- 
mance rating. All parts and tubes shall be returned to the cus- 
tomer on request, except those under warranty or on an ex- 
change basis. 
"7. Issue an itemized bill. A written itemized bill for all parts, 
labor and any other charges shall be given to the customer 
upon completion of the work. 
"8. Issue valid guarantees and warranties specific as to their 
terms. Guarantees and warranties shall be in writing and be 
specific in their coverage as to materials, parts, labor and 
length of time. The issuing company shall make the necessary 
provisions for fulfilling its obligations. 
"9. Provide adequate protection of customer property in the 
process of service. Adequate insurance and /or financial re- 
sponsibility shall be maintained against loss or damage." R -E 
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HOW MATV WORKS 

(continued from page 50) 

between the signal output of the antenna and the total distri- 
bution loss. Suppose, for example, that the antenna picks up 
10 dBmV of signal at Channel 57, The amplifier would have 
to make up the difference between the IO dBmV input and 
the 40.0 dBmV total distribution loss. In other words, the am- 

ALL-CHANNEL 
ANTENNA 

UHF /VHF 
BROADBAND 
AMPLIFIER 

TO DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM 

CH 2 CH4 CH5 CH9 

LO BAND 
VHF 

MIXER 

FIG. 6 -BASIC HEAD -END for 
MATV system consists of all - 
channel antenna and a broad- 
band uhf /vhf booster. Distribu- 
tion system depends on build- 
ing type, size and layout. All 
TV stations are in the same 
general direction. 

CH17 CH57 

` 

` 

k)r-V\- 

HI LO 
VHF 

MIXER 

UHF 
MIXER 

UHF /VHF 
BROADBAND 
AMPLIFIER 

FIG. 7- SINGLE -CHANNEL ANTENNAS are needed when TV transmitting 
antennas are all in different directions from receiving site. 

plifier would have to provide at least 30.4 dB gain. 
To choose a specific amplifier to serve a particular sys- 

tem, consult the manufacturer's specifications. But here are a 
few points to bear in mind: 

1. Choose equipment from a reliable manufacturer. It is 
all too easy to create paper tigers by fudging on speci- 
fications. Leading manufacturers don't do this. 

2. Make sure your head -end amplifier is a solid state 
unit. Vacuum -tube equipment sometimes delivers 
more output power, but will require considerably 

(continued on page 101) 

Ti, 
Toner 

Sabber" 
Transistorized Test Unit substitutes the tuner in defective 
TV Receiver to prove whether original tuner is good or bad. 

Construction project de- 

scribed in April '72 issue 

of 'Radio - Electronics' 

RIT-4 transistor VHF t 

Heart of the Subber. 

CASTLE 
5715 N. Western 

Self -contained and battery operated. 

Requires only two connections. Comes com- 
plete with extension cables. 

Substitutes VHF tuner, tests UHF tuner. 

Simplifies testing of tuner, i.f. and AGC. 

Use in the home, without removing tuner or 
chassis from cabinet. 

Complete kit $22.95 
Factory wired $29.95 
RTT -4 with knobs $1 5.95 

user. Add $1.00 shipping on prepaid orders. We will 
ship C.O.D. 

TV TUNER SERVICE 
Ave., Chicago, III. 60645 Ph. 312 -561.6354 

Circle 82 on render service card 

Clever Kleps 
Test probes designed by your needs - Push to seize, push 
to release (all Kleps spring loaded). 
Kelps 10. Boathook clamp grips wires, lugs, terminals. 
Accepts banana plug or bare wire lead. 43/4" long. $1.19 
Kleps 20. Same, but 7" long. $1.39 
Kleps 30. Completely flexible. Forked -tongue gripper. Ac- 

cepts banana plug or bare lead. 6" long. $1.47 
Kleps 40. Completely flexible. 3- segment automatic collet 
firmly grips wire ends, PC -board terminals, connector pins. 
Accepts banana plug or plain wire. 67/4" long. $2.39 
Kleps 1. Economy Kleps for light line work (not lab quality). 
Meshing claws. 47/2" long. $ .99 
Pruf 10. Versatile test prod. Solder connection. Molded 
phenolic. Doubles as scribing tool. "Bunch" pin fits banana 
jack. Phone tip. 57/2" long. $ .79 
All in red or black - specify. For additional information, 
write for complete catalog of -test probes, plugs, sockets, 
connectors, earphones, headsets, miniature components. 

Available through your local 
distributor, or write to: 
RYE INDUSTRIES INC. 
130 Spencer Place, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543 
In Canada: Rye Industries (Canada) Ltd. 
Circle 83 on reader service card 

I N D U S T R I E S 

Kleps 10 - 20 

Kleps 30 

Kleps 1 
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QUIET 
ZONE 

Fs] 

0.e . 0.1 
. 

AND GS N 
CLEAN 
T00? 

Then use Quietrole ... the choice of 
better servicemen everywhere for 
cleaning and lubricating all T.V. mov- 
ing parts. 
Spray Pack guarantees silent, smooth 
operation, with absolutely no harmful 
aftereffects for both coloand black 
and white sets. 
Also available in bottles 
if you prefer. Ú' 

Product of 

QU /ETROLE 
: COMPANY 

Spartanburg, South Carolina 

Cirrlc an reader verdree card 

technotes 

EMERSON MODEL 19P86 
This model uses remote control 

chassis 471917 which, in late produc- 
tion, includes a thermal fuse (Emerson 
part No. 808028). The purpose of this 
fuse is to protect the stepping relay. It is 

wired in series with the relay coil and is 

dressed snugly against the coil body so 
as to react to any extreme temperature 
rise of the coil. 

SIDE VIEW 

Whenever you service an early -run 
model 19P86 receiver, this modification 
should be added to the remote receiver. 
Fix -kit No. 966529, consisting of the 
fuse, a 1 -point dummy lug, nut and 
screw, is available from the factory. 

The drawings show top and side 
views of the relay end of the remote 
chassis. Install the dummy lug as shown. 
Remove the two wires from terminal A 
of the relay coil and connect them to the 
dummy lug. Then connect the fuse from 
the dummy lug to terminal A. Dress the 
fuse against the body of the relay coil to 
provide maximum sensitivity to coil 
temperature. -Emerson Service Bulletin 

SPREAD THE WORD & SAVE A BUCK 
FREE $1 BUY WITH EVERY 10 YOU ORDER fonl$Ia 

l,yS FREE GIFT WITH 
KNOB SPECIAL 

100 - ASSORTED RADIO 
KNOBS an standard types ... 
$20 value 
50 - TV KNOBS - POPULAR 
TYPES Mostly Selector & Fine $1 
Tuning 
25 - VERTICAL LINEARITY 
KNOBS Long shank Front $1 
mount . miniature assortment 
30 - VERTICAL LINEARITY 
KNOBS Side mount . . $1 
Standard sizes 
25- KNURLED RADIO KNOBS $1 
Hard to get . Best selection 
40 - DELUXE RADIO KNOBS ni 
Choice assortment . . . Popular $1 
types 

ANY 6 KITS FOR $5 

CI 

TRANSISTOR RADIO osrt type 51.50 
good, bad. broken, as-is, potluck 
TAPE RECORDER assorted types 54 
good. bed, broken, as -is, potluck . 

300 - ASST. 1/2 W RESISTORS 
Top Brand, Short Leads, Excellent $1 
Selection 
100 -ASST 1/4 WATT RESISTORS $1 
stand. choice ohmages, some in 5 % 
100 -ASST 1/2 WATT RESISTORS 51 
stand, choice ohmages, some in 5% 
70 - ASST 1 WATT RESISTORS $1 
stand, choice ohmages, some in 5% 
35 - ASST 2 WATT RESISTORS 51 
stand, choice ohmages, some in 5% 
75 - PRECISION RESISTORS $1 
asst. list -price $50 less 98% .... 
20 - ASSORTED WIREWOUND $1 
RESISTORS, 5, 10, 20 watt . 

10- ASSORTED SLIDE SWITCHES $1 
SI'ST, SPDT, DPDT, etc. 

2 - COLORBURST QUARTZ- 
L-- CRYSTAL For Alost Color Tr $189 

sets 3579.545 KC 

2 - ELECTROLYTIC CAPACI- 
TORS CD - 40/40 MFD - 450 $1 
Volts 

6 - MINIATURE ELECTROLYTIC $1I 
CAPACITORS 5 MFD -150 V. 

70° COLOR TUBE BRIGHTNER $3.95 

90° COLOR TUBE BRIGHTNER $4.95 

HEAVY DUTY COLOR FOCUS 51 
RECTIFIER 14.000 PIV @ 1 ma .. 
50 - OIL IMPREGNATED 
TUBULAR CAPACITORS Por- 
celain. Axial Leads -Most 
popular values 
COLOR -TV RECTIFIER - 
Used In most color sets -8500 

$ kv 3 for 195 
15 - ASST. ROTARY SWITCHES $1 
all popular types $20 value 
15 - G.E. #NE -2 TUBES 51 Neon Glow Lamp for 101 uses.., 
30 - .005 DISC CERAMIC 51 
CAPACITORS C.R.L. 

3- ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS S1 most popular number 5O /30 -150v 
in 7 - TV ELECTROLYTIC CON- S1 

DENSERS desirable types 

1 - 6" x 9" HEAVY DUTY 10 
OZ. SPEAKER Ceramic Type .. $3.69 
8 Ohm 

$20 - SHURE M7D DIAMOND 53 
NEEDLE exact replacement 

SHUREM44SERIESDIAMOND SÁ.69 
NEEDLE exact Replacement 
4 - 9 VOLT MOTORS Excellent 51 for hobbyist 
200' - #24 SOLID PUSH BACK 
WIRE Yellow or Black excellent $1 
buy 
3- ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS $1 
GI - 2000 MFD. - 50 VDC .. 
RONETTE STEREO CARTRIDGE $2 
latest dual sapphire aipover type 

6 - TRANSISTOR RADIO EAR- 51 
PIECES wires complete with plug 

5 ASSORTED GLOBAR VARI- 
SISTOR Popular replacements for $1 
most COLOR TV 

I-I 10 - SETS PHONO PLUGS 8 51 J PIN JACKS RCA type 

FORMERS .1-Lug, 
CIRCUIT IF TRANS- $1 

25 - 3900.OHM -7w RESISTOR $1 
IO% Corning glass 

20 - .47 -600V CONDENSERS 51 
White Ceramic C.D. -American 

13 Pc. SCREWDRIVER 8 $4,95 
NUTDRIVER SET reg $8.95 . 

$3.95 

12- MINIATURE ELECTROLYTIC 
CONDENSERS For Transistor & $ 
miniature work i 
5 ASSORTED GLOBAR VARI- 
SISTOR Popular replacements for 51 tout COLOR TV 

2 - BELFUSE #450 -1 ad 3.1 
RCA Replacement 945392.4 and $1 
945392.3 
UHF OR VHF MATCHING 
TRANSFORMER simple Fool -proof 51 installation 
2- ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS $1 
C.D. 500 mfd -200 volts 

STEREO HEADPHONES 
Hi -Fi Quality . Complete 55.95 
with Stereo plug 7 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ... Scientific light packing for safe delivery at minimum cost. 

HANDY WAY TO ORDER: Pencil mark or write amounts wanted in each box, place letter 
F in box for Free $1 BUY. Enclose with check or money order, add extra for shipping. 
Tearsheets will be returned as packing slips in your order, plus lists of new offers. 
Minimum Order $3.00 

EVERY ORDER 
SARKES TARZIAN TUNER 

41mc 

Latest Compact 
Model good for 
all 41 me TV's. 

BRAND NEW- 

Best TUNER " SARKES TAR - 
ZIAN" ever made -last word for 
stability, definition & smoothness 
of operation. An opportunity -to 
improve and bring your TV Re- 
ceiver up- to-date. $795 

COMPLETE with Tubes 

CI 

CI 

CI 

CI 

UHF TUNER - TRANSISTOR $3.95 
TYPE Used In all TV sets ... 
STANDARD TUNER - TRANSIS- 
TOR (GUIDED GRID) 
4 Channel closed circuit 

$1 1 
20 - DIPPED MYLAR CAPACI- 5 
TORS .Ot -.aooV 1 
20 - DIPPED MYLAR CAPACI 51 
TORS 033 -600V 
20 - DIPPED MYLAR CAPACI 51 
TORS . 0033 -1000 V 

20 - DIPPED MYLAR CAPACI 51 TORS .047 -400 V. 

15 - MOLDED TUBULAR CA- 51 
PACITORS .068-400 V. 

20 - DIPPED MYLAR CAPACI- 5 
TORS 1 018 - 400V 

Name Cost of 
goods 

Address Shipping 
estimated 
TOTAL 

Please specify refund on shipping overpayment desired: CHECK POSTAGE STAMPS MERCHANDISE (our choice) with advantage to customer 

BROOKS RADIO Óc TV CORP., 487 Columbus Ave., New York, N. Y. 10024 212.87HONE0 
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CHANGER SERVICE RACK 
It is difficult servicing a record 

changer without an adequate support 
that does not obstruct any of its moving 
parts. Commercial changer racks are 

- RUBBER TIP 

(FOUR, EVEN THREE 
WILL DO) 

15 INCH DOWEL 

I /2" DIAM. 

15" 

changers. It is inexpensive and easy to 
store. It consists of a 15 -inch square of 
3/4 -inch plywood with 1/2-inch holes 
drilled along the diagonals and vertical 
and horizontal center lines and four 
rubber -tipped : -inch dowels. The 15- 

inch rods -only three are needed in 

many cases- support the changer. A 

15" 

expensive and take up a lot of space. 
The drawing shows a simple sup- 

port that I have developed for servicing 

3/4a 
PLYWOOD 

WITH I/2" DIAM. 
HOLES AS SHOWN 

round magnifying (shaving) mirror pro- 
vides a view of the underside. -Charles 
W. Nelson R -E 

Transistors, 
Modules. 
Speakers, 

Stereo. Hi -Fi, 
Photo Cells and 
thousands of 

other 
Electronic 

Parts. Send for 

FREE 
Catalog 

40, (k. 
044 

111`i111IMII . ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS INC. 
Dept. TA -2, 4900 Elston 
Chicago, III. 60630 . RUSH CATALOG 

III Name . Address . City State Zip Code 

Circle 85 on reader service card 

CANADIANS: Ordering is easy - we do the paperwork - try a small order 

WESTINGHOUSE ALL TRAN- 
SISTOR HOME /OFFICE 

MESSAGE CENTER 
Leaves messages for other for replay . Built in 
speaker /microphone for talk -into convenience ... Re- 
cords up to 3 minutes of messages . Illuminated 
signal shows when a message is waiting. Control 
adjusts playback volume without affecting recording 
volume Capstan Drive ; 

BRAND NEW SOLD AS TS 
57.95 

WESTINGHOUSE FM TUNER $2.99 
(12DT8 Tube) 

WESTINGHOUSE FM TUNER 
)íE478- V- 015DO1 . Transis- $ 199 
for 

300 - ASSORTED HEX NUTS $1 
2/58, 4/40, 5/40, 8/32, 8/32 .. 

250 - ASST. SOLDERING LUGS $1 
best types and sizes 

250 - ASST. WOOD SCREWS $1 
finest popular selection 

250 - ASST. SELF TAPPING $1 
SCREWS #8, #0, etc. 

and 150 6/32 HEX NUTS 
SCREWS 

$1 
150 - ASST. 8/32 SCREWS Si 
and 150 -8/32 HEX NUTS 

150 - ASST. 2/56 SCREWS S1 
and 150 -2/56 HEX NUTS 

and 150 -4/40 HEX NUTS 
SCREWS 

$1 
150 - ASST. 5/40 SCREWS 

Si and 150 -5/40 HEX NUTS 

500 - ASSORTED RIVETS $1 
most useful selected sizes 

500 - ASSORTED WASHERS $1 
most useful selected sizes 

100 - ASST. RUBBER BUMPERS $1 
for cabinet bottoms & other uses . 

100 -ASSORTED RUBBER GROM- $1 
METS best sizes 

4 - 18FY6 -A TUBES $1 

COMPUTOR 
-.moo -. . -yp.. IBM SECTIONS 

8 assorted Unite we 
- - - ---. sell e for $1 are 

loadev with over 
150 aluable parts. 

Incl. - Transistors 
Condensers, Resis- 
tors. Heat Sinks, 
Diodes. Etc. 

.g 8 for $1 

100 for $10 

110° FLYBACK TRANSFORMER 
We scooped the Market 
Latest type - standard 
for all 110n TV's 
RCA's design of large 
Coll produces 18KV- 

uring adequate width 
Incl Schematic Diagram 
application for any TV 

List price $13.90 

Your price .. 53 
1O% o8 in lots of 3 

for 
TV DEFLECTION YOKE $3.95 

r all types TV's incl schematic 

"COMBINATION SPECIAL" 
RCA 110' FLYBACK $ 5.95 
plus 110° DEFLECTION YOKE 

90° FLYBACK TRANSFORMER 52.95 
for all type TV's incl schematic 

90° TV DEFLECTION YOKE $2.95 
for all type TV's incl schematic 

70° FLYBACK TRANSFORMER $2 
for all type TV's incl schematic .. 

70° TV DEFLECTION YOKE 52 
for all type TV's incl schematic .. 
2 - TV CIRCUIT BREAKERS $1.19 
Rated 4.2 TO 5.0 AMPS, etc. 

70° COLOR YOKE $14.95 For all round color CRT's 

90° COLOR YOKE For nil 
Rectangular 19 to 25" Color $ 95 

1-.1 CRT's 10 

SHANNON MYLAR RECORDING TAPE 

21/2 " - 

31/4" - 
5" 
5" 
5" 

225' ..5 .17 

225' .. .19 

300' .. .27 

600' .. .58 

- 600' .. .62 

.80 

- 1200' .. .97 

- 1800' .. 1.49 

- 1200' .. .77 

7" - 1800' .. 1.12 

7" - 2400' $1.79 
7" - 3600' 2.95 
CASSETTE 80 minutes .89 

CASSETTE 9° minutes 1.54 
CASSETTE 120 minutes 1.97 

2I/2" TAPE REEL .05 
3" TAPE REEL .06 
31/4" TAPE REEL .07 
5" TAPE REEL .14 
7" TAPE REEL .15 

10 - STANDARD TRANSISTORS $1 
NPN & P.P 2N404. 2^1414. etc. .. 
10- ASSORTED DIODE CRYSTALS Si 
1N34, 11,148. 1N60, 1N64. etc. . 

3 - TOP BRAND SILICON REC- $1 
TIFIERS 1 amp. 1000 PIV 
COLOR POWER TRANSFORMER 

Good for most sets 26R150 $6,95 
list 1 ri e-ß3. rí.75 V 
4 -50' HANKS HOOK-UP WIRE S1 
assorted colors 
100' -SPOOL SPEAKER WIRE 51.50 
2 cond. m(ni zip. clear, 101 uses 

10 - ASST. RADIO It TV TUBES $1 
Every Tube a good number 

5 - I.F. COIL TRANSFORMERS 51 
456 -kc for Transistor Radios 

5 - AUDIO OUTPUT TRANS- 
.16 FORMERS Sub -min for Trans Radios 

TV TWIN LEAD -IN m 
$1 500' - $7 100' -$i.50 

300 oh50' 

CO -AX CABLE RG59U grey or $2 
black 250' -$9 100' -$3.89 50'- 
4 - TV ALIGNMENT TOOLS $ CRYSTAL LAPEL MICRO - 
mast useful assortment #1 1 PHONE High Drifted. 200- 49f... 
4 - TV ALIGNMENT TOOLS 1 $ .49 

60 °0 cps 
.. 11 for $5 

For Color TV #2 MONO PHONO ARMS ... Most 

MARKET SCOOP COLUMN 
6" UNIVERSAL SPEAKER 

Top quality Special buy $1,29 Ea. 
5 for $5 

12" UNIVERSAL SPEAKER. Tep 54 
Quality . Large Magnet 

E 

E 

10" PHILCO SPEAKER $2.99 
Top Quality . . . Large Magnet 
8" UNIVERSAL SPEAKER - $2.99 
Large Magnet -Special Buy .. 

5" UNIVERSAL TWEETER $1.29 
1 Oz. . Magnet 
UNIVERSAL 4" PM SPEAKER Si 
With 50L8 Output Transformer .. 
21/2" x 4" SPEAKER 69° Ea. 
Special Buy 10 For $5- 
31/2" - ROUND SPEAKER 
Special Ray 59 e 

4" X 6" "GUAM" 16 OHM 
SPEAKER Large magnet 51,79 
Special BUY (10 for $15.00) .. 

6 - TV COLOR ALIGNMENT $2.79 
TOOLS Most popular type ... 
5 PNP TRANSISTOR $1 
general purpose. TO -5 case 

5 NPN TRANSISTORS $1 general purpose. TO -5 case 

UNIVERSAL TV ANTENNA 51.98 
Back of set Mounting . . . 

5 section rods 

50 - ASSORTED TRANSISTORS 51 
big factory scoop -sold es -IS 

RCA COLOR FLYBACK Part $12.95 #113382 (Staacor #H0-801C 
Circle 86 on reader service card 

E 

111 

popular type - Used in most 
Transistorized phono Players (13 $1 
for $12.00) 
2 - ELECTROLYTIC CONDENS- $1 ERS 80 /5omfd -450V, 2Omfd -250v, 
150mfd -25V 
2 - ELECTROLYTIC CONDENS- S1 
ERS 200/30/4 mfd - 350V 
SPECIAL TUBE BUY 
(6LJ8- 12BH7- 12DT8- 12SG7- 5e Ea. 

12FX50 -1K3 J 
ALL AMERICAN TUBE KIT 
(12AV8.120E8- 12BA8 -35W4- $2,99 
5005) 
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Sharper, brilliant 

Jitter -Free. intensity or 
pulse markers! 

SMG -39 LECTROTECH 

sweeper marker generator 
A precision sweeper with quality and features found only in 
high priced laboratory instruments. The SMG-39 utilizes post 
injection markers for fast, accurate alignment of any tele- 
vision receiver when used with any standard oscilloscope. 
The SMG -39 provides all needed bias' and linear sweeping 
signals for accurate alignment. Unique marker display en- 
ables accurate marker positioning for superior receiver align- 
ment. VFO facility provides any additional marker from 39 
MHz to 49 MHz for protection from future obsolescence, may 
also be used for spot alignment. 

Exclusives 
Jitter -Free Intensity or Pulse Markers VEO Variable Marker 

4 Bias Supplies including - 67 Volts 

Marker Options 

Pulse Vertical Pulse Horizontal 
(Overall Chroma). (Typical I.F. 

response). 

Benefits. 
Clean, bright Jitter -Free pulse markers All markers of 

equal amplitude regardless of position on response curve. 
Adjustable marker amplitude Marker location accurately 

determined with brilliant pulse or intensity markers (a must 
in AFT alignment) All signals have blanking included for 
zero base line 

Intensity 
(Typical I.F. 
response). 

FULL TWO YEAR PARTS WARRANTY 

Solid state, glass epoxy circuit boards. 
SMG -39 Complete with all cables. NET aau 

See your distributor or write Dept. RE -5 

LECTROTECH, INC. 
5810 N. Western Ave. Chicago, Illinois 60659 

(-ink '(7 on reader service card 
loo RADIO -ELECTRONICS MAY 1972 

next month 

JUNE 1972 

Build A Solid -State Laser 
Low -power, "safe ", and inexpensive 
add up to a laser every experimenter 
will want to build and use. Complete 
construction and operating instruc- 
tions. 

Electronic Combination Lock 
A digital logic IC is the "active key" 
used to unlock any door protected by 
this different device. 

More Developments In 4- Channel 
Stereo 
A brief look at the Sansui matrix system 
plus several suggested speaker loca- 
tion setups to experiment with and ex- 
perience. 

Transistor Curve Generator 
Use it with your scope to check transis- 
tors in and out of circuit. Also a handy 
instrument to have when you want tb 
select matched transistors. 

Op -Amps And You 
Introduction to op -amps with several 
practical circuits to build while you 
learn. 

PLUS: 
Kwik -Fix Troubleshooting Charts 
Appliance Clinic 
Electronics Outdoors 
Jack Darr's Service Clinic 
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HOW MATV WORKS 

(continued troni page 97) 

more maintenance over the life of the system. 
3. Don't cut too close. If the total distribution loss is 40.8 

dB and you have a choice between a 41 dB unit and a 
44 dB unit, pay the extra money and choose the big- 
ger amplifier. This will allow some tolerance for de- 
sign errors, longer cable runs than anticipated, system 
expansion, etc. 

Fig. 7 shows a slightly more complex head end. Here, 
separate, single -channel antennas are used because channels 
are telecast from different directions. Signals from the an- 

CH2 CH4 CH5 FM CH7 CH9 CH 11 CH13 X ' 1 ̀ ' ` 

2 4 5 FM 7 9 11 13 

E m 

VHF 
INPUT 
FI LTERS 

VHF 
13 AMPLI- 

FIERS 

2 4 5 FM 7 9 11 13 

UHF /VHF 
MIXER 

CH 17 

UHF 
INPUT 
FILTERS 

UHF 
AMPLI 
FIERS 

VHF 
OUTPUT 
FILTERS 

CH 29 CH 48 

FIG. 8- HEAD -END ARRANGEMENT for uhf /vhf and FM reception. Uhf 
and vhf channels are received and amplified separately and then com- 
bined in a mixer that feeds the distribution system. 

VHF 
INPUT 

FILTERS 

VHF 
AMPLI- 
FIERS 

VHF 
OUTPUT 
FI LTERS 

48 FM 7 

CH 48 

UHF 
TO 
VHF 

CONV 

CH 6 

41 11 

CH 41 

UHF 
TO 

VHF 
CONV 

CH 9 

FM 7 11 

FM 11 

2 4 6 FM 7 9 11 

TO DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM 

FIG. 9 -FOR BEST UHF RECEPTION use a single down- converter with 
output on unused vhf channel for each desired uhf station. 

tennas are mixed and fed into a broadband amplifier. Broad- 
band amplifiers have their limitations, however. Fig. 8 shows 
the type of head end that would be used for a large system 
where many channels were available. 

UHF amplifiers, at the present state of the art, have less 
output capability than comparable vhf amplifiers. Therefore, 
in very large systems, you are better off to convert uhf chan- 
nels to vhf, as shown in Fig. 9. 

Signal surveys 
Every MATV system installer needs a good field- strength 

meter. You must know what kind of signals you are starting 
with, and a FSM is the only way to find out. Before you final- 
ize your head -end designs, visit the building site, climb upon 
the roof and run a signal survey. (If the building isn't built 
yet, try to find.a nearby building of about the same height.) 
Connect a small all- channel antenna to the FSM and record 
the signal strength on each sound and picture carrier. Then, 
connect the antenna to a small, battery operated portable TV 
and look and listen to each channel. The portable TV will 
show you interference that you can't detect with the FSM. 

Suppose your Signal Survey provides results like this: 

CHANNEL 
2 
4 
5 
7 

9 
11 

13 

PICTURE CARRIER 
+ 35 dBmV 
+ 14 dBmV 
+17dBmV - 5 dBmV 
+ 20 dBmV - 2 dBmV - 6 dBmV 

If we fed these signals as is into a broadband amplifier, 
(turn page) 

cft ntennas 
U1-FM A 

Combination 
UHF-1V p5 

jftJt MODEL 
Tuned and engineered featuring a LOG PERIODIC 
VHF section incorporating a PATENTED MAGNETIC 
WAVE design for UHF. Discriminate between de- 
sired signal and unwanted noise. An absence of 
minor lobes and extremely high front to back ratio 
are characteristics of these antennas. Mechanical 
features include all new fittings and special alloy 
aluminum tubing for added strength. Six models. 

We are Antenna Specialists. 
Whatever your needs, consult us. 

Phone (419) 693 -0528 

210 W. Florence St. Toledo, Ohio 43605 
Circle 88 on render service card 
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we'd wind up with overload on Channel 2 and snow on Chan- 
nel 13. Therefore, we would need an attenuator to reduce the 
strength of Channel 2 and mast mounted single -channel pre- 
amplifiers to boost the strength of Channels 7, 11 and 13. 
Channels 4, 5 and 9 we could leave alone. This is called sys- 
tem balancing. 

Ghosts 
Ghosts are actually multiple images caused by reflected 

signals. To erase ghosts, you have to eliminate signal pickup 
from undesired directions. This can usually be done by using 
highly directional antennas. In extreme cases, horizontal 
stacking of antennas is required to improve directivity. 

Smears 
Smears are a lot like ghosts. They are very closely spaced 

multiple images. Usually, smears are caused by standing 
waves within the MATV system. Standing waves can result 
from an unterminated trunk line, a mismatch, a poor con- 
nection or crushed cable. 

Adjacent -channel interference 
The FCC has allocated TV station frequencies in such a 

way as to minimize adjacent -channel problems. Adjacent 
channels (such as Channel 8 and Channel 9) are never broad- 
cast in the same city. But one of the selling points of MATV 
systems is that they can pick up distant TV channels. 

Fig. 10 shows an antenna system designed to pick up lo- 

CH9 CH3,6,8,10 

SINGLE CHANNEL 
YAGI 

SINGLE CHANNEL 
PREAMPLIFIER 

BROADBAND 
ANTENNA 

CH 8 

AURAL CARRIER 
REDUCER 

YAGI COUPLER 

BROAD- 
BAND 

AMPLIFIER 

TO DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM 

FIG. 10 -AN ADJACENT- CHANNEL STATION in distant city needs 
single- channel Yagi and booster feeding all -channel feeder system. 

cal channels 3, 6, 8 and 10, plus distant Channel 9. The local 
channels are picked up by a broadband antenna. A single - 
channel Yagi is used to pick up Channel 9, which is then am- 
plified by a single- channel preamplifier. Channel 9 should 
come out of the preamplifier at almost the same level as the 
broadband antenna picks up Channels 8 and 10. Use your 
field strength meter to check this out. If the local channels are 
too strong, use an attenuator (not shown) to cut them down. 

Basic MATV system design is not really difficult. What's 
more, if you run into difficulty, it's not hard to get help. Most 
equipment manufacturers have engineering staffs who are 
glad to help technicians with specific design problems. R -E 
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READOUT SPECIALS 
Low current readout, in dual - 
in -line package. Plugs into 16 pin 
integrated circuit socket. Ideal 
for miniature battery powered 
instruments current is 8 
milliamperes at 5 volts. Life is 

rated at 50,000 hours. Works 
fine from 7447 decoder Driver. 

$3.25 each, 4 for $11.00 

H 

Complete counter kit, above 
readout with 7490 decade 
counter, 7447 decoder- driver and 
etched printed circuit board. 

$8.00 each. 

Extra large size readout, in glass 
envelope package with wire 
leads, draws 20 milliamperes at 5 
volts, works from 7447 driver, 
100,000 hours rated life. 

$3.50 each 
4 for $12.00 

Counter kit, 7490, 7447, P.C. 
board as above . . $8.50 each. 

On either of above kits, add 
$2.00 for, 74192 Up /Down 
counter option, $1.50 for 7475 
latch. 

Liquid crystal display. Compatible 
with large scale integration (LSI) 
MOS multiplexed decoder drivers. 
This is considered the display of the 
future. Effect is most unusual, a 

seemingly clear plate when acti- 
vated shows dark characters against 
the background. 

4 Digit liquid crystal display $15.00 
6 Digit liquid crystal display $20.00 

LIGHT EMITTING DIODE 

This display is excellent for small 
portable electronics, such as 

DVM's, calculators, etc. Equivalent 
to Montsanto MAN 3A. Operates 
from 5 volts, 20 milliamperes, with 
47 ohm dropping resistor. 

$3.95 each 

10 for $35.00 
Complete counter kit, 7490, 
7475 latch 7447, printed circuit 
board, led readout . . . $9.50 

Fluorescent vacuum readouts. 
These readouts consume low 
power, and have a highly visible 
blue green display, Operates from 
25 volts D.C., and 1.5 volts at 42 
milliamps for filament. Compatible 
with 7448 decoder- driver, a most 
unusual and effective display. 

$2.95 each. 
4 for $9.00, 10 for $20.00. 

Complete counter kit, 7490 
counter, 7448 decoder driver and 
printed circuit board . . .$8.00. 

4 for $28.00, 10 for $60.00 
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IMPOSSIBLE? BARGAINS IN SURPLUS ELECTRONICS AND OPTICS 
THIS MONTH'S SUPER SPECIAL! 

CALCULATOR KIT 
First announced in our 
January advertisements, 
the response to B & F's 
calculator kit can only be 
described as fantastic! We 
supply complete kit of 
everything (except a 

case) to build a 

professional calculator, 
for under 5100.00. 
Includes extra large scale 
integration MOS Chips 
for calculator functions, 
complete professional 
keyboard, all parts for 
clods and drivers, all 

printed circuit boards, eight, seven segment readouts, power 
supply and complete stepby. step instructions. 

Keyboard Functions: The input is organized to accept the 
following inputs: Numerals 0.9 plus decimal point - Constant 
Multiplier /Divisor Set - Decimal point Set - Clear - Clear Entry 
- Multiply - Divide - Sum and Execute - Subtract and Execute 
- Alternate Display - Equals. 

Display Functions: The output is designed to produce the 
following output functions: Eight digit numerical display, in BCD 

code - Negative Sign Indication - Overflow Indication - Zero 
Suppression ' all nonsignificant zeroes are suppressed. 

Operational Description: The following descriptions apply for the 
designated calculator operations: 

Figure Entry: Up to 16 digits - Up to seven decimal fraction 
digits - Entry of positive quantities only - Entry may be 
cleared without destroying intermediate results in 
accumulator - Decimal point. 

Addition: Addition results accurate up to 16 digits - 
Overflow of 16th digit detected - Signed results possible 
during chained operations. 

Subtraction: Subtraction results accurate up to 16 digits - 
Overflow of 16th digit detected - Signed results possible, 

Multiplication: Product up to 16 digits with the eight most 
significant digits available for display. The least significant 
eight digits can be displayed on command of the Alternate 
Display key - Signed results possible in chained operations - 
Round off is not implemented (results truncated if necessary) 
- Solution time is 80 ms maximum at 200 KHz. 

Division: Quotient up to 16 digits with eight most significant 
digits available for display. The least significant eight digits 
can be displayed on command of the Alternate Display key - 
Signed results possible in chained operations - Solution time 
is 120 ms maximum at 200 KHz. 

General: Continued (chained) operation - capability is 

provided for continued multiplication, division, addition, and 
subtraction - Clear - all storage registers and display are 
cleared by command of the Clear Key. Decimal point 
position is not modified - Storage - the machine storage 
registers are cynamic shift registers - Overflow - overflow is 

indicated but overflow information is not saved. Further 
operation of keys (except "dear" or "clear entry ") is 

inhibited - Electronic interlocking . electronic interlocking is 

provided which prevents erroneous operation due to 
simultaneous depression of two or more keys - Clear Entry - 

enables correction of a figure input error and clears figure 
entry overflow condition). 

EALSI16DCK, Sh. wt. 10 lbs $98.50 
Case (additional) 10.00 
Large scale integration MOS chips only 29.00 

4sni1 

CALCULATOR KEYBOARD 
We are offering the 
keyboard for our 
calculator separate- 
ly. The keyboard 
provides a single 
closure for each 
key, brought out to 
an edge connector. 
May easily be 
matrixed or 
encoded in any 
fashion by external 
jumpers or used as 

is, depending on the 
input circuitry 
required. Brand 
New! 

Calculator keyboard $14.50 

BOOKS 
Discounts on technical books are rare, since the publisher 
discounts are low, but B and F is happy to give you a 10% 
discount and postpaid delivery in the U.S. on what we feel are 
some of the best books in the electrical engineering field. They 
are: 

Alley and Atwood, Semiconductor Devices and Circuits, 
Wiley , 1971. Without relying on calculus, this book describes 
basic semiconductor devices and explains their use in electronic 
circuits. The operations and uses of linear and digital integrated 
circuits are given considerable coverage. List Price $11.95, B & F 

Price $10.75. 
Paul Siegal, Understanding Digital Computers, 2nd Edition, 

Wiley, 1971. A great introductory text for logic and computer 
design. We supply it as part of our logic experimenters kit. List 
$12.95, B & F Price $11.75 $11.75 

Eimbinders, Semiconductor Memories, Wiley, 1971. 
List $11.95 $10.75 

Eimbinder, Designing with Linear Integrated Circuits, Wiley, 
1969. List $10.95 $9 85 

Barna, Operation/ Amplifiers, Wiley, 1971. List $9.95 $8.95 

RADIATION METER ( "Geiger Counter ") 
You can buy a com- 
plete radiation me- 
ter, complete with 
original instruction 
books, at less than 
the price of the 
meter movement a- 

lone. Range is 0.02 
to 50 Roentgens/ 
hour. This is not 
sensitive enough for 
prospecting, but 
useful for other 
radiation measuring 
and monitoring our- 
poses. If not used 
for its original func- 
tion, then the case, 

meter and battery holder alone are worth our asking price as a 

basis for building a metal locator, etc. Uses standard D cell and 
22.5 volt Battery. 

Radiation Meter .. .. $9.50 + $1.00 postage & handling 

ALL PURPOSE 12 VOLT SUPPLY 

is supplied, use an external capacitor. 
12 Volt Supply 

This supply delivers 
12.14 volts D.C. at 
1.2 amperes. Useful 
for hundreds of ap- 
plications, use it to 
power projects, as a 

battery charger, for 
toy trains,you 
name it. At our low 
price you should or- 
der several to have 
around. No filtering 

$2 75 & 1.00 Postage. 

MODERN VERSION OF THE "TESLA COIL" 
We have thousands of flyback 
transformers for TV sets, and have 
worked out an interesting modifi- 
cation of them so that using a pair 
of power transistors and a few 
resistors you can build a 12 volt 
D.C. powered oscillator converter 
providing an output of 18,000 
volts. With this high voltage output 
you can perform many interesting 
experiments and demonstrations, 
such as a jacobs ladder ... or 

lighting a florescent tube by just holding it near the supply. We 
supply the flyback transformer, two power transistors, resistors, 
instructions and an experiment manual. Use our 12 volt supply 
advertised on this page as a supply for this if you don't already 
have one. 

Flyback "Tesla Coil" Kit $4.75 
Add $1.00 Postage & Handling 

Flyback Transformer only, with Instructions $2.75 
Add $1.00 Postage & Handling 

SANKEN HYBRID AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 
AND SUPPLY KIT 

We have made a fortunate 
purchase of Sanken Audio 
Amplfier Hybrid Modules. With 
these you can build your own 
audio amplifiers at less than the 
price of discrete components. 
Just add a power supply, and a 

chassis to act as a heat sink. 
Brand new units, in original 
boxes, guaranteed by B and F. 
Sanken and the Sanken U.S. 
distributor. Available in three 

sizes: 10 watts RMS (20 watts music power), 25 watts RMS (50 
watts M.P.) and 50 watts RMS (100 watts M.P.) per channel. 20 
page manufacturers instruction book included. Sanken amplifiers 
have proved so simple and reliable, that they are being used for 
industrial applications, such as servo amplifiers and wide band 
laboratory amplifiers. 

[1 10 Watt RMS Amplifier $ 4.75 
1 25 Watt RMS Amplifier $14.75 

50 Watt RMS Amplifier $22.50 

Complete kit for 100 watt rms stereo amplifier (200 watt 
music) including two 50 watt Sanken hybrids, all parts, 
instructions, and nice 1/16" thick black anodized and punched 
chassis $88.00 

Same for 50 watt rms stereo amplifier includes two 25 watt 
Sankens, etc $58.00 

Same for 20 watt rms stereo, includes two 10 watt Sankens, 
etc. $30.00 

MOLEX SOLDERCON CONNECTIONS 
Molex soldercon connections for I.C.'s. 
With these you can build low cost I.C. 
sockets by just cutting off the number of 
connections required, i.e., two strips of 
seven for 14 pin socket. 
!Li 500 Molex soldercon $ 4.75 

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER SUPPLY 
115 volts @ 100 milliamps. Brand new, 
115 VAC input, manufactured by 
Analog Devices, similiar to their model 
902. List price S49.00, our price $32.50. 
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JENSEN HIGH COMPLIANCE SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
A local manufactur 
er went out of the 
speaker enclosure 
h us i n e s s, and we 
were lucky enough 
to buy his inventory 
of Jensen high -com- 
pliance (acoustic 
suspension) speaker 
sy st ems. These 
systems consist of a 

12" extended range 
woofer,a hemi- 
spheric dome tweet- 
er, plus crossover. 
The dome tweeter 
response extends in- 
to the supersonic. 

The dome shape provides an ideal polar pattern response. The 
system is ideal for use with our Sanken Amplifier Systems, or any 
system capable of putting out at least 20 watts rms per channel. 
Full instructions for cabinet construction are included. 
Single System (One Woofer, Tweeter and Crossover) . $29.00 

Shipping weight 10 lbs. 
Stereo System (Two of Above) $55.00 
Hi Compliance Woofer Only 18 lbs.) $22.00 
Dome Tweeter only 13 lbs.) $5.75 

DIGITAL CLOCK KIT WITH NIXIE DISPLAY 

We have well over 
20,000 surplus 
nixies in stock, 
and because of 
this bargain 
purchase we can 
sell a complete 
digital clock kit 
for less than the 
usual cost of the 
display tubes 
only. We provide 

a complete etched and thru.plated circuit board, all integrated 
circuits, complete power supply, display tubes. I.C. sockets and a 

nice front panel with polaroid visor. We have never seen anyone 
offer this kit for less than $100.00 before. Includes BCD outputs 
for use as with timer option. May be wired for 12 or 24 hour 
display. Indicates hours, minutes, seconds. 

Clock Kit, complete less outside cover $57.50 
Aluminum blue or black anodized cover (specify) . S 4.50 

SEALED NICKEL CADMIUM 
RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES 

These cells have almost infinite uses 
in small and portable electronic 
equipment. Use for flashlights, 
small appliances. remote and radio 
control, alarms, transistor radios, 
model toys, miniature motors, 
pocket calculators, etc. Each cell 
provides 1.25 volts at 0,5 ampere 
hours. Recharge 12 hours at 50 
milliamperes. Accepts at least 300 
charge and discharge cycles. Welded 
tabs for solder connections, can be 

provided in interconnected groups of 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 cells. 

f 10.5 Ampere hour cell . . $1.00 each, 2 for $1.50, 10 for $5.00 

VENTED NICKEL CADMIUM 
HIGH CAPACITY BATTERIES 

f'^ The advantage of the vented nicad 
is in fast recharge. These 1.35 volt 5 

ampere hour cells can be recharged 
in 1/2 hour if necessary, by 
charging at 12 amperes. Supplied 
with electrolyte and partially 
charged. Five cells grouped together 
provide a 6 volt "nominal" systems. 
Work well even in sub -zero weather, 
perfect for radio control. etc. 

Not Postpaid Sh. let. I Ib., 5 Ins. 

Li 5 Ampere hour nicad $3.50 
Group of five, banded together 9 75 

:1 LIMITED QUANTITY of 30 ampere hour cells . . . 6.75 ea. 

80 PAGE CATALOG - Free with any order or send $0.25 

To our customers: 

B and F ìs moving to a new location: 119 Foster Street, Peabody, 
Mass. 01960 (same address, but different building). Our apologies 
to any customers who experienced delays in shipments during the 
move. Our new expanded shipping and storage areas will allow us 
to service your order faster than ever before. Retail customers are 
now welcome at all working hours (Monday through Friday, 9 - 
5; Saturday, 9 - 3). Special few of a kind items are being cleared 
out, so come and visit our new location with twenty five thousand 
square feet of surplus bargains. 

ALL ITEMS (WHERE WEIGHT IS NOT SPECIFIED) 
POSTAGE PAID IN THE U. S. A. 

CHARGES WELCOME! 
Phone in charges to 617 531 -5774 or 617 532 -2323. 
BankAmericard - Mastercharge. $10.00 minimum. No C.O.D.'s 
please. 

B. 8s F. ENTERPRISES 
Phone 16171 532-2323 

P.O. Box 44, Hathorne, Massachusetts 01937 
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To Troubleshoot 

FAST & EASY 
use: Serviset 

Model EC 
PATENTED 

$3495 Postpaid 
COD 

FREE 
INFORMATION 

A precision engineered professional quality 
electronic test instrument. Ideal for field or 
bench servicing of all types of Communica- 
tions gear. 
CHECKS : sync, sweep, video, audio circuits, 
high voltage supplies (DC, RF or Pulse), low 
voltage supplies, coils, capacitors, resistors, 
tubes, transistors, diodes, transformers, 
speakers, etc. Will locate trouble to a partic- 
ular stage, determine defective component 
and can actually be clamped in circuit to re- 
store circuit operation temporarily in 20% 
of component or tube defects. Ideal for locat- 
ing and confirming intermittents. 

SPEC! FICATIONS: 

RF & AF Signal Tracer, RF & AF Signal Injec- 
tor, AC & DC Voltage Indicator 0/60/550/ 
20,000 DC Polarity Indicator 60/550/20,000 
volts, Lo ohms 0 -5. Hi ohms 0- 500k -20 meg- 
ohms. Tests Condensers, .00025 -12 mfd., Tests 
Resistors 2 ohms -20 megohms, 2 Capacitance 
Sub ranges .01 -.1 & 4 -40 mfd., 3 Resistance 
Sub ranges 50.500 ohms, 5k -25k, 100k -1 meg. 

NEW CT -1 
From 

Will allow you 
to Dynamically test all 
types of capacitors. 

The Model CT -1 features a built -in electronic 
power supply providing BOTH AC and DC 
Test Voltages in a special circuit with high- 
ly sensitive NEON type leakage indicator. 
The CT -1 permits quick, accurate testing of 
condensers for leakage or shorts with actual 
DC voltage applied and readily indicates in- 
termittent OPEN condensers with AC ap- 
plied. Self -regulating power supply circuit 
provides tapered forming current to suit par- 
ticular requirements of capacitor under test. 
Special circuit re -forms and polarizes elec- 
trolytic and tantalytic capacitors under test. 
High sensitivity permits determination of 
condenser dielectric breakdown before leak- 
age causes major shut -down. 

Only $16.95 postpaid 
Capacitor Range: .00025-1000 mfd. 

Sensitivity: Over 200 M E G O H M S 

30 DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 

LEE ELECTRONIC LABS.. CO. 

(49 88 Evans Street 
Watertown, Massachusetts 02172 

Dealer inquires invited 
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APPLIANCE CLINIC 
(continued front page 24) 

con diodes from the TV replacement 
stock, I haywired them together, and 
hooked them up with clip -leads. Firing 
it up, the motor ran very nicely! I read 
12 volts dc across the motor. 

By clipping the leads of the diodes 
very short and making careful lap - 
joints, which I covered with short pieces 
of glass fiber spaghetti, I rewrapped the 
original tape and came out with a 
"package" that was actually a bit 
smaller than the original. 

One unexpected problem cropped 
up. While testing I'd had the whole 
thing propped up on a plastic box to 
clear the fan. When I began to put it 
back together, I discovered that the 
delicate heating element was firmly 
stuck to the plastic! Answer? Simple. 
Turn the thing on again. When the ele- 
ment heated up, it came out of the plas- 
tic. 

We will probably see quite a few 
similar applications of this, in the 
smaller hand -held appliances. The cir- 
cuit is simple, but very ingenious. The 
tiny motors won't carry too much load, 
but in uses such as this, they don't have 
to. This one had only a small fan, which 
it turned with ease. Slightly larger mo- 
tors and bigger rectifiers, and larger 
loads could be handled without trouble. 

This could be done in several ways. 
One likely prospect would be small 
SCR's that varied the ac voltage applied 
to the rectifiers; or, variable resistors, or 
any one of several other ways. While 
checking this one, I noted that the mo- 
tor speed seemed to be proportional to 
the applied dc voltage. 

If you open up one of this type of 
appliance, with motor troubles, and 
find a little "three- legged blob ", unwrap 
it and see if it isn't a rectfier. If so, it can 
be replaced with ease. The stock silicon 
diodes we use for TV power supply re- 
placements have ample peak voltage 
ratings, and they can be bought with 
current ratings up to 2 amperes for a 
very nominal sum. Incidentally, en- 
capsulated full -wave rectifiers just like 
the blob are available from any of sev- 
eral semiconductor makers. I just didn't 
happen to have one on hand. R -E 

TV -7 /U ELECTRON TUBE TESTER 
PORTABLE DYNAMIC MU- 
TUALGONDUCTANCETY PE 
Used to test and measure the 
performance capabilities. and 
to determine the rejection 
limits for Electron Tubes 
used in Receivers, low power 
Transmitters. & in many 
other electronic equipment. 
The tests made are for 
dynamic mutual conductance, 
emission, shorts. gas, noise, 
continuity. pilot lamp, etc. 
Test sockets are for loctal, 
octal. 4, 5. 6, 7 pin, Norval 

t, î pin miniature. sub -min. rd. & flat. acorn, etc. With 
pecial adapters (THAT ARE OPTIONAL) 829, 832, 

2C39 and sub -min. tubes with lung leads also can be 
tested. Power required: 115 Volt -60 ta 1-000 cycles. Tube 
est data charts. test leads and pin straighteners for 7 

& 9 pin are included. Size: 6'/4 x 81fí x 1594". Wt.: 
0 lbs. PRICES: Used, serviceable -519.95 Checked - 

$25.00 Adapter for 2039 -55.00 For 829/832 -$5.00 
For sub -min. Lg. Lead -$3.00 All prises FOB Lima. O. 

FAIR RADIO SALES 
016 E. EUREKA Box 1105 LIMA, OHIO 4580 

POWER TRANSFORMER SPECIALS 
Every electronic project starts with a power 
supply. 

Dual primaries, dual secondaries. Makes 12 volt 
4 amp., or 24 volt 2 amp, or 48 volt 1 amp. 
supplies 
STOCK NO. J9201 3.50 ea. 3/10.00 

Two 12 volt 2 amp. secondaries. Makes 2 12 volt 
2 amp. or 1 12 volt 4 amp. or 1 24 volt 2 amp. 
supplies 
STOCK NO. P9202 2.95 ea. 2/5.00 

42 volt ct. 3 amp. and 18 volt 2 amp second- 
aries. Many voltage combinations possible. 
STOCK NO. J9250 3.25 ea. 2/6.00 

Ideal transformer for NIXIE tube circuits. 
3 center tapped windings, 30 volts 1 amp., 
16 volts 3 amps. and 150 volts 100 ma. 

All transformers come with wiring diagram, and 
several suggested power supplies. 

E 

READOUT TUBE SPECIAL 
NATIONAL ELECTRONICS NL -874 
Long life neon glow tube, with inverted 
characters. Numeral size .610" 
Current catalog price, 8.40, plus socket. 

STOCK NO. J5024 tube & socket 
2.85 ea. 3/8.00 

COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITORS 
12062 40.000 mfd. 10 volts 31/4 "x41/4" 1.25 ea. 6/7.00 
12118 70,000 mfd. 10 volts 3t4 "541/4" 1.75 ea. 6/9.00 
12117 6,000 mfd. 55 volts 21/2 "x41/4" 1.50 ea. 7/9.00 
12116 3,750 mfd. 75 volts 21/2 "x41/4" 1.75 ea. 6/9.00 
All above are brand new and include terminal hardware. 

Many other item -Send for new 32 page catalog 
All merchandise guaranteed. Please include 
sufficient postage, excess will be refunded. 

$1.00 FREE WITH $10.00 ORDER 
MINIMUM ORDER $3.00 

DELTA ELECTRONICS CO. 
80X 1, LYNN. MASSACHUSETTS 01903 

Circle 91 on reader service card 

r ANOTHER SUPERB , 
VALUE 

from Olson 
Electronics 

ONLY $2298 

SOLID STATE 

STEREO AMPLIFIER 
Low priced stereo amplifier that looks and 

sounds great. An ideal unit for office, chil- 
dren's room, or second stereo system. Has 

separate volume and tone controls with 
inputs for phono and tuner. 

Olson Electronics, Dept. 15 

260 S. Forge St., Akron, Ohio 44308 

I enclose $22.98 plus $1 for postage 

and handling. Send me the AM -400 

Stereo Amplifier. 
Send me the next seven issues of 

the Olson Catalog, without cost or 

obligation. 

' Name 

Address 

City 

State 

L 

FREE 

Zip i 

J 
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THE FIRST OF ITS KIND ! 

LED 

Counter 
Display 

Module 

the LE- 100 sel ics counier 'display modules Banc the tcatures re- 

quired for a broad range of applications. All have TTL counter. 
latch, decoder, and LED display, except the LR -106 which is less 

latch. IC and display sockets provided. All mount in standard lb 
pin connector. Functions include count, reset, overflow, BCD out- 
put. strobe, zero blanking. lamp test, and decimal pt, input. Oper- 
ate from 5 volts DC. LED is MAN -I equivalent. PC board meas- 

ures 3.1" x 1.25" and is double -sided with ground plane and 
plated conductors. 

LE -110 Decade Counter -0 MII, 516.95 
LE -11011 Decade Counter - 70 MHz I895 
LE-11011D l'p Down Decade C-ounter.. 25 MHz 20.05 
LE -106 Modulo 6 Counter ._. _.. -0 MHz. 1495 

PCC-IS nni a tor [,r112-1t10 . _. 095 

Keyboards 

KB-1 

0000 0000 0000 0000 
KB-2 

0000 0000 
000 0000 

These low cost keyboards are great for 
home built computers, calculators. 
touch tone networks, etc. Each con- 
tact is rated at 40 mA and 25 V. Will 
interface directly with TTL. DTL, and 

RTL logic, Employ el stomeric prin- 
ciple for almost infinite life. These 
come directly from the manufacturer 
and we supply applications informa- 
tion. Measure 3" on a side and 4" deep. 

KB -1 Touch Tone Format S7 95 
KB -2 Calculator Format 7,95 

Both l,,r 15.95 

Liquid Crystal 
Displays 

1/IpIn111111NINII/ 

1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

Need a low power display ' These li- 
quid crystal displays require less than 
I microw at per .segment. Unlike other 
liquid crystal displays, these have fast 
turn -un and turn -off times, can be time 
multiplexed, will operate from low vol. 
Cage AC or DC, can be seen in low am- 
bient lighting. and are TTL compatible. 
Digits are 0.4" high and cash has a dec- 

imal pt. LCR -3.5 has "+" and' -" sign 
and an oserfluw arrow. Supplied with 
free connector, specs & app. notes_ 

I.1'K -35 or LCR -0.. 'pant, 515,00 
(quantity discount. .i,ail,ihleI 

WRITE FOR FREE 
1972 CATALOG 

epd Environmental Products 
BOX 406 101or6n., IN 47902 r, -117 74) ,eat 
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market center 
PLANS AND KITS 

TV RECEPTION TO 200 MILES, All American 
Sports Amplifier kit -$49.95, TV AUDIO TUNER 
kit -$39,00. Data Sheets, CADCO SYSTEMS, 
Box 18904, Oklahoma City, Ok. 73118 

CONVERT any television to sensitive big- screen 
oscilloscope. Only minor changes required- No 
electronic experience necessary. Illustrated 
plans $2.00. RELCO -A25, Box 10563, Houston, 
Tx. 77018 

UNIQUE THREE -CHANNEL COLOR ORGAN 
Features: independent channel control, unef- 
fected by changes in output volume control, 300 
watts per channel, high input impedance. Com- 
plete plans and instructions available for $1.00 
from H & R ELECTRONICS, Box 134, Annapolis 
Jct., Md. 20701 

EICO 460 owners- convert your scope to trig- 
gered sweep. Details write HENRY WEME- 
KAMP, Bloomfield, Ontario, Canada 

PORTABLE Digital Volt -Ohmeter Kit Compact 
(8x5x3) size, Pushbutton Ranging Battery or 
A.C. Operation. Write AZ -TECH. LABS, P.O. 
Box 1281, Minnetonka, Minn. 55343 

ELECTRONIC ORGAN KEYBOARDS, Tone 
generator kits, etc. All types of components for 
building your organ. 250 for catalog, DEV- 
TRONIX ORGAN PRODUCTS, 5872 Amapola 
Drive, San Jose, Ca. 95129 

BUILD your own TELEPHONE ANSWERING 
SERVICE. Detailed plans $3.90, Save Money. 
Don't miss another call. TONASCOPE, 400 
Third Ave., Satellite Beach, Fla. 32937 

FOR SALE 

PUNCHCARDS, accessories for cataloging in- 
ventories, hobby collections, names (prospects, 
customers, etc.) research, reading references. 
Over 100 categories per card automatically 
cross -referenced, Inexpensive. Easy. Free sam- 
ples. INDECKS, Dept. R -E, Arlington, Vt. 05250 

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or ser- 
vices). 900 per word . . , minimum 10 words. 
NONCOMMERCIAL RATE (for individuals who want to buy or sell personal items) 600 per word , . , 

no minimum. 
FIRST WORD and NAME set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional bold face at 100 per word. 
Payment must accompany all ads except those placed by accredited advertising agencies. 10% dis- 
count on 12 consecutive insertions. if paid in advance. Misleading or objectionable ads not ac- 
cepted. Copy for July issue must reach us before May 1, 

r 

L 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM 

1 2 3 

6 7 8 

11 12 13 

16 17 18 

21 22 23 

26 27 28 

31 32 33 

(¡ @ .60 Non -Commercial Rates 
No, of Words l @ .90 Commercial Rate 1 - 

No. of Words in bold caps NAME 
@ .10 -$ 

Total Enclosed $$ 

Payment must ac- 
Insert time(s) company order un- 

less placed 
through accred - 

Starting with issue ited advertising MAIL TO: RADIO-ELECTRONICS, CLASSIFIED AD DEPT., 
agency 28 200 PARK AVE. SOUTH, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10003 

4 

9 

14 

19 

24 

29 

34 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

SIGNATURE 
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L.I. ELECTRONIC SUPERMARKET 
"Off The Wall SELF SERVICE" 

200 Ass't solderless WIRE LUGS $1.00 
24 Asst insul. WIRE LUGS #18 -22 1.00 
24 Asst insul. WIRE LUGS #14 -16 1.00 
24 Asst insul. WIRE LUGS #10 -12 1.00 

100 Ft. spool #22 PVC. Stranded WIRE 1.25 
BO Ft. spool #20 PVC. Stranded WIRE 1.25 
60 Ft. spool #18 PVC. Stranded WIRE 1.25 
50 Ft. spool #16 PVC. Stranded WIRE 1.25 
10 Ft. spool 10 conductor RIBBON WIRE 1.50 

PL -259 Amp. CONNECTOR .35 
175/U or 176/U REDUCER for PL -259 .15 
PL -258 Amp. CONNECTOR .70 
PKGE. of 5 DPDT slide switches .25 
51 /a "x19" Grey or Black Instr. PANEL 2.85 
13/ "x19" Grey or Black Instr. PANEL 1.80 
24 SPACERS -Alum.- Ceramic Ass't 1.00 
20 GOLD PLATED TRANSISTORS 1.00 
C &K mini -switch SPDT (on -on) 1.00 
C &K mini -switch SPDT (on- off -on) 1.18 
C &K mini -switch DPDT (on -on) 1.80 

C &K mini -switch DPDT (on- off -on) 1.55 
NEW P.C. BOARD loz. -1 side COPPER- FIBERGLASS 

6"x6"-750 6"x12"-$1.45 12"x12" -$2.50 

YOUR SELECTION OF RESISTORS 

35 -1 /4 WATT Resistors 1.00 
35 -1/2 WATT Resistors 1.00 
25 -1 WATT Resistors 1.00 

15 -2 WATT Resistors 1.00 

FREE -WITH EACH $10.00 ORDER -FREE 
50 Ft. spool HEAVY WALL 600V. #22 WIRE 

Send check or money order, include 350 for 
postage. MINIMUM ORDER -$3.00 

KIMBERLY RESEARCH PRODUCTS 
CORP. 

1013 MERRICK ROAD 
BALDWIN, L.I., N.Y. 11510 

TEL: (516) 623 -3344 

Circle 102 on reader service card 

egelAo 
3 le 

NOW build your own 
Capacitor Discharge 
Ignition System for 
as little as $11.45! 
Circuit diagram in- 
cluded with special 
ignition transformer. 
TR -200 transformer 

6 or 12 volts 11.45 
Complete COMPAC KIT 

6 or 12 volts 25.95 
(as described in 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS -Nov. 1966) 
FREE LITERATURE on all SYDMUR "CD" Systems. 

SYDMUR-1268 E. 12 St., 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11230 

Now Get MUSIC ONLY FM Programs 
Convert ANY FM TUNER to receive uninter- 
rupted commercial free music being broadcast 
by many stations. 

New three transistor plus "Phase Kit Only 
locked loop" IC circuit gives you 14so 
perfect reception. No tuned cir- With Squelch 
cuits, or critical adjustments. The 
11/2" x 4" circuit board is pow- $19 50 

ered from the tuner supply. +9 Wired & Tested 

to 12 Volts DC @ 10 Ma. required. $2500 
With Squelch 

$2995 
Plus postage 

ana insurance. 

Free list of FM stations with SCA author- THOUSANDS 
!rations included. (List alone $ 25) SOLD 

Southwest Technical Products Corp. 
BOX 32040 SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78284 

COMMODORE ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR 
with LED readout 

C108 LSI calculator has an 8 digit readout with a 16 digit roundoff. It adds, subtracts, multiplies and divides, 
has an error correcting button and keyboard rollover memory. 115/230 V power. 2 "x61 /2 "x9" dimensions. They are 
new with one year manufacturers unconditional guarantee. $192.50 

SEVEN SEGMENT 
COUNTER KIT 

Consisting of 7 segment read- 
out driven by 5 volts, having 
%'e display, and a 7447 dec- 
oder and 7490 decade counter 
$8.75 
2N3819 FET $.45 
TIS43 UJT $.50 
PROGRAMMABLE UJT's 
similar to D13T with data 
sheet $.75 
VARIABLE CAPACITANCE DIODES, 
(similar to 1N5463A) used to 
tune VHF, Color TV & FM broad- 
cast sets $1.00 
ER900 TRIGGER DIODES. These 
biodirectional trigger diodes are one 
of the best and cheapest methods to 
trigger SCR's and triacs ..4 /51.00 
FLV 100 Visible LED 70e 
MRD 14B photo 
darlingtons $ .75 
2N3055 7 amp NPN silicon 
power transistor $1.00 

TRIACS 
PRV to 
100 .40 
200 .70 
300 .90 
400 1.00 

500 1.50 

*Press tit 
Send for 

10A I 15A I 20A* 
.70 I 1.00 11.20 

1.10 11.50 11.60 
1.35 11.90 12.00 
1.60 2.70 12.40 
2.00 13.20 12.80 

NIXIE TUBES 
Similar to Raytheon 8754 
with socket & data sheet 

$2.75 

TTL IC SERIES 

7400 QUAD 2 INPUT GATE 5 .35 
7441 BSD DECIMAL 

DECODER .. $1.75 
7475 QUAD BISTABLE 

LATCH $1.25 
7473 DUAL JK FLIP FLOP $ .90 
7490 DECADE COUNTER $1.50 
7492 DIVIDE BY TWELVE $1.85 
7404 HEX INVERTERS S .40 
7447 BCD TO SEVEN 

DECODER DRIVER $2.00 
74121 MONOSTABLE 

MULTIVIBRATOR 5 .90 
7413 Dual Schmidt Trigger $1.75 
7480 Full Adder $1.75 
7483 4 Bit Binary Full Adder $1.95 
7495 4 Bit Left, Right Shift 

Register $1.50 
14 Pin DIP 
sockets 3 for $1.00 

Silicon Power Rectifiers 

PRY 

100 
200 
400 
600 
800 

1000 

3A 112A I 
50A 

.09 .24 I .90 - 

.12 .28 1 
1.25 

.16 .35 I 1.50 

.20 .50 
I 

1.80 

.28 .70 
1 

2.30 

.35 .-90 I 2.75 

DECADE 
COUNTER KIT 

CONSISTING OF: 
1 -NIXIE TUBE and SOCKET 

1 -7490 1 -7475 1 -7441 
Specially priced at $6.75 

Controlled Avalanche or 
Epoxy Rectifiers 1 AMP. 

PRV PRY 

100 
I .06 600 

I 
.11 

200 
I 

.07 800 I .15 
400 I .09 1000 I .20 

LINEAR CIRCUITS 
709C operational Amp .. $.50 
741 operational Amp ....$.50 
SE 501 Video Amp ....$1.00 
723 Voltage regulator . . $1.25 

Silicon Control Rectifiers 

PRV I 3A 1 7A 1 20A 170A 
50 .25 1 .32 

1 I 

100 .30 I .45 
1 

1.00 1 3.50 
200 .50 I .75 1 1.25 1 6.50 
300 .60 I .90 1 1.50 

I 

400 .70 11.10 
1 

1.75 
I 

9.50 
500 .80 1 1.25 2.00 I 

600 .90 1 1.40 
1 
2.25 1 11.00 

lerms: FOB Cambridge, Mass. 
Send check or Money Order. Include 
Postage. Average Wt. per package 
1/2 lb. No. C.O.D.'s. Minimum Order 
$3.00 

our spring catalog featuring Transistors and Rectifiers 325 Elm St., Cambridge, Mass. 
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Tel. (617) 547 -4005 

FREE CATALOG New Electronic Devices! 
World's Smallest Transmitter $19.95! Telephone 
Answerer $49.50! Telephone Recording Device 
$19.95! "Bug" Detector $59.50! Many more! 
SONIC DEVICES, 69-29R Queens Blvd., N.Y. 
11377 

B & K, Sencore test equipment, discount 
prices. Free catalog and price sheet. 
FORDHAM RADIO, 265 E. 149th St., Bronx, N.Y. 
10451 

IGNITION. 250:1 Coil, Ballast $7.95. Free lists. 
TRANSPARK, Carlisle, Mass., 01741 

SPECIAL Clearance Sale: Rectifiers, Transis- 
tors, small motors, electronic parts. Lowest 
Prices. Free Catalog. GENERAL SALES COM- 
PANY, (713- 265 -2369) 254 E. Main St., Clute, 
Tx. 77531 

POWER SUPPLIES DC OUTPUT FROM $9.90, 
120 MODELS. AUTOMATIC, BOX 292, BUT- 
LER, N.J. 07405 

OLD RADIO show tapes available; send 506 to 
ZULLINGER RECORDING, Box 71, Zullinger, 
Pa. 17272, for catalog. 

MEMORIES SEMICONDUCTORS FREE FLYER, 
UTI, P.O. Box 252, Waldwick, N.J. 07463 

TWO ELECTRO -VOICE cardioid microphones, 
Model 664. Excellent condition. Frequency re- 
sponse flat from 40 to 15,000 Hz. Impedance 
150 ohms. Only $25.00 each. RADIO -ELEC- 
TRONICS, Box E -V, 200 Park Ave. So., New 
York, N.Y. 10003 

ELECTROPLATING 

PLATING EQUIPMENT, Portable Platers, Sup- 
plies and "Know- How." Build your own tanks for 
nickel, chrome, etc. Easy -to- install PVC liners. 
Rectifier components -all sizes. Schematics, 
parts lists, formulas, operating instructions for 
all plating. Guaranteed to save you 25 % -75 %. 
Some good used units for sale. Write for details, 
PLATERS SERVICE COMPANY, 1511 -GG Es- 
peranza, Los Angeles, Ca. 90023 

Téchnical Excellence 
in Electronics 

On our 
o 

small. triocany campi,s Inc m ,s sha. i, n Living a s scll 
as Learning. Extra-curt-Icon, s ial activities, student clubs. a 
student operated radio station. student government, new dormi- 
tory and a full sports program help provide a world of your own 
in which to prepare for tomorrow. Associate Degree in Engineer- 

ing Electronics. B.S. obtainable. G.I. approved. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Dept. PE, Yellowstone Trail, Valparaiso, Indiana 463a3 

YEATS appliance 
dollies 

Rö 

MOVE 'EM EASY a`T D, 

ha `4.À 
MEATS dolly l' 
DeLuxe Model No. 14 

589.50 
ORO. YOURS TODAY, 

ROILS 
UP a DOWN 

STAMP 

FREE illustrated brochure 

Yeats Appliance Dolly Sales Co. 
1301 W. FOND DU LAC AVE. 

MILWAUKEE, Wit. 53205 

REBUILD YOUR OWN 
PICTURE TUBES? 

With Lakeside Industries precision 
equipment, you can rebuild any 
Picture tubel 
For complete details, send name, 
address, zip code to: 
LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES 
5234 N. Clark St. 
Chicago. Ill. 60640 
Phone: 312 -271 -3399 
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NOW YOU CAN 'PIK- A-PAN'OF YOUR CHOICE Willi ANY $10 ORDEII 

FREE* 
YOURS AS A GIFT 
FROM POLY PAKS 

SPECIALS THIS MONTH!!! 
'Pik -A -Pak 

FREE 
from $1.00 
Listings 
With Any 
$10.00 Order 

'PIK-A-PAK' OF $1.00 SEMIKONS 

I - 2N3055 npn, 100w, 15a, TO -3, transistor $1. 
2 - 2543572 UHF, 1200mc, npn, TO -92, plastic $1. 
5 - ER900 TRIGGER DIODES, for scrs & triers 51. 
4 - 2.5 AMP 1000PIV ITT, sil, epoxy rect Si. 
5 - VARACTOR DIODES, Spi, lOpf, 20pf, 30pf, 40pf, 50pí . $1. 
2 - FET'S 2N5457 N channel 5000umhos, TO -92 plastic $1. 
1 - 90W.PNP, 15A 2142612, TO -3, silicon 51. 
3 - 2N389 npn, .silicon, 85 watts, Vice R0, square case Si. 3- 2N1212 npn silicon, 85 watts, Vice 60, stud case $1. 
10 - íN914 fast switch diodes, silieon 4 n -sec 51. 
10 - 2N -404 germ. pnp, TO -5 chrome case. $1. 
1 -6 AMP TRIAC 200 PRV, TO -5. with heat sink 51. 
40 -G -E MICRO MINI RECT. silicon, porcelain to 1KV 51. 
40 - RECT. & ZENERS, 1.W. & lA, bullets. asst V 51. 
30 - WORLD'S SMALLEST RECT. A zeners, 1W, asst. 51. 
1 - FAIRCHILD 2N39í9 Rome. 15W, npn, l0A T066 51 o 
1 - FAIRCHILD FLV -100 LED, TO -1R. visible, red Si. 
2 - 2N5298 :3011-. plastic, power TO.220, npn Si. 
5 - 2143638 PNP, silicon, TO -5 plastic 51. 
5 - 2N3641 NPN. silicon. TO -5 plastic trans 51. 4- 2N4269 Nixie tube driver transistors 100V, npn 51. 
2 - FET'S 2N3085 N channel, 10,000 Limbo TO -18 51. 
2 - PUTS, prog. uni- trans, sim. to GE -D13T 51. 
2 - 2N2608 P channel, 2500 omhp , TO -18 S1. 
2 - 2N3819, Texas, N channel, 6500 umho TO -18 51. 
6 - TRIGGER DIODES, for sera only, axial leads Si. 
2 - 2N2646 UNIJUNCTIONS, plastic, Texas SI. 
1 - TEXAS H -38 'Matchstik' silicon sensors visible Si. 5- 2Ní07, GE, most commonly used pnp, germ Sl. 
3 -3 -AMP 1000 PIV epoxy bullet, ail. reel Si. 
50 - SILICON, glass rectifiers, computer Si. 
50 - GERMANIUM, glass rectifiers, signal Si. 5- 2Ní70, GE, RF, germanium, npn, transT0-22 Si. 
15 

10-AMT 
1000-PIV, 
ZENERS, studs, 

Lib -vol, silicon e Si. 

Save. 
Buy Any 3 

3 - ON-WATT ZENERS, studs, ppih.0 .voltage 18 -1 80 Si. . 
5 -ONE WATT ZENERS, axial, pik -ur- voltages 12 -160 Si. Take í0r Discount! 
4 - DIFFERENTIAL AMPS, dual trans 2X2060, npn Si. 100 or mere, 25 M. discount 30 -500 MW ZENERS, axial 4,6,9,10,12V SI. 
2 - LASCR light activated SCR 1A -30V Si. Factory Guaranteed! Tested! Marked! 
1 - LASCR light activated SCR 1A-200V Si. 
1 - PHOTO DARLINGTON TRANSISTOR, w /filter N lens 51. 4- 2N3055, HOBBY, 40W npn silicon transsiators TO -3 s1. 
5 - 2N155, HOBBY, IOW pnp germanium transistors TO -3 si. 
3 -50 AMP SILICON RECTIFIERS, silicon, 6,12,24 51. 5- 2Ní038, TEXAS, germ. pnp, 20 watts, TO -5, w /sink 51. 10- 2N3054 hobby, npn, TO -66, silicon, 30W, 30mc ' si. io- SCRS, asst voltages, TO -5, TO -18, TO -46 51. 
30 -3 -AMP RECT., sil., epoxy, asst. \ axial 51. 
4 - í5W. EPDXY POWER TRANS., B-5000, i3A 51. 3- HOFFMAN TUNNEL DIODES, 1N2927 51. 
2 - RTL914, dual 2 -in. gate. TO -5, plastic 51. 3- SN7441N, hobby, BCD -to -Nixie driver IC, Dip 51. 
10 - LINEAR AMPS, 709,710,711, 741 TO -6 Si. 
6 - 709 LINEAR AMPS, 7.11's too, DIPS .... $1. 
2 - HOBBY MEMORY CELLS, SN74R1, up to 16 -cell, DIP' Si. 
3 - 709,710,711 LINEAR AMPS, brand new, flat pak Si. 
4 - 741C hubby, freq. comp. 709, DIP. Si. 
'Um eat ed, guaranteed satisfaction 

7- SEGMENT 
ALPHA NUMERIC 

DIGIVAC READOUTS 
only $2.95 

Buy 3 - Take 10% Discount 
.,rkct, .49 

ALPHA -NUMERIC 
7- SEGMENT 
READOUTS 

only 3.95 

By Tungsnl. Type DT1705E. 
0 -to -9, with decimal numerals 
plus 12 letters. Blue -green fluo- 
rescent illumination. I .6vne r 

de 45 mils, 25 to 50 ode per 
segment. Designed for mobile 

se 
Compatible with ICs. such 

:5N7446N, 7490 etc. Char- 
acter size: .360" x .570". 

.A Poly Pak exclusive! Two different types. Both 
compatible with SN7446, SN7447, SN7448, 
SN7475, 5N7490 and SN74192 IC's. Both with 
decimals, 0 to 9 numerals and 10 letters. With 
specs R. hookups. 

J 16 -PIN MICRO MINIATURE 
Fits Into 16 pin dual in line socket. Life: 250,000 
hours. Delivers 700 -ft. Lamberts brlteness with 
5 volts 8 mils per segment. Characters .362" N. x 
,197" W 

9 -PIN TUBE TYPE 
For printed circuit board or socket. Life: 100.000 

Buy any 3 - Take 10% Discount hours. Delivers 6,000 -ft. Lamberts with 5 volts 
INCANDESCENT 23 mils per segment. Characters .47" H. x .26" W. 

7- SEGMENT Li $6.50 3 for $1$. 
o.9numoers and 9 letters. Compatible withSN7446 

ALPHA- NUMERIC and SN7447 7- segment BCD IC drivers, snaps into 

LED READOUT daalin line sockets. Only yi n '/ = v. °. speesaY 
20 -mRS. 

NIXIE TUBE SALE 
$2.50 3 for $6- 

Burroughs 87971, 0 -to -9. A -to- 
Z. 21/2" high characters. 1 7 t0V. 
With socket. 

GIANT SALE ON NEW TTL 
TEXAS L NATIONAL ICs 

'PIK -A -PAK' OF $1.00 PARTS PAKS 
30 - POWER RESISTORS, 3-to-25w, square, vitreous, asst vain Si. 
4 - PHOTOCELLS, pancake, Clairex, 30K- 700ohms Si. 
6 - REED SWITCHES, 2" long, fastest mech. switch Si. 
10. MICRO REED SWITCHES, 1" long, transistor work SI. 
10 - TRANSISTOR SOCKETS, for pnp -npn trans. powers too Si. 
1 - $25, SURPRISE PAK, resistors, cans, transistors, etc, Si. 
50 - TERMINAL STRIPS, 1 -to -R screw A tie lugs Si. 
40 - RADIO & TV KNOBS, asst shapes, colors, styles Si. 30- SQUARE DISCS, R5mmf to .Otmf, space -savers Si. 
75 - PRE -FORMED DISCS. condensers, printed circuit , Si. io - PHONO PLUG -AND -JACK SETS, tuners, amps, doubles too . Si. 
10 - KODAK LENSES, piano convex, concave, convex, mirror . Si. 
60 - TUBE SOCKETS, receptacles, plugs, audio, etc. Sl. 
100 - PREFORMED RESISTORS, 1/2 watt, printed ckt Si 
30 - DIPPED SILVER MICAS, pop values, silvers, too $1. 
50 - COILS & CHOKES, if, rf, ant, peaks, use, parasitic Si. 
10 - 'IC' SOCKET -ADAPTERS, TO -5 DIPs, flat, handy Si. 
60 - PRECISION RESISTORS, t, t, 1 & 2W. 1 % asst vale Si. 60- TUBULAR CONDENSERS, to .5ml. to 1kv, molded too Si. 
10 - SUBMINIATURE IF'S, 455 kcs, ?á" square, transistor Si. 
10 - TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS, to Io0mf, for ac /dc sets, etc. SI. 
15 -NE -2 NEON BULBS, for 110vac, 100's of projects 51. 
30 - POLYSTYRENE CONDs. finest caps made, asst. values , Si. 
10 - PANEL SWITCHES, 110vac, micro, rotary, thermal, slide, Si. 
10 - VOLUME CONTROLS, to lmeg, duals too, some w /switch . $1. 
40 - MICRO MINI RESISTORS, 1/4w, 100 ohm to lmeg, 5% . SI. 
30 - MOLDED CONDENSERS, upright, & axial, to .1mf to 1KV $1. 
SO -ONE WATT RESISTORS, 1% & 5 , AB's too, 100 to 1 meg Si. 
10 - TRANSISTOR ELECTRO's, 5mf to 300mf, upright too Si. 
10- UPRIGHT TRANSISTOR ELECTRO's 5mf to 300mf Si. 
60 - CERAMIC CONDENSERS, 10mmf to .04, npo's, discs $1. 
40 - MICRO-MICRO-MINI CONDENSERS, to .OSmf Cerafil ,,,, SI. 
5 - IBM COMPUTER BOARDS, trans, caps, res, coils, etc. 51. 
10 - ELECTROLYTIC CONO's, FP's, A tubular, 2 & 3 sect. too Si. 6- TRIMMER POTS, 100, 500, 2K. 5K, 10K, 25K, 1/2w, snap -in$i. 
60 - HI-Q RESISTORS, carbon, t /s, t /2, 1. 211' 5 Si. 
50 - DISC CAPACITORS, l Ommf to .05, npo's, hi -Q, to 6KV , $1. 
S0 -MICA CAPACITORS, to .01, to 1KV, silvers too, asst , Si. 
35 - TWO WATTERS, resistors, carbon, metal -film, 5% asst . Si. 
4 - MICRO POTS .v /knob, snap -in, 1/5W, 25k, 50k 100k, lmeg$1. 
5 - SOLAR SUN CELLS, round, sq., reel, sun pwr ekts SI. 

NATIONAL LM -565 only $4.95 
PHASE LOCK LOOP IC's Dual In Line 

TO.S Case 

16- TRANSISTOR STEREO PRE -AMP "IC' 
LOW NOISE! Type 739. 8 transistor per channel. Fo 

$2,49 magnetic stereo phono and tape recording devices. 
S0K input Imp -, 20.000 input gain- Provides RIRA 

Teledyne Fairchild band shape. Supply volts: 6 to 18V. Dual In Line 

Type Circuit Functions Sale 
SN7400N Quad 2 input gate $O 35 
SN7401N A SN7400N, with open collector0.35 ] SN7402N Quad 2 input NOR gate O 35 

0 SN7404N Hex inverter O 35 
SN7405N Hex Inverter, open collector ,. 0.39 
5N7410N Triple 3 input NAND gate ... , 0.35 
SN7420N Dual 4 Input NAND gate O 35 
SN7430N 8 Input NAND gate O 35 
SN7440N Dual 4 input NAND buffer 0.35 
SN7441N BCD -to- decimal decoder /driver 1.35 
SN7442N BCD -to- decimal decoder 1 35 
5N7446N BCD -to -7 -seg decoder /driver . 1.95 
SN7447N BCD -to -7 -seg decoder /driver . 1.95 
5N7446N BCD -to -7 -seg decoder /driver . 1.95 
SN7472N J -K Master slave flip flop 0.49 
SN7473N Dual J -K Master slave flip flop 0.62 
5N7474N Dual D triggered flip flop 0.45 
SN7476N SN7473N, with preset 8. clear 0.62 
SN7481N 16 Bit scratch pad MEMORY 1.50 
5N7483N 4 Bit binary FULL ADDER 1.55 
SN7490N Decade counter 1 40 
5N7491N -8 Bit shift register 1 25 
5N7492N Divide by 12 counter 125 
5N7493N 4 Bit binary counter 1.25 
5N7494N 4 Blt shift register 1 25 
SN7495N 4 Bit right shift left shift reg. . 1.25 
51.4749611 5 Bit shift register 1.25 
55474121 One short multivibrator 1.00 
SN74123 Dual retrlg 1- s /multiv. w clear 2.50 
SN74181 4 Bit arithmetic logic 7.91 
SN74182 Look ahead carry generator 3.45 
51474192 Up /down decode counter 3.45 
SN74193 Up /down binary counter 3 45 

SOLID STATE 
3.88 AM -FM TUNER 

FM I0s ohz A A.í1 o. 
1600kcs. Sensitive 2'.t x 21,2 
a 11/2" module. Can he used 
with 10.7me & -I 55kes IF 
strips A any hi -0 amp. P.C.. 

WESTIaaneUSE wired. 4 -gang \'affable osti- 
pty voltage 9V 6 mils. Varnc- 

3 for $10 for diode for AFL'. Schematics. 

5 -Pr. Kit 

SYSTEM Only C 
Includes 5574`,ííl. dee- Ve 
ade 

c 
unter, SN7475 

latch, SN7 -i 4 l BCD le- 
der driver, 0 -to -9 

Nixie tube, socket & 
instructions. 

3 sets 
for 

$18. 

PIV 2Artip 
50 5.05 

100 .06 
200 .07 
400 .09 
600 .12 
800 .15 

1000 .18 

2Amp 
5.05 
.06 
07 
09 

.12 ,is 

.18 

s 08 EPDXY 
:is SILICON 
N RECTIFIERS 

a5*microminiature 

MEMORIES g 95 pif'e`1G1^; 

IBM 40008+ 

150 CATALOG on Fiber Optics, 'ICs', Semi's, Parts Terms: add postage, cod's 25%. Rated: not a ' 

Phone Orders: Wakefield, Mass, (617) 215 
Retail: 211 Albion St., Wakefield, Mass. I POLY PAKS P.O. BOX .942 DR' , SL II 

BRAND NEW! 
LINEAR IC AMPS 
Factory Guarantees! Factory Marked! Pact), Tested 

Type Description Sale 

SN551OL 40MZ. Video Amp $3.50 
702 High Gain, DC amp TO -5 .79 
703 RE -IF, 14 hookups, TO -5 $1.19 
709C Operational Amp * ** . . .59 
71OC Differential Amp *ee .59 
711C Memory. Sense, Amp * ** . .59 
723A Voltage Regulator a. 1.49 

TVR -2000 Hi -power 723 *e , 1.59 
74íC Freq. Comp. 709 * ** .95 
748C Freq, Adjustable 741 .95 ] 709 -709 Dual 709's (DIP) . 1.49 

741 -741 Dual 741's (DIP) 2.25 
739.739 16 Transistor stereo 

PREAMP (DIP) 2.49 
749 -749 Dual channel audio 

amp (DIP) 2.49 
State 1st. 2nd choice, Dual In Line, TO -5. 

7VY 

Buy 
Any 

Take 

10 °° 

Dis 
count 

'PIK- A- PAK'FACTORY IC KITS 
Factory To You! 
With Diagrams! 
No Test! 

24 -709, 110, 7aí, 723, 741 asst. cases $2.98 
24 -7400 Serles, Dual in line. asst. . 1.98 
24- Linear & 7400 Series, asst. cases .. 1.98 

10 10 -709, 710, 711, 723, 741, TO -5 .. 1.00 

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT SOCKETS 
Buy Any 3 -Take 10 °° Discount! 

14 -Pin, dual in line , .5.45 
16 -Pin, dual in line ., ,50 
TO -5, 8 or 10 pins . , . .29 

FETS. UJTS. 
VARACTORS, NIXIES 

02 - 2N3819 N Channel, 6500 Limbos ....$1 
-S- Varaator diodes. 10. 20. 30, 40, 50,,,I $1, 

1 - "PUT" Programmable t ntiunctiun 51, 
2 - 2N3370 PET, N channel t 3U- l a, metal 51. 
2 - 2N2608 VET, P channel TO -18, metal si. 
2 - 2N2646 Uni.iu action. plastic . 51. 
5 - ER-900 Trigger diodes, sers. tracs Si. 

' 2 - 2N3277 PET. P channel. metal TO 5 $1, 

INTRUSION -FIRE ALARM KITS 
$3.50 3 sets 59.00 

Beep Generator only $1.98 
IRLASCR only .... 1.98 

Includes 'Beep Generator' IC used originally for' 
photographic alarm systems. Gives loud, shrill 
alarm. Includes infra -red light activated s 
(IRLASCR). TO-18, 1 amp 2000 pro. Instruc- 

tions for intrusion & fire alarm hookup. 

ALLEN BRADLEY'MICRO -POTS' 
2 for $1 ripe G, 1 2" rim. N 

I '" high, Mounts 1 I" 
lode. With .haft Hoist. 

ratan- P,,,f big: 
Ohms cI r 

`i 100 1.OK 10K 100K 1 Meg. 
250 1.51( . 25K 250K 2 Meg. 
50O 5.5K 150K O. 500K 5 Meg. 

TWINS - RTL914 & RTL923 
epoxy TO2 case 75 914on11n cm« 

923 JK Flip Flop 3 for 52.00 

6 -AMP FULL WAVE BRIDGES 
Pitt V.I. 400 1.95 

so $.e8 600 1.75 
100 .99 BOO 1.95 
200 1.25 1000 2.25 

FAIRCHILD "VISIBLE" LED's \\ 
Buy 3 - Take 10% Discount! 

Color: Red. For readouts, panel 79e lights. etc- TO -18 case. 
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65K MEMORY 
CORE STACK .lima.,s- V. 

Complete memory 
core stack, 65,536 
wired cores brand 
new condition 

$100.00 

GIANT NIXIES 
$3.00 each, 10/$25 

Magnificent alpha- numeric 15 rIC segment nixies. Display full al- - 
phabet plus numbers 0 -9, all in 
one tube 4'/2 inches high with 2'/2 
inch characters. 170 volt operation, 
make unusual clocks, displays,' 
games, etc. 

Sockets sold only w /tube 
#7971 $3 each 10/$25. Sockets 500 each 

3 Watt Laser Diode $5.00 

Led -Readout, Low Voltage 
IIIOptoelectronic Man -3 

Low Current, Brand New $3.50 

Power Amp Strip -30 Watt $1.00 

MAGNOSTRICTIVE COMPUTER MEMORY 
Magnostrictive delay line good for approx. 
7000 bit storage. Details included. $25.00 

MM500 Dual 25 bit shift register $2.50 
MM502 Dual 50 bit shift register 3.50 
MEM 511 MOS P- channel FET 1.00 
1 amp diode 1000 PIV 8/1.00 100 /10.00 

1 amp diode 1500 PIV 4/1.00 100/20.00 
1 amp diode 1200 PIV 6/1.00 100/14.00 
2 amp diode 1000 PIV 6/1.00 100/14.00 
3 amp 1000 PIV full wave bridge 1.25 

Please add postage for above items 
Send 250 for Surplus Catalog . . , 

JOHN MESHNA JR. ELECTRONICS 
P.O. Box 62 E. Lynn, Mass. 01904 

Circle 105 on reader serrirr ran 

WANTED 

QUICK CASH . . . for electronic EQUIPMENT, 
COMPONENTS, unused TUBES. Send list now! 
BARRY, 512 Broadway, N_Y. 10012, 212 
WALKER 5 -7000 

FRENCH ENGINEERING STUDENT (in final 
year) looks for summer apprenticeship in U.S. 
electronic industry; two months: July- August. 
Address: MICHEL GUYOT, 32, rue L. Harmel, F 

29N- Brest, France 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

JAPANESE NEW PRODUCTS MONTHLY! 
$1.00. Refundable. DEERE, 10639 Riverside, 
North Hollywood, Ca. 91609 

Start SMALL, HIGHLY PROFITABLE ELEC- 
TRONIC PRODUCTION IN YOUR BASEMENT. 
Investment, knowledge unnecessary. Postcard 
brings facts. BARTA -REA, Box 248, Walnut 
Creek, Ca. 94597 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING & 
INSTRUCTION 

FREE INFORMATION. Get FCC license new, 
easy way. ACADEMY OF COMMUNICATIONS 
TECHNOLOGY, RE -1, Box 389, Roswell, N.M. 
88201 

FCC "TESTS- ANSWERS" . Original exam 
manual for F.C.C. First and Second Class Li- 
cense- plus -"Self -Study Ability Test." Proven! 
$9.95. Satisfaction Guaranteed. COMMAND 
Box 26348 -E, San Francisco, Ca. 94126 

BONUS SALE 
NEW LOW, LOW PRICES 
free 810 operational amplifier (dual) DIP w /data for all prepaid orders of $10. or more. $1.25 value 
FREE 810 op -amp and one LM309K 5 volt 1 amp. power supply mod- 
ule (T0-3) with prepaid orders of $25. or more. $3.75 value 
With prepaid orders for $50. or more you get the $25. bonus plus 
ten per cent discount on all items purchased. 

FOLLOWING ITEMS IN 
LIMITED QUANTITY 

LM103 regulator diode 18 $1.60 
LM308 mi. ropoarr op and) Tl) -5 2.50 
75451 dual peripheral driver 

O pin I)I1' 2.00 
N E565 pluue lock loop TO-11 5.75 
NE566 tuu(t1uu generii'r ..' pin 

1)11' 
N E367 noie decoder > hin Ir11' . 

5.75 
5.75 

DIGITAL SPECIAL 
Ten brand new Ion carriers) dual-in-line 
JK flip -flops LU321 with data sheet and 
two pages of application notes describing 
hookups far -divide by three through ten, 
and twelve. Also self correcting ring coun- 
ter hookups, etc. 

10 LÚ321 W /data 55.00 

DIGITAL COUNTER MODULE 30MC 
unit includes board, SN7490, 
SN7475 quad latch, SN7447 
7- segment driver and RCA 
.' umitron" display tube IV 
W /decimal. 1" n 4.5" module 
will mount on 1" canters. 

kit S12 -wired and tested $15. 

All IC's are and fully tested - 
leads are plated with gold or solder. 
Orders for $5 or more will be shipped 
prepaid. Add 35c handling and postage 
for smaller orders. California residents 
add sales tax. IC orders are shipped 
within two workdays of receipt of order - kits are shipped within ten days of 
receipt of order. Money beck guarantee 
on all goods sold. 

TTL dual -in -line 
7400, 7401, 7402. 7404, 7405, 7410, 
7420, 7430, 7440, 
7450, 7451, 7453 ea. S .30 
7441 BCD decoder driver 1.41) 
7442 BCD decoder 1.40 
7473 dual JK MP -0W .65 
7474 dual type U FF .50 
7475 quad latch 1.40 
7476 dual JK FF .65 
7480 gated full adder .80 
7483 4 bit full adder 1.60 
7486 quad exclusive or gate .. .65 
7489 64 bit RANI 4.00 

LINEAR IC's (dual -in -line) 
709 operational amplifier .. .50 
710 voltage comparator ... .75 
LM309K 5V -IA 

power supply module .. 2.50 
LM100 positive voltage reg. .80 
747 dual 741 op amp DII' . 1.25 

I 

LINEAR SPECIAL 
Ten (10) Teledyne T0 -5 741 
operational amplifiers with a two page 
sheet of application notes covering the 
basic circuits using op -amps 
5 75 each Op.amp package 

10.741', data sheet 
and application notes 

oehv5700 

LED Red Emitting Lamp ... .60 

7490 decade counter IAO 8242 4 OR comparator ...S .90 
7491 8 hit shin register $1.40 8280 preset decade counter ... 1.40 
7492 divide by 12 counter 1.40 8281 preset binary counter .... 1.40' 
7493 4 hit binary counter 1.40 8520 33 VII' divide by "N" 
74154 one of le decoder 3.00 ii to 15 2.00 
74192 up /down decade munter . 2.25 7495 l bit R1114"í Itl :tlISTI:R 1.40 
74193 up /down binary counter . 2.00 8590 S hit shift register 2.00 
74195 univ. 4 hit Sin 1.40 8270 4 bit shift register 2.00 

BABYLON 
ELECTRONICS 

SEND FOR 
FREE FLYER 

P.O. Buy 85 
CARMICHAEL, CA. 95608 

(916) 966-2111 
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ADVERTISING INDEX 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS does not assume 
responsibility for any errors which may ap- 
pear in the index below. 
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TV TUNER REPAIRS -Complete Course Details, 
12 Repair Tricks, Many Plans, Two Lessons, all 

for $1. Refundable. FRANK BOCEK, Box 3236 
(Enterprise). Redding, Ca. 96001 

MANUALS for Govt. surplus radios, test sets, 
scopes, teletypes. List 250. BOOKS, 4905 
Roanne Drive, Washington, D.C. 20021 

TAPE & RECORDERS 

FIRST BREAKTHROUGH IN RECORDING 
TAPE. Originally made by America's leading 
tape manufacturer 2400' MYLAR, 7" reel, $2.29: 
1800' MYLAR, 7" reel, $1.69; 1200' ACETATE, 
7" reel, $.79. Write for quantity prices. AAE, 218 
Columbia St., Utica, N.Y. 13502 

RENT 4 -track open reel tapes -all major labels - 
3,000 different -free brochure. STEREO -PARTI 
55 St. James Drive, Santa Rosa, Ca. 95401 

TUBES 

TUBES Receiving Factory Boxed, Low Prices, 
Free Price List. TRANSLETERONIC, INC. 1306 
40th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 Telephone 
212- 633 -2800. 

SAVE MONEY ON PARTS AND TRANS- 
MITTING- RECEIVING TUBES, FOREIGN -DO- 
MESTIC. SEND 256 FOR GIANT CATALOG. RE- 
FUNDED FIRST ORDER. UNITED RADIO 
COMPANY, 56 -R FERRY STREET, NEWARK, 
N.J. 07105 

RECEIVING & INDUSTRIAL TUBES, TRANSIS- 
TORS, All Brands -Biggest Discounts. Tech- 
nicians, Hobbyists, Experimenters -Request 
FREE Giant Catalog and SAVE! ZALYTRON, 
469 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y. 11501 

RADIO & TV Tubes 366 each. One year guaran- 
teed. Plus many unusual electronic bargains. 
Free Catalog. CORNELL 4217 -E University, San 
Diego, Ca. 92105 

INVENTIONS & PATENTS 

INVENTIONS WANTED, Patented; Unpatented. 
GLOBAL MARKETING, 2420 -AE 77th Ave., 
Oakland, Ca. 94605 

UNIVERSAL DECADE COUNTING 

1. Easy to read single plane LED or Filament -type Readout with 
wide angle viewing. 

2. BCD Outputs available 
3. Readout Lamp Test 
4. Selectable Ripple Blanking 
5. Selectable Decimal Point 
6. Counter Reset 
7. Plug -in nodule 
8. Molex Sockets for all IC's 6 Readout 
9. Tin -Plated G -10, 2 -oz Copper, Glass Epoxy Board 

10. Your choice of 1 to 6 decades on one P.C. board. 
11. Grouping of 2 or more readouts on the same card, for custom 

designed appearance. 
12. 5 -Volt TTL computable single supply. 
13. First in a series of universal plug -in modules to be introduced 

soon; for frequency counting, time measurements, event counting, 
DVM, magnitude comparison, etc. 

14. Well documented application note with step -by -step assembly and 
hook -up instructions. 

UNITS 

Price (Per Decade): 

Basic Unit consisting of 
7490, 7447, Filament -type 
7- segment Readout....$8.00 

Options: 
For LED Readouts instead 
of Filament -type add $2.00 
For 7475 Latch add...$1.20 
For 74176 instead of 
7490 add $0.50 
For 74192 instead of 
7490 add $1.00 
For 74196 instead of 
7490 add $0.75 
For Fully assembled and 
tested unit add $2.50 

We have had many calls asking us if the components we sell are rejects? We would like to announce 

here that EVERY item sold by us is manufacturer's FIRST -RUN, fully tested and in perfect BRAND NEW 

condition. These parts are purchased through huge blanket orders mainly for our manufacturing req- 

uirements, and we are happy to pass on the savings to you. All parts are GURANTEED to be brand new, 

NOT EVEN SURPLUS NEW; but first -runs, manufactured within the last 9 months. 

Manufacturers, schools, universities, hobbyists; we can save you hundreds of dollars on your 

requirements, while offering a permanent source you can depend on indefinetly, not until one's 

surplus stock is exhausted. 
DELIVERY PROBLEMS? Every item advertised here will be shipped within 24 hours after receipt of 

your order (3 days for orders paid for by personal checks), or we will allow you a 10% discount on 

back -ordered items. For SUPER -FAST service give us a call and we will ship COD the same day. 

et LED 
7- SEGMENT 

DISPLAY 

$4.95 Each 

50 -99 $4.75 
100 -999 $4.50 
1000 -up $4.25 

Large l" 7- segment LED readout similair to 
the popular MAN -1 but with improved bright- 
ness. Has left -hand decimal point. Fits in 
a DIP socket. Expected life: Over 100 Yrs! 
Regularly $12.95 in single lots! These are 
BRAND NEW with full data sheet and 4 -page 
MULTIPLEXING Application Note. Needs a 7447 
for driver and ONE CURRENT -LIMITING RESIST- 
OR PER SEGMENT. We can supply you with one 
or ten thousand FROM STOCK. Also available, 
El OVERFLOW digit at the same prices. Mix- 
ing of Regular a Overflow digit allowed. 

Package of 8, 470 , ;W limiting R's 300 

Incandescent Type of 7- segment 
display. With right -hand decimal 
point. Rated 8mA per segment at 
TTL supply of 5V. Design life of 
50,000 hours. Needs a 7447 as a 

driver. In DIP Package. Each $3.25 1 
MOLEX IC SOCKET PINS: Use these 
economical pins instead of solder- 
ing your IC's to PC boards. Sold 
in continuous strips in multiples 
of 100 pins only. 
100 for $1.00; 200 for $1.80; 300 for $2.60 
400 for $3.40; 500 for $4.20; 600 for $5.00 
700 for $5.80; 800 for $6.60; 900 for $7.40 
1000 for $8.20. Each additional 1000 $7.50 

TTL DIGITAL IC'S LINEAR IC'S 

7400 290 7450 290 74150 $2.00 NE501 $2.25 
7401 290 7451 290 74151 $1.40 NE526 $2.75 
7402 290 7453 290 74153 $1 95 NE531 $3.50 
7403 290 7454 290 74154 $2.50 NE533 $3.50 
7404 300 7460 290 74155 $1.75 NE536 $6.50 
7405 300 7470 650 74156 $1.75 NE540 $2.75 
7406 700 7472 600 74157 $1.95 SE540 $4.00 
7407 700 7473 600 74158 $1.95 NE550 $1.35 
7408 300 7474 500 74160 $1.95 0E560 $4.75 
7409 300 7475 $1.00 74161 $1 95 NE561 $4.75 
7410 290 7476 650 74162 $1.95 NE562 $4.75 
7411 300 7480 900 74163 $1.95 NE565 $4.75 
7413 75E 7483 $1.55 74164 $1.85 NE566 $4.75 
7416 600 7484 $2.25 74165 $1.85 NE567 $4.75 
7417 600 7485 $3.25 74166 $1.85 55111 $1.00 
7420 290 7486 800 74167 $3.50 N5556 $2.00 
7421 300 7489 15,112 74176 $1.35 N5558 $1.00 
7423 750 7490 950 74177 $1.35 N5595 $3.50 
7426 45 7491 $1.35 74180 $1.50 N5596 $2.00 
7430 290 7492 $1.20 74181 $6.00 709 500 
7432 990 7493 $1.20 74182 $1.70 710 a_o_ 

7437 70E 7494 $1.45 74190 $3.40 711 5.01 
7438 700 7495 $1.45 74192 $2.20 723 $1.20 
7440 290 7496 $1.40 74193 $2.20 741 `3D_< 

7441 $1.35 7497 $4.00 74196 $1.75 748 750 
7442 $1.30 74100 $1.95 74197 $1.75 SN7511 $2.25 
7443 $1.35 74107 700 74198 $2.75 0575107 2.45 
7444 $1.35 74121 700 74199 $2.75 
7445 $1.75 
7446 $1.65 

74122 
74123 

900 
$1.40 1N270 154002 150 

7447 $1.65 74141 $1.50 15751A 300 1l4154 150 
7448 $1.55 74145 $1.50 15914 100 2N3860 250 

All IC's are supplied in 8 -, 14 -, 16 -, or 24 -pin DIP 
(Dual -in -Line) Plastic package, except for NE536, 
NE537, NE540, and SE540 which come in TO -5 package. 
We give FREE data sheets upon request, so ask for 
those data sheets that you NEED, even for those IC''s 
that you are not buying! On orders over $10.00 we'll 
send you a new 270 -page COMPLETE TTL IC data book 
FREE. Or, you may obtain a new 240 -page LINEAR data 
book instead. Orders over $20.00 will receive both 
books. Orders over $50.00 will receive a complete 
LIBRARY of DIGITAL 6 LINEAR data 6 application books 
totaling 1000 pages FREE. PLEASE NOTE: Data books 
will be shipped separate from your order. Please 
allow two weeks for delivery. 
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NEW IC TIMER (NE555) 

FEATURES 
TIMING FROM MICROSECONDS THROUGH 1 He 

CAN EITHER FREE RUN OR LATCH 

OPERATES FROM 4 to 15 VOLTS FOR 1% CHANGE 
IN TIMING 

TIME DELAYS CAN BE RESET 

TEMPERATURE STABILITY 0.005% PER "C 

ADJUSTABLE DUTY CYCLE 

TIMING CAN BE CHANGED 10:1 WITH CONTROL 

OUTPUT CAN SOURCE OR SINK 100mA 

$1.50 EACH 

ALLEN- BRADLEY MIL -GRADE (5 -BAND) RESISTORS. 
Any of the 84 STANDARD 10% values from 2.70 
to 22Mí7. ; or Il WATT. EACH 50 

CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS. Type 5GA- 1000WVDC. 
5, 7.5, 10, 12, 15, 20, 22, 25, 27, 30, 33, 
39, 50, 56, 68, 75, 82, 100, 120, 150, 180, 
200, 220, 250, 270, 300, 330, 360, 390, 
470, 500, 560, 680, 750, 820, 1000, 1200, 
1500, 1800, 2000, 2200, 2500, 2700, 3000, 
3300, 3900, 4700, 500000F. EACH 100 
0.010F. Each 110 0.02íF. EACH 120 

LOW VOLTAGE DISCS, Type UK. 
1.0 ¡F, 3V 250 2.2 uF, 3V 300 
0.1 uF, 10V 120 0.2 iF, 10V 20E 
0.470F, 10V 30E 0.04F, 16V 100 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS: 
All values are available in both, axial or 
upright (PC Board) mount. PLEASE INDICATE 
YOUR CHOICE. 
10 oF, 15V 15E 100 uF, 25V 250 
500 oF, 25V 300 1000 iF, 35V 500 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS. Internally -set, overload 
and short -circuit proof regulators need no 
external components to set. With data sheet 
and application notes. TO -3 Package. 
LM -335, 5V, 600mA $2.85 
L:4 -336, 12V, 500mA $3.85 
LM -337, 15V, 450mA $4.05 
20 Watt PC -Board Type HEAT SINK $1.20 

BANKAMERICARD 

master charge 

SOLID STATE SYSTEMS. INC. 
P. O. BOX 773 

COLUMBIA. MO. 65201 
PHONE: 314- 443 -3673 

TERMS: RATED FIRMS NET 30 DAYS. Others CHECK 
or MONEY ORDER with order. Add 350 to orders 
under $5.00 for postage b handling. For UPS 
add 450 and for AIR MAIL add 650 to your 
order; we pay the balance. If you are served 
by UPS in your area, we strongly recommend 
this service with its built -in $100 insur- 
ance. COD orders are FOB Columbia with 650 
COD fee additional. Canadian residents please 
add 500 for INSURANCE. 

MISSOURI RESIDENTS: Please add 4% Sales Tax. 

WRITE OR CIRCLE READER SERVICE CARD FOR OUR 
CATALOG OF PARTS 6 SERVICES. IT'S FREE. 
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LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW ... TODAY! NEW PRODUCTS, NEW MATERIALS, NEW IDEAS! 

UNUSUIM& PHYSICAL SCIENCE BUYS 
UNIQUE HARD -TO -FIND BARGAINS FOR FUN, STUDY OR PROFIT c) 

WHOOSH DUST OFF OPTICS. NEGS 
L -afcst way 
to remawt I and lint 
from opt i! negat ices. 
slides: any laird-in-reach 
area. Saves Ileum of hruxlt- 
ing. cleaning. spotting In 
get rid of mi rrnscupir dust. 
Patented solid propellent 
Fmorogel 8-11z. creosol gives 
2.5no jet sprays of moisture - 
free vapor. Dry air! Works 

in any position. even uP+idc down: Ilamiy extenLon 
snorkle gets to it. wherever. It's like having a pinpoint 
portable 70-M.-pressure compressor. Inst rs. 
Stock No. 60.902EH $2.85 Ppd. 

BLACK -LIGHT MIGHTY MITES 
Relatively ,mall (12 ") fls- ,`, titres give surprisingly 
bright hlaeklight. Mirror - 

finished reflector makes in- 
stant starting 8 -watt. high - 
intensity hnlli look like 
4o- wafter. Pp to 5.000 
hours of safe. long -wave 
13000.) black -light to really 
turn -on parries. light A 
theatrical shows. psychedelic 

decors. holiday decorations. Shockproof end -raps remove 
for safe. easy replacement of Milli and starter. Stands 
upright or horizontal. Ahura. ease. 
Stock No. 71,274EH 514.95 Ppd. 
DELUXE OUTDOOR /INDOOR MODEL 
Stock No. 71,299EH $19.95 Ppd. 
PLAY "BEAT- THE -COMPUTERS" 

New "today" computer pro- 
gramming game is absorb- 
ing fun . instructive too. 
Anyone (10-adult) can 
play -no science background 
needed! You'll learn to use 
a real program, solve EDP 
problems by moving your 
rards thru a simulated 
computer system: become 

knowledgeable about eotlgnnrr time sharing quesues discs, 
tapes. input. output, sorting. Gamehoard (1k x 24 ") 
accomodat es 2 to 4 players. Ins!e. incl. 
Stock No. 71,562EH $15.95 Ppd. 

50- 150 -300 POWER MICROSCOPE 
Amazing Value -3 Achro- 
matic Objective Lenses on 
Revolving Turret! Color - 
corrected, cemented achro- 
matic lenses in objectives 
give far superior results to 
single lenses usually found 
in this microscope price 
range. Results are worth the 
difference! Fine rack and 

pinion focusing. Imported) 
$24.50 Ppd. 

1 

Stock No. 70,008EH 
MOUNTED 500 POWER OBJECTIVE: 
Threaded achromatic lenses. 3mm F.L. 
Stock No. 30,197E H $5.88 Pad. 

NEW $99.50 HELIUM -NEON LASER! 
Completely assembled. in- 
stant- starting w /3X power 
output of comparable models. 
Steady, ripple -free light of 
moderate (safe) power. Ex- 
cellent collimation. Simple 
and safe to use. 45z lb, unit 
reaches 7511 paver in 2 
secs.: 100-1-, typically 0 5 
milliwatt 10.3 mW m!n!- 
nitwit in 3 ruins. Beam 

divergence 2 m illi- dians- 2 ems at 40 ft. 
Stock No. 79.004EH $99.50 Ppd. 
SINGLE MODE LASER No. 79.008EH ....$131.50 Pltrl. 

MAIL COUPON FOR 

GIANT FREE 
CATALOG! 

148 PAGES MORE THAN 

4,000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS 

Completely new 1972 edition. New items, cate- 
gories, illu [rations. Dozens of electrical and 
electromagnetic parts, accessories. Enormous selec- 
tion of Astronomical Telescopes, Unique lighting 
and ecological items. Microscopes. Binoculars, Mag- 
nifiers, Magnets. Lenses, Prisms. Many surplus 

I items. 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 

I Barrington, N.J. 08007 
Please rush Free Giant Catalog "EH" 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

AMAZING NEW WANKEL ENGINE KIT! 
Thrill to the fun of building 
pair men see -through mo- 
,rized model of revolution- 

ary plstottess type engine 
only engine experts 

think economically modifi- 
able to meet new pollution 
-r.ndards. Replaces piston, r I i m ter. crank assemblies 
,v!'li rotating discs (sections 
r, cove.I far firing chant - 

m,r-i. smaller than cony.; fewer parts, greater rel., same 
spvrd t less h.p. Switch. Req. - tt 1.5A' ma. trot incl.). 
No. 7I.424EH (4l/," x 5 ",x 9 ") $6.75 Ppd. 

NEW! ELECTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTER KIT! 
Solve problem.. Imlay games, 
predict weather with this 
actual working model of 
giant electronic brains, 
Amazing new fun way to 
learn all about computer 
programming . . . logic, 
decimal, binary systems. 
Laws of Sets -even do your 
own programming after cotn- 
pleti rg simplified 1111 page 
instructive booklet. Includes slep-ny -step assembly dia- 
grams. tireuils easily changed. Readout from illuminated 
nand panel. Req. 2 "I)" halt. (not incl.). (test model 
weve seen for hour. school. industry. 
No. 71,434EH (11" x 121/," x 4 ") $31.50 Pad. 

TURN BOTTLES INTO TREASURES 
Be ecological and artistic 

with this low -cost Bot- 
tle Cutter Kit. Easiest -to- 
use one were found. Stake 
saleable. attractive glasses, 
lamps. dishes, candlehold- 
ers, vases . from ordi- 
nary no-return smooth -sur- 
face bottles. jars. Cut any 
bottle safely. easily in less 
than , minutes for fun. 

profit. home decorations with just an ire -cube and this 
superior kit. Includes cutter (31s X 71:¡ X 2% "), candle. 
2 -oz. grinding powder. smoothing cloth. Complete Inst. 
Stock No. 71.475EH $10.95 Ppd. 

STARTS SEEDS IN 3 TO 5 DAYS! 
New thermostatically con- 
trolled electric greenhouse 
provides constant 70° grow- 
ing temperature, accelerates 
seed germination, helps pro- 
duce healthy thriving plants 
ready for outdoor planting. 
Big 3 sq. ft. planting area 
-29" X 15" X 4" box holds 
r/s bushel of growing me- 
dium. Germinates tomato 
seeds in 3 -5 days: asters. dahlias. petunias. wk. or less. 
Inel. 3 X 4 ft. clear plastic cover. supports 4 pkgs. of 
veg_ ,Q flower seeds. Uses reg. home current. 
Stock No. 80,153EH $12.95 Ppd. 

FLEXIBLE IMAGE TRANSMITTER 
Ili- resolution image-trans- 
mitter lets you see into re- 
mote. inaccessible illumi- 
nated areas: through pipes, 
tubes or any % "4- opening 
no matter haw intricate. 
Provides clear. wide sight- 
ing. 7X magnifying eyepiece 
focuses from less than 48" 
from subject to infinity. 
Ideal for monitoring hazard- 

ous processes. surveillance instrument. demonstrate fiber 
optics. Over 4.000 coherent glass fibers (.002 "). a /8" dia. 
semi -rigid gooseneck sheathing. 
Stock No. 60.857EH $40.00 Ppd. 

3" ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE 
See moon shots, orbits - 
stars, phases of Venus, 
planets close up. 60 to 180 
power. New improved. alu- 
minized and overcoated 3` 
diameter f /10 primary mir- 
ror, ventilated cell. Equa- 
torial mount with locks on 
Instil axes. Equipped with 
Mix finder telescope. hard- 
wood tripod. Included 
FREE: "STAR CHART": 2272 page "HANDBOOK OF 
IIEAV'ENS ": "ill!AA' TO i'sl: TELESCOPE" hook. 
Stock No. 85.050EH $32.95 Pad. 
No. 80.162EH DELUXE 3 "........$59.50 Ppd. 
Stock No. 85,105E H 41/4° $94.50 FOB 
Stock No. 85.086EH 6" $239.00 FOB 

TAPE -SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER 
coordinate tape recordings 
with slide series. Hook up 
stereo recorder to remote 
control projector and TSS- 
then record what you wish 
for each slide. Playback and 
TSS AI'TOMATICALLY 
changes slides in synch. 
w/ tape. Your presentation 
"gives itself ". Perfect for 
sales meetings. lectures, A 

"talking albums" of child's growth -a new dimension to 
vacations. parties . . anywhere. 
Stock No. 41.222EH $21.95 Ppd. 
6 -FT CONNECTOR CORDS ...... ....04.75 Ppd. each 

Kodak Proj. (#60,804EH) Airequipt ( #60,805EH) 

"SEE" SOUND! "WATCH" MUSIC! 
New 2 channel Color Organ 
Lamp translates sounds in- 
to exciting visuals. Get 
flashing. pulsing colors 
from tapes. reords, radio. 
'l'C. instruments -within 50 
ft. \ \'histier as low as 05 
dcills and see it react.( 
Great narl) fun. conversa- 
tion piece. hard -of- hearing 
aid -visually alert to door- 
bell. phone. footsteps. Plugs into any elec. outlet. 8" 
unhresik, dale wilt tran> lucent sphere. 4" dia. base. Incls 2 
colored baths. instrs. 
Stock No. 71.575EH $13.95 Ppd. 

3- HEADED TREASURE FINDER! 
Best value solid -state metal 
detector we've seen. Ex- 
tremely' versatile -easily at- 
tached search heads: 10 "- 
for quick, large area cover- \ 
age: 5 "- general search[ 3" r'f 
-extreme sensitivity. 16 Tele- 
scoping aluminum m roo d (16" 411.1114 to 30 "). Sep. colo ne. tuning 
control net for 1 hand oper- 
ation. All lit snugly in 
handsome locking foamlined allache rase. Inc!: 9V trans. 
hart.. earphones. instruct., 196 pp. book. 
Stock No. 71,446EH $49.95 Ppd. 
SAME BUT ONE 5" HEAD, NO CASE. 
Stock No. 71.447EH $29.95 Pad. 

POWER HORN BLASTS A MILE 
Frighten prowlers, muggers, 
vicious dogs with 118 deci- 
bels. Just press and this 
Freon powered pocket -sized 
horn can be heard a mile 
away to signal for help or 
fun. Great for boating (it 
floats), hiking, camping, 
hunting. seashore. rooting 
for your team. Can be heard 
over Rrattic and constr. noises 
to sound fire drill, lunch break or emergency. Weighs only 
3 ms. but contains up to 100 pile- piercing blasts. 
Stock No. 41.423EH $3.25 Ppd. 
2 Refill Cartes. (P.4I.424EH) $2.75 Ppd. 

3- CHANNEL COLOR ORGAN BARGAIN! 
Create tremenauus variety of 
unusual & beautiful lighting 
effects with this low -coat 
top -quality 1500 -Watt unit 
(500 W. per channel). Com- 
pare with others selling for 
twice the price. Has pilot 
light, plus individual sensi. 
tinily controls and channel 
indicator lights. Can operate 
ten 150 W. "spots" or 200 
Christmas lights. Uses reg. 
house current- attaches to audio source at/RCA-type phone 
Plug. 5%` x 0 .4" z 2t5`. 254 lbs. Thermal setttng plastic 
rase, 6 -ft. cord. Including complete Instructions. 
Stock No. 71.223EH $49.95 Pad. 

fi 

-... 

NEW "SEE -THRU" SIGHT LIGHT! 
Ingenious see -thru flash- 
lights lights up difficult -to- 
see -into areas. Puts a beam 
of light along your line of 
sight in spots you couldn't 
Previously look into & illu- 
minate simultaneously. 
Hundreds of uses at home. 
on the job. Use for pipes, 
sockets, engine parts, auto 
parts, gun barrels, re- 
cessed areas. Ideal for factory, workshop, mechanics, 
plumbers. electricians. sportsmen. hobbyists, doctors and 
Icnti-ls. Use it also as an all- purpose flashlight. 
Stock Na. 71,534EH $3.95 Ppd. 

$8.95 ELECTRONIC STROBE! 
hand -sized solid state elec- 
tronic strobe light at fan- 
tastically low price. Pro- 
duces bright psychedelic 
effects like larger, far more 
expensive Xenon strobes, yet 
it's just 2 -% z 4 z 1 -06` 
thick. Adjustable flash rate, 
approximately 3 -10 flashes 
per second. Make stop mo- 
tion effects, posters come 
aiive. Great to take with you to parties. dances, outing, 
etc. Requires 2 9v transistor halt. not incl.). Instructions. 
Stock No. 41,443EH $8.95 Ppd. 
4 REPLACEMENT LAMPS P- 41,444EH $1.00 Ppd. 

"FISH" WITH A MAGNET 
Go treasure hunting on the 
bottom! Fascinating fun &., ,.. 
sometimes profitable) Tie a -- 

line to our 5 -Ib. Magnet- 
drop it overboard in bay. 
river, lake or ocean. Troll it 
along bottom -your -Rea- __- 
sated" haul can be outboard ,tg 
motors, anchors, other metal 

5 -lb. Magnet is s. 
war surplus -Alnico V Type 
-Gov't. cost $50. Lifts over 150 lbs. on land -much 
greater weights under water. 
Stock No. 70,571 EH $14.00 Ppd. 
Stock No. 70,570EH 3 -a/ LBS $8.75 Ppd. 
Stock No. 85,IS2EH 15.15 LBS 543.95 F.O.B. 

EDMUND 
SCIENTIFIC CO. 

ORDER 85 STOCK NUMBER SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 

300 EDSCORP BLDG. 
BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY 08007 
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What happens when male can 
meets female can? 
It's far more than love at first sight... 
it's a whole new way to use pro- 
fessional chemicals. In terms of 
convenience. And savings. 

Because now, you can take it with 
you. "It' being the profit- making 
powerofChemtronicsTUN -O -WASH, 

TUN-0-FOAM and TUN -O- BRITE. 

The great "space war" 
With all the tubes and parts a serv- 
iceman has to carry, he's often at 
a loss for space to fit in a large can 
of chemicals as well. Even knowing 
he can often make $5.00 to $10.00+ 

more per call' And when he wants 
to do an extra -thorough job, de- 

gunking with a 
degreaser before 
using a cleaner/ 
lubricant, the 
problem's even 
worse. Until now 
The world's 

finest chemicals are now 
the world's most portable 
With a Chemtronics Transfer Kit, you 
can carry all you need in 

a shirt- pocket. With the re- 
fillable "Slim -Jim" cans in 
each Transfer Kit (each 
can, no bigger than the 
kind you fill a butane lighter 
from), you can carry a complete tuner service kit in 

your pocket. And still save money on the "economy - 
size" cans you re -fill from. 

Proof? Ounce -for -ounce, transfer kits can save 
you up to 25% or more on the world's favorite elec- 
average prices charged by 100 servicemen surveyed for chemical "tuner tuneup" 

ANDtronic chemicals. And you get Iwo 
"Slim-Jim" refillable cans that make 

1HEthem a breeze to take along. 
It's the kind of idea only a 

serviceman would think of 

E It's simple -no special gadg- 
ets. Just half a minute, and 

the "Slim -Jim" is refilled with enough 
to service six to ten tuners (and the 
large cans are still in the shop for 
bench use!). 
Why wait? It's at 
your local dis- 
tributor's now 
"Sex and the Sin- 
gle Can;' more 
popularly known as the Chemtron- 
ics Transfer Kit, comes in three vari- 
eties, to meet the needs of knowl- 
edgeable technicians: 
TCK -1 Double- Degreaser 
Two 24 oz. TUN -O -WASH, Two "Slim - 
Jim" Transfer Cans 
TCK -2 Degreaser & Polisher/ 
Lubricant 
One each of Bench Size TUN-0- 
WASH and TUN -O- BRITE, Two "Slim - 
Jim" Transfer Cans 

TCK -3 Degreaser & 
Cleaner /Lubricant 
One each of Bench Size 

TUN -O -WASH and TUN -O- 
FOAM,Two "Slim -Jim "Trans - 
fer Cans 

If you want to make more profits, while you save 
money, stop by and pick one up today! 
CHEMTRONICS INC. 
1248 Ralph Avenue 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11236 

SINGL 
CAN 

A 

çHEMTRONItS 
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Orange Foam makes the magic difference 
in Quam Air Suspension speakers. 

Its a sensuous sound, rich and mellow -and it's the hottest new item the 
speaker business has had in years. The wizards at Quam use air suspension con- 
struction, dual cones (one's a whizzerfl and perfect the product by using orange 
foam where lesser speakers have cloth. 

Why foam? Fortrurability and long life. For an absolute air seal without lacquer. 
For consistency in'performance and distinctiveness in appearance. 

For orange foam speakers with the sensuous sound, take the yellow brick 
road to your Quam distributor. Quam- Nichols Company, Chicago 60637. 

QllAM Sensuous 

Speak r 
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